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FOREWORD
Nineteen hundred ninety-two, designated The International Space Year (ISY), coincided
with the 35th anniversary of the International Geophysical Year (IGY). The International
Space Year honored space exploration and the planet Earth and also marked the 500th
Anniversary of Christopher Columbus's discovery of the New World. Langley Research
Center, the home of the Long Duration Exposure Facility (LDEF), celebrated its 75th
anniversary. In addition, 1992 marked the second anniversary of the LDEF retrieval.
Since publication of the First LDEF Post-Retrieval Symposium Conference Publication in
January 1992, the LDEF principal investigators, co-investigators, and collaborating
investigators have had an additional 12 months to analyze and interpret the data from
LDEF's 57 onboard experiments and to reach a better understanding of the space
environment (ionizing radiation, meteoroids, space debris, and atomic oxygen in the upper
atmosphere) and the effects that prolonged exposure in this environment will have on
future spacecraft such as large low-Earth orbit (LEO) platforms, Earth-orbiting spacecraft,
and on future manned and unmanned spacecraft to the Moon and to other planets.
Results of the second year LDEF studies were presented at the Second LDEF Post-
Retrieval Symposium, held at the Town and Country Hotel, San Diego, California,
June 1 to 5, 1992. This symposium was co-sponsored by NASA Langley Research Center
and the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics. This document contains the
full-length papers presented at the second symposium. The collection includes invited
review papers on ionizing radiation, meteoroids and debris, environmental effects on
materials, environmental effects on systems, and archiving of the LDEF data. Contributed
papers on ionizing radiation, meteoroids and debris, space effects on materials and
systems, the LDEF mission and induced environments, microgravity, and life science are
also included. The document organization is very similar to that of the symposium.
LDEF Mission and Induced Environments
Space Environments - Ionizing Radiation
Space Environments - Meteoroid and Debris
Space Environments - Microgravity
Space Environmental Effects - Materials
Space Environmental Effects - Systems
Space Environmental Effects - Biology
The Future
During the symposium William H. Kinard chaired the first haft of the general session
containing the invited review papers, and Bland A. Stein chaired the second half of the
general session containing the invited review papers, plus the Mission and Induced
Environments papers, and a Microgravity paper. Thomas Parnell chaired the Ionizing
Radiation sessions; J.A.M. McDonnell, Jean-Claude Mandeville, Dale R. Atkinson,
Michael Zolensky, and Donald Humes chaired Meteoroid and Debris sessions; Joan Funk
and John Davis chaired the Data basing session; Ann Whitaker and Bruce Banks chaired
the Coating session; Philip Young chaired the Polymer session, and R.C. Tennyson
chaired the Polymer Matrix Composites session. Roger Linton chaired the Metals and
Metal Matrix Composites session. Gale Harvey and Bland Stein chaired the Contamination
session. James Mason, Joel Edelman, and Harry Dursch chaired the Systems sessions.
William H. Kinard chaired the closing general session containing papers on biology and
future activities.
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I wish to thank the contributing authors whose research greatly enhanced the knowledge of
space environments and their effects on materials, systems, and biology. The papers
contained in this volume underwent a technical review by peer reviewers and an editorial
review. I also wish to thank the technical reviewers for their time and effort in making this
collection as current and accurate as it is. I would like to thank Maureen Sgambelluri, who
assisted with the symposium logistics, and who cheerfully reformatted some of the papers
contained in this publication. I would like to gratefully acknowledge Susan Hurd, Mary
Edwards, Lisa Levine, Alisa Hollins, and Jeanne Gordon, for their support in editing this
document.
This conference publication is the second in a series of three LDEF Post-Retrieval
documents. In June 1991, over 400 LDEF investigators and data users convened in
Kissimmee, Florida for the First LDEF Post-Retrieval Symposium. The results of the
symposium (130 papers) are printed in a three-part NASA Conference Publication,
LDEF-69 Months in Space: First LDEF Post-Retrieval Symposium,
January 1992, (NASA CP-3134.) The LDEF Science Office plans to hold a third
symposium in November 1993, in Williamsburg, Virginia. Published abstracts for the
third symposium will be available at the meeting. Additional information on these
symposia may be obtained by contacting:
Arlene S. Levine
LDEF Science Office M/S 404
NASA Langley Research Center
Hampton, Virginia 23681-0001
Telephone: 804 864-3318
Fax: 804 864-8094
The use of trade names or manufacturers in this publication does not constitute an official
endorsement of such products or manufacturers, either expressed or implied, by the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
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SUMMARY
The LDEF Meteoroid and Debris Special Investigation Group (hereafter M&D SIG) was
formed to maximize the data harvest from LDEF by permitting the characterization of the
meteoroid and space debris impact record of the entire satellite. Thus, our work is
complementary to that of the various M&D PIs, all of whom are members of the SIG. This
presentation will summarize recent results and discussions concerning five critical SIG goals: 1)
classification of impactors based upon composition of residues, 2) small impact (microimpact)
features, 3) impact cratering and penetration data to derive projectile sizes and masses, 4)
particulate flux estimates in low-Earth orbit, and 5) the LDEF Meteoroid and Debris database.
INTRODUCTION
A meeting of the Meteoroid and Debris Special Investigation Group (M&D SIG) was held
in March of 1992. We reviewed progress towards the M&D SIG goal of using the entire LDEF
satellite to define the meteoroid and space debris environment in low-Earth orbit. M&D SIG
members are at work on numerous projects, including use of 3-D impact feature images to
derive precise crater depth and diameter information, detailed examination of the impact record
of the LDEF frame (which provided common material exposed in all pointing directions),
examination of impact damage on aluminum panels, characterization of impactor residues, and
modelling of the Near-Earth particulate environment using M&D SIG data. All of these
activities are reported separately in this conference proceedings document.
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One determination of the recent M&D SIG meeting was that consensus should be met by
the membership on five key activities; these are (a) establishment of standard criteria for
distinguishing natural from man-made impactors, (b) characterization of same for very small
impact features (< 10 um diameter), (c) use of laboratory simulations for calibration of impactor
properties from observed impact features, (d) use of LDEF results to calculate paniculate flux in
low-Earth orbit, and (e) use of a standardized database for M&D results. This report is a first
attempt to address these critical issues in a forum accessible to other LDEF investigators and the
community at large, both for information purposes and also to invite critique from the larger
community. Consensus on these issues has not always been achieved, as will become obvious.
However, we are able to delineate the scope of disagreements and suggest ways Of resolving
them. For example, we recognize that much future work will necessarily concern calibration of
craters in aluminum (the most common material on the LDEF), and cratering and penetration
processes in the Teflon thermal blankets.
As the reader has now discovered, this paper is not a global overview of M&D SIG
activities, but is narrowly focussed. We discuss each critical issue below, in the order in which
presented above.
CRITERIA FOR DISTINGUISHING NATURAL FROM MAN-MADE IMPACTORS
Introduction
Since different capture experiments on LDEF employed different collection schemes and
different analysis techniques, it has proved difficult to establish universal criteria for
distinguishing between natural and man-made impactors. The situation becomes more complex
for the entire LDEF with its myriad of experimental surfaces and analytical investigations.
However, in the interest of promoting the comparisons of results from many laboratories, we
propose the following classification scheme. This scheme has been employed for some LDEF
studies already (ref. 1).
Contamination
............. _earlylthe level and composition of cofita-mination must be carefuiiyestablished before
analysis of residues should be attempted. Also, supposedly well-understood LDEF materials
often contain impurities which, though minute on a gross scale, are important at the scale
necessary for analysis of impactor residues. LDEF surfaces are sprinkled with particles of
alkali-halide salts (from oceanic spray and human waste), paint flakes containing high
concentrations of Ti and/or Zn and/or Mg (from LDEF paints that were shed due to the action of
atomic oxygen and ultraviolet radiation, flakes of A1 from blankets and antenna arrays, and other
less characterized materials.
Because of ubiquitous Si contamination on LDEF (from outgassing RTV?) particu!ar care
must be employed in use of this element for establishing criteria. This is particularly unfortunate
since Si is an important element in meteoroids. Other elements found within this particular
contaminating material include O, C, H, Na, K and Ca.
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Criteria For Natural Impactors
Any of these constitute sufficient conditions:
A Chemical Criteria
(1) Mainly Fe with minor S and/or Ni
(2) Various proportions of Mg, Fe and Ca + minor S, Ni, and/or AI
(3) Fe+Cr only if O is also present in same residue grains and outgassed RTV contamination
is not locally evident
(4) Non-terrestrial isotopic compositions
(5) Presence of solar wind implanted He or Ne
(6) Given that impact residues are frequently fractionated, comparisons between ratios of
refractory to volatile elements can also be employed to establish criteria for origin.
Useful ratios are AI/Mg, Ca/Mg and Ti/Mg (see ref. 2 for application of these ratios).
B Physical Criteria
(1) Presence of solar flare tracks
C Mineralogical Criteria
(1) Contains olivine, pyroxenes, ferromagnesian phyllosilicates (serpentines, smectites)
and/or Fe-Ni sulfides
Criteria For Man-made Impactors
Not any of the above criteria; also:
D General Criteria
(1) Mainly AI or A1203 + minor Fe, Ni, Cr, CI, Na or C
(2) Mainly Fe with accessory Cd, Ti, V, Cr, Ni, Mn, Co, Cu or Zn with the latter elements
present in abundances greater than to be expected for common minerals. A common
man-made material is stainless steel consisting of Fe, Cr and Ni.
(3) Various proportions of Ca, A1, Si, Ti, K, Zn, Co, Sn, Pb, Cu, S, C1, Au or Ag.
Surface Specific Criteria
Au- No change
Ge- No change
A1- Expect A1 contamination to affect criteria A1, A2 and D2. Criteria D1 will not apply
Steel- Expect Fe and Cr contamination to affect criteria AI and A2. Be careful when
applying criteria A3 or D2.
MICROIMPACT FEATURES
A subcommittee of the M&D SIG has summarized all data gathered on micro-craters or
perforations (features nominally <10 I.tm in diameter) found on LDEF surfaces. The goal is to
issue a final summary report that will include all reported impact flux data in several formats in
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order to allow maximum utilization by the various communities. The M&D SIG practice of
reporting all primary data along with any interpretive data will be followed. The final report
will also include summaries of information reported in the literature or directly to the M&D SIG
conce_ng micro-impactor chemical compositions and developments and new insights into the
theoretical and semi-empirical prediction of micro particle fluxes and velocity distributions in
low-Earth orbit (LEO).
This interim report lists the LDEF cumulative micro particle crater/penetration fluxes
reported to date in the literature (refs. 3-9, ft notes 1-4)* or directly to this committee (ref. 10, ft
notes 5-6). Table 1 lists the flux data (number/m2/s) along with LDEF experiment numbers and
bay locations, the time periods of exposure, the types and amounts of surface materials scanned,
the scanning methods, the minimum detectable crater diameters (>90% confidence) as reported
by the individual investigators, and the number of impact features counted. Data is grouped by
LDEF locations and exposure times and listed in order of increasing minimum feature size. The
sources for the tabulated data are listed at the end of the table. Data for micro-craters and
penetration holes in Teflon thermal blankets are not included at this time, but will be added
along with other data for the next interim report. These blankets are a valuable source of impact
data, but the size of micro craters that can be observed will be limited by the surface texture of
the Teflon blankets, which is highly variable and results from atomic oxygen and ultraviolet
radiation damage.
The LDEF community is encouraged to contribute new information on small impact
features. Several of the investigators who supplied information for this report have undertaken
the difficult task of convening data from different LDEF surfaces (metals, foils, ceramics) into a
common format. Most notably, Horz et al. (ref. 3), Mandeville et al. (ref. 4, ft note t) and
especially McDonnell, et al. (refs. 5-7) have discussed and applied conversion formulae
extensively. Interested readers are referred to these sources for more information. Further
refinement in these procedures can be expected as more data is collected and correlated. The
committee's final report will contain the latest versions of these investigators' formulae.
There are numerous empirical and semi-empirical relationships developed to convert impact
crater and penetration hole morphology in metals, crystalline materials and thin films (metal and
polymeric) to particle mass or size, or equivalent crater size in aluminum, or equivalent
penetration thickness for aluminum film. All such methods are dependent on general
assumptions about impactor density and velocity and interaction with the target. Velocity and
density assumptions can be applied unilaterally to all features on a given LDEF side and provide
an acceptable leVel of comparison for a statistically large sample set. Average velocities for
micro-particles striking the various sides of LDEF can be calculated from reported flux data with
modest accuracy. In addition, as data on impactor chemical composition is reported, greater
insight into the range and average densities of micro impactors can be gained.
The portions of conversion formulas that involve terms dependent on the physical properties
of the target materials as they relate to interaction with hypervelocity micro-impactors can be
accurately determined in many cases by empirical evaluation. Van de Graaff accelerators are
useful for determining material response to hypervelocity micro-particle impacts. While there is
some test data on Fe and A1 metals and foils, much more data is needed for these as well as for
micro-particle impacts into cr.ystalline materials such as Si and Ge. However, a thorough review
of the literature concerning micro-particle hypervelocity impacts into these materials may
provide enough data to determine the cratering characteristics of these events under orbital
conditions.
* See footnote section that follows the reference list.
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Data from penetrations and cratering in aluminum foils on LDEF can provide the means for
calibration of the crater size relationship between AI and other materials. This data can also be
used to calibrate the sensitivity of the Interplanetary Dust Experiment (IDE) sensors (A0201).
Crater-size distributions in these materials can also be compared. Additional information is
highly desirable on micro-crater densities and size distributions on other materials on LDEF,
especially optically-smooth surfaces.
Several important observations are immediately evident from the data in Table 1. Singer,
Mulholland and co-workers (refs. 8-9, ft note 4), have reported a short-term increase in micro-
particle debris impacts on LDEF following deployment and attributed the source to Shuttle
activities. Electronic data from the A0201 high-sensitivity sensors located on the Earth, Space
and West (anti-ram) sides of the satellite showed a greatly increased flux of micro-particle
impacts during the first 8 days following deployment. The impact fluxes on the low sensitivity
A0201 sensors on these same locations were the same or less than their respective first year
fluxes, indicating that the vast majority of the particles must be submicron. The impact fluxes
(for the initial 8 days) on both types of A0201 sensors mounted on the east (ram) side of LDEF
were approximately double their first year fluxes. Further examination of this data combined
with refined IDE sensor sensitivity relations derived from orbital data and from archived ground
test data should define a narrower size range for these debris particles.
There is fairly good agreement of the density of small crater densities for ail surfaces on a
particular side of LDEF that were exposed for the entire 5.77 year mission. Comparison of AI
foil and plate data from the West and North sides of LDEF (trays C03 and D-12, respectively) =-
with the IDE (Exp. A0201) sensor data from the same locations (ref. 10) indicates that the 1.0
I.tm metal-oxide-semiconductor (MOS) sensors were triggered by particles that would leave an
~3 _tm diameter crater in AI. This is based on the determination of McDonnell, et al. (ref. 6),
that the marginal perforation limit, f, for the A0023 thin foils was given by: |
f = (0.59)(1.15)D c = 0.68D c !
where D. is the crater diameter at the foil surface. While no 5.77 year flux data is available for
the IDE _).4 _m MOS sensors (due to power toss), a first order estimate of the sensitivity factor
can be derived from the ratio of the insulator thickness:
(0.4/1.0) x 3 _tm = 1.2 tam equivalent AI crater size
There is much to be said (and much that has been said) about the reported flux distributions
listed in Table 1. These tasks are appropriately left to the community and a summary of their
efforts will appear in the committee's final report. However, aquestion of long term micro-
particle impact flux variation on the West side of LDEF by factor of 2 is raised by the temporal
data reported to this committee by Mulholland, et al. (ref. 9, ft note 4), and Mandeville (ft note
6). According to these investigators, a higher particulate flux rate occurred during the first year
of LDEF's orbit compared to the 5.77 year average flux. Mulhoiland also reported first year
fluxes on LDEF's space-facing and North (row 12) sides that were about twice as great as the
5.77 year average fluxes for these locations (ref. 10). The East (ram) sensors showed no
significant variation in the first year and 5.77 year impact fluxes. South (row 6) side sensors
have not been evaluated yet. Earth-facing panel IDE sensors showed a 5.77 year flux rate that
was twice as high as the rate during the first year, and no large particle impacts were noted on
these sensors. These are interesting results that may eventually be correlated with orbital or
natural events b_y the community. _ ,
Because of the reported long term temporal varlafions in micro-particle impact fluxes, it is
imperative to correlate all other temporal impact data available from surfaces that were only
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exposed during the first year of LDEF's orbit. Data from optically smooth surfaces are preferred
to other surfaces because of a reduced crater-size detection threshold.
Another question of interest to this committee is: what are the smallest size primary impacts
observed on LDEF? Walker and Swan (ft note 5) have reported results from high magnification
(1000X) SEM scans of their optically-smooth Ge capture cells located on row 8 (Table 1). In
general, all craters on row 8 Ge wafers had associated spall zones. The exposure time for these
surfaces is given as ~5.5 years because they were initially covered with 2 _tm thick metallized
Mylar films that apparently failed during the first few months of orbit. The smallest craters
found by the researchers were ~0.1 I.tm in diameter. In most cases the surface texture of metal
samples precludes identification of such small features.
In summary, this interim report of the M&D SIG Micro Crater Committee has
(1) listed the micro-particle cumulative flux data reported to date,
(2) noted general consistency among the 5.77 year flux rates reported from different
surfaces,
(3) identified long term temporal variations in the reported "average" flux rates,
(4) listed the cumulative flux data for the smallest features identified on LDEF (0.1 lam
craters in Ge) to date.
The following tasks are required to develop a comprehensive data base on micro-particle
impacts on LDEF:
(I) More ground test data are needed on hypervelocity (10-20 krn/s) micro-particle impacts
into crystalline materials such as Si and Ge. A thorough review of the literature
should define the needs for additional test data.
(2) Additional information is highly desirable on micro-crater densities and size
distributions on other materials on LDEF, especially optically-smooth surfaces.
(3) It is imperative to correlate all other temporal impact data available from surfaces that
were only exposed during the first year of LDEF's orbit.
(4) Chemical analysis information on particle sources should be collected.
Although the fourth point listed has not been discussed in detail in this interim report, a
significant data base on micro-particle residue analyses is under development (see refs. 2 & 11,
ft note 1). Several hundred impact sites have been analyzed by various investigators, and
significant new data was presented at the Second LDEF Post-Retrieval Conference in June 1992.
CONVERSION OF IMPACT FEATURE DIMENSIONS INTO PROJECTILE PROPERTIES:
CALIBRATION OF LDEF FEATURES
Introduction
An important goal of the M&D SIG is to reconstruct the initial impact conditions for
individual impact craters and penetration holes, as well as the average conditions characterizing
any given population of impact features. Of specific interest is the derivation of projectile
properties, such as size, mass, and kinetic energy, and their relative and absolute frequencies
typical for a given population of impact features, and ultimately for the entire LDEF. These
frequencies constitute first order information for the reconstruction of possible sources and
source mechanisms for both natural and man-made particles. They also form the basis for any
predictive capabilities regarding collisional hazards to operations in LEO. As a consequence, the
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dimensional analysis of impact features and the conversion of these dimensions into projectile
properties constitutes a high priority activity of the M&D SIG.
Such efforts are frequently also referred to as "calibrations" because they utilize craters and
penetration holes produced under known laboratory conditions. The latter reveal significant
dependency on impact velocity, angle of incidence and diverse physical properties of both the
target and projectile materials, such as density, compressive strengths, porosity, and material-
yield criteria under high dynamic compressive and tensile stresses. As a consequence, results
obtained under a specific set of laboratory conditions are not readily applied to another set of
conditions. Substantial efforts by many workers, both experimentalists and theoreticians, are
underway to understand the effects of absolute projectile size (dimensional scaling), velocity
(velocity scaling) and material properties (strength scaling) that control the size of an impact
feature, including combined parameters such as kinetic energy (energy scaling). Proper
interpretation of LDEF impact features depends on the correct scaling of all parameters, yet
improved dimensional scaling and velocity scaling rank foremost in the goals of LDEF workers,
because the current experimental data base suffers from a paucity of information at appropriate
projectile sizes (1-1000 _tm) and velocities (> 10 km/s).
This report reviews some of the existing experimental data and their generalizations to
permit interpretation of LDEF craters and penetration holes. It does not intend to provide a
complete overview of the extensive impact literature. We will also demonstrate that computer
based impact simulations have evolved into powerful tools to permit extrapolation of laboratory
results to conditions beyond those actually simulated.
Experimental Calibration
i
L
!
All calibration activities begin with well-controlled experiments, combined with
standardized measurement techniques. For example, when measuring the diameters of craters or
perforation-holes several different diameter measurements can be made. The diameters can be
measured at the original surface of the impacted material (this is the preferred measurement), or
they can be measured at the center of the crater/perforation lip, or they can be measured at the
outer lip edges. These diameters can differ by factors of two to four from each other for the
smallest craters. If the type of measurement is well-documented, and if the impactor and target
materials are well-characterized and the impact characteristics (i.e. velocity, angle of incidence)
are known, it may be possible to convert these measurements to equivalent diameters at the
original surface of the impacted materials. For calibration, the better characterized the
laboratory conditions, the more useful the data. The impactor and target materials should have
well-known physical properties, including knowledge of how these properties vary with the
extreme temperatures and pressures characteristic of hypervelocity impacts. If the impact data
will be used to calibrate or benchmark a hydrodynamics computer code, the materials' equations
of state must also be well known. For these reasons, initial calibration experiments typically use
such materials as aluminum, stainless steel, or lexan. In addition, initial calibration experiments
often use the same material (e.g. aluminum) for both target and impactor.
: L:2L : : _ _ : = : -
Several experimental techniques are available for performing calibration tests. All of these
techniques have positive and negative features, and there is not currently one which directly
simulates all aspects of the meteoroid and debris impact environments. For determining material
properties and equations of state, flat-plate impact experiments at the velocities of interest are
the best technique. The capability to get the appropriate veiocities with the correct types of
materials is the primary issue in calibration testing. Various types of accelerators (e.g. Van de
Graaff electrostatic accelerators, plasma-drag accelerators or light-gas guns) can achieve
different velocity regimes, but with a limited range of particle sizes, shapes and materials. For
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example, two-stage, light-gas guns are available which can launch almost any material larger
than ~50 _tm, of many different shapes, to velocities typically <8 km/s. On the other hand, Van
de Graaff accelerators can launch particles at velocities exceeding 20 km/s, yet only for
submicron-sized, surface-conducting and highly-charged projectiles. This is why these
particular experiments typically employ iron particle projectiles, and why experiments with
silicates and other interplanetary dust analogues are lacking. These limited launch capabilities
have led to a paucity of data on various materials and impact conditions which are nonetheless
critical to LDEF data analysis.
Analytical Calibration
Calibration is completed when analytical models have been checked to ensure they correctly
reproduce impact phenomenology and once they include predictive capabilities of impact effects
and damage. Analytical models can be in the form of either semi-empirical equations for first-
order analysis or hydrodynamic computer codes for more precise analysis and a better
understanding of the physical processes involved.
Semi-Empirical Equations
Semi-empirical equations can be curve-fits to limited experimental laboratory data sets or
can be derivations from physical equations, but with empirical constants or exponents. Both
approaches are highly dependent on the size and quality of the data set. In addition, the second
type of equation is highly dependent on the assumptions which were used to perform the
derivations. The derived equations can be much more accurate than pure curve fits, but can
suffer due to the assumptions. For example, it is common practice to include only target
material properties in these equations. This is a poor practice, because material properties of the
impactor are just as important.
Many semi-empirical equations have been proposed. However, the equations which have
been most widely used in analyzing space exposed surfaces include: Pailer and Grun (ref. 12)
and Carey et al. (ref. 13) for marginal perforations; Cour-Palais (14) for cratering in metals,
specifically in aluminum targets; and Gault (ref. 15) and Mandeville (ref. 16) for brittle glass or
ceramics. With the increased data from the last several years, the semi-empirical equations have
been improved somewhat, yet there is still no overwhelming concensus regarding improved
utility to cases beyond those simulated in the laboratory, as discussed by Humes (ref. 17), for
example.
Currently, the recommended equations are as follows. For marginal perforations of A1 we use
the McDonnell and Sullivan (M&S) equation (ref. 7):
fmax/dp = 1.02 3 dp l'056(pp/pT)0"476(t_A1/_T)0" 134Vp0.664
where fmax is the equivalent thickness of foil for the ballistic limit, d is diameter (measured in
cm), T stands for the target, P for the particle, p is density, o is strength, and V is impact
velocity (in km/sec). For craters in aluminum use the formula of Cour-Palais (ref. 14) as
updated by Humes (ref. 17):
p = 0.42m0.352 ppl/6v2/3(cos0) 2/3
where P is crater depth measured down from the ambient surface, m is particle mass, and 0 is the
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impact angle. For craters in brittle materials use the equation of Mandeville (ref. 16):
log D e = 0.48 + 0.36 log m
where D e is crater diameter.
The biggest shortcoming of most of these equations is the limited data set used for
derivation. Also, in many cases we are not yet smart enough to properly synthesize the data, and
the processes are extremely complex, defying treatment via a few simple terms.
New efforts underway by LDEF PIs and SIG members will attempt to combine data sets
and revise equations for marginal perforation and 6ratering based on (fie increased quantity of
data. Of particular interest in their work is the transition from cratering to penetration, such that
small craters and relatively large penetration holes from a single experiment surface may be
converted to internally consistent distributions of projectile sizes; this is not currently the Case, as
described by Warren et al (ref. 18) for Solar Max and by Humes (ref. 17) for LDEF surfaces. In
addition, McDonnell, Mandeville, Watts and Atkinson are continuing their individual
developments of the current marginal perforation, cratering, and brittle cracking equations.
Horz et al. (ft note 8) suggest that the marginal penetration limits can possibly be replaced by .....
unique solutions for projectile size from the measurement of hole diameter and foil thickness (at
unit velocity). Much more experimental data is still needed, particularly for the brittle cracking z
of ceramics and the behavior of composites in order to define good semi-empirical equations for
major classes of materials employed in spacecraft; :_ ..... _ -=_ _ _ • _
Hydrodynamics Codes
Hydrodynamics codes are based on physical principles. These computer codes require
long run times and large computer memories, and are typically used on computer workstations !:
or supercomputers. These codes are very useful for predicting :specific cases, or for looking at _:_ _
how impact phenomena vary with changes in material properties. However, their long run times
(which lead to high costs) make them of little use for first-order predictions.
These codes are very dependent on the degree of characterization of the materials' _
equations of state, properties, property variaffons With temperature and pressure, and pre-impact
states. If these are not known, then specific impact cases cannot be predicted. In additirh; _; :_
because of material variations, the codes requirebenchmarking against actual experiments. This
benchmarking consists of making predictions, comparing the predictions against actual
experimental data, and "tweaking" material properties within the acceptable physical ranges to
consistently match the data.
Many hydrodynamics codes are currently in existence. In the past, HULL and CSQ were
widely used for impact predictions. Currently, the best codes for impact predictions are the CTH
code from Sandia National Laboratory and the MESA code from Los Alamos National
Laboratory. All of these codes are undergoing continual improvements. In addition, a new
Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) code is in development at the Phillips Laboratory in
Albuquerque, NM.
The biggest drawbacks in uSing hydrodynamics codes are the lack of equation of state
data for many of the materials of interest, and the codes' problems in modeling ceramics and
composites. The latter problems will be slowly reduced with future codes and further code
improvements. However, the lack of equation of state data can only be fixed by collecting
additional data.
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ExampleOf An LDEF-RelatedCalibration
The following is anexampleof a calibration performed for interpretation of LDEF
cratering data and for selecting the "best" marginal perforation equation. First, the CTH code
has been benchmarked against experimental data. Then the CTH code has been used to predict
marginal perforations in typical satellite materials. These predictions have then been compared
against predictions made using the Pailer and Grun or the McDonnell and Sullivan equations.
We present here results of a preliminary study, which concentrates on the issue of marginal
perforations (penetrations). The emphasis on aluminum for both impactors and targets is based
upon the wide availability of data for this metal. Fortunately, both the frame of LDEF and most
space debris are composed of aluminum. Because symmetric modelling avoids the issue of
material strengths and densities this aspect was not well studied, except in the context of
matching Horz's data.
A series of calculations have been made using the CTH code to investigate the
penetration of typical satellite walls with typical space debris, which were then compared to
LDEF observations. For these calculations the walls were assumed to be A1 6061-T6 alloy. For
the CTH calculations, the impactors were spherical aluminum bodies, and both impact speed and
size were varied to determined a matrix of penetration conditions. The matrix was bounded with
the upper impact speed of about 20 km/s for debris (head-on collisions), and with a maximum
particle size of 0.5 cm (the largest crater observed on LDEF about 0.5 cm diameter). Table 2
lists the results of these preliminary runs.
The first task with the CTH code was to perform some type of validation between
experimental results and reproducible computer simulations. The data and results from a series
of gas gun experiments was provided by Fred Horz (NASA JSC) (Table 3, also ft note 8).
The data provided by Horz contained many combinations of materials that were used for
the impactor and the projectile. In order to get reasonably accurate results with the CTH code
the materials chosen had to have material properties that were readily available and well
characterized. Complex compound materials were ruled out, leading to a choice of an aluminum
target and an impactor made of soda-lime glass.
Several models were available in CTH code to permit thermodynamic formulation of an
equation of state; however, the one chosen was the Mie-Gruneisen. We caution that this is
largely a thermodynamic parameter, related to shock isentropes, that may have little to do with
affecting the material flow. The CTH code has an enormous number of options for both
equations of state and constitutive relations. These calculations concentrated on simple elastic-
plastic models and simple fracture (spall) models. The plastic compressive yield strengths were
varied for both the soda lime impactors and the aluminum targets. The spall strengths were
similarly varied. Yield and spall strength data were obtained from the literature and soda-lime
manufacturers; for aluminum the data were based solely upon "best fit", since aluminum can
have grossly varying properties depending upon composition and tempering history. By
inspection of the literature we found that the closest fit for the aluminum targets of Horz was A1
1100 alloy with a temper of H16. The final best fit data and information entered into the code
were the following:
Aluminum:
yield = 1.3 kbars, spall = 1.6 kbars, density = 2.70g/cm3;
sound speed = 5.31 x 105 cm/sec; Gruneisen = 2.25; heat capacity = 1.04 x 10 I1
erg/cmJ/eV; constant in linear Hugoniot = 1.34
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Soda-limeGlass(Horz Experiments):
yield = 10kbars,spall= 1.2kbars;density= 2.20g/cm3;
soundspeed= 5.91x 105cm/sec;Gruneisen= 0.40;heatcapacity= 8.744x 1010
erg/cm3/eV;constantin linearHugoniot= 1.50
' ' a EE 2 Results of preliminary runs
Plate Thick- Proj. Diam. Proj. Veloc. Penetration Comments
ness (mm) _
2.5 5.0 1.3 Yes Spall
2.5 1.0 4.4 Yes Spall
2.5 1.0 4.3 No Spall
2.5 0.75 8.0 Yes Spall
2.5 0.75 7.5 No Spall Layers
2.5 0.50 17.0 Yes Clean Hole
2.5 0.5 16.0 No Spall Layers
2.0 1.0 3.5 Yes Spall
2.0 1.0 3.0 No Crater
2.0 0.75 5.3 Yes Spail
2.0 0.75 5.0 No Spall Layers
2.0 0.50 11.3 Yes Spall
2.0 0.50 11.0 No Spall Layers
2.0 0.25 20.0 No Vapor Prob
1.5 1.0 2.2 Yes Spall
1.5 1.0 2.0 No Crater
1.5 0.75 3.2 Yes Spall
1.5 0.75 3.0 No Spall layers
1.5 0.50 7.0 Yes Spall
1.5 0.50 6.5 No Crater
TABLE 3: Data from F. Horz on Soda-Lime Glass Impact Experiments
Shot N_mbcr
Aluminum
Projectile Thickness Velocity Hole Diam.
Diameter (mm) _ _ (mm) Test
Hole Diam.
(mm) CTH
786 3.175 9.02 5.8 3.62 10
787 3.175 8.64 5.81 . 7.31 12.5
788 3.175 7.62 5.79 10.19 12.5
789 3.175 1.6 5.87 8.76 10
791 3.175 10.94 5.84 13.73" 11.00"
785 3.175 9.525 5.91 2.24 9.8
*Crater diameter, not a penetration
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Data/ModelFit
Workers at POD, Assoc., have tried to fit the penetration data with analytic equations.
The CTH data is approximately fitted by the function:
Vp = k dp et T_
where k is a constant, Vp is the projectile velocity, dp is the projectile diameter and T is the wall
thickness. A large number of CTH runs were required to identify the actual penetration
conditions. The resulting matrix of CTH data is, however, somewhat sparse. The best fits give:
o_ = -1.5 (_+0.2) and 13= 1.6 (_+0.2)
Thus:
Vp = 1.4dp -1.5 T 1-6
with Vp in krn/s when dp and T are in cm. Rearranging, we have
T = 0.81 dp 0.9375 Vp 0.62
which should be compared to the Pailer and Grun (P&G) (ref. 12) equation:
T = mp 0.4 V 0.833 pp0.333/(e0.06pT0.5 )
where e is a material-specific strain value, PT and 1Op are wall and particle densities, mp is the
particle mass, and V is the normal impact speed. For a symmetric A1/AI impact this becomes:
T = 1.13dp 1.2 Vp 0.833
We note that, although of similar form, the two equations differ in the values of the power
indices. It is not clear whether these differences are real or merely a consequence of limited
data. The Pailer & Grun formulation is not based on either theory or computation, but rather on
experimental data for a variety of impactor and target materials, sizes or velocities; it is a
"global" best fit for all their data.
Another equation utilized and compared is that of McDonnell and Sullivan (M&S) (see above).
The M&S equation has power indices closer to those obtained from the CTH data, and lies
between the CTH formulation and that of P&G. Again, the M&S equation is mostly derived
from experimental data. For a symmetric A1/AI impact, the M&S formulation reduces to:
T = 1.023dp 1.056 Vp 0.644
Taking a closer look at the three penetration equations quoted above, the following
estimates are derived for predictions of penetrations as a function of satellite wall thickness.
Although the CTH calculations were specific to only three wall thicknesses, extrapolations have
been made using the derived equations. Each of the equations is inverted to give particle size.
Thus we have:
CTH: dp = 1 2520T 1.067 Vp -0-666
P&G: dp 0"9032T 0.833 Vp -0.6942
M&S: dp 019769T 0.947 Vp -0.6288
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Although the three equations differ in their constants and power indices, they predict very
similar values of particle diameter for given values ofT and V, as shown below in Table 4. We
note that the predicted particle diameters agree within <17%, with the greatest errors occurring
at the smallest sizes. These particles and wall dimensions, and the impact speed, are within the
range of existing impact facilities, and experiments form part of the data base upon which
scaling laws are founded. The above close agreements with differing laws illustrate why such
differences exist, since unambiguous results are not easily obtained.
TABLE 4: Penetration Particle Diameters for Debris
Wall Thickness dp (mm) Rat_
P & G M & S CTH max/min
1.0 mm 0.313 0.299 0.268 1.17
1.5 mm 0.439 0.438 0.414 1.06
2.0 mm 0.558 0.576 0.563 1.03
2.5 mm 0.672 0.711 0.713 1.06
3.0 mm 0.782 0.845 0.867 1.11
3.175 mm 0.819 0.892 0.92 1.12
Summary Of Future Requirements
Several requirements still exist in order to complete calibration for LDEF. Completing
these requirements will also benefit other impact data calibration projects and any future flights
of meteoroid and debris experiments. As previously stated, the current data sets need to be
combined. This will allow refinement of semi-empirical cratering, marginal penetration, and
brittle cracking equations. It will also allow identification of gaps in the data.
Much data still needs to be collected for use in developing semi-empirical equations.
This is particularly true for impacts in brittle materials. Data also needs to be collected to better
define equations of state for materials of interest to LDEF, other spacecraft, and future
meteoroid and debris experiments. In addition, data needs to be collected on the total damage
(e.g. spallation, delamination, and deformation) caused by impacts, not just cratering, cracking
and perforation.
Currently, no good models exist for first-order total-damage prediction. These types of
semi-empirical equations and models need to be developed. These models then need to be
associated with environment models for complete calibration of the LDEF data.
Finally, while not previously addressed, there is a problem with calibration of the small
crater (< 100 _m diameter) data on anodized materials. The thickness of the anodization layer
can be of great significance to the size of crater formed by different impactors, if the layer
thickness is greater than ~20% of the crater diameter. The aluminum oxide in the anodized layer
has a higher density and is much harder than A1 6061-T6 alloy. This can change the calibration
of cratering and penetration equations, and alter the conclusions which will be made from
subsequent analysis, such as environment model comparisons. This feature could also explain
the trend, reported by several LDEF workers (see above), for cumulative impact feature number
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densitiesto "roll-off' at smallersizes(e.g.<50_tm),andthusbewell belowtheKessler
predictionsandIDE results(ft note4).
PARTICULATEFLUX ESTIMATES
Spacecraftin Earthorbit producecloudsof debriswhentheyspontaneouslyexplodeor
collide with oneanotherlThefirst satelliteexplosionwasobservedby NORAD radarin 1961
andtherehavebeenover90 satellitefragmentationsincethattime(ref. 19).Thatmutual
collisionsbetweenspacecraftmightproduceahazardto futurespacetravelbecameclearin
publicationsin theearly 1970's(seeref. 20 for earlywork oncollisionsandfor referenceto yet
earlierpublications). Investigationof thespacedebrisphenomenonhasgreatlyintensifiedsince
thattime to extendknowledgeof thespacedebrispopulationdownto well below the 10cm
diameterobjectsthatNORAD hasbeenableto detect.
Meanwhile,meteoroidinvestigatorsattemptedto determinetheflux-versus-mass
distribution of meteoroidsby examiningsurfacesthathadbeenexposedto spacefor extended
periods(including lunarrocks)andthenreturnedto Earthfor laboratoryexamination;this
determinationwasto bemadeby observingthenumberandsizedistributionsof impactcraters
on thereturnedsurfaces.By themid 1970'stheseinvestigatorsstartedto detect,to their
annoyance,impactsby aluminumandpaintparticleson theretrievedsurfaces(ref. 18). That
this wasaproblemmeteoroidinvestigatorswouldsimplyhaveto live with wasshownquite
clearlywhenaboutthreesquaremetersof thesurfaceareaof the SolarMax satellitewasbrought
backto theEarthduringarepairmission(seeref. 18for someof thiswork andfor referencesto
earlierwork). Hundredsof impactsby bothmeteoroidsandorbital debrisweredetectedon the
SolarMax surfaces.
LDEF, becauseit wasstabilizedwith its longaxiscontinuouslypointedradially to the
Earthandfixed in rotationalorientationaboutthisaxissothatonesurfacealwaysfacedin the
directionof orbital motion of LDEF, is addinggreatlyto ourknowledgeof theflux of
meteoroidsandorbital debris. In additionto the largearea-timeof spaceexposure(two orders
of magnitudegreaterthanpreviouslyreturnedspacecraftsurfaces),LDEF alsoaffordsthe
opportunityto obtaininformationaboutthedirectionalityof themeteoroidanddebris fluxes.
This informationcanthenbe related,it is hoped,to thesourcesof meteoroidsandorbital debris.
Perhapstheasteroidalversuscometaryabundanceof impactingmeteoroidscanbededuced.
Well beforeLDEF recovery,Zook(ref. 21)theoreticallydeduced,undera "randomness"
assumption,thatfrom 6 to 9 timesmoremeteoroidsperunit areawereexpectedto strikean
LDEF leadingedgesurfacethanwould impactatrailing edgesurface;and,further, thatthis ratio
dependedon thevelocity distributionwith whichmeteoroidsapproachedtheEarth. These
leading-to-trailingedgeratiosof fluxeswereduesolelyto LDEF orbitalmotion. When
meteoroidimpactvelocitiesandapenetrationequationarealsotakenintoaccount,relativeareal
densities--leadingto trailing edge--ofmeteoroidimpactcratersonLDEF canalsobecalculated
(refs. 17& 22); theseratiosarefoundto rangefrom 10to 30,dependingon themeteoroid
velocity distributionandthemeteoroidsizedistributionused.Kessleret al. (ref. 19)similarly
deducedtheoreticalratiosto beexpectedfor orbitaldebris.
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LDEF Results To Date
i
i
We summarize here only the most salient findings concerning the separate meteoroid and
debris impact populations, and their directionalities, that have been derived from LDEF
investigations and published to date.
First there is clear evidence of impacts by both orbital debris and meteoroids on LDEF.
By far the best means to separate the two populations is to determine the composition of the
residue, if any, in the impact craters. Most spacecraft debris particles consist of aluminum
fragments of spacecraft structures, of aluminum oxide from the burning of solid rocket fuel, or
of paint particles (shown by the elements zinc, titanium, and aluminum, whose oxides commonly
provide the white pigments in thermal paints). Impacts by organic particles--often human waste-
-are also seen quite often (usually dominated by the elements phosphorus, sodium, and
potassium in EDX analyses). Such analyses are being carried out by several groups (see,
especially, articles in "LDEF--69 Months in Space"). These analyses are far from completed and
are essentially all still in progress; determining the composition of the residue in each of
thousands of craters is no small task!
Analyses of residues in impact craters on gold surfaces that were facing the trailing
direction of LDEF (refs. 1 & 3, ft note 8) have produced a very interesting result: Of 187 craters
that had been analyzed for residue, 30 were found to result from impacting space debris while 57
were identified as of meteoritic origin; 111 craters had no identifiable residue in them and so an
origin could not be assigned. This result was surprising because before LDEF recovery it had
been predicted (ref. 19) that almost no debris would hit the backward-facing LDEF surfaces.
The only way these surfaces can be struck is for particles to catch up to LDEF from behind.
This, in turn, implies that LDEF must be near the perigee of particles in highly elliptical orbits;
debris in geosynchronous transfer orbits would appear to be responsible.
On an aluminum surface facing about 50 degrees from the leading edge, Horz et al. (ref.
3, ft note 8) foun_rb_tal debris impacts Start to_crme more numerous than meteoroid
impacts_ct Craters smaller than about _ffmicrons in dfameter_ Be[ow_microns in
diameter, orbital _-e_bris appears to dominate tile Crater populations on leading-edge LD]_F i_
surfaces. Although several investigator groups (see LDEF-69 Months in Space) are doing
compositional analyses, that by Horz et al. (ref. 3, ft note 8) is probably the most complete to
date and is therefore quoted here.
Second, the time variation of the flux striking LDEF is also a strong indicator of the
origin of the impacting particles. The only "active" meteoroid experimenton LDEF was the
"iDE" experiment flown by Singer et al. (ref. 8, tfffnote 4) which elec_c-al[y_ec0rded When each
impact occurred that penetrated one of many MOS detectors placed around LDEF. iThis i_ _i
experiment recbrded over 15,000 impacts that penetrated either 0.4gin or 1.0 gm thick dielectric
layers of MOS capacitors. _ _
The IDE sometimes sensed muh_-orbit-"streams" of particles, where (he impa_trate
would gr_inrrease for a few minutes on every orbit. A very strong stream of th_s t_pe ffas _
seen on June 4, 1984, where the stream was seen every orbit for about 25 orbits; 131 impacts
occurred in 2 minutes on the first passage of this stream. The only reasonable interpretation of
such a multi-event sequence is that LDEF was passing through the orbit plane of the debris cloud
associatedwith some satellite (not yet identified). Also, the impact rate On IDE was elevated for
the first few days offhe mission. Presumably this was caused by contaminant particles from the
Shuttle that had launched LDEF.
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IDE also detected "beta meteoroids". These meteoroids are dust grains that are leaving
the solar system on hyperbolic orbits to become interstellar grains, and their apparent flux should
be at a maximum when a sensor faces toward the Sun. The beta's were best, and most clearly,
detected by rearward-facing IDE sensors when they faced the Sun.
Third, the spatial density of impact craters is much greater on surfaces close to the
leading edge of LDEF than it is on surfaces near, or at, the trailing edge. Leading edge-to-
trailing edge ratios of spatial densities of craters depend on crater size and range from about 10
for craters smaller than about 50 microns in diameter (ref. 6) to about 20 for impact craters
larger than about 500 microns in diameter (refs. 17 & 23). Although there are probably a
number of debris impacts in the population of large (diameter >500 microns) impact craters, the
ratio of leading-to-trailing crater spatial densities also appears consistent with meteoritic impacts
alone (ref. 22). The best fit to the observed LDEF results is obtained when the meteor velocity
distributions of Kessler (ref. 24) and of Erickson (ref. 25) are used to give particle velocities
relative to the Earth.
In summary, analyses of impact craters (and holes in thin films and plastic) and the time
history of impacts on LDEF are giving us a much better picture of both the meteoroid and space
debris populations in near-Earth orbit. We have become especially aware of new features of the
orbital debris populations: some debris clouds are concentrated into orbital planes and do not
dissipate into the background as fast as one might have expected; more debris is impacting
trailing-edge surfaces than was expected, probably implying that geosynchronous transfer orbits
are well populated with debris.
Implications Of Results And Further Studies Needed
The largest impact crater on LDEF was 0.57 cm in diameter and was probably caused by
an object about a millimeter, or a little less, in diameter. This is greatly helping to bridge the
observational gap between the radar data (now estimated to reach down to about 1 cm diameter)
obtained from ground stations and data returned from direct observations in space on orbital
debris, or to make it possible to more confidently calibrate atmospheric meteor data. This means
that shielding against meteoroids and debris to protect satellites from damage can now be better
estimated; this is especially important for Space Station Freedom where many millions of dollars
will be spent for impact shielding. It is also very important to establish an impact cratering rate
at one point so that it may be compared with cratermg rates at some time in the future; thus the
growth of the orbital population with time can be monitored and compared with theoretical
models and thereby validate (or invalidate) them.
Work for the future includes the following: 1) Much more needs to be learned about the
chemistry of residues in impact craters--especially as it applies to separating the meteoroid and
orbital debris populations into two distinct groups. 2) In theoretical modeling, all investigators
need to understand the assumptions involved and what the implications are of changing the
assumptions. That includes the "randomness" assumption for meteoroids, as well as trying out
different meteoroid velocity distributions than the ones that have been tried. That is, how unique
is the Erickson-Kessler distribution? Can we put in a larger asteroidal component and still fit the
data?
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LDEF METEOROID AND DEBRIS IMPACT DATABASE
=,
The LDEF M&D database maintained at Johnson Space Center consists of five data
tables containing information about individual features, digitized images of selected features,
and inventory data for LDEF hardware controlled at JSC. About 4000 features were identified
during the disassembly of the satellite at Kennedy gpace Center, and an additional 4500 have
subsequently been identified at Johnson Space Center. The database also contains a small
amount of information which has been submitted by members of the Pi community. Location
information and other data for about 950 samples which are controlled by JSC are also included
in the datab_ase_ . :_ :_ _ ...... : - _ ...... _ _ _
Image_Tor about 4500 features have been digitized, AIthough ihese images are not
stored on-line because of the large amount of disk space required, the database contains the
names (left and right image) and the removeable disk designation on which they reside. These
images can be made available for downloading at the user's request.
Data Tables
The five data tables in the M&D database are named Primary Surfaces, Features, Cores,
Digital Images, and Allocation History. The Primary Surfaces, Cores, and Allocation History
tables are primarily used for keeping track of the samples controlled by JSC, although they do
contain other information about the nature of the samples. The Features Table represents the
focus of the database on which the other tables are based. It contains one record for every
feature which has been identified either at KSC, JSC, or by contributing investigators. The
Digital Images Table represents an index for retrieving digitized images of the features.
Sample Numbering Scheme _ : : _
The feature numbers recorded in the database represent a combination of the surface ID
and a unique feature number for that surface. The surface ID consists of four parts: the LDEF ,
Bay and Row number, the component type, and the component number. The bay and row
numbers are the same as those initially assigned to the satellite grids. The component type is a
one-letter code which translates to a particular piece of hardware. Examples of common
component-type codes are "E" for experiment trays, "C" for clamps and "F" for frame pieces
(intercostals and longerons). The component number is a sequential number assigned to
differentiate separate pieces of the same component type taken from the same bay and row.
(NOTE: Subsequent divisions of components after the initial KSC scan are assigned 2-ietter
subsurface designations for purposes of maintaining uniqueness of individual surface pieces.)
Specific feature numbers are assigned sequentially as they are identified; numbers begin with 1
for each surface. _ _ _ ....
2
Cores, which represent features that have been removed from a surface with part of the
surrounding substrate, are numbered sequentially as they are removed regardless of the surface
number. All cores taken from LDEF are prefixed with the characters "LD-" to differentiate
LDEF cores from those taken from other satellites.
Primary Surfaces Table
The Primary Surfaces Table contains One record for each surface (and subsurface) on
which features have been identified. The table contains fields for the origin, shape, orientation,
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surfacearea,substrate,location,andcomments.Thesefields containthefollowing typesof
information:
Origin
Shape
Orientation
or Position
SurfaceArea
Substrate
Location
LDEF ExperimentNumber,Intercostal,Longeron,
ThermalBlanket
Rectangle,Dimensions
Left, Right,Center
Areaof thesurfacein mm2(excludingoverlapsand
penetrationsfor bolts)
Aluminum,Teflon, Steel,Gold
JSCLocation,PI (Locationsarerecordedonly for those
surfacescontrolledby JSC)
FeaturesTable
TheFeaturesTablecontainsonerecordfor eachfeaturewhich hasbeenidentified. It
containsfields for thesiteof identification,X andY coordinates,diameters,depth,impact type,
andthepresenceof material. Thesefieldscontainthefollowing typesof information:
Siteof Identification
X andY Coordinates
Diameters
Depth
ImpactType
MaterialPresence
KSC,JSC,orPI Name
Two setsof coordinatesarerecorded;onesetrepresentsthe
coordinatesrelativeto anarbitraryorigin assignedwhenthe
surfacewasoriginally scannedatKSC Theothersetrepresents
thecoordinatesasrecordedduringanysubsequentscanningof the
surfaceatotherfacilities;offsetsarecalculatedsothatthedatacan
beconvertedto theKSC values.
Diametersfor both major and minor axes are recorded for non-
circular features. The diameters currently recorded in the database
represent measurements made from lip to lip. Analysis of the
digital images is now underway at JSC which will provide
diameters of the features as determined at the original target
surface.
Depth information is now recorded for only a very few features;
this information was provided by Don Humes. Analysis of the
digital images will also provide depth data for digitized features.
Crater, Hole or Penetration, Other (spray pattern, etc.)
Yes, No, and sometimes the quantity of material
Cores Table
The Cores Table contains one record for eyery unique Feature/Core combination. In
some instances, there may be more than one feature present on a core because close proximity of
the features makes it difficult to separate them. In such cases, there are two (or more) records
entered; both records have the same core number but different feature numbers. Additionally,
there may be several records for different core numbers with the same feature number. This
situation usually arises when the surface is made up of more than one layer of material, and the
feature is present on several layers.
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This tablecontainsfields for thecorenumber,featurenumber,sub-surface,layer,
substrate,andlocation. Thesefieldscontainthefollowing typesof information:
CoreNumber
FeatureNumber
Sub-Surface
Substrate
Sequentiallyassigneduniqueinteger,prefixedby thecharacters
"LD-". Corenumbersareassignedin order,regardlessof the
surfaceonwhichtheywereidentified.
Correspondsto thenumberof thefeature(or features)physically
presenton thecore.
Additionaldesignatorfor surfacesphysicallyseparatedfrom
original surfaces.
Aluminum,Steel,Teflon,Gold
Location
Digital ImagesTable
JSCLab or PIName
TheDigital ImagesTablecontainsoneor morerecordsfor each left imagefilename.
Duplicaterecordswith thesameimagefilenameareallowedto accommodateimagesrecordedat
KSC andlater recordedatJSCwith thesamename.it containsfields for left andright irndge
filenames,featurenumber,magnification,stationno., diskno., andimagedate. Thesefields
containthefollowing typesof information:
Left ImageFile Thenamesof the imagefilenamesareconstructedso
and thatthefeaturenumberis containedin thenameof the
Right ImageFile file andsothatth-eyconformto=DOSfile namingconventionof an
8-characternamefollowedby a 3-characterextension.For the
first imageproducedo_a feature,thefirst=characterof the left
imagefile is "L" andthefirst characterfor theright imagefile is
"R". Subsequentfilesareidentifiedby consecutivealphabetic
characters;for example,thesecondsetis prefixedby "A" and"B"
for the left andright imagesrespectively,thethird setby "C" and
"D", andsoforth. : =_ _
Characters3-5of thefiienamerepresenthecomponentand
componentnumberof thesurfaceID, characters6-9 repr_esentthe
specificfeaturenumber(with imbeddedzero'sfor numbersless
than1000).Thefile extensionrepresentstheLDEF BayandRow
grid locafi0n.
FeatureNumber TheFeatureNumberis includedfor theconvenienceof theuser.
It correspondsto thefeaturenumberin theFeaturesTable,and
maybederivedfrom theimagefilenames.
Magnification This field representsthemagnificationat which thefeaturewas
imaged. :
Station Number There were several scanning and imaging stations get up at KSC,
and each one was assigned a separate number. All images
recorded at JSC are Station 7.
Disk Number Represents the disk # on which the image resides. The characters
A and B represent the front and back of the disk respectively.
Image Date Represents the date the image was acquired. : -
Allocation History Table
The Allocation History Table is used for recording the history of the movement of
primary surfaces and cores controlled by JSC. Every time a surface or core changes custody, an
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entry is made in this table. It contains fields for surface number, core number, investigator or
site, and the date allocated. These fields contain the following types of information:
Surface Number
Core Number
Investigator/Site
Date Allocated
Corresponds to the surface ID recorded in the primary surfaces
table. Data is contained in this field only if the sample represents a
primary surface.
Corresponds to the core number (not the feature number) recorded
in the cores table. Data is contained in this field only if the sample
represents a core.
Either a NASA site or an investigator's name.
Date the sample was allocated or returned to JSC.
Database Access
The LDEF database may be accessed via SPAN, Internet, or modem. The capability for
downloading results of searches to users' local computers via FTP, Kermit, or Mail is being
developed and will be available within the next few months. Image files may be downloaded via
FTP and, less efficiently, via Kermit. The image files do not stay on-line, but may be made
accessible on request.
ACCESS VIA DECNET :
1) Log onto host computer.
2) Type SET HOST 9300.
3) Type PMPUBLIC at the Username: prompt.
ACCESS VIA
1)
2)
INTERNET:
Type TELNET 146.154.11.35
or
TELNET CURATE.JSC.NASA.GOV
Type PMPUBLIC at the Username: prompt.
ACCESS VIA MODEM:
The modem may be 300, 1200, or 2400 baud; no parity; 8 data bits; 1 stop bit. The area code is
713 for long distance calls.
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
Dial 483-2500.
Type SN_VAX in response to the Enter Number: prompt.
Hit <CR> 2 or 3 times after the CALL COMPLETE message.
Type J31X in response to the # prompt.
Type C CURATE in response to the Xyplex> prompt.
Type PMPUBLIC at the Username: prompt.
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SUMMARY
Two experiments within the French Cooperative Payload (FRECOPA) and
devoted to the detection of cosmic dust have been flown on the Long Duration Exposure
Facility (LDEF). A variety of sensors and collecting devices have made possible the
study of impact processes on dedicated sensors and on materials of technological
interest. Examination of hypervelocity impact features on these experiments gives
valuable information on size distribution and nature of interplanetary dust particles in
low-Earth orbit (LEO), within the 0.5-300 micrometer size range. However no crater
smaller than 1.5 microns has been observed, thus suggesting a cut-off in the near Earth
particle distribution. Chemical investigation of craters by EDX Clearly shows evidence of
elements (Na, Mg, Si, S, Ca and Fe) consistent with cosmic origin. However remnants
of orbital debris have been found in a few craters; this can be the result of particles in
excentric orbits about the Earth and of the 8 ° offset in the orientation of LDEF. Crater size
distribution is compared with results from other dust experiments flown on LDEF and
with current models. Possible origin and orbital evolution of micrometeoroids is
discussed. Use of thin foils detectors for the chemical study of particle remnants looks
promising for future experiments.
INTRODUCTION
Interplanetary space contains solid objects whose size distribution continuously
covers the interval from submicron sized particles to km sized asteroids or comets. Some
meteoroids originate from comets, some originate from collisions within the asteroid belt
/1]. In addition to natural particles, a significant and growing number of particles has
been added by human activity in near-Earth space. In the vicinity of Earth, gravitational
perturbations and the influence of the atmosphere greatly affect the distribution of the
particles. In-situ detection and collection of dust by experiments flown on LDEF have
already improved our current understanding of this important aspect of the space
environment, but many issues are still a matter of debate, namely the relative contribution
of natural particles and orbital debris/2].
Two entirely passive experiments have been flown for the detection of
microparticles, as part of the FRECOPA experiment. The first one, Study of Meteoroid
Impacts on Various Materials (AO138-1), was composed of a set of thick glass and
metallic samples; the second one, Dust Debris Collection with Stacked Detectors (AO138-
2), was composed of muhilayer thin-foil detectors. The experiment was located inside tray
B03, on the trailing side of LDEF, Detailed description of the hardware and preliminary
results after retrieval have been given elsewhere/3,4,5/.
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ANALYSIS OF IMPACT CRATERS
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The results concerning the largest impact features found in association with the
FRECOPA payload were given in a previous paper (ref.5); here we address the size
distribution of small-sized (< 100 microns) craters. The initial surveys were conducted
with an optical microscope utilizing magnifications of 20X and 100X, while more
detailed scanning and examination of peculiar features was carried out with a dedicated
Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM). Energy dispersive X-ray analyses (EDX) were
performed on the melt residues associated with some craters in order to garner
information on the chemical composition of the projectiles.
Crater-Size Distribution
In addition to two large impact features (one full penetration 1.25 mm in diameter
and one marginal penetration 1.07 mm in diameter of a 1 mm aluminium shield) about 90
craters larger than 50 microns have been fo-uiid on a total area of one square rrieter_Four
craters are larger than 500 microns. Most of the large craters are circular in outline,
though a few small craters do indicate oblique in_cidences.
Most of the data about tilesize distribution of small craters come from tWO_i_) x
10 cma_minium samples-exposed during the entire mission and from Samples Iocated
inside a canister, exposed only during the first nine months. Four cm 2 of aluminium
(sample A54 from AO 138-1 experiment) have been thoroughly analyzed research of
microcraters, less than 20 microns in size. A first scanning of the samples at a
magnification of 750X allows a selection of events showing typical crater featiires
(ckcular feature, prominent rim)_A typical-flux density of 2.1 10 -4/m2/s of craters Iarger
than 1.5 microns has been derived; a similar flux (2.2 10 -4/m2/s) has been found on the
surface of other aluminium samples (A21, A22 from AO138-1). Flux mass distributions
found for larger craters can thus be extended with very good agreement to small sizes.
Scanning of a few samples (from AO138-2) exposed only during the first nine
months of the mission has been made. Preliminary data seem to indicate an impact flux
higher than for samples that were exposed during the entire 69 month period - with a
flux of 6.1 10 -4/m2/s for craters larger than 2 microns, as compared to 2.1 10 -4/m2/s.
This flux value must be confirmed by further investigation, currently in progress, but it
seems to be consistent with data from the Interplanetary Dust Experiment ODE)
experiment as given by J.D. Mulholland/6/: ........
We observed no craters smaller than 1.5 microns in size, thus implying a cut off in
the natural particle size distribution. Considering simulation experiments giving a factor
of 5 between the crater size and the particle diameter suggest the smallest impacting
particles hada mass in the 10 -13 g range. -
The-cumulative flux size distribution of craters (in aluminium) largerthan 1.5
microns is shown on Figure 1. Tfie-uirper part of the figure shows the cra_er size
distribution of craters beteween 1 micron and 10 microns as derived from high
magnifiaction SEM scanning of small craters on aluminium samples (A54). For
comparigon-we have pIoted the size disti'ibution of small craters on a sainple ('E7.tb),
located on the leading side, from the Multiple foil Abrasion Package (MAP) experiment
given to us for analysis by J.A.M. McDonnell. The search for craters smaller t h#n 2
rrficronsis not yetfin]shed, but there is_s0me ev_lclence dfa Cut-off inthis sfze-range. -
The figure 2 shows a comparisonbetween the number of craters observed on the
MAP experiment and the number of small craters from samples exposed on thUM1R
space station in 1989/7/. The flux of small particles is higher on MIR samples than on
the leading side of LDEF, and there is evidence of particles smaller than those detected so
far onLDEF. FurthermorethesamplesonMIR werenot alwaysfacingtheleadingside.
The presentmodelingof latitudedependencefor orbital debriscannotentirely explain
suchadifference.A possibleexplanationfor thishigherflux is thattheenvironmentof a
mannedstationcouldgeneratemoresmalldebristhan anunmannedspacecraftsuch as
LDEF.
ComparisonWith Models
It is interesting to compareLDEF datawith valuesgiven by existing models
describingtheearthparticulateenvironment.Suchacomparisonhasbeendonefor some
dataavalaibleto us(MSDIE,MAP, trayclamps)for threedifferent craterdiameters(5,
50 and 500 microns).The modelinghasbeenconductedwith the Esabasesoftware
developedby ESA/8/. Flux modelsusedin theprogramareGrafts (1985)polynomial
model for meteoroids/9/and Kessler's1990model for orbital debris/10/; depth of
penetrationformulausedfor conversionof craterdiameterto particlediameteris theone
used by D. Humes /11/ and originally proposed by B. Court-Palais/12/ (crater is
assumed to be near-hemispherical in shape with a depth/diameter ratio of P/D = 0.55) :
P = 0.42 m .352 P 1/6 V2/3
P is given in cm, m in g, p in g/cm 3 and V in km/s.
According to the models, average impact velocity for meteroids and for debris is
computed with Esabase for each face of LDEF. Results are shown on Figure 3. The flux
of particles responsible for the formation of the craters is then computed for each face of
LDEF taking into account the fact that craters of a given size are produced by larger
particles on the trailing side than on the leading side, due to the differences in impact
velocities (see Table 1). Preliminary results given in Figure 4 show good agreement
between the observed and computed values. Because of the 8 ° offset in the orientation of
LDEF with respect to the velocity vector, the value of the flux is at a maximum on row 10
and minimum on row 4 (instead of row 9 and row 3, respectively). Morever, this small
offset can explain the occurence, on row 3, of impact craters produced by orbital debris
in circular orbits. This is shown by the model and confirmed by the chemical
identification of man-made debris remnants inside craters (see ref. 13 and lower in this
paper). Conversely, only debris in highly elliptical orbits could impact samples located on
row 4.
Comparison of the flux of particles on the leading and on the trailing sides is
shown on Figure 5. The ratio of maximum (row 10) to minimum flux (row 4) is not
constant and depends on the size of the crater: the ratio is lowest at 50 microns crater
diameter thus indicating a similar spatial density for meteoroids and orbital debris; for
small craters the ratio is increasing and implies that the contribution of orbital debris is
dominant for particles in the micron-size range.
Marginal Perforation and Cratering Processes
The impact survey yields a crater-size distribution which should be converted to a
particle mass distribution by using the relevant relationship between crater sizes and
particle mass and velocity. The final results are based upon processes involved during
the crater formation. A variety of experimental and theoretical approaches are used and an
important goal of the Meteoroid and Debris Special Investigation Group is to provide a
common ground for the conversion of penetration and impact features into particle size.
However, on experiments such as those flown on LDEF, several assumptions must be
made on the nature of the particles and on their impact velocity in order to derive their
mass from the size of the craters formed on the exposed targets. As shown by current
models for the velocity distribution in the vicinity of the Earth of meteoroids and orbital
debris, average impact velocity is different on the various sides of LDEF (consequently a
3O5
craterof agivensizehasbeenformedby alargerparticleon thetrailing sidethanon the
leadingside).
Thecharacteristicratio for impactson thin targets,atmarginalperforation,crater
diameter/targetthickness,(D/f), wasmeasuredfor aluminiumsamplesexposedon MIR
(foil thickness0.8, 2 and5 microns)andonLDEF (5 and25 micronsand1 mm foils).
TheD/f ratioappearsto besensiblyconstantat approximately1.4 (or f/D = 0.71)for the
36 marginal perforation featuresobserved.The impact velocity is unknown, but as
shownearlier it shouldbehigher than 10km/s. Similar resultshavebeenobtainedby
McDonnell/14/and H/Srz/15/ from laboratory experiments (impact velocity: 6 km/s,
aluminium target and silica projectile). Under such conditions the value of the foil
thickness to particle diameter ratio (f/d) is close to 3.5 and the crater diameter ratio to
projectile diameter ratio (D/d) is close to 5.
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Chemical Analysis of Particle Remants
A critical problem is the determination of the chemical composition of the
impacting particles. In general they are physically destroyed and mixed with target
material in the process of crater formation and identification of impactor, even
qualitatively, is difficult. The first EDX analysis of 45 small craters has shown the
occurence of elements such as Ca, Na, K, Si, Ti, Fe and S.
Table 2 summarizes our results for the craters investigated so far: light elements C
and O are present, with a ratio C/O varying from 0.1 to 3. Significant variations appear
inside the distribution of individual craters. The other main elements identified in the
various craters are usually referred to as "chondritic" elements, as they exist in various
proportions and are signatures of extraterrestrial particles: Na, Mg, Si, S, Ca and Fe
(samples 8 and 11). For these elements also, important Variations are found from point
to point inside the crater reinforcing the idea that the particles are truly aggregates bursting
apart during the impact. The systematic presence of C and O components in the various
residues analyzed is an important result: the occurence of CHON particles detected in P-
Halley nucleus would not be a particularity of this comet but could be a constant for
extraterrestrial particles of cometary origin, as seems to be the case for such particles
/5,16/ ..... :
Evidence of elements charateristic of orbital debris (Ti, Zn) has been found only
inside two craters.Thus we are highly confident that the majority (95 %) of the craters
analysed are of extraterrestrial origin, as expected due to the fixed orientation of LDEF
during its flight and to the exposition side of the FRECOPA payload on board LDEF.
However, there is still a possibility to record impacts from orbital debris in highly
eccentric orbits/13/. Sample 9 (Table 2) located on the leading edge shows conversely
the occurence of a large number of craters caused by orbital debris.
Of peculiar interest was the study of impact features on the thin-foil detectors. One
of the 5 microns thick aluminium foil (sample AD11) from the AO138-2 detector shows a
perforation measuring 55 by 40 microns (oblique impact or elongated projectile). It is a
typical "supramarginal perforation" with a crater diameter to foil thickness ratio of
D/f=10, diameter of the particle is estimated to be 40 microns. The bottom plate beneath
the perforation shows a star-shaped distribution of small secondary craters (sample
AD12). The top foil acted as a shield, fragmenting the projectile and spreading the
fragments over the surface of the thick plate. The craters range in size from 0.6 to 15
microns and are mostly distributed along two perpendicular axes. An angular particle, I8
mm by 15 microns is visible at the intersection of the axes. EDX analysis has provided
evidence of impactor fragments. The elements identified in the central part of impact
feature (Si, Fe, Na, Mg) are characteristic of interplanetary dust particles from the mafic
silicate family, probably olivine. The variation in chemical composition between and
within craters confirms the idea of an aggregate particle which burst apart on impact.
None of the above elements was found in the craters far from the center of the impact
feature which implies that these were caused by the aluminium fragments from the top
foil. Detectors consisting of a thin shield and thick bottom plate appear to offer a
significantly higher return of information concerningchemicalanalysisof impactor
residuesthandosingleplatedetectors.
CONCLUSION
LDEF givesusa uniqueopportunityfor thestudyof themanyprocessesinvolved
in high-velocity impact phenomenaandfor thecomprehensivedescriptionof theLEO
microparticlepopulation.Cratersizedistributionhasalreadygivenusagooddescriptionof
theactualin situparticulatehazardfor spacecrafts.Therearestill someuncertaintieson
the massdistribution of the particlesmainly due to the different hypervelocity im-
pactsequations;however,comparisonwith currentmodelsshowsno largediscrepancies.
A difficult task remains: the assessmentof the contributionof thetwo populations
(naturalandman-madeparticles)throughchemicalidentificationof impactresidues.
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Table 1: Comparison impacts parameters for LDEF and for the Model
Crater size, l_tm
row 3 row 9
400 400
50 50
5 5
Mass, gm
row 3 row 9
1.2e-6 4.5e-7
3.2e -9 1.3e -9
2.8e-12 1.1e-12
Diameter, l_tm
row 3 row 9
133 95
18 13
1.4 1
Impact velocity,
km/s
row 3 row 9
15 25
15 25
15 25
Dc / d o
row 3
3
2.7
3.7
row 9
4.2
3.7
5
Table 2: CHEMICAL ANALYSIS ON LDEF SAMPLES
SAMPLE
1. B26
2. B25
3. VC-D3-V
4. B16
5. A2-5
MATERIAL
AI
AI
glass
glass
AI
6. A2-6 AI
9. e7tb (MAP)
10. AD11
(AO138-2)
11. A54-2,4
12. A54-3
AI
AI
AI
A1
AI
THICKNESS
(p.m)
CRATER ELEMENTS
SIZE (p.m) FOUND ONMATRIX
2000 325 AI, Cu, (Mg,
....
2000
1000
1000
250
250
250
250
25
5 + 150
338
940x700 spall
180x 130 spall
190
12.5 (low vel.)
6.5x5 (low vel.)
4.8
57
14
120
15
12 craters < 5 l.tm
3 craters > 5 I-tm
40 Ixm perf +
ejecta
15 craters
1.5>Dc>15 t.tm
250
250
A1, Cu, Mg,
(Mn, Si)
Si, O, Au
(coating), Ni
Si, O
AI, O, Fe
Iv
AI, O, (Fe)
n°a°
AI, O, Fe, Ni
Iv
AI, Fe, Cu, Zn
ELEMENTS
FOUND ON
CRATER
Cu, Fe, Mg, Mn,
C
Fe, Cu, Mn, C,
Mg
2 part.:Zn, O, Si,
C
1 part." Au
Si, O..
nothing
A1, Si, Fe, Ca, C
AI, O
nothing
Fe, Ca, C1, K,
Si,
Na, Mg, O
nothing
Si on crater lip,
Mg
(Fe, Ca, Zn, Mg,
C)
O, Mg, Si, AI
C, O, Na, Mg,
Si, S, Ca, Fe
A1
13. El3 Au 150 3 craters < 4 I.tm
(AO138-2)
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Figure 1- Crater distribution on LDEF
Comparison of data from FRECOPA and MAP.
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Figure 5: Comparison of flux on leading edge and on trailing edge
of LDEF.
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INTRODUCTION
Since the return of the Long Duration Exposure Facility (LDEF) in January, 1990, the Meteoroid and
Debris Special Investigation Group (M&D SIG) has been examining LDEF hardware (Le., experiment trays
and structural components) in an effort to define the low-Earth orbit (LEO) particulate environment as
witnessed by the spacecraft during its 5.7 year stay in orbit. Last year we reported (ref. 1) on the frequency
of larger features as determined from data acquired by the M&D SIG's Analysis Team (A-Team) during
LDEF deintegration. At that
time the A-Team examined
every square millimeter of
the spacecraft locating and
documenting the presence of
all impact craters >500 _tm in
diameter and all penetration
holes >300 _tm in diameter
(ref. 2). Over the past year
M&D SIG members and
Lockheed Engineering &
Sciences Co. personnel at the
Johnson Space Center (JSC)
in Houston, Texas have been
examining selected LDEF
structural frame components
(i.e., intercostals) in much
greater detail in order to
augment this large-particle
data with that from smaller
particles.
In all, LDEF exposed
TRAILING EDGE
BAY
ROW
1
4
INTERCOSTALS l----'-q
5
THERMAL BLANKET _ 6
SCANNED AREAS I 7
8
A B C D E F
LEADING EDGE 11
12
Figure 1. Sketch illustrating the numbering scheme (e.g., C03) utilized in the designation ofll
experiment-tray locations and the nominal leading and trailing edges of the spacecraft, All _
intercostals, except those from the end rings on Rows 6 and 12, are now in the possession ofll
the M&D SIG at JSC, as is the left third of each of the 16 A0178 thermal blankets and all ofll
the POOO41PO006 (F02) thermal blanket. The other two thirds of each blankets is in the II
possession of J.A.M. McDonnell at the University of Kent, U.K.. Solid dark areas indicate II
,,frame and blanket surfaces that have been scanned and are included in this study. II
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-130 m2of surfaceareato theLEO particulateenvironment,-15.4 m2 of which was occupied by structural
frame components of the spacecraft. This report focuses on the data acquired by detailed examination of
LDEF intercostals, 68 of which are now in possession of the M&D SIG at JSC (Figure 1). In addition,
limited data will be presented for several small sections from A0178 thermal control blankets that were
examined/counted prior to being shipped to Principal Investigators (Prs) for scientific study. As was the
case in Ref. 1, the data presented here are limited to measurements of crater and penetration-hole diameters
and their frequency of occurrence which permits, yet also constrains, more model-dependent, interpretative
efforts. Such efforts will focus on the conversion of crater and penetration-hole sizes to projectile
diameters (and masses), on absolute particle fluxes, and on the distribution of particle-encounter velocities.
These are all complex issues (refs. 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8) that presently cannot be pursued without making various
assumptions which relate, in part, to crater-scaling relationships, and to assumed trajectories of natural and
man-made particle populations in LEO that control the initial impact conditions.
l
RATIONALE FOR SELECTION OF SURFACES
The size of a crater or penetration hole depends on the physical properties associated with the target
and projectile materials, and on the projectile's mass and impact velocity. On LDEF, a given unit impaetor
generated craters of different sizes depending on the location or pointing direction of the target because of
the different effective (mean) encounter velocity, assuming a constant target material. The quant_itat!ve
relationships for these parameters are known for some LDEF materials, but only over a restricted range and
set of initial conditions. In Order for the M&D SIG to deduce particle frequencies as a function of
directionality it is necessary to characterize impact features on identical target materials so that the physical
properties of the target can be
(A) INTERCOSTAL LONGERON
= BAY ..... BAYiili ii" !',i
CENTER RING
(B) 15o
INTERC__TNA_GERON f 15°
Figure 2. Geometric relationship of LDEF frame components. (A) Distribution of
longerons and intercostals in a typical "Row" of LDEF Bays and instrument locations. (B)
A view down the axis of the spacecraft illustrating the angular relationship between a
longeron and adjacent intercostals (ref. 1.).
accounted for, _°r remain
constant. Furthermore, be-
cause of the highly stochastic
nature of the collisional
environment, it is also neces-
sary to study materials which
exposed sufficient _surface
areas to have accumulated a
representative population of
impact features. Such factors
pointed to LDEF's structural
frame as the only material that
fit all of these criteria.
LDEF's entir e structural
frame was fabricated from
6061-T6 aluminum, a com-
monly used spacecraft matedal
whose response to hyper-
velocity impact has been
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studiedin great detail (e.g., refs. 3, 6, and 9). The frame components formed an open-grid, 12-sided
structure that produced individual instrument bays (Bays A-F; Figure 1) and provided attachment points for
De _perirfient trays. The longitudinal frame members (-4.6 m long) were termed "longerons" (Figure 2a),
whiie cross members between longerons were called "intercostals" (-1 m in length). Individual rows were
assigned sequential numbers (1-12), with Row 9 facing in the nominal velocity vector (leading-edge
;direction) ar/d=Row 3 in the trailing-edge direction. For simplicity, the M&D SIG assigned half-row
fifimbers to' the longerons (e.g., longeron 2.5 resides between Rows 2 and 3). The angle between adjacent
:{n'strumerit _rowel defined by the intercostals, was 30 ° (resulting in the 12-sided cylindrical structure), while
_{he angle betWeen adjoining intercosials_and longerons was 15° so that one longeron accommodated
:instruments from _two adjacent rows (Figure 2b). The flame components of the Earth- and space-facing
ends (i.e., Bays G and H) of the spacecraft were essentially flat. This configuration resulted in LDEF
possessing 26 principal pointing directions (i.e., 24 around the periphery plus the Earth- and space-facing
ends) and provides an unprecedented opportunity to study impact craters in a fairly well understood infinite
halfspace target. Because of their size and mass, and because of their significance to the overall structural
integrity of the spacecraft, the longerons and the components from the Earth- and space-facing ends could
not be made available for detailed study in the laboratory. On the other hand, the small size and mass of the
individual intercostals made them well suited for removal and detailed scanning within the Facility for the
Optical Inspections of Large Surfaces (FOILS) laboratory at JSC.
Surface Areas and Procedures
Individual intercostals exposed -0.06
m 2 Of Surface _ea (Figure 3a and Table_
1), while a complete row of intercostals,
not including the center ring (i.e., the four
mid-and two end-ring intercostals; see
Figures 1 and 2), totaled -0.32 m2; end-
ring _n(ercostals exposed only -0.04 m 2
each. Multiply-by 12, and accounting for
the two Row 6 and two Row 12
intercostals not included, results in a total
exposed surface area of _3.68 m 2 of
INTERCOSTAL
(A)
THERMAL BLANKET
E00A E00B E00C
Average Dimensions
Intercostal Thermal Blanket
0.988 Length (m) 1.320
0.113 Width (m) 0.915
0.1 Area (m 2) 1.2
.06 Exposed (m 2) 1.1
.05 Unexposed (m 2) 0.1
Figure 3. Drawings of an (A) intercostal and (B) A0178 thermal blanket
illustrating the areas that were exposed to the LEO particulate environment.
Note that the drawings are not to scale with respect to each other.
LDEF intercostals in our study.
Although they were not as evenly distributed as the aluminum frame, the Scheldahl G411500 thermal
blankets associated with the sixteen A0178 experiment trays and the one P0004/P0006 experiment tray
offer another material type that was widespread _ound the exterior of LDEF (i.e., all rows except 3, 9
and 12 possessed at least one of these blankets; see Figure 1). Each blanket exposed -1.1 m 2 (Figure 3b)
of surface area and consisted of a 200 to 300 A thick layer of silver-inconel that was sandwiched between a
space-facing layer of FEP Teflon (-125 lam thick) and an 80 to 100 lam thick layer of DC1200 primer and
Chemglaze Z306 black conductive paint. Unfortunately, the impact/penetration behavior of this composite
foil is poorly understood at present and dedicated calibration experiments designed to address such
behavior are needed.
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DFigure 4. Sketches of typical craters (A and B) and penetration hole (C
and D) morphologies and associated feature diameters.
As was the case in the earlier work (ref.
1) that utilized only the larger impact fea-
tures on LDEF, crater diameters reported
here for the intercostals refer to rim-crest-
to-tim-crest dimensions (Figure 4a and 4b),
while penetration-hole and crater diameters
for the thermal blankets refer to center-of-
rim-to-center-of-rim measurements (Figures
4c and 4d). For details on the morphology
and associated measurement techniques for
these, as well as all other impact feH ures
documented by the M&D SIG, interested
readers should see Refs. 1 and 2. However,
unlike the _ earlier effort, many of the
features documented during the detailed
examination of the thermal blankets were
craters instead of penetration holes (see
below). In general, regardless of the feature size or event type, the outer layer (i.e., the Teflon) still
delaminated from the silver-inconel/thermal paint backing as illustrated in Figures 4c and 4d. Furthermore,
most of these smaller impact features did not exhibit the associated rings that were so common with the
larger penetration events into this same material (refs. 2 and ]5).
Table 1. Number of individual features documented in each size bin for the LDEF intercostals and thermal blankets, as well as the
associated exposed surface area for each component. Size bins are inclusive on the lower end of each bin (i.e., bin 11 contains all particles
_>11}amand <16 }amin diameter.
INTERCOSTALS
Crater Diameter (pm) SURFACE
COMPONENT <11 11 16 22 31 44 63 88 125 177 250 354 500 707 1000 1414TOTAL AREA(m 2)
B01F02 2 1 4 7 7 3 5 2 31 0.0595
B02F02 5 4 2 7 10 10 1 1 I 41 0.0579
C03F02 1 4 5 3 4 3 5 1 2 1 1 30 0.0587
F04F02 1 1 3 4 3 1 2 1 1 1 18 0.0604
E05F02 10 38 14 14 5 7 2 3 2 1 96 0.0587
B06F02 2 10 17 10 11 3 5 3 2 1 1 65 0.0600
C07F02 9 28 34 45 11 19 16 8 5 4 1 180 0.0590
F07F02 40 63 143 148 42 49 16 15 10 7 3 3 2 501 0.0589
F08F02 4 4 40 25 33 19 17 9 6 6 3 1 167 0.0602
E09F02 28 22 52 20 18 12 6 2 4 1 165 0.0588
F09F02 10 32 80 65 77 29 36 22 15 7 4 5 2 384 0.0580
E10F02 19 18 65 38 39 18 14 17 I1 I 8 1 2 251 0.0595
BIlF02 1 10 15 9 42 23 26 12 8 6 3 1 1 1 158 0.0584
C12F02 1 7 19 12 7 7 4 1 1 1 60 0.0598
TOTAL 40 87 270 335 317 338 257 193 131 97 56 28 26 4 6 2 2147
THERMAL B_TS
Feature Diameter 0tm)
COMPONENT 10 14 20 28 40 57 80 113 160 226 320 453
SURFACE
640 905 1280TOTA L AREA (m2)
E02E00AA /
F02E00AA 1 1 7 9 19 10 11 6 6 1 2 1
D05E00AA 2 2 2 2 2
D07E00AA 4 3 5 3 2 2
E10E00AA /
EIOE00AC 2 1 29 60 55 26 17 8 5
TOTAL 1 1 7 9 23 11 46 71 66 30 23 11 7
74 0.1615
10 0.0411
19 0.0212
2 205 0.1558
2 308
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Table 1 lists the number of features, sorted by size, documented on each LDEF row, as well as the
exposed surface areas of each intercostal and thermal-blanket section that is included in the study. All
scanning was conducted within the FOILS laboratory at JSC; the intercostals were scanned at a 40x
magnification which easily permitted identification of all craters >30 pm in diameter on these relatively
smooth surfaces. Thus, below 30 I_m the coverage is not complete. During the scanning of the thermal
blankets no attempt was made to document features <100 pm in diameter, except on components
E02E00AA and F02E00AA which possessed a relatively small number of impacts to begin with and,
therefore, were easily documented down to -50 _m diameter features. It should be noted that no effort is
presently underway to
,_, 104 1_ (A) INTERCOSTALS ROW_____(if1) ] 1 conduct a systematic and
--_--=.. comprehensive study of the
_:===':__ N,r_ = 2147 2 *--(41) [ 11 thermal-blanket materials
__ I-_ 3 ....o---00) / II that are presently in the
I0--_..._ "..'_-..'% 4--_---(I8) [ 11 possession of the M&D
103_"--_'-'-__ '_" _ _i_'_96_ ] II SIG at JSC. The only
_ thermal-blankets materials
_ _'_:____-,,, 7 ......l--. (681) / II documented thus far at JSC
r_. _- ,---._...x,_v._-"x v',.."=t,,,"K£',.. 8 ....o-- (167) I II
_ .... "__,_ ......._ 9---¢,--.-. (549) I ]l are those that were being
,, [ "_"_...'_ "_.ll',,_tX-, \ 10 ...../_ (251)I II processed for shipment to
_[ 10 z ",... 11 +(158) various PI's for scientific
" I II planned to totally consume_"_ f ___ the samples. Therefore, the101 , , , I ,,,,I statistics associated with
' ' these data are extremely
10 100 1000 1[ poor and the data are
Crater Diameter (lttm) II presented here purely as
10' AVERAGES 6 THERMAL BLANKETS II supplementary information.
.-. [03) __onh (63 N_,_-30S ROW N It should be noted that
" _Leading Edse_ r.:ast 5 _0_'F0z-4- (r_)
-.- _om 10 DOS--- a0) McDonnell is examining
_, 10"_- "_",_ 1104_ -,_--_ Et_o7 _ _'_) ] 11 sections of the other two
_-'_-_'_'x,,_ ]103 t 2__:::t:_ ] 11 thirds ofthese blankets.
_' [" %.\".\ I .t '_""-'a_ _ I II
._ _ "_'K \k... 110'k _,--T-.-_ _ II
_., t "_,":--- I [" .,"I--Z- ,,"_,_, _ II RESULTS
10't . l , , .... , , . , , .... _ I 100tr . • , I .... I . , . I .... [ " " ' I''"l II
10 100 1000 1 10 100 1000 II
Crater Diameter (lttm) Feature Diameter (pm) II
Figure 5. Crater (A and B), and penetration and crater (C) frequency curves for the 1411
intercostals (12 different pointing directions) and the small sections from five of the Scheldahl II The cumulative size
thermal insulation blankets. (A) Crater frequencies for the 6061-'I"6 alumimun intercostals; the 11 frequency distribution and
counts below -30 _tm are incomplete and this explains why the curves tend to flatten out below [[
this diameter, see text. 03) Average frequency data for the four primary LDEF pointing [I spatial density of craters
directions (i.e., North - 11, 12 and 1; East - 8, 9 and 10; South - 5, 6 and 7, and West - 2, 3 and II and penetration holes are
4). (c) Penetration-hole and crater frequency flux curves for several small pieces from A0178 II
thermal blankets along with data obtained from McDonnell et ai. for the A0023 Multi-Foil II illustrated in Figure 5.
Microabrasion Package (MAP) experiment. Note that these curves depict the frequency over the II Note that features _200 _tm
entire 5.7 years LDEF remained in LEO. , I] diameter in Figurein 5C
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generallyoccurredascratersandnot penetrationholes, because the increasingly smaller projectiles did not
possess adequate size, mass and/or kinetic energy to completely penetrate the -200 lam thick thermal
blanket. In such cases the blanket responds as an infinite halfspace target resulting in a cratering instead of
a penetration event.
Figure 5a displays the crater frequencies for the 14 intercostals examined to date (i.e., one intercostal
from each LDEF row except for Rows 7 and 9 on which two intercostals have been examined). These data
are in good agreement with our earlier results (ref. 1) and with those of others (e.g., ref. 11, not plotted for
the sake of clarity), with the highest cratering rates being observed in the forward-facing directions (i.e.,
Rows 8, 9 and 10) and the lowest frequencies found in association with the rearward-facing surfaces (i.e.,
Rows 2, 3 and 4). In general, the slope for the various curves are very similar, suggesting_ overall ratios of
large to small particles remaining relatively constant, regardless of pointing direction.
A possible exception to this relation can be seen in the curve associated with Row 7. Intercostal :.
F07F02 possesses an unusually high density of craters <30 jam in diameter (see Table I). Although no
more effort was made to locate and document small features on this intercostal than any of the other 13 '
intercostals, the number of craters <30 iam in diameter is more than three times greater for FO7F02 than for
even the Row 9 leading-edge intercostals. In fact, F07F02 has 2.Stlmes more total craters, and more than i
10 times the number of<30 _tm diameter craters than does C07F02, an intercostal that was positioned on [
the opposite end of Row 2. Specifically, of the 681 craters documented on the two Row 7 intercostals, i
-74% resided on F07F02, while 57% of the 681 craters were <30 lam in diameter and located on F07F02.
Furthermore, the distribution of craters on F07F02 was evenly split between both ends of the intercostal,
with 252 craters being located above the center clamp position (see Figure 3a), and 25i craters located
below this central clamp position.
Several other surfaces on this same row and
end of LDEF have exhibited a similar trend
(Figures 5c and 6). At the request of the M&D
SIG, Don Humes (personal communications,
1992) examined some of the hardware associated ,-i
with the experiment trays located on either side of
intercostal F07F02, since both bays were occupied
by Humes' S0001 experiments. Figure 6
illustrates the results of Humes' investigation and
depicts the results of his counts on an experiment-
tray lip that resided on the F07F02 intercostal.
The two Row 7 intercostals are plotted separately
so that the unusual nature of the F07F02
intercostal is visible; also plotted are the frequency
curves for the Row 9 and Row 3 intercostals. The
Humes data exhibits an excellent match to our
intercostal data between -50 and 400 lam, and Vigure 6.
curves, as well as the trailing edge (Row 3) and leading edge (Row
reveals an even higher flux below -50 lam than 9) curves that appeared in Figure 5A. The data from Humes is for a
does our data. The two intercostals from Row 7 tray lip from one of his S0001 experiment trays (personal
communications).
are very different below -30 lam, with intercostal
C07F02 displaying a trend that is similar to all other intercostals examined to date. An intercostal from
Row 8 (F-08F-02)iS- iuded inthiS _-udy, yet _db_s-not exi_blt-th-e-trend_0bserved_fo?F07F02. " -_
There are two possible explanations for the variation of spatial densities of craters seen in the tWO
separated locations on Row 7. The first possibility is that the variations are simply due to different
. . - . ..._'...
,04 , r07 -lll ,
C07F02 II ,
 .ome, o iii
_'_"_ 103 I __9 III
10110 100 100011
Crater Diameter 0tm) II
Diagram of the two Row 7 intercostal erater-frequencyll
II
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scanning biases from one location to another. The second and most likely possibility is that the observed
variations do not suffer from observational biases and are of real statistical significance and need to be
explained.
If the second possibility is true, then the variations must either be due to an extremely great variability
in the spatial density of meteoroids or Earth-orbiting debris, or it is due to a source of impacting objects
very near LDEF. The highest measured impact rate on LDEF was that by the Interplanetary Dust
Experiment (IDE; ref. 7) where 131 impacts were recorded within an approximately two minute time
period during LDEF's passage through a debris stream early in the mission. This corresponds to about one
impact per second on the -1 m 2 IDE experiment. Since the orbital velocity of LDEF was -8 km/s, the
spatial density of impacting objects -- even for this most intense stream -- did not exceed about 10-4/m 3, or
about one impact per square meter per second. At such a rate no strong change in the integrated impacting
flux at locations separated by several meters should be seen. As for sources very near LDEF, two
possibilities come to mind. First, could all, or many of these small craters represent secondary craters?
Potential locations of a primary crater have been explored, yet no potential source can be found. Nothing
in the vicinity of this intercostal can be found that projects above the surface that could serve as a
reasonable location for such a primary. The closest object protruding above the surface of the spacecraft is
the Row 6 trunnion pin that was located on the center ring at a distance of more than two meters away and
with a 30 ° angle between the rows. The other possible source might have been the nearby Space Shuttle
during rendezvous maneuvers. This potential source can't yet be ruled out.
An alternative cause for the differences noted for Row 7 is some sort of optical scanning bias. We
note, in Table 1, that nearly all the difference in crater spatial densities on Row 7 is due to craters smaller
than 31 lam in diameter, meaning that most of these craters were smaller than are nominal scanning
threshold of 30 lain (only above which are we confident of 100% coverage). It is not a question of
statistics; the spatial density variations seen for craters less than 31 _tm in diameter are clearly not due to
Poisson statistical variations. Some sort of scanning bias -- not yet identified -- could cause the observed
variations seen in Rows 7 and 9. We intend to scan selected areas from several intercostals and pointing
directions at higher magnifications to help address the issue of possible scanning bias.
During the documentation of intercostal F07F02 it was noted that an unusually high number of these
craters contained apparent residues. Therefore, after documentation of this intercostal was completed it
was sectioned into 24 smaller pieces that could be examined in a Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) in
hopes of obtaining some qualitative chemical information regarding the projectile(s) responsible for these
craters. To date, only 19 of the most promising craters, ranging in size from 10 lam to 95 lam in diameter,
have been examined. Of these, four (21%) were found to contain residue of probable micrometeoritic
compositions, three (16%) contained man-made (i.e., two paint and one solder) material, two (11%)
revealed chemistries that have commonly been associated with contamination on LDEF Q.e., Si and Ca),
and the remaining ten (53%) were indetermanent (i.e., either insufficient amounts of residue were present
or the resulting compositions could have more than one source). So far, these distributions appear like
those observed for LDEF as a whole, and do not support a uniform particulate source for the abundant
small craters identified on intercostal F07F02.
Obviously, the source(s) of these craters is (are) of extreme interest to the M&D SIG and further
research into possible causes are under investigation. We presently plan on examining more of these
features via optical and chemical techniques in hopes of providing more data to address this issue. The
chemical distribution of those craters analyzed to date is most likely not representative of the entire
intercostal since we purposefully chose craters that optically, at least, appeared to offer the best
opportunities in providing chemical information.
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Figure 7. (A) Polar coordinate diagram of the cratering frequencies for the 12 LDEF rows for craters of all sizes. 03) Histogram of the
same data as in (A). Two Row 7 bars are represented, one with F07F02 included, and the other depicting where C07F02 would plot by
itself. Note that Row 3 is plotted on both ends of the chart. The curve in 03) represent a Gaussian fit to the data with F07F02 not
included.
Returning to the general trends within our data, Figure 5b depicts the average frequencies for the four
main LDEF pointing directions (i.e., 12 [north], 9 [east], 6 [south] and 3 [west]). Each curve represents
the average of the main row from each direction plus the rows on either side (i.e., west represents the
average of Rows 2, 3 and 4). Such a plot is useful in revealing the overall trends associated with each of
these four pointing directions. As expected, the forward-facing rows reveal the highest cratering
frequencies, while the rearward-facing rows exhibit the lowest. Also, not surprisingly, the northern facing
rows (1, 12 and 11) display a slightly higher overall flux than do their southern-facing counterparts. Since
LDEF's velocity vector was actually skewed -8 ° toward Row 12 such a trend is understandable (i.e., the
northern-facing rows faced -8 ° more into the velocity vector, while the southern-facing rows were -8°
further removed from the velocity vector, ref. 16; see Figure 7a). Again, note the influence of the F07F02
intercostal on the overali average flux associated with the southern-facing rows of Figure 5B.
Figure 7 depicts, in both polar and histogram form, the impact frequency for all sizes of craters (n/m 2)
on each of the twelve rows. In our earlier efforts (refs. 1 and 13) that utilized only those craters >500 _tm
in diameter, we found that the highest cratering rates were associated with Row 10. However, now that
we have greatly enhanced the data set and added much smaller features to our statistical database we find
that the leading-edge or velocity vector did indeed experience the highest cratering rate (e.g., ref. 12),
again with the exception of the one Row 7 intercostal. The nearly 50% decrease in the large-cratedng
frequency for Row 9 versus Rows 8 and 10 that was discussed in Ref. 13 (see Figure 4 of re£ 13)
disappears when much smaller craters are included (Figure 7a).
Figure 7b shows the same data plotted in histogram format and again illustrates the effect that
intercostal F07F02 had on the average impact frequency for Row 7. The filled bar for Row 7 depicts
where the Row 7 would fall if only the C07F02 intercostal was included. Finally, it can be seen that the
intercostal data reveals a Gaussian-type distribution around the nominal leading-edge direction (Figure 7b).
From a similar fit to the large-crater data in Ref. 13 we reported a leading-edge:trailing-edge ratio of-20:1,
while the Gaussian fit to the new intercostal data suggests a ratio more on the order of 10:1.
Figure 8a depicts the relative production rates for craters >__44lam and >63 _tm in diameter and was
generated'by-no_aiizing the :absolute cratering frequencies for each row (Figure 7b) to that of Row 9
(leading-edge). At these crater sizes, there should be no biases introduced by incomplete scanning. This
figure shows that the ratio of the production rate of impacts on the leading edge to that on the trailing edge
is on the order of 10:1. Of equal interest is how this ratio varies as a function of crater size, an issue that is
addressed in Figure 8b. For the larger craters (i.e., >500 lam and >707 _tm in diameter), Figure 8b indicates
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Figure 8.
pointing direction of LDEF. (B) Ratios of leading- to trailing-edgecrater frequencies as a
functionof crater size. The dashed line illustrates the average leading-to trailing-edge ratio
of slightly <6.
(A) Relative impact frequency, with respect to Row 9, for the 12 row-facing
a difference in the crater
production rate between the
leading- and trailing-edge of
-4 to 1, while for the smaller
feature sizes this ratio is -9:1.
It should be noted that only
38 of the 2147 impacts (<2%)
included in this study were >
500 pm in diameter, resulting
in a relatively large error
associated with the 500 and
707 pm size bins. In general,
however, there does appear to
be a trend for the differences
in feature production rate
between the leading- and
trailing-edge to increase as
feature size decreases.
Additional evidence for such a
change can be found in the
thermal-blanket and MAP
experiment data illustrated in
Figure 5c. For the larger
penetration features (-500 pm
in diameter) the leading- to
trailing-edge ratio is -10:1,
while for the smallest features
for which data is available on both Rows 3 and 9 (i.e., -5 lam in diameter; see Figure 5c) this ratio climbs to
-50:1. Is the large-particle population more isotropically distributed, or are these difference related to the
sources, and hence the associated velocities of the different particle-population sizes?
The measured ratios, Row 9 to Row 3, of the spatial density of impact craters do not agree with current
theoretically predicted ratios for either meteoroids (ref 12) or for Earth-orbital debris (ref. 14). Since it is
believed that these two sources dominated all others on LDEF, it follows that the present theoretical
models are inadequate to explain the data (ref. 17). For meteoroids to produce a front-to-back ratio as low
as 6:1, a much larger fraction of high-velocity meteoroids than hitherto modeled seems to be required. If
orbital debris is the primary source for the observed impact craters, the data suggest that there is much
more debris than is now suspected in geosynchronous transfer orbits -- especially those with orbital
inclinations near 28.5 ° (ref. 14). It may also be necessary to carefully reexamine the modeling for incorrect
assumptions.
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CONCLUSION
Last year we concluded that the observable impact record had to be expanded to include smaller impact
features (ref. 1). Our current efforts are a step in that direction as we have continued to document various
LDEF hardware (predominantly the structural frame)in order to better define and understand the LEO
particulate environment. Our current results indicate that new theoretical rnodeling of both meteoroids and
Earth-orbital debris needs to be undertaken. Specifically, new models should fit our latest observations of
the directionality of crater spatial densities, and explore what these models imply in terms of sources Of
meteoroids or orbital debris.
Additional theoretical work is also need to address other questions that haveremained unanswered with
respect to LDEF. What isthe relationship between the sizes of the observedpenetration ho[es in the Teflon
thermal blankets with that of the observed crater sizes on the intercostals. Obviously, d_fferent materials
pointing in the same general direction should have, overall, witnessed aslmii-_..........................particle pol_ulation_._ size 6Ver,,
an extended period &time, such as the 5.7 years in which LDEF was in LEO. Questions such as thesec_
only be addressed following a dedicated-s_eries of impact experimen-ts into bo]h 0ftlaese =materlals. Such an
effort will be a high priority of the M&D SIG over the next year. Is the observed 5.7 year average Impact
frequency representative of what is happening year after year, or is it simply an average of' a highly variable
particle population? _M__u!lholland et al., (re£ 7_)pres.ent e_dence tha t _sugg_ststheo LEO particulate
environment is quite dynamic and varie_greatly_s a _nction of time and orbital position. However, Until
additional data can be gathered such an idearem_ns controversial: _ :
At Present, ' we-phn-on continuing our scanning and documentation of the LDEF intercostals (at lea_t
until we have examined at least three intercostals per row) to improve our stat!sfical database. In addition,
it is hoped that the proposed calibration work for the thermal blankets canbeconducted so that _
convert our cratering and penetration-hole frequencies into some sort of coherent particle-size population.
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SUMMARY
The number of impacts from meteoroids and space debris particles to the various
LDEF rows is calculated using ESABASE/DEBRIS, a 3-D numerical analysis tool.
It is based on recent reference environment flux models and includes geometrical and
directional effects.
A comparison of model predictions and actual observations is made for penetra-
tions of the thermal blankets which covered the UHCR experiment.
The thermal blankets were located on all LDEF rows, except 3, 9 and 12. Because
of their uniform composition and thickness these blankets allow a direct analysis of
the directional dependence of impacts and provide a test case for the latest meteoroid
and debris flux models.
Introduction
In this paper the observed number of holes from particle impacts in the thermal
blankets covering the Ultra High Cosmic Rays (UHCR) experiment on LDEF is
compared to model predictions.
Trays of the UHCR experiment (AO178) were present on all LDEF rows except
3, 9 and 12. No trays were on the space and Earth pointing ends. The distribution
of the thermal blankets on most of the 12 LDEF rows allows a detailed study of the
directional dependence of impacts from meteoroids and space debris particles.
The LDEF was deployed in space on April 7, 1984 in an almost circular orbit
with mean altitude 477 km and inclination of 28.5 °. Afte1: a total exposure time in
space of 5.76 years, it was retrieved on January 12, 1990. By that time the orbit had
decayed to about 335 km.
LDEF was gravity-gradient stabilized with the longitudinal axis pointing towards
the center of the Earth. After retrieval it was noticed that the flight attitude had
been such that row 9 was facing about 80 off its nominal ram direction.
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The thermal blankets covering the UHCR experiment were made of a compound
of FEP Teflon (.._ 125 #) followed by thin layers of Silver and Inconel (combined less
than 0.5 /z) and Chemglaze Z306 black paint (60 - 100 _t). The thermal blankets
covered a total area of about 18 m 2.
In the next section the procedure is presented which is used to calculate the
number of impacts and penetrations on the thermal blankets and the results are
given. The predicted and observed number of holes is then compared.
Numerical Analysis Procedure
t
i
Flux models have been developed for both micrometeoroids and space debris to pre-
dict the number of impacts for given mission parameters. The resulting damage
can be assessed through empirically derived design equations which give penetration
capabilities, crater sizes, etc. as function of the particle parameters.
For a detailed impact risk assessment a fully three dimensional numerical analysis
tool was developed which includes directional and geometrical effects and spacecraft
shielding considerations. It is based on the latest environment and particle/wall
interaction models [1] .....
This tool is a new application of the ESABASE framework of system level analysis
and engineering tools and is supported by enhanced 3-D graphics.
• The user specifie s the mission parameters, spacecraft geometry, attitude and
shielding as wel ! as the partic!e typel size and velocity range to be analysed. The
computed output includes:
• the number of impacts,
• the number of failures, taking into account the spacecraft shielding and damage
assessmen_ equations,
==
• the probability of no failure,
• the mean particle velocity (amplitude and direction),
• the percentage of cratered area.
The new tool was applied to an ESABASE model of the LDEF.
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Fluz Model for Micrometeoroids
The total average meteoroid flux can be given in terms of the integral flux FM,o
which is the number of particles with mass m or larger per m 2 per year impacting
a randomly-oriented flat plate under a viewing angle of 27r. The unshielded inter-
planetary flux at 1 AU distance from the sun can be described analytically [2] as
FM,u(m) = 3.15576 10T(F,(m)+ F2(rn)+ Fa(m))
where:
F,(m) = (2.2 103m 0"306 "-]-15) -_'3s
F2(m) = 1.3 10-9(m + 1011m 2 + 102Zm4) -°'aG
Fa(m) = 1.3 10-'6(m + 10%n2) -°'s5
with m in grams.
It should be emphasized that the meteoroid flux model gives a yearly average. At
times of peak activity of a major meteor stream fluxes can be up to 5 times higher
for a 1-2 day period.
Relative collision velocities for meteoroids can range from 11 to 72 km/s.
The following velocity distribution is used in the present reference flux model [3]:
g(v)=
0.112
3.328 10 s v -5"a4
1.695 10 -4
if 11.1 < v < 16.3 km/s
if 16.3 < v < 55.0 km/s
if 55.0 < v < 72.2 km/s
The average impact velocity is about 17 km/s.
The unshielded flux FM,(j has to be modified to account for the gravitational at-
traction (which enhances the meteoroid flux in the Earth proximity) and the geomet-
rical shielding of the Earth (which reduces the flux). The gravitational enhancement
factor G_ for the velocity distribution given above is defined as [3]:
Rt?
G¢=I+--
?,
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where RE is the mean earth radius and r is the orbit radius.
The meteoroid flux to an earth orbiting spacecraft is then given by: F_t = FM,uG¢.
The Earth shielding factor for a given surface depends on the spacecraft altitude
above the Earth surface and on the relative orientation of the surface normal with
respect to the Earth direction. It is calculated numerically and applied for every
surface element of the model.
]
i
r
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For a surface with normal pointing towards Earth the flux is reduced by a factor
F = cos_O relative to a surface pointing exactly away from Earth
(with: sinO = (Re. + 100)/(R, + h); Rc =Earth radius, h= spacecraft altitude).
The Earth shielding factor for a surface with normal perpendicular to the Earth
direction (like the 12 LDEF rows) is given by:
F = 1 - 1/7r (® + 0.5 sin 20).
According to ref. 3 the average density of micrometeoroids larger than 0.01 g
is assumed to be 0.5 g/cm 3. Smaller particles are thought to have a higher density;
however, there is still a considerable uncertainty about these densities. In this study
a constant value of 1.0 g/cm 3 is used for the penetration analysis of the thermal
blankets.
The assumption of spherical shape is made for converting particle diameters to
masses.
According to the reference model used [3] the annual averaged meteoroid flux is
omnidirectional with respect to the Earth surface. Relative to an orbiting spacecraft
with fixed orientation w.r.t, the flight direction the meteoroid flux has a directional
dependence.
When performing an impact analysis with the ESABASE/DEBRIS tool the im-
pact flux and the directional dependence is obtained by a Monte Carlo procedure.
For each surface element of the spacecraft model a user specified number of rays (typ-
ically several hundred) is analysed. Directions and velocities of the rays are selected
at random but account for the flux distribution as given by the models (e.g. for
meteoroids, isotropic impact direction with the exclusion of the Earth cone and the
velocity distribution given above). To account for the spacecraft velocity each ray
with given direction and velocity is then weighted by a factor:
k : v:'/(v_ v*)
with: v" = (v2. - v_sin'za) U5
where v is the impact velocity, v,, is the meteoroid velocity, v, is the spacecraft
velocity and c_ is the impact angle measured w.r.t, the flight direction.
A surface constantly facing into the flight direction will encounter about 7 times
higher fluxes than a trailing surface. In addition, the average impact velocity for
leading surfaces is higher as well.
The Earth shielding introduces a directional dependence as well. At an altitude
of 470 km (and assuming an atmosphere thickness of 100 km) a surface with nor-
mal pointing directly towards Earth will receive about 9 times less impacts from
meteoroids than a surface facing in the opposite direction towards space.
Fluz Model for Space Debris
A new flux-diameter model, predicting the average space debris environment for
low earth orbits, was recently published [3].
According to this model the cumulative flux of orbital debris of size d and larger
on spacecraft orbiting at altitude h, inclination i, in the year t, when the solar activity
for the previous year was S, is given by the following equation:
F = H(d). kD. q)(h,s), gl(i). [Ft(d).g_(t) + F2(d).g2(t)]
where
F = flux in impacts per square meter of surface area per year
kD = directional factor; = 1 for randomly tumbling surface
d = orbital debris diameter in cm
t = time expressed in years
h = altitude in km (h < 2000 kin)
S = 10.7 cm-wavelength solar flux in year t - 1
i = inclination in degrees
and H ( d) = v/l Oezp(-(l°m°d-°'Ts)_ /°'6372)
_r(h,S) = _,(h,S)/(_(h,S) + 1)
qh(h, S) = 10 (h/2°°-S/bt°-l'5)
Fl(d) = 1.22 x 10 .5. d -_'s
F2(d) = S.1 x 10 '°. (d + 700) -6
gt(t) = (1 + q)(,-,9ss)
g (t) = 1+ p(t- lOSS)
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q = the assumed annual growth rate of fragments in orbit.
p = the assumed annual growth rate of mass in orbit.
q = 0.02; p = 0.05, the values recommended by NASA are used in this study.
g'(i) = inclination dependence of flux; _(28.5 °) = 0.931
Impact velocities can range from 0 to about 15.5 km/s with an average velocity
of 10 km/s.
For an oriented spacecraft surface the debris fluxes will be different for the various
surfaces ....
The present debris flux models are based on the approximation that all debris is
moving in circular orbits. Relative to a moving spacecraft this implies that all space
debris arrival directions are confined to a plane parallel to the surface of the Earth.
The model excludes impacts from below (Earth direction) or above (space direction).
Furthermore, for a spacecraft in circular orbit, a simple addition of velocity vectors
shows that impacts can only occur under angles between 0 ° and 90* w.r.t, the flight
direction and that every impact direction is associated with a unique impact velocity:
V = 2 V s COS_.
The velocity distribution for a given orbit is specified as well in ref. 3 and included
in the present study. For the LDEF orbit the model gives the following relative impact
velocity distribution: :
y(v) = v(2vo - v)[lS.7e 2(6'-2'5"°)/('5"°)2 + 0.67e -(('-'3v°)/°'56"°)'1
+ 0.01156 v (4vo- v)
with Vo = 7.27.
5
According to the reference model used, for I = 28.5 °, most impacts are expected
from the sides, between 30 ° and 80 ° from the flight direction.
This distribution of space debris fluxes leads to a considerable directional depen-
dence. For the LDEF orbit forward facing surfaces Will receive about 2.6 times higher
fluxes than randomly oriented surfaces while exactly backwards facing surfaces should
encounter no impacts at all.
The average density of particles larger than 0.62 cm in diameter is assumed to be
p = 2.8d -°'T_l g/cm :_. The average density of smaller space debris particles is thought
to be 4.0 g/cm 3.
These densities were used for the present analysis,
Mission Parameters
For the calculation of meteoroid fluxes a constant altitude of 470 km was assumed.
Given the weak dependence of meteoroid fluxes on the altitude that implies only a
minor approximation. Average annual fluxes are used for this long duration mission.
For the space debris analysis the changing LDEF orbit and solar activity were
considered. The mission was split into 8 different time periods. For each one of these
periods the altitude and the value for the solar activity were kept constant.
The periods, altitudes and solar activity parameters chosen are given in Table
1 together with the relative contributions (last column) of each period to the total
number of impacts from space debris. This relative weight is the same for any debris
size.
Penetration Analysis
To calculate the number of holes in the blankets a design or damage equation has to be
used which gives the ballistic limit for given target thickness and impact parameters.
For the specific material compound of the thermal blankets a specific damage equation
is not available.
In this study, the number of holes (punctures) is calculated by using the following
equation which was derived for single metal plates (thin plate formula) [4]:
t = 0.57m°'352p°'i67v °'s75
where:
t : threshold thickness for penetration
m : mass of projectile [g]
p : density of projectile [g/cm 3]
v : impact velocity of projectile [km/s]
A puncture occurs whenever the threshold thickness for an impacting particle
with given mass, density and velocity exceeds the shielding thickness of the surface
under consideration.
Use of this equation for thermal blankets implies several approximations and un-
certainties.
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This equation was derived for normal impact directions. Impacts from both me-
teoroids and space debris particles, however, will generally not occur under normal
direction. In that case the velocity entering into the equation can either be taken
as the total impact velocity, assuming that over a wide range of angles the penetra-
tion capability is independent of the impact angle, or the normal component of the
velocity can be used. In this study the total impact velocity was used.
The given equation is strictly valid only for Aluminium. Different procedures
have been suggested to modify the equation or to derive an equivalent thickness for
materials other than metals and for compounds (see e.g. ref.5). However, to avoid
the introduction of another uncertainty in this study the equation was used as given
above and applied to different effective thicknesses of the blankets: 200 #, 225 _ and
250 #.
Using a different equivalent thickness does change the absolute number of pen-
etrations but has only a minor effect on their relative distribution on the various
rows.
3-D Results
Predicted Number of Impacts
._
The predicted number of impacts from meteoroids and space debris particles on the
12 LDEF rows and the space and Earth ends as obtained by the ESABASE/DEBRIS
analysis tool is given in Table 2. These results are for particles with a diameter of 100
# or larger (assuming p = 1 g/cm 3 and spherical shape for meteoroids). The results
are given/m _ and for the total mission duration of 5.76 years.
According to present models the directional distribution is the same for all particle
sizes.
In this size regime the meteoroids are clearly dominating.
The directional dependence is noticeably different for meteoroids and space debris.
Meteoroid impacts are predicted on all faces. The flux ratio front/rear is about 7
and the ratio space end/Earth end is about 9. (Note that this result is for constant
impacting particle sizes. The ratio for constant crater dimensions Will be di_erent.)
Debris impacts are more concentrated on forward and Side faces. Asa direct
consequence of the model assumption of circular orbits no impacts are predicted for
the two ends and the very small number on row 3 is a result of the 8 ° attitude offset.
Observed Number of Holes
After an initial inspection at KSC 2/3 of each thermal blanket from the UHCR
experiment was transported to ESTEC while the remaining 1/3 remained with NASA.
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In total ESA received about 12 m s of thermal blankets from 16 different sections
which were located on 9 different rows.
For a preliminary analysis at ESTEC each of the 16 sections was split into 6
subsections and the number of complete penetrations of the blankets was counted
[*]. All subsections had roughly the same area of 0.11 m 2. The results for the total
number of holes, independent of their size, are presented in Table 3. Given is the
absolute count for each subsection and section and then for each section again the
average number/m 2. In several cases there is a surprisingly large variation over the
different samples from the same row. This is especially evident for the sections on rows
2, 7 and 10. Possible explanations for these differences are the encounter of localised
clusters of particles or an uneven thickness of the thermal blankets (mainly the paint
could vary in thickness). A final conclusion on these findings has not been reached.
Comparison of Predictions and Measurements
The predicted number of penetrations and the actually observed number of holes in
the thermal blankets is presented in Table 4. Compared are the values/m 2. For the
observations the average value is given if several sections were on the same row.
The calculated values in Table 4 are for an effective blanket thickness of 250 #
which gave the best overall agreement with the observations.
The clear majority of holes is predicted to result from meteoroid impacts.
The predicted number of holes is larger than the predicted number of impacts
with D > 100 /z (Table 2) showing that smaller particles can penetrate the 250 #
blankets.
The relevance of the predicted absolute numbers should not be overstressed. Some
of the main uncertainties in the numerical penetration analysis were mentioned before.
For some parameters a sensitivity analysis was performed:
If the effective thickness of the blankets is reduced to 225 #, the number of holes
increases by 20 - 25 %. It increases by 70 - 80 % for a thickness of 200/_.
For the assumed blanket thickness the predicted number of penetrations from
meteoroids increases by 20 -30 % if the density of meteoroids is increased from 1
g/cm 3 to 2 g/cm :_. For a lower density the number is reduced correspondingly.
In all these cases the directional distribution of the holes is relatively little changed.
The measurements indicate some systematic deviation from the predicted direc-
tional dependence. The front/rear ratio of observed holes is larger than predicted.
Such a discrepancy could have several reasons. It is possible that the directional de-
pendence (especially for meteoroids) is not treated accurately enough in the numerical
tool.
* F.Levadou, private communication, ESA/ESTEC, 1991.
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Another possible explanation is that the fluxes of Earth orbiting particles which
would heavily favor impacts on forward pointing faces are underestimated by the
models. The man made debris population could be larger than assumed or a belt of
Earth orbiting meteoroids could exist, as was suggested before (see e.g. ref. 5).
In addition there clearly is a North/South asymmetry with more penetrations
having occurred on the North side (centered around row 12). Such a North/South
asymmetry was reported before, and in the microabrasion package experiment
MAP AO 023, it was found to be reversed for crater diameters smaller than 20 #.
Conclusion
Predicted and observed numbersof holes on LDEF AO178 thermal blankets were com-
pared. The predictions are based on reference flux models which are presently used as
standards for spacecraft shielding design and analysis purposes. A recently developed
3-D numerical analysis tool was used for the actual calculations.
The overall agreement is quite good but some systematic differences in the direc-
tional dependence are found.
In this study only the number of complete penetrations is compared. A more
detailed study of the observed impact features including analysis of crater dimen-
sions, geometries _and morphologies is in progress. The measured size distribution of
penetration holes in these blankets with diameters > 300 # has been reported before
[6].
It would be highly desireable to distinguish between impacts from meteoroids and
man made debris. That would require a chemical analysis of particle residues in
the craters. Such an element analysis has been successfully performed for impacts
on other LDEF surfaces and structural parts. For most impact features on these
thermal blankets, however, such an analysis seems not feasible. As the blankets are
very thin few residues are found. In addition the blanket material compound contains
a large range of elements which makes it very difficult to distinguish material from
the blankets and the impactor.
Despite these shortcomings the blankets (which were not designed for impact
analyses) have already provided much new information on the meteoroid and debris
environment and more can be expected as results of more "detailed analyses become
available.
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Table 1: Parameters used for LDEF space debris analysis. The last column
gives the relative contribution of each period.
Period St-1 [h [km]
7/4/84_-31/12/84--120 [ 475
1/1/85- 31/12/85 100 [ 475
1/1/86- 31/12/86 75 I 470
1/1/87- 31/12/87 75 I 465
1/1/88- 31/12/88 85 I 455
1/1/89 - 30/6/89 120 [ 415
1/7/89- 31/12/89 160 [ 370
1/1/90 - 12/1/90 200 I 340
At [years]
0.73
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.5
0.5
0.033
_g_At
0.344
0.557
0.647
0.648
0.595
0.175
0.071
0.002
}
-i.-
il
|
i
!
[
i
|
!
i
|
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Table 2: Predicted number of impacts, Nt, from meteoroids (p=l.0 g/cm 3)
and space debris with particle diameters D > 100 # on the various LDEF
faces. The values given are per m 2 and for the total LDEF mission duration
of 5.76 years.
Row
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
Space end
Earth end
N I,mct N l,deb N i,tot
[impacts/m2/5.76 years]
20.8 2.75
11.3 0.417
7.26 4.4O E-4
8.46 3.9O E-2
15.0 1.26
26.6 4.11
39.2 6.10
47.7 7.46
51.4 8.86
50.4 8.35
44.3 6.75
33.3 5.35
42.7 0
4.49 0
23.6
11.7
7.26
8.50
16.3
30.7
45.3
55.2
60.3
58.8
51.1
38.7
42.7
4.49
Table 3: Observed number of holes on LDEF thermal blankets.
Location
D1
A2
E2
A4
F4
B5
C5
D5
C6
B7
D7
C8
A10
El0
Cll
Dll
Number of holes counted
count on 6 subsections t sum
Holes /m 2
14,9,9,6,10,8 56 85
0,2,0,6,1,3 12 18
6,6,7,4,7,1 31 47
2,4,4,5,6,1 22 34
1,4,2,2,4,3 16 24
1,5,3,2,5,2 18 27
4,3,2,4,5,3 21 32
5,3,4,2,7,2 23 35
8,7,9,10,4,8 47 70
15,29,25,28,34,23 154 235
17,13,8,20,22,22 102 156
28,23,27,26,26,22 152 232
51,49,53,35,34,45 267 408
28,32,40,30,33,29 192 293
26,25,24,26,23,25 149 227
23,27,24,27,28,33 162 247
Table 4: Comparison of predicted and observed number of holes, Nh, /m 2
on LDEF thermal blankets.
i Row Predicted
Nh,met
1 72.1
2 31.8
4 18.6
5 41.0
6 92.8
7 156
8 201
10 213
11 188
Nh,deb l Nh,tot
21.3-- 93.4
1.48 33.3
0.06 18.7
7.17 48.2
32 125
47.4 203
62.8 264
66.6 280
58.6 247
Observed
85
32.5
29
31.3
7O
195.5
232
350.7
237
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SUMMARY
We report here preliminary results from attempts to derive depth and diameter
information from digitized stereo images of impact features on LDEF. Contrary to our prior
assumption, we find that impact craters in the T6 AI alloy are not paraboloid in cross section, but
rather are better described by a 6th-order polynomial curve. We explore the implications of this
discovery.
INTRODUCTION
In expectation of the LDEF return, the requirement for a system to analyze the hyper-
velocity impact craters on the space-exposed surfaces of the spacecraft was determined. Ideally,
this analysis system would be able to define in three dimensions the surface structure of each
crater to a high degree of precision. As a minimum, the system should be able to determine the
true depth and diameter of each crater. The 'true' depth is defined as the deepest point in the
crater as measured from the level of the ambient surface, and the 'true' diameter is the inside
diameter of the crater when measured at the level of the ambient surface (see Figure 1).
A number of constraints were placed upon this system design. The budgetary limitations
were fairly severe, and the time frame for technique investigations was short. It was essential
that the analysis system use a technique that was non-destructive and remote (i.e., no contact
with the material surface permitted). In addition, the system must use a technique that could be
incorporated into a portable system to be used at Kennedy Space Center during the deintegration
of the LDEF spacecraft.
It was decided to use binocular imagery to analyze the crater morphologies. It was fairly
inexpensive to achieve, and made use of some existing hardware to collect the information. A
portable system configuration consisted of a portable PC equipped with a color video digitizing
board and a color video multiplexer, a binocular microscope, a pair of video cameras, and a pair
of optical disk drives with removable media. This system configuration would collect pairs of
color digital images and store them to the optical media for later analysis. It was also decided to
write software that would automatically register the image pairs on a pixel by pixel basis using a
traditional cross-correlation technique. The parallax information in each pixel registration
would provide depth data for each pixel, and thereby provide a full three-dimensional
representation of the crater surface.
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NO'[ FILMED
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During the three month deintegration of LDEF, the Meteoroid and Debris Sp.ecial
Investigation Group (M&D SIG) generated approximately 5000 digital color stereo image pairs
of impact-related features from all space-exposed surfaces. An earlier paper (1) describes the
theory and practice of determining this 3-dimensional feature information from stereo imagery.
RECENT WORK
The attempts to analyze the KSC imagery using traditional cross-correlation were
unsuccessful due to several problems inherent in the data. There was a significant difference in
the photometric responses between the two cameras due to a lack of photometric calibration. In
an analog world, this problem could be easily rectified by compensating for the different gains
and offsets. In the digitized images, however, the data has already been quantized and truncated
making it impossible to recover much of the information. There was also a problem with a lack
of detail in many of the images due to depth of field limitations and lack of focal calibrations
between cameras. Most of the craters digitized displayed a high degree of specular reflectivity,
which is incompatible with cross-correlation techniques. Specular reflections are strongly
viewing angle dependent, which means that high contrast details seen from one camera are likely
to be very low contrast, or even invisible from the other camera. These problems, combined
with a poor initial understanding of the task complexity, caused the planned approach of
automated registration via cross-correlation to be unsuccessful.
Due to the problems encountered in attempting to implement the fully automated
software, the decision was made to get an interactive (man-hour intensive) method working, and
then come back later and continue the development of a fully automated capability as time
permitted. The interactive approach was to allow an analyst to select a series of tie-points from
an image pair, and use the three-dimensional information of the tie-points to perform a least-
squares parametric fit to define the crater's geometry. (A tie-point is a pair of points, one from
each of the two images, which represent the same point on a surface, i.e., a tie-point 'ties' the tWO
images together at a single point.) The initial approach required that a few basic assumptions be
made. The assumptions were that 1) the craters are basically paraboloid, 2) the craters are
central-symmetric to an axis which is perpendicula r to the ambient plane, and 3) there was liable
to be some inherent error in the tie-point selections.
The interactive data collection software was set up so that the analyst would select tie-
points in three sets, one each for the ambient surface, the crater interior, and the lip of the crater.
(Note: the lip tie-points were collected just for statistical information. No attempt was made to
parametrically define the lip geometry.) The first step in the analysis was to first calculate the
distance from the focal plane for each tie-point in all three data sets. The analysis software
would then calculate a least-squares fit for the ambient plane and compensate for rotations and
offsets of the crater surface with respect to the camera's focal plane in all three data sets. A least
squares fit of a paraboloid to the interior crater points was then performed. The intersection of
the ambient plane with the paraboloid then determined the ideal crater depth, and the width of
the parab0!oid at the intersection with the ambient_ plane defined the ideal crater diameter.
Inorder to test the accuracy of the interactive analysis software, three craters were
selected which were large enough to perform fairly accurate manual depth and diameter
measurements. The manual measurements were performed resulting in measured depths of 147,
455, and 933 microns and diameters of 279, 1254, and 2426 microns. Binocular images of each
crater were digitized, and the interactive data collection of tie-points was completed_ The tie-
point data was analyzed using the parametric fit software, and the outputs were compared to the
manual measurements. There was an expected error in the manual measurements of
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approximately 2%, but for this accuracy test, the manual measurements were accepted as 'true.'
The results were somewhat disappointing. The average error in the estimated crater depth was
15.5%, and the average error in the diameter estimate was -11.9%. Both of these errors were
significantly larger than was considered acceptable.
In attempting to determine the source of the encountered errors, three possible causes
were isolated and tested. The possibilities were defined as 1) software 'bugs,' 2) an algorithm
which was overly sensitive to input errors, and 3) a false basic assumption regarding paraboloid
crater geometry. The error sources were tested in the order listed above, as this was deemed to
be the order of their likelihood.
In order to test the software integrity, several 'perfect' paraboloid craters were computer
generated, and corresponding tie-points were generated. The analysis resulted in 0% error. The
tie-point collection, and initial depth calculations were also tested separately using holes drilled
in aluminum as test cases. These two tests combined demonstrated that the software was
performing as expected.
To test the algorithm's sensitivity to input errors, the previously generated 'perfect' craters
were again used. A Monte Carlo technique was applied to generate randomized errors in the
tie-point data prior to being input to the analysis software. The magnitude of the induced errors
was greater than or equal to the maximum expected input errors. Numerous runs were
performed in batch mode with statistical analysis of the resulting outputs. This analysis resulted
in an average error in the depth estimate of 2.5%, and an average error in the diameter estimate
of 7.5%. These errors were larger than desired, but still not large enough to account for the
errors encountered in the analysis of the real craters.
It was decided then to test the basic assumption of the crater geometry. In order to test
this assumption, five impact craters were generated in T6 aluminum alloy, which is the most
common exposed material on the LDEF. These craters were large enough to be easily cross-
sectioned; the sizes ranged from 3.1 to 7.0 mm in depth and 7.0 to 19.8 mm in diameter. Each
crater was then carefully cross-sectioned through its center. Digital monocular images of the
cross section of each crater were generated, and a high resolution two-dimensional digitization
of the interior surface structure of each crater was then performed. The digitizations contained
66 to 111 data points each to attempt to minimize the errors. A series of two-dimensional
polynomials were then fitted to the digitized points. Second order (Eq. 1), fourth order (Eq. 2),
and sixth order (Eq. 3) polynomial curve fits were each performed. No odd order polynomials
were used because the assumption that a crater is central symmetric was still in effect. A first
order term (bx) was left in the fit equations in order to compensate for any axial rotations
incurred during the initial digitization.
y = a + bx + cx2
y = a + bx + cx2 + dx4
y = a + bx + cx2 + dx4 + ex6
(Equation 1)
(Equation 2)
(Equation 3)
The results of these curve fits compared to the raw data were somewhat surprising. The
2nd order curve fits were consistently deeper and wider than the actual craters. The 4th order
curve fits were consistently shallower and wider than the actual craters. The 6th order curve
fits, however, resulted in inconsistent errors in depth and diameter. Figure 2 shows images of
the three cross-sectioned craters with the superimposed 2-D curve fits. Figure 3 depicts the total
amount of error encountered in the curve fits, and Table 1 summarizes the percent errors in
depth and diameter estimates for each of the five test shots from each type of curve fit. The
consistency of the magnitude and especially sign of the errors in the second and fourth order
curve fits suggests that these errors are not due to random factors, but instead are due to the
unsuitability of these equations for defining the crater geometry.
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Idealized Crater Geometry
Paraboioid
(x.i)2 + (y.j)2 = a(z-k)
Plane: z = 0
'True' Diameter
(i, j, k)
Cross Sectional _ew
Lip
Ambient
Surface
÷
Figure 1 Initial idealized crater geo_assumed for this investigation, employing a
paraboloid cross'section. True depth and diameter are indicated.
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Table 1
Shot #
34
148
159
160
163
Errors in Depth and Diameter Estimates For the Five Test Shots From Each Type of
Curve Fit
Depth Error (%) Diameter Error (%)
2nd Order 4th Order 6th Order 2nd Order 4th Order 6th Order
5.57 -3.92 -2.43 9.80 2.07 1.11
7.14 -3.63 -1.89 6.29 0.70 -0.06
6.79 -3.97 -1.33 9.30 1.88 0.76
6.57 -3.39 1.44 8.46 1.47 -0.10
8.70 -3.61 1.57 7.69 1.26 0.04
|
i
I
Comparison of Polynomial Curve Fits
4000 Sum( err 2
2000
16 159 _0
14s
Shot Number 34
o
o
(D
Figure 3 Summary of polynomial curve fits for all 5 large test
craters. The vertical axis indicates the sum of square of the
errors for diameter and depth.
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When comparing the results of the cross-section study to the 3-D paraboioidflts onthe- _
three original test craters, a rather puzzling discrepancy arises: the 2-D parabolas were - ;: ....
consistently deeper and wider than the actual craters, but the 3-D paraboloids were consistently
deeper and narrower than the actual craters. The explanation for this discrepancy has not 2?et
been determined. It is possible that findings of the cross-section study hold true only for the size
range which was tested (7 - 20 mm, much larger than the LDEF impact craters), or perhaps the
overall crater geometry is more a factor of the particle velocity upon impact. What seems more
likely though is that the majority of the problem is due to input errors. The initial three (small)
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testcratershadonly 12, 9, and 7 tiepoints, while the five cross-sectioned craters had 66 to 111
data points. The effect that a single pixel of uncertainty has in the vertical is inversely
proportional to two times the tangent of the angle of separation between the two cameras. In the
cases being looked at here, that proportion is approximately four to one. This means that a
single data point has about four times the uncertainty in the 3-D paraboloid analysis as a similar
point in the 2-D polynomial curve fits. Also, the initial test crater images suffered from the
same focus and depth of field problems, which increases the amount of error in the data point
selection.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
The conclusions based on the work done thus far is that the assumption that impact
craters are basically paraboloids is false, at least for the size ranges tested by cross-section. The
current algorithm's sensitivity to input errors is also a major concern. Future testing needs to
address the issue of algorithm sensitivity versus the number of input data points, as this was not
addressed during the initial sensitivity testing. Further cross-section tests are planned for smaller
craters to determine if the initial results of the cross-section tests are size related. Investigations
will be made into methods for minimizing the effect of input errors to the 3-D analysis. It may
also be possible to derive a correction factor from the data which would enable the continued
usage of the paraboloid fit to determine a crater's depth and diameter. We also hope to write a
semi-automated tie-point selection routine which will use existing manually selected tie-points
as 'seeds' to enable a much greater number of input data points. If this venture is successful, we
may be able to perform a 6th order 3-D polynomial curve fit to the craters for a much more
reliable crater definition.
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ABSTRACT
In the A1 collectors of experiment AO138-1 of the French Cooperative Payload (FRECOPA)
payload, we identified a population of small craters (3-9 microns in dia.) induced by the impacts of
micron-sized grains, mainly of extraterrestrial origin. Chemical analyses of the Interplanetary Dust
Particle (IDP) remnants were made in the bottoms and on the rims of the craters, in addition to
immediate off-rim areas. So far, the compositional investigation of the craters by Energy Dispersive
Spectroscopy (EDS) has shown evidence of an extraterrestrial origin for the impacting grains.
The systematic presence of C and O in the residues has been reported and may be compared with the
existence of particles showing high proportions of biogenic light elements and detected in the close
environment of P-Halley comet nucleus (called CHON particles). An analytical protocol has been
established in order to extract molecular and possible isotopic information on these grains, a fraction
of which could be of cometary origin. Although these very small craters may show crater features
that are typical of the larger Long Duration Exposure Facility (LDEF) population (> 50 microns in
dia.), some show unique morphologies that we have not previously observed. Our initial Laser
Induced Mass Spectrometry (LIMS) analytical results show strong signals for nitrogen-bearing ions
in craters characterized by high C and O contents; they also suggest that carbon contents in some
craters could exceed that known for carbonaceous chondrites.
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INTRODUCTION
SincethefirstNASA U-2 flight collectionin 1974(ref. 1),thecollectionandanalysisof IDPs
orbitingaroundtheEarthhavebeengreatlyenhanced.Thisenhancementoccurredespeciallyby the
analysesof hardcollectorsthatwereexposedin Low EarthOrbits,beforetheimpactinggrainscould
havebeenprocessedbytheir entry in theEarth'satmosphere.
Our primaryinterestin theanalysisof IDPsarisesfrom thepossibilitythatanunknown
fractionof theseparticlescouldbeof cometaryoriginandthuscontaininformationon theearly
historyof thesolarsystem.In addition,asteroidalandinterstellarparticlesmayalsobepresent.
Cometarymaterialis likely to bethemostprimitivematerialaccessiblefor analysis.It is thoughtthat
grainsoncepresentin thecometarynucleiandnowpresentasindividualgrainsin interplanetary
spacearethebestcandidatesfor havingremnantpropertiesthatwereacquiredbeforeand/orduring
condensationin theprotosolarnebula.Thesmallersizefraction(grains< 10micronsin diameter)is
assumedto beenrichedin grainsof cometaryorigin (ref. 2). OurcollectedIDPshavebeensubjected
to variouskindsof irradiations,insidethepastandpresentsolarsystem.Btnit andBibring (ref. 3)
havetheorizedthatthesedifferentirradiationsof grainscouldresultindifferentphysical,chemical
andisotopicalproperties.In particular,carbtna_ous materialpresentin somegrainscouldhavebeen
synthesizeduringearlyperiodsof intensesolarirradiation.Manmadeorbitaldebrisis alsopresent
andmanyof theseparticleshadvelocitiessimilarto someIDPs(ref. 4).Debrisparticlesare
recognizableby theircompositionalsignature(Ti orZn of paintflakes,aluminiumoxidespheresor
lackof a "chondritic"composition,etc).
Amongall thespacecraftsreturned,LDEFwasthefirst onedesignedto studytheeffectsof
spaceenvironmentandto determineparticleflux andorbitalparameters.TheFRECOPAexperiment,
in particular,wasdevotedto thestudyof dustparticlesandcontained-twoentirelypassive
experimentsthatwereflown for thedetectionof microparticles- AO138-1andAO138-2.It was
locatedonthewest-facingside(locationB3)of LDEFdirectlyopposedto thevelocityvector.Its
positionis assumedto havebeenexposedmostlyto grainsof extraterrestrialorigin (ref.5). Our
primaryobjectivewasto gaininformationonthemicron-sizefractionof IDPsby hardcaptureinto a
highpurityA1surface.Eventhoughtheimpacted-pariclesweremostlydestroyed(someintactgrains
survivedmoderateto low velocityimpacts),meaningfulinformationoncomposition,flux and
particlesizecanstill beobtained.Moreover,thelight elements,particularlythebiogenicelementsC,
H andN, andpossibly]ntactcarbonaceouscompounds,canbesuitablyanalyzedwhich isessential
for characterizingpossiblecometaryparticles.
EXPERIMENTALAPPROACH
We aremainly interestedin theahalysi-sof IDP impactresiduefound-insomesmallcraters
(< 10tamin diameter)thatformedin thick (250microns)A1targetsof theFRECOPAexperiment
AO138-1.Duringanimpact,theimpactingparticle(impactor)ismeltedto partiallymeltedand/or
vaporized.Someof thetargetmaterial(A1)is admixedwith theimpactorduringthetimeof crater
formation.Crateringby light gasgtmh_c-_i-v-e_[0Cit3/impactexpen_mentshaveshownthatmeaningful
biog-eiiic-e-iementancForg_niccorfiiS0un-dYnTtrmafibnmaybeobtaqh_dfromIDP residuesformed
from impactsof<6 km sec| , which is theexperimentallimit (ref. 6).We suggesthatmostof the
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smallcraterimpactorscollidedwithLDEFatvelocitiesequalto or greaterthanthespaececraft
velocity(7.5km secq;ref. 7).
An initial surveyof thesamplewasaccomplishedby usingascanningelectronmicroscope(JEOLJSM-840A),at low magnification(x750),in ordertolocatethecraters.TheJEOL SEMis
equippedwith anEDSAnalysisTRACORSystemin whichtheX raydetectoris protectedby avery
thin (15 lam)carbonwindow,which allowsfor semiquantitativeanalysisdownto theelementNa,
andqualitativedetectiondownto C; N isnotdetected,dueto absorptionof its X raysby theC
window.Thus,energydispersiveanalyses(EDAX) allowedus to characterizetheimpactor
compositionincludingthelight elementscarbonandoxygen.Aluminiumwasdisregardedbecauseof
its incorporationfrom thetargetinto theimpactorresidueduringimpactmelting.
Thesampleswerethensubjectedto animageryandanalyticalprotocolthatincludesFESEM(field emissionscanningelectronmicroscopy)andLIMS. TheFESEMobservationswereperformed
by usingaHITACHI S-4000,locatedatNASA AMES.LIMS analyseswereperformedbyusinga
LIMA-2A instrumentatCHARLESEVANS& ASSOCIATES.This instrumentwasoperatedin the
singlelaserprobemode,whichallowsfor atomicandmolecularidentification.At some future time,
residues that are characterised by high C/O ratios from EDAX analyses will be analysed by the 2-
stage laser mode technique which allows for more complete molecular identification.These samples
may be finally analyzed by a CAMECA 4F ionprobe for determination of D/H ratios.
ANALYTICAL AND OBSERVATIONAL RESULTS
Flux and EDAX Measurements
An earlier effort showed that the cumulative flux for impact features smaller than 10 Bm in
diameter is - 5-103 m -2 yearJ (ref. 8). These particles consisted mostly of extraterrestrial particles,
which was confirmed by EDAX analyses. The measurements were made on ~ 10 cm 2 of exposed
surface and are consistent with the previous estimates of the micrometeroid particle mass distribution
given in Figure 1, although slightly higher. The extraterrestrial particles show various proportions of
chondritic elements (Na, Al, Mg, Si, S, Ca and Fe), intrinsic A1 being masked by the AI target. We
noticed a strong depletion in Ni which was not observed above the analytical detection limits in our
samples. Furthermore, C and O are present in 90% of the cases; the C/O peak height ratio varies from
0.1 to 3 (ref. 9). The systematic presence of low Z elements, associated with other elements whose
abundances reflect a chondritic type composition, can be compared to results obtained by the PUMA
and PIA experiments (ref. 10). These experiments analyzed grains in the close environment of the
Halley comet's nucleus and demonstrated that at least 50% of the grains within the nucleus contain a
phase made of C,H,O and N atoms (CHON particles). The existence of grains with similar
compositions, close to the nucleus and in terrestrial orbit, means that they are stable and refractory
enough to survive long-term irradiation in the intense solar UV field. Such refractory phases may
have had an irradiation origin.
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FESEMObservations
FESEM imagesshow severalcharacteristicsunique to very small craters and impactor
residues:i) Somecratershaveraisedrims anddepth/diameteratios (D/d) - 0.7 similar to thoseof
largercraters.However,insteadof peeled-backrim structurescommonlyseenin the largecraters,
thesesmall raised rims have a vermicular appearance(Figs. 2a & b). In addition, the rim is
symmetricalwith nomissingpartswhich impliesa highangleimpact.Impactorresiduethinly covers
thecratercavity; somemeltballsor dropletscanbeseenin thecraterbottom(Fig.2b).Thesefeatures
may becharacteristicof high impactvelocities(> 10km sec-1),ii) Otherverysmall cratershaveno
raisedrims andareshallowerthan thosein i; Did = < 0.5.Moreover,theA1within thecraterhasa
peculiarpolygonalstructure(Figs.2c& d).Figure2cshowsacraterwith gentlyslopingwallsexcept
on theleft sideof thecraterwherethewall isvertical.This featuremayimply thatthecraterformedat
a low impactangle,impactingfrom fight to left in thefigure(P.Schulz;pers.comm.).Thesecraters
aresubroundedto elongatedin shapewith or withoutvisibleimpactorresidue.In somecratersof this
type, C-bearingresiduehasa puddle-likeappearanceand,in someareas,hasseparatedfrom the
craterwall (Fig.2d).Craterfeatureslike thesehavenotbeenreportedfor largerLDEF craters.The
lackof rimsin somesmallcratersmaybetheresultof low velocityimpacts,low angleimpactsand/or
spallation.Thecauseof thepolygonalstructurein thecrateredA1is unknown.
LIMS Analyses
z
=
=
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The single laser ionization technique is limited in its ability to identify primary organic
molecules. This method uses a high power density pulsed laser irradiation, which tends to fragment
most, though not all, parent molecules into smaller fragment ions. Despite this drawback, significant
information can be obtained. For example, Fig. 3a shows the LIMS negative ion mass spectrum for
crater P6 (shown in Fig. 2c). This spectrum is dominated by carbon clusters (C2" and C12-) and these
are accompanied by protonated clusters (CxH'). In addition, nitrogen is present as CN- and CNO-;
sulfur is present either as S- or as SO2-. This carbon cluster pattern is typical of laser fragmentation of
a carbon precursor (e.g., graphite or amorphous). Since N and H are present, this suggests that the
impactor contained organic species, although no identifiable parent molecules were found up to ionic
mass (m/z) 250. The spectrum of crater P10 (shown in Fig. 2d) is even more informative and
suggests large amounts of N in the preimpact particle. Figure 3b shows prominent carbon clusters up
to C15-, protonated clusters and very strong CN-, CNO- and C3N- features, in addition to other
unidentified ionized masses. Chlorine, F, and OH- are also present, although these may be
contaminates.
CONCLUSIONS
LDEF was impacted by millions of very small particles that constitute the bulk Of
extraterrestrial impactors (ref. 11). We have demonstrated that very useful information can be
obtained on the carbonaceous chemistry of residual impactors on very small craters. The results of
our F_COPA test cases indicate that craters as small as 3 microns contain particle residues that have
"chondritic" signatures as well as carbonaceous material. Although the amount of carbonaceous
material is not accurately known, estimates indicate that carbon contents in some craters exceed that
which is knownfor carbonaceous chondrites with the C/O ratios being more consistent with cometary
panicles than with bulk CM2 carbonaceous chondrites (ref. 10). In addition, the strong signals for
nitrogen-bearing ions in the LIMS analyses suggest concentrations greater than that of carbonaceous
chondrites and possibly consistent with Halley CHON particles (ref. 10).
At this time, it is premature to conclude that the particles responsible for the production of the
small craters analyzed in our study were cometary in origin. However, the analytical techniques that
we used and others that we plan to use in the near future on tens of small craters may allow us to
clearly distinguish between cometary and asteroidal panicle impactors. The LDEF data base
pertaining to composition and origin of panicle impactors can be greatly enhanced by detailed
characterizations of large numbers of small craters.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
Figure 1. The flux of natural objects compared at 1 AU with that of manmade debris. The large black
square represents results obtained on A1 collectors of the FRECOPA AO138-1 experiment (refs. 8, 9),
for events < 10 microns in size, compared with other natural and manmade debris flux
measurements.
Figure 2. FESEM images of very small LDEF impact craters. (a) Image of a small crater in A1 with a
prominent raised rim (- 3 l.tm diameter); arrows point to melt ejecta which is mostly A1. (b) Enlarged
view of the crater in a showing the vermicular morphology of the rim and a melt ball in the crater
bottom. (c) Shallow crater with little residual impactor and no raised rim. Arrows point to
contamination grains. Note the peculiar polygonal structure of the A1. (d) Another polygonally
textured crater with impactor melt residue. Short arrow points to the seperation of residue from A1;
long arrow points to a contaminant.
Figure 3. Laser ion microprobe negative ion mass spectra acquired from inside craters P6 (3a) and
P10 (3b) respectively. Each spectrum is produced by a single laser pulse. Estimated power density
- 109 W/cm 2 per pulse. The intensity (vertical) scale is in arbitrary units. Both spectra exhibit intense
signals of CxHy- clusters, which follow a pattern consistent with a carbonaceous or organic
composition of the analysed area. Other notable peaks include CN- and CNO-. A weak signal of S2-
(or SO2-) is observed at m/z 64 in crater P6 (Fig. 3b). Signals of C1- (Figs. 3a and 3b), O', OH- and
F- may be contaminants.
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Figure 1' The flux of natural objects compared at 1 AU with that of manmade debris. The large black
square represents results obtained on AI collectors of the FRECOPA AO 138-1 experiment (refs. 8,
9), for events < 10 microns in size, compared with other natural and manmade debris flux
measurements.
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Figure 2. FESEM images of very small LDEF impact craters. (a) Image of a small crater in A1 with a
prominent raised rim (=- 3 microns in diameter); arrows point to melt ejecta which is mostly A1. (b)
Enlarged view of the crater in R.showing the vermicular morphology of the rim and a melt ball in the
crater bottom. (c) Shallow crater with little residual impactor and no raised rim. Arrows point to
contamination grains. Note the peculiar polygonal structure of the A1. (d) Another polygonally
textured crater with impactor melt residue. Short arrow points to the seperation of residue from A1;
long arrow points to a contaminant.
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Figure 3. Laser ion microprobe negative ion mass spectra acquired from inside craters P6 (3a) and
P10 (3b) respectively. Each spectrum is produced by a single laser pulse. Estimated power density =
109 W/cm 2 perpuise. The intensity (vertical) scale is in arbitrary Units. Both spectra exhibit intense
signals of CxHy- clusters, which follow a patiern consistent with a carbonaceous or organic
composition of the anaiys_a}ea.Oiher not]ble-peaks includ_'Ci'/,l - and CNO'. A weak signal of S2-
(or SO2-) is observed at m/z 64 in crater P6 (Fig. 3b). Signals of CI- (Figs. 3a and 3b), O-, OH- and
3b) mayF- (Fig. " .... _ contaminants.
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LONG DURATION EXPOSURE FACILITY (LDEF) EXPERIMENT M0003
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SUMMARY
A survey of the meteoroid and space debris impacts on LDEF experiment M0003 has been performed.
The purpose of this survey was to document significant impact phenomenology and to obtain impact crater
data for comparison to current space debris and micrometeoroid models. The survey consists of photomi-
crographs of significant impacts in a variety of material types; accurate measurements of impact crater coor-
dinates and dimensions for selected experiment surfaces, and databasing of the crater data for reduction,
manipulation, and comparison to models. Large area surfaces that were studied include the experiment
power and data system (EPDS) sunshields, environment exposure control canister (EECC) sunshields, and
the M0003 signal conditioning unit (SCU) covers. Crater diameters down to 25 microns were measured and
catalogued. Both leading (D8) and trailing (D4) edge surfaces were studied and compared. The EPDS sun-
shields are aluminum panels painted with Chemglaze A-276 white thermal control paint, the EECC sun-
shields are chromic acid-anodized aluminum, and the SCU covers are aluminum painted with S 13GLO
white thermal control paint. Typical materials that have documented impacts are metals, glasses and ceram-
ics, composites, polymers, electronic materials, and paints. The results of this survey demonstrate the dif-
ferent response of materials to hypervelocity impacts. Comparison of the survey data to curves derived from
the Kessler debris model and the Cour-Palais micrometeoroid model indicates that these models overpredict
small impacts (< 100 micron) and may underpredict large impacts (> 1000 micron) while having fair to good
agreement for the intermediate impacts. Comparison of the impact distributions among the various surfaces
indicates significant variations, which may be a function of material response effects, or in some cases sur-
face roughness. Representative photographs and summary graphs of the impact data are presented.
I. INTRODUCTION
The successful retrieval of the Long Duration Exposure Facility (LDEF) has provided a unique oppor-
tunity for the study of micrometeoroid and debris impacts. Originally intended for an 11-month mission,
LDEF remained in orbit for nearly six years (69 months). This extended stay in space significantly
increased the value of LDEF for the study of micrometeoroid and space debris phenomena. Due to its grav-
ity gradient stabilized attitude, LDEF had each of its surfaces in a constant and known orientation with
respect to its velocity vector. Thus, a study of the impacts on various surfaces of LDEF should provide
information with respect to the spatial and angular distribution of impactors and provide information on both
space debris and micrometeoroid impacts. The large number of impacts observed on LDEF enables mean-
ingful comparisons of this data to current models used for the prediction of such events. In addition, the
large number of material types flown on LDEF provides startling examples of various materials' responses
to hypervelocity phenomena. Comparison of observed impact damage with laboratory simulations should
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also prove fruitful. For these reasons, the LDEF Meteoroid and Debris Special Investigation Group per-
formed extensive examinations of all LDEF experiments and hardware during the deintegration process at
KSC. 1
The Aerospace Corporation LDEF experiment (SSD-802/M0003) housed in four of the 86 LDEF trays
and positioned on the leading and trailing edges of the LDEF structure contained well over 1200 samples of
over 200 material types. Many of these materials had essentially identical samples on the leading and trailing
edges. Moreover, the experiment had some relatively large area sunshields, which provided prime surfaces
for impact counts. For these reasons, a meteoroid and debris survey of M0003 was undertaken with the
objectives of documenting the impact phenomenology and impact crater statistics.
H. BACKGROUND
The LDEF is a NASA satellite designed to study the effects of prolonged exposure to the space environment.
Experiments carried aloft on LDEF numbered 57 and were from the following four categories: materials,
coatings and thermal systems; electronics and optics; power and propulsion; and science. These experiments
were housed in 86 experiment trays attached to the LDEF structure. The LDEF itself is a dodecahedral
cylindrical framework with spaces for 72 trays on the circumference; the remaining 8 and 6 trays are
mounted on the space- and earth-facing ends of the structure. The LDEF was designed to orbit the earth in
fixed orientation due to gravity gradient stabilization. This three-axis stabilization caused LDEF to have one
end pointed toward the earth and the other towards space. Furthermore, one side of LDEF, called the
leading edge, was always normal to the velocity vector, while another side, known as the trailing edge, was
always in the spacecraft wake. The LDEF was equipped with a viscous magnetic dampener to reduce or
eliminate oscillation of the spacecraft. Figure I/-1 depicts the LDEF structure together with the numbering
12
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Figure II-1. LDEF surface nomenclature.
scheme for the tray positions and the nomenclature for the various faces of the spacecraft. It is important to
realize that, due to its unique structure and orientation, the environment around LDEF varies with location.
The principal differences in the environment are the concentration of atomic oxygen, which is highest on the
leading edge and diminishes to zero on the trailing edge, and the much larger number of impactors that hit
the leading versus the trailing edge of LDEF. 2
LDEF was deployed on STS mission 41C on 7 April 1984 and was originally intended for an 11- month
mission. However, due to problems encountered with the Shuttle schedule and the ensuing Challenger dis-
aster, LDEF was not retrieved until 12 Jan. 1990. This allowed LDEF to remain in orbit for 69 months,
increasing by over a factor of six the time during which the spacecraft would encounter micrometeoroids and
space debris. During this time, the orbit of LDEF decayed, descending from the deployment altitude of 257
nmi to 179 nmi at retrieval. However, the orientation of LDEF remained stable during this period. The
decrease in altitude produced changes in the environment surrounding LDEF, most notably the density of
atomic oxygen and the concentration of meteoroids and debris. At the lower altitude, the concentration of
atomic oxygen rises dramatically, while the density of meteoroids and debris decreases slightly. 2
A significant amount of work has been performed by the LDEF Meteoroid and Debris Special
Investigation Group and other LDEF experimenters in documenting, analyzing, and modeling the vast num-
ber of hypervelocity impacts that occurred on LDEF.3-11 These hypervelocity impact features are produced
by collisions between space debris particles or dust and small meteoroids with spacecraft surfaces. Collision
velocities can vary widely and depend upon the constant orbital velocity of the earth, the spacecraft orbital
velocity, the impactor velocity, and the direction of impact. The collision velocities for space debris particles
range from about 3 to 15 km/s, with average values of 10 to 13 km/s. The distribution of velocities has been
given by Kessler. 12 For meteoroids, the collision velocities range fxom about 3 to 72 knds with an average
velocity of 19 km/s. Zook and Erickson have provided data that give the distribution of meteoroid velocities
seen by spacecraft. 11,13-15
With respect to hypervelocity impacts in materials, different phenomena are observed depending on the
impact velocity, relative sizes of the impactor and target, and material properties of the target. For targets
that are thick relative to impactor sizes, craters will be formed that generally have lips resulting from plastic
flow to molten spatter. However, for very thin targets, such as foils, which are much smaller than the
impactor diameter, perforations occur resulting in a hole only slightly larger than the impactor diameter.
Secondary or collateral damage can occur from the impactor remnants and the punched-out section. For
high-velocity impacts, both the target foil and the impactor are vaporized. However, for lower velocities,
the impactor and foil can remain molten or solid, and collateral damage is possible.
Brittle materials, such as glasses or ceramics, often have chonchoidal surface spalls and cracks, and may
have star cracks propagating radially from the crater. Layered targets, such as coated substrates, often
exhibit delamination around or near the crater. If one averages all impacts, the ratio of crater size to impactor
size is generally about 5. For local spall regions, the spall radius to impactor radius ratio is about 20. Star
cracks, when formed, can extend outward over 100 times the impactor diameter.
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III. EXPERIMENT DESCRIFTION
i
One of the most comprehensive materials experiments on board LDEF, M0003, was integrated by The
Aerospace Corporation Materials Sciences Laboratory as Principal Investigator, and was designed to study the
effects of the space environment on current and developmental spacecraft materials. Assembled on two lead-
ing-edge and two trailing-edge trays that contained over 1274 specimens, two active data systems, and two
timed exposure vacuum canisters, the experiment was a collection of 19 subexperiments from The Aerospace
Corporation Laboratories, Air Force and Navy Laboratories, and Department of Defense Contractors. Many
of these materi_sarecm-renfiy in use on Space and Missile Systems Center (SMC) spacecraft. The Aerospace
Corporation, as the integrating agency, was charged with the documentation of the experiment from the earli-
est stages of reixieval through the complete deintegration of the trays. This included detailed examination and
photography of the individual specimens during removal and packaging. Special attention was given to docu-
mentation of meteoroid an_d debris impact phenomenology. Additionally, several surfaces of the experiment
hardware, such as the sunshields for the data systems and canisters, were examined in great detail for the size
and number of "mapacts-as well as their material response. _ese s-ux_aces provided large areasfor study (>
1.5 m 2) and, therefore, statistically large numbers of craters to count. The surfaces studied were on the
leading-edge tray, D8, and the trailing-edge tray, D4. They are referred to as "leading edge" for D8 and
"trailing edge" for D4 for simplicity. However, since the leading and trailing edges of LDEF were rows 9 and
3, respectively, it must be recognized that the surfaces in this study were actually 30 ° off-normal to the leading
and trailing edges. Moreover, measurements made on the LDEF and the results from some experiments have
determined that the LDEF structm'e was actually off normal alignment with the velocity vector by about 80.16
Thus, tray D8 was 38 ° from normal to the velocity vector or ram.
The immediate objectives of the experirnent were to understand the changes in the structure and proper-
ties of materials resulting from exposure to the natural space environment and to compare them to predictions
based on laboratory experiments. Ideally, correlation of changes in physical properties will be made with
changes in microstructure. The longer-term objectives were to improve the performance and usage of exist-
ing materials and to decrease the lead times for application of new materials on DOD space systems. An
important outcome expected from this experiment Was the understanding and modeling of material degrada-
tion. Due to the longer exposure of LDEF to the space environment, the opportunity exists for a deeper and
expanded study of material degradation due to meteoroid and debris impacts.
The MOOO3 experiment was a cooperative effort and provided the first opportunity for DOD space pro-
grams and laboratories to evaluate materials after long exposure to the space environment. From the recom-
mendations of an advisory group composed of participating organizations, a mix of current and developmen-
tal spacecraft materials was chosen for this experiment. An overview of the material categories, the originat-
ing agency, and the Principal Investigator is given in Table I.
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TableI. Summaryof M0003Experiments
Subexperlment
No. Scope Experimenter Agency
-1 Radar camouflage materials and Richard Porter Wright Labs]SNA, Wright Patterson AFB, OH
electro-optical signature coatings 45433-6533
-2 Laser optics Linda De Hainaut Phillips Lab]LTC, Kirtland AFB, NM 87117-6008
-3 Structural materials Charles Miglionico Phillips Lab/SUE, Kirtland AFB, NM 87117-6008
-4 Solar power components Terry Trumble Wright Labs/POOC, Wright Patterson AFB, OH
45433-6533
-5 Thermal control materials Charles Hurley Univ. of Dayton Research Inst., 300 College Park,
Dayton, OH 45469-0001
-6 Laser communication components Randall R. Hodgson McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Corp., Mail Code
1067267, P. O. Box 516,St. Louis, MO 63166
-7 Laser mirror coatings Terry M. Donovan Naval Weapons Center, Thin Film Physics Div.
Code 3818, China Lake, CA 93555
-8 Composite materials, electronic Gary Pippin Boeing Aerospace Co., Materials technology
piece parts, fiber optics Dept., MS 2E-01, P. O. Box J04, Sunnyvale, CA
94086
-9 Thermal control materials, Brian C. Petrie Lockheed Missiles & Space Co., Dept. 62-92,
antenna materials, composite Bldg. 564, P. O. Box 92957, M2/321, Los
materials, and cold welding Angeles, CA 90009
-10 Advanced composite materials Gary L. Steckel The Aerospace Corp., P. O. Box 92957, M2/321,
Los Angeles, CA 90009
-11, -12 Contamination monitoring Eugene N. Borson The Aerospace Corp., P. O. Box 92957, M2/250,
Radiation measurements Los Angeles, CA 90009
-13 Laser hardened materials Randall R. Hodgson McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Corp., Mail Code
1067267, P. O. Box 516,St. Louis, MO 63166
-14 Quartz crystal microbalance Donald A. Wallace QCM Research, 2825 Laguna Canyon Rd., P. O.
Box 277, Laguna Beach, CA 92652
-15 Thermal control materials Oscar Esquivel The Aerospace Corp., P. O. Box 92957, M2/P.A1,
Los Angeles, CA 90009
-16 Advanced composites Gary L. Steckel The Aerospace Corp., P. O. Box 92957, M2/321,
Los Angeles, CA 90009
-17 Radiation dosimetry Sam S. Imamoto, J. The Aerospace Corp., P. O. Box 92957, M2/260,
Bernard Blake Los Angeles, CA 90009
-18 Thermal control paints Christopher H. The Aerospace Corp., P. O. Box 92957, M2/271,
Jaggers Los Angeles, CA 90009
-19 Electronic piece parts Seymour Feuerstein The Aerospace Corp., P. O. Box 92957, M2/244,
Los Angeles, CA 90009
The M0003 Experiment hardware consisted of four peripheral trays, two experiment power and data
systems (EPDSs), two environment exposure control canisters (EECCs), two signal conditioning units
(SCUs), and several Li/SO 2 batteries to provide experiment power. The experiment was an active one in that
it was equipped to record temperature, strain, solar cell output, quartz crystal microbalance frequency, fiber
optics output, circuit interrogation, and various data system parameters. One six-inch-deep tray and one
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three-inch-deep tray connected by a wiring harness and containing a data system (EPDS), a canister (EECC),
an SCU, and numerous material specimens were located on rows 8 and 9 of ring D on the leading edge of
LDEF. A similar configuration was located on rows 3 and 4 of ring D on the trailing edge. The canisters
were preprogrammed to provide timed exposures of specimens of 9, 19, and 40 weeks. The canisters closed
after these exposure times had elapsed. The design of the trays was modular, allowing samples to be ther-
mally coupled or decoupled from the tray and, therefore, the LDEF structure. Figures III-1 through 11-I-4
illustrate the layout of the four trays, showing the location of the various components and sensors.
The test articles were mounted on black or clear anodized aluminum hardware modules within the trays.
Most experiments had duplicate samples on both the leading and trailing edge trays; several had them in the
canisters as well. Some experiments also included a set of control specimens that were reverse mounted on
the modules, thereby exposing the samples only to thermal vacuum cycling. These test articles included a
variety of thermal control coatings, optics, composites, structural materials, solar cells, fiber optics, laser
communication components, antenna materials, electronic piece parts, dosimeters, and contamination moni-
tors. The selection of sample complements, multiple locations, and flight controls increased the value and
utility of the experiment by allowing differentiation of the environmental phenomena, especially those due to
combined or synergistic effects. The most notable effects are the erosion of materials due to atomic oxygen
and the impacts due to space debris. These two effects are prominent on the leading edge of LDEF and
nearly absent on the trailing edge. Varying degrees of exposure provided by the canisters also aid in the
study of these phenomena. Damage to the material samples is shown in the photos taken at Aerospace prior
to deintegration of the trays (Figures 1II-5 through 11/-8). The damage and its impact on materials
performance has been described previously. 17
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Figure IIi-5. D9 tray postflight prior to sample deintegration, in tray holding fixture.
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Figure m-6. D3 tray postflight, prior to sample deintegration, in tray holding fixture.
Figure III-7. D8 tray postflight, prior to sample deintegration, in tray holding fixture.
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Figure IU-8. D4 tray postflight, prior to sample deintegration, in tray holding fixture.
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IV. CRATER SURVEYMETHOD
Documentation of the impacts On the various sunshields and covers was accomplished by manually scanning
the panel with a 10X eyepiece mounted on an x-y translation system. This fixture allowed determination of
the crater's position an-d-si-_f ComPafiso_ n to areti_cal_llowed measurement of the crater diameter.
When possibie, ti_ee measurements were made on each crater. These corresponded to the actual crater diame-
ter, the melt or spail zofies-urrounding the creater, and the larger area of delamination or damage. These mea-
surement conventions ar6s-hbwn inFigure IV-l. All craters with diameters of 0.001 in. or greater (25
microns) were recorded. Iii s0me c//ses, data was r_orded on impacts where the only feature was the delami-
nation zone of0.00l in_ t-ffappro_ately 0.004 in. However, data used for modeling consisted only of the
craters with diameters 0.OOI in. or greater. This survey and the disassembly of the four LDEF trays were per-
formed in a class 10,000 clean room facility at The Aerospace Corporation. As the material specimens were
removed from the trays, they were individually examined, preserwng the orientation of the samples on LDEF.
Each was photographed using brightfield, darkfield, and Nomarski optical microscopy techniques. Typical
micrometeoroid and debris damage was carefully phoned and documented. In addition, crater counts
were performe_ on the samples from subexperiment #2, Laser Optics, and subexperiment #19, Electronic
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Materials. A Zeiss research microscope was used at 200X to 1000X, allowing observation of craters as small
as 1 micron and as large as 782 microns on these samples. No perforations were observed.
A = Crater Diameter
B = Spoil (melt) Zone
C = Delaminafion Zone
A 1
Figure IV-1. Micrometeoroid and debris survey terminology.
V. RESULTS BY SAMPLE
Table II gives a brief synopsis of the surfaces surveyed in this study.
Table II. M0003 Surfaces Surveyed for M + D Damage.
Designation Substrate Coating LDEF Location Observations
D8 EPDS Sunshield Aluminum Chemglaze A-276 Leading edge, D8 Chalky surface; AO eroded binder
IM EPDS Sunshield Alumanum Chemglaze A-276 Trailing edge, D4 Dark brown; UV degraded binder
Dg EPDS Sunshield Alutmnum Chromic acid anodized Leading edge, D8 Dull luster from AO exposure
134 EPDS Sunshield Aluminum Chromic acid anodized Trailing edge, D4 Reddish brown contamination f'flm
D8 Mod VI Panel Aluminum Chromic acid anodized Leading edge, D8 Dull luster from AO exposure
I34 Mod VI Panel Aluminum Chromic acid anodized Trailing edge, D4 Reddish brown conlamination Film
D8 SCU Cover Aluminum S13GLO Leading edge, Dg Crazed rough surface
D4 SCU Cover Aluminum S 13GLO T_g edge, D4 [IV degraded; Darkened
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The D8 EPDS sunshield was an aluminum panel 42 by 93 cm having a thickness of 0.1 cm (40 mil),
and was painted with a white thermal control paint (Chemglaze A-276) with an underlying primer coat to
promote adhesion. The thickness of the paint was approximately 75 microns (3 mil). This paint consists of
an inorganic titanium dioxide pigment in an organic polyurethane binder. After the exposure to the space !
environment, the paint binder at the surface of the paint layer had been eroded away by atomic oxygen,
leaving a powdery coating of loose pigment particles. This surface was quite fragi!e and contained thou-
sands of impact craters varying in size from below 0.001 to 0.093 in. in diameter. The largest crater i
penetrated through the aluminum. Surrounding most of the craters was an area of delaminated, or spalled i
paint or an area of roughened texture. The delamination occurred in intermediate layers of paint in which the
top layer was folded over the outer edge of the delamination area, leaving a thin layer of paint still adhering
to the aluminum substrate. An area of bare metal or melt zone was present between the crater and the
delamination area on the larger craters of about 0.005 in. diameter and up. Most of these larger craters had
raised rims surrounding the crater cavity, and, in some cases, patches of red or brown primer paint could be
seen around the craters or on top of the raised rims. Most of the smallest craters were not visible through the
10X eyepiece, but the impacts were detected by the presence of the delamination zones, which were much
larger in diameter than the actual crater by a factor of about 25. Delamination zones of 0.001 in. were
observable. Figure V-1 shows photos of representative impacts in this sunshield. |
About 2400 impacts were recorded with damage zones of 0.001 in. (25 micron) or greater in an area of
the panel measuring 15 by 42 cm. Subsequently, the remainder of the panel was surveyed by counting only
those craters with diameters of 0.001 in. or greater. A total of 701 impacts were Counted, which corresponds Z
to 1795 impacts/m 2 for craters 0.001 in. or greater. Most of the craters were circular; however, 26 of these i
were oblong, possibly indicating that the impacting particles were highly oblique. The delaminated paint -_
surrounding many of the craters was lifted in large flakes just above the aluminum substrate surface. Some
craters appeared dark inside, possibly because they were deeper or contained residue, and, in some cases, a
dark spot could be seen inside the crater. This may also be due to lighting artifacts. The largest impact was
I
a 0.090 in. diameter hole through the aluminum panel with a 0.21 in. melt zone and a delamination area of
about 1 in. In general, this panel was unique due to the absence of paint binder at the surface and revealed
evidence of very small impacts, which were not detectable on other LDEF surfaces or samples.
B. D4 EPDS Sunshield
7_Z_ S _ Z_
The EPDS Sunshield located on tray D4 was identical to the D8 sunshield prior to launch.
Measurements of the paint of this surface indicated a thickness of about 60 microns (2,3 mils), a slightly
thinner coating than the D8 sunshield. However, after exposure to the space environment, the Chemglaze-
A-276 paint darkened severely due to UV radiation. 2 Since the trailing edge of LDEF Saw iittle atorri_¢oxy-
gen, there was no erosion of the paint's polyurethane binder. Thus, the surface of the sunshield_ consisted
of a dark-brown glossy painted substrate. The response of this surl_ce tO debris/m_cromete0r0fd impact
was, therefore, quite different from the D8 sunshield. A total of 72 craters with diameters of 0.001 in. or
greater was counted on the 43 by 93 cm panel, which translates to 18_4craters/m 2. The largest crater was
0.020 in. in diameter. Although in many cases there Was an area of bare metal aroundthe Crate_r_'_resum-
ably due to melt, there was no area of delamination beyond the melt zone. In some cases, a loose flap of
paint was still suspended over the area of bare metal surrounding the crater. Seven of the craters were
oblong, indicating highly oblique impact. Some black spots were observed inside many of the craters and
were possibly due to a primer coat. Brown primer residue was also observed around many of the crater
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Figure V-1. Representative impacts in the D8 EPDS sunshield.
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rims. In additionto craters,thereweremanycircularareasof varioussizeswith ayellowish-greenstain.
FigureV-2 illustratesrepresentativecratersfi'omthispanel.
C. D8EECCSunshield
TheD8EECCsunshieldwasanaluminumsheet0.16cm(63mil) thick measuring41by 45cm
mountedoverthevacuumcanisterontheD8 tray. Thesurfacewaschromicacidanodizedfor thermalcon-
trol purposes.After retrieval,thepanelhadadull luster,presumablydueto interactionwith theleadingedge
atomicoxygenenvironment.Impactsappearedascraterswith raisedwallsof aluminum.Thediametersof
the craters were measured to the inside of the raised walls. A total of 316 craters with diameters of 0.001 in.
and greater were counted, corresponding to 1713 craters/m 2. The largest crater was 0.039 in. diameter.
Some of the craters appeared to have dark interiors or dark spots within the crater. This may be due to
lighting artifacts. Several oblong cavities were also observed, but these had no raised walls and were pre-
sumed to be flaws or gouges in the aluminum surface. Figure V-3 depicts typical damage due to impacts on
this panel.
D. D4 EECC Sunshield
The 134 EECC sunshield was identical to that on D8 prior to launch; however, after LDEF retrieval, the
surface of the aluminum panel was still shiny but had a reddish tinge due to staining from the ubiquitous
contamination on LDEF. 2 There were also circular areas of brown residue of various sizes. The panel had
the same flaws as-the D8 sunshield. A count of 58 cratel=S_fO._i_i _e_er _d_eater w_made_=0r
314 craters/m 2. The largest crater was 0.015 in. in diameter. The phenomenology of the impacts on this
surface was identical to that observed for the D8 panel. Figure V-4 shows representative impacts seen on
this panel.
E. D8 Mod VI Panel
The D8 Module VI panel Was a small companion panel to the D8 EECC sunshield panel mounted
adjacent to it on the edge of the canister drawer. In construction, it was identical to the EECC sunshields,
except it was smaller, measuring 14.1 by 37.5 cm. The appearance of the material after retrieval was similar
to the D8 EECC sunshield as previously described. This panel had 134 craters larger than 0.001 in., and the
largest measured 0.020 in: in diameter. The crater density for this panel is then 2534 craters/m 2. Impacts in
this surface were identical to those seen on the D8 EECC sunshields, which are shown in Figure V-3.
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Figure V-2. Representative impacts in the D4 EPDS sunshield.
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Figure V-3. Representative impacts in the D8 EECC sunshield.
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Figure V-4. Representative impacts in the D4 EECC sunshield.
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F. D4 Mod VI panel
As with the panel previously described, this was a companion anodized aluminum panel that shielded the
edge of the drawer of the EECC on the D4 tray. The appearance of this panel after LDEF recovery was
similar to the D4 EECC cover in that it was shiny and had a thin contaminant film. Examination of this panel
indicated 19 craters over 0.001 in. in diameter, the largest being 0.015 in. The crater density is 359
craters/m 2. As above, impacts in this surfacewere identical to those observed in the D4 EECC sunshields.
G. D8 SCU Cover _
The D8 SCU cover was a box sunshield that fit over the signal conditioning unit on the D8 tray. It was
constructed of aluminum sheet 0.086 cm (34 mils) thick and was double walled on the top surface, the sur-
face scanned in this study. The aIurrfinum was pa_d witl5 a wl_ite thermal control paint, S13GLO, which
is a zinc oxide pigrfient based paint that uses p_ot_ss_um silicate to encapsulate the pigment for UV stability.
The binder for this paint is a methyl silicone material similar to GE RTV 602. The thickness of the paint was
230 microns (9 mils). This paint has significantly different mechanical properties than the Chemglaze A-276
paint used for theEPDS sunshields, primarilydue to the elastomeric silicone binder, which imparts flexibil-
ity. The paint on the retrieved D8 SCU cover was crazed; however, it was still somewhat flexible and
resilient, and the binder was still intact even after exposure to atomic oxygen. However, surface analysis
using XPS indicated that a silicon dioxide coating had formed from the exposure. Moreover, the cover gen-
erally retained its white co_r in spite o=fflie exp_su- _ to UV radiation._ This was due to th_ in_ra_zt[ongf
atomic oxygen with tile-damaged material. TlSe-mechanism of this whitening process is still under investiga-
tion. The texture of the surface was ciU-iie-_0ugh as originaff), applied to the surface; t]ie_;u_/:e r:es_mbted,
more than anything" el_e_siucco wall. Tfil_ca_se_-ome difficulty iffseeing_and counting small -impacts.
In this material, the delam]nated areas aroundthe impacts were not folded back as onthe D8 EPDS sun-
shield, but were simply eroded areas tapering down towards the craters. Bare metal between the crater and
the delaminated area wa_ o_erved on on y'l_trfi_eee_rs of the 59 that-w_e counte_ i-n_the di_a_e of
0.001 in. and up giving a crater density of 434 craters/m 2. Th-e iarg_est crater, s0_.0_75 in. indiame__t_rwith
a 0.4 in. _-meter area Of bare metaI surrou_rater, _,ith no apparent delamination of the paint
beyond this melt zone. This impact would have punctured the aluminum if the surface had not been double
thickness. The impac(p-rodu_ced a deep crater in the material with a depth of 1.8 mm. This surfacegave a
lower crater density count than the other D8 panels, probably because the smaller impacts left no trace on the
textured and resilient paint surface. Figure V-5 illustrates the response of this material to impacts.
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Figure V-5. Representative impacts in the D8 SCU cover
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H. D4 SCU Cover
The D4 SCU Cover was identical to the D8 cover prior to launch. The thickness of the base aluminum
and the paint were essentially identical to the D8 SCU cover. However, exposure to thespace environment
produced a darkening Of the paint due to UV radiation. Since this cover saw little or no atomic oxygen,
there Was no observed deanup 0f_e _urface He that seen once D8 Cover. Th_ suLfac_ wascovered with a
network of hairline cracks. Each crater also had hairline cracks spreading radially from the rim and extend-
_:_ ........... _ :-: _ _.7 71:_: _7_
ing for about 0.05 to 0.2 in. beyond. The cracks were easily observable because of their lighter color rela-
tive to the p_nt st_a_i A low count of] 5 craters 0.001 in. in di_eter and]arger gave a crater density of
108 craters/m 2. The largest crater was 0.010 in. in diameter. Interesting photos of this surface are pre-
sented in Figure V-6.
I. Summary
The raw counts for these various surfaces are presented in Table IIl, including the normalization to
craters/m 2. Table _gives the ratio of iea=ding edge (D8) to trailing edge (I34) impacts for the surfaces.
Table HI. Summary of Counts by Surface.
Surface Area, cm 2 Raw Count Counts/m 2
D8 EPDS Sunshield 3906 701 1795
D4 EPDS Sunshield 3906 72 184
DS-EECC Sunshield 1845 316 1713
-- _ ....... -- i_D4 EECC Sunshield 1845 58 3 _:
D8 Mod VI Panel 528.8 134 2534
.......... D4Mod V/Panel 528.8 19 359
....... --- __.
D8 SCU Cover 1357.9 59 434
D4 SCU Cover 1394.9 15 108
Table IV. D8/D4 _pact Ratios for Various Surfaces.
Surface D8 Impacts/m 2 D4 Impacts/m 2 Ratio D8/D4
EPDS Sunshields 1795 184 9.76
_CC Sunshields 1713 314 5.46
Mod VI Panels 2534 359 7.06
SCU Covers , 434 : _ 108 4.02
_ ,7" - _ =
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(a) (b)
(c) LANDSCAPE (d)
Figure V-6. Representative impacts in the 134 SCU cover
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This data is presented in the following graphs, which are of two types: dot plot and histograms. A plot
of each type is included for each surface studied. To illustrate the size differences between the various sur-
faces, the dot plots have been scaled to actual relative sizes. The histograms have been plotted with both lin-
ear and logarithmic ordinates. This information is presented in Figures V-7 through V-15. It will be seen
from these plots that the distributions are different for each surface. This might be expected statistically, and
may have to do with the different material response of the different surfaces and/or surface roughnesses.
The ratio of leading edge to trailing edge (D8/D4) impact craters in any particular size range can be discerned
from these plots. This, too, is not very constant and varies from about 1:1 to 10:1.
Before comparing this data to a model, a statistical analysis of the data was performed to determine the
effect of the different panel surface areas on the sampling accuracy. This becomes especially important for
the larger craters where the number of impacts per area is very small. Since the positions of all craters were
determined in the survey, it was easy to compute distances between various craters to determine the mean
distances between impacts. The spatial distribution of 701 craters with diameters greater than 0.0025 cm (25
microns) on the D8 EPDS sunshield was examined mathematically for areas of localized crater clusters.
This involved calculating the mean crater separation distance and the standard deflation of the mean.
Groupings of clusters would tend to decrease the mean crater separation and increase the relative standard
deviation of the mean compared to a random spatial distribution. Using these statistics, comparisons of the
D8 EPDS sunshield to computer-generated, random and clustered models indicated a definite "random"
character to the actual crater distribution. This suggests that over time a net random spatial distribution of
craters would be expected on a ram facing LEO-exposed surface. Results on the D4 EPDS sunshield were
also found to be consistent with a "random" spatial distribution; however, lower crater densities on the trail-
ing edge created a larger statistical uncertainty.
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Figure V-7. Dot plot for D8 EPDS sunshield.
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D4 EPDS Sunshield (Crater Locations)
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Figure V-10 Dot plot for D8 and D4 Mod VI panels
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VI. RESULTSBY MATERIAL
A. Material Response to Hypervelocity Impacts
The material categories chosen for this discussion metals, ceramics, glasses, composites, polymers
and paints parallel the categories used in the M0003 sample observation database. 18
B. Metals _ =
r_
The general response of aluminum on LDEF to hypervelocity impacts has already been discussed for the
chromic acid anodized aluminum EECC sunshields. Other examples of anodize_a!uminum and other metals
are shown in Figures_-i through VI-14. - -_
The response of the black anodized hardware is very similar to the sunshields. Impacts in the hardware
are shown in Figure VI- 1. In particular, this figure shows SEM photos of the entry and exit sides of a trail-
ing edge (D3) perforation. All of these impacts display the classic raised lip structure, due largely to melt
and hydrodynamic flow of the metal. The oxide layer has been shocked away.
Figure VI-2 shows representative impacts in metals. A typical impact crater in a copper mirror is shown
in (a). There was no damage to this substrate beyond the area of the impact. In the nickel-coated copper
mirror shown in (b), there are spatters of resolidified matter surrounding the craters; however, the damage is
similar tO that seen in the uncoated copper. While the samples did show some corrosion due to atomic oxy-
gen exposure, this seemed to have no effect on the extent of damage. In (c), a typical crater in bare, pol-
ished molybdenum is shown. Only localized damage from the impact was seen in th_s material. The
response of a rhodium foil on aluminum is illustrated in (d). This sample was from the trailing edge of
LDEF (Row 3), as opposed to the three previous metals, which were leading-ed_ge sp_cirriens. The toil has
not been perforated, and there is a large amount of metal flow around tlae site. it maySe that this impact
resulted from a slow micrometeoroid. :--_ : -
In contrast to the respon_ of uncoated molybdenum substrates shown in Fig_ure Vi-2,-khe response of
coated molybdenum can be quite different. Figure VI-3 graphically deplcts(he t)pe of damage zone that can
occur with hypervelocity impacts in some materials. In (a) we have a thorium_ fluoriderco'ated silver mirror
on a molybdenumsubstrate with a 782-p.m crater surrounded by al-c m bhstered area__It would appear
from the shape of the crater and the asymmetric damage zone that this impact occurred at _giancing angle.
This type of damage wasunusual (blistering without damage to the overlying layers), a_nd ik,; cause is not
understood. Remarkably, the thorium fluoride coating _as not crackedextensive--ly, aBd ri6 tarnishing of the
silver layer was observed. There were other impacts in this sample, but they did not show the large damage
zones observed around this impact. The cause of this difference is not known. It is hope=d_that further
examination of these specimens will reveal more about material response and the effects of such impacts on
performance. In (b), there is an impact in molybdenum coated with an aluminum oxide/silicon multilayer
coating. Here, the brittle nature of the Coating has caused it to crack and delaminate at the impact site. More
damage to the sample could be anticipated as the coating flakes off. This sample was in the leading-edge
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(a)
(c) LANDSCAPE (d)
Figure VI-1. Typical imp:lets in the black anodized aluminum MOOO3 hardware.
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(c) LANDSCAPE (d) :
Figure VI-2. Impacts in met',fls: a) Copper mirror; b) Nickel-coated copper mir-
ror; c) Molybdenum substrate; d) Rhodium foil on aluminum.
(a)
I 1
1.4 rnm
(b) (c)
Figure VI-3. Impacts in coated molybdenum: (a) ,Thorium fluoride-coated silver
mwror on molybdenum; (b) Alumina/Silicon multilayer coating on molybdenum;
(C) ZnSIThF 4 multilayer on molybdenum.
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canister,and,therefore,only sawlimited exposureto atomicoxygen. An interestingandunusualreaction
zonearoundaZnS/ThF4multilayercoatingonmolybdenumis shownin (c). Thecauseof thisreactionzone
is notknown,but it is notdueto asynergisticeffectwith atomicoxygensincethissamplewasmountedin
thetrailingedgecanister. ....
Theresponseof unmountedrnoiybdenumlbils_:a_is i-s shown in Figure VI-_il These are oxide-
coated molybdenu_fo_s approximately 2 mil thY6k.. The sample Shofffiqn (a) has:_a SiO2 coating while (b)
is coated with a proprietary coating, P-273_ The radial cracking of the silica layer is evident in (a); however,
no such effect is seen in (b). The exit view Shown in (c) indicates Considerable spall of the metal. The
sample shown in (d) is also oxide coated. The coating has also been shocked away around the impact site.
Figure VI-5 illustrates an interes_ng-impact in a piece of tr_dy hardware, the D8 canister aperture plate; the
impactor hit the anodized and Teflon-coated aluminum at an oblique angle, producing a large amount of
aluminum spatter on the adjacent sample, a zinc selenide IR witness plate. The aluminum spatter on this
sample is shown in (b) and (c). These photos clearly illustrate the type and amount of collateral damage that
may occur from hypervelocity impacts, especially to optics.
C. Ceramics and Glasses
Figure VI-6 illustrates the response of uncoated 7940 fused silica to hypervelocity impact. !_nmost
cases.t-he-dam-age-i-s-l-oc'-Zdliz/_d; hoWever, _-_king does oc6m- toa ilmi_tedex_nti-C-ontra_:(o expecta-
tions, t-hec(a-ck_d]d not propagate a gr&afdistance from the impact site. The effec(of_is damage 0n-optical
performance and its 16iig-term effects are Iarg_ly unknown. Coated fused silica as seen in Figure VI-7 0ften
displays craZing brCracking of the co_fing in addition to ch0nchoidal substrate cracking; howe#er, some-
times unusuaiand extensive propagation ofcracksls observed, While infrequently there is only localized
damage, in Figur6VI--8, more impacts to C0ated fused silicaare shown. For example, (a) depicts thee dam-
age to magnesium fluoride Coatings On fuse_J silica, consisting of chonchoidal Crackii-ig. The coating bn all
magnesium fluoride-coated fus_dsilica_am_16_was crazed_-r6gafdless Of theiocai_r_LDEF_ Th--eIabo-
ratory Cdniro_was:cra_d/iS welll indicating that this effec(i-snotreiated to the space envfr6nment but _ay :_
be due to aging, and/or to processing conditions. The crazing of the coatings did not result in an i_grease in
damage area around the Cra_ters_ Large damage sites surround two small impacts in another Sample (b) com-
posed of a Sodium fluoride coating on fused silica. This is no doubt a synergistic effect since the coating has
been damaged by exposure to UV and/or atomic oxygen, and it is this damaged layer that has been lost or
removed around the impact site.
The effect of an impact on a silver-coated, fused-silica, second-surface mirror is Shown in Figure VI-9
(a). The impactfii __roduced small, locafi_ffdamageand no deiam_nati0n Of the coating. Solar cell response
tO impact phenomena is typical of that shown in Figure VI-9 (b), which indicates some delamination at the
impact site and chonchoidai cracking of the substrate. This particular impact is in a gallium arsenide cell.
The response of bulk g',dlium arsenide to this type of impact is illustrated in (c). In this brittle material, the
Craterswere typical|ySmali hemispheres surrounded by an irregular-shaped spall zone with many small
radiating cracks. This type of damage was common to all electronic materials on the experiment of which
the gallium arsenide was.just one. None _;1"the impactors perforated any of these materials. Figure VI-9 (d)
shows an impact that penetrated a glassy carbon structure with a rhodium coating. The structure is webbed,
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FigureVI-4. Impactperforationsincoatedmolybdenumtoils: a) Silica coated; b)
P-238 coated; c) exit view of b); d) oxide coated Molybdenum.
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(a)
(b) (c)
LANDSCAPE
Figure VI-6. Representative impacts in 7940 fused silica substratcs.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
LANDSCAPE
Figure VI-7. Response of optical coatings on fused silica to hypervelocity
impacts. All coatings are proprietary formulations from Optical Coating
Lat_oratories, Inc.
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Figure VI-8. Impact damage to coated fused silica. (a) Magnesium fluoride
coating; (b) Sodxum fluoride coating.
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_igure _'9. Impacts _n ceramicsand glasseS, a) OCLi second surface mirror
(Silver OSR); b) Gallium arsenide solar ceil string; c) bulk Gaiiium arsenide; d)
Rhodium coated glassy carbon: i:_
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and significant chonchoidaI cracking is evident around the site and under the sidewalls (webbs). The glassy
carbon is approximately 2 mm thick at the impact site.
D. Composite Materials
The response of organic matrix composites, primarily graphite epoxy, to hypervelocity impacts is repre-
sented by Figure VI-10. The damage to such materials is generally localized, with some chipping of the
matrix in the outer layers of the composite at the crater site. In all cases examined, no perforations were
observed. This may be a result of chance or the result of many layers of the composite acting as bumpers to
slow down and vaporize the impactor. Metal matrix composites, such as graphite/aluminum, respond dif-
ferently than the organic matrix composites, and behave much the same as metals to impact phenomenology
as shown in Figure VI- 11.
E. Polymers
Impacts in polymeric materials produced interesting synergistic phenomena primarily due to the exposure
of the rnateria_Is to atomic oxygen on the leading edge and UV on the trailing edge. Figure VI-12 (b) shows
the damage around an impact crater in a sample of black RTV 602 located on the trailing edge. The embrit-
tlement caused by UV exposure has produced a large degree of cracking in the material and at the impact
site. In comparison, Figure VI-12 (a) shows that an identical sample of this material located on the leading
edge displays similar cracking of the material, but, in addition, there is radial, star-type cracking at the
impact site due to reaction of atomic oxygen with the surface of the si.licone, which produced a glassy sur-
face Ia-yer of SiO2. The response of this surface layer to hypervelocity impacts is very similar to that
o bserk;_ith gla_es such _is_ca. The larger degree of radial cracking in this sample relative to bulk
fused s_llca may-tx/due to the greater e_fastic response of the bulk RTV relative to the outer glassy layer due
to the thin nature of this SiO2 layer. Polymeric films that were not metallized did not exhibit unusual impact
phenomenolgy or synergistic effects; rather they showed typical circular perforations that are assumed to be
only slightly larger than the impactor. An impact site in a Tefzel strip is shown in (c). A plastic-metal lami-
nate that received a perforating hit is shown in (d). This site displays the classic raised lip as a result of the
melt and flow of the aluminum and vaporization of the polymer front surface.
Metallized polymer fdms, however, did indicate some synergistic effects, the most significant being
atomic oxygen oxidation of the backside reflective silver layer of silver-teflon. This effect produced a black
spot resembling tarnish around the impact site. This is illustrated clearly in Figure VI-13(a). Note also the
delamination of the Teflon from the silver layer at the impact site. This was also quite common to this mate-
rial. Another perforation in (b) shows only small amounts of tarnish at the edges of the crater. Impacts in
aluminized Kapton are shown from the backside of the Kapton strip in (c), one being a standard perforation
and the other indicating melt and delamination of the aluminum around the impact site. An impact in a front
surface aluminized Kapton sample is shown in (d).
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Figure VI-10. Representative impacts in organic matrix composites
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Figure VI-I 1. Representative impacts in metal matrix composites
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Figure VI- 12. Impacts in polymeric materials, a) leading-edge black RTV 6(}2; b)
trading-edge black RTV 602; c) Tefzel strip; d) plastic-metallaminate.
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' LANDSCAPE
Figure VI-13. hnpacts in mctallized polymer films, a) and b) Silver-Tcllon; c) and d) aluminized Kapton
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F. Paints
In addition to the examples of impact phenomenology of white thermal control paints already presented
in this report, Figure VI-14 presents three examples of hypervelocity hits in other thermal control paints. In
(a), Sperex 101, a silicone-based paint, on ',aluminum indica/es m eh and fl0_fbo_ the pa{i_t and the sub-
strate, which, for unknown reasons_ wa_ generally not seenwltla the Si3GEO.-A silicate-ba_ed Faint, Z'
93, on aluminum shown in (b) indicates Iocalized damage with no me_ItOr_rloW 0feither paint_ubsffate.
Lastly, in (c), Chemglaze Z-306, a black thermal-control paint, sprayed overa brown primer on-graphite
epoxy is shown indicaffng rnore the response 0fthe substrate rather than the paint .... _ i-_:, i_i_
(a)
(b)
(c)
404
Figure VI-14. impacts in miscellaneous paints: a) Sperex 101; b) IITRI Z-93; c)
Chemglaze Z-306.
VII. COMPARISONTOCURRENTMODELS
Thedatafrom eachsurfacewascomparedto currentlyacceptedNASA modelsfor spacedebrisand
micrometeoroids.Themodelsusedfor theanalysisaretheOrbitalDebrisEnvironmentlbr Spacecraftof
Kessler 12 and the Meteoroid Environment Model of Cour-Palais 19. For the D8 surfaces, these two models,
as well as their sum, were used for a comparison to the data. The D4 surfaces are compared only to the
meteoroid model since the debris model indicates several orders of magnitudes smaller fluxes relative to
meteoroids for this surface of LDEF. The obvious rationale for this is that due to the three-axis stabilization
of LDEF, the leading edge should see both meteoroids and space debris, while, simplistically, the trailing
edge will only be hit by meteoroids. This is obviously an oversimplification since other LDEF data has indi-
cated the importance of trailing edge impacts from space debris in elliptical orbits.8, 9
The Kessler debris model 12 gives data on impactor hits per area versus imp_a_;t0r diameter. However,
the data from this study, and LDEF in general, is in the form of impactor hits per area versus crater diameter.
It therefore becomes necessary to relate impactor diameter to impactor crater diameter to translate these
models so that this data can be compared to such predictions. One method of simple conversion is based on
the fact that for a given impactor size, the greater the impactor speed and the greater the impactor density, the
larger will be the impactor crater. Thus, a scaling law can be applied to relate the sizes of measured craters
to the sizes of the impactors producing them. This simple scaling method, known as the energy rule,
involves a cube-root law of density ratios of the impactor to the target surface, and uses a two-thirds power
law for the collision velocity. The expression is normalized with a constant obtained fi'om known terrestrial
impact data of aluminum into aluminum. The aluminum/aluminum constant is fairly appropriate for this and
other LDEF data since the vast majority of impacts were into aluminum or coated-aluminum substrates. The
equation 20 is:
dc_ [k(pp/Pt)I/3]V213 ,
dp
where P_ is the particle density, P, is the target density, V is the collision speed, and k is a normalization
lJ • t
constantforAl/Al impacts. Other scalinglaws could be used and differinthe exponents fordensityand/or
velocity.However, sinceallof theseexponents arelessthanunity,theconversionof impactor diametersto
crater diameters is relatively insensitive to changes in the _aling law.
For the Cour-Palais meteoroid model, a similar conversion must be made. This correction makes use of
the NASA-recommended micrometeoroid density to an-ive at the ratio of crater size to impactor size. 19 Both
curves derived from these equations applied to these models were supplied by members of the LDEF
Meteoroid and Debris Special Investigation Group. 21
This data derived from the models is then plotted as crater density (in craters/cm 2) as a function of crater
diameter (cm). The plots are log-log and are integral sums. That is, a point on the curve represents the
number density of craters of a specific size and larger. Meteoroid and debris models have been run for every
surface of LDEF. 2° However, we are only interested in the results for D4 and D8 in this study. The
derived curves for these two locations on LDEF are shown in Figures VII-1 and VII-2. The data obtained in
this study on crater counts are presented in Figures VII-3 through VII- 11. Figure VII-3 is a plot of the data
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for the largest area surface with the highest number of counts, the D8 EPDS sunshield. Recall that this was
a friable surface and should show evidence of more impacts than other surfaces. This data is overlaid on the
two models, and in Figure VII-4 it is overlaid on a line representing the sum of these models. Similar plots
for all D8 surfaces and their comparison to the models and their sums are given in Figures VII-5 and VII-6,
respectively. Similar graphs were made for the D4 surfaces as well. Figures VH-7 and VII-8 present this
data. As is evident from Figure VII-2, the contribution due to debris on D4 is vanishingly small, so that no
sum graphs were necessary.
Crater densities on the eight panels surveyed were reported in craters/cm 2. The standard deviation of
these measurements was calculated using Poisson statistics. Error calculation in this manner was valid since
the crater distribution on the panels satisfied the basic Bernoulli conditions: namely a large number of events
(impacts) distributed randomly over a large surface area. The standard deviation in the crater density would
follow as the square root of the actual crater count divided by the surface area. Error bars in the accompany-
ing figures are _+one standard deviation.
For the D8 surfaces (leading edge), the general trend of the data is more in line with the meteoroid model
as opposed to the debris model. While the sum of these models gives as good or better fit to the data in the
intermediate range, the rollover of the crater population below roughly 100 microns is not predicted by the
debris model. For the D4 surfaces (trailing edge), the correlation of the data to the meteoroid model predic-
tion is better; however, the same rolloff of the crater number density at small diameters is Observed to be
more pronounced than predicted by the model. This may be a consequence of small particles impacting pri-
marily in the anodic oxide layer, which is harder and more dense than the aluminum substrate. This would
produce correspondingly smaller craters and cause a leftward shift to the data points.
Inspection of the curves for the D8 surfaces reveals some additional trends. The anodized aluminum
panels on the leading edge give nearly identical fits to the model, with marked deviation from the prediction
lines at diameters of 300 microns and smaller. This deviation amounts to a factor of about 2 for craters with
diameters in the 100-micron range. In contrast, the two painted panels gave very different distributions,
presumably due to the different materials used in the paints (silicone vs. urethane), as well as the high degree
of surface roughness present in the S 13GLO paint. Generally, the models give over predictions when com-
pared to the data obtained for this surface. For the EPDS sunshield, the correlation appears very good,
except below 50 microns. Th-e _sturbing point about the D8 surfaces is the slope of the curves relative to
the model predictions at large diameters. While statistically the data does not indicate this with certainty, the
trend is obvious and may indicate a divergence between theory and experimental data.
For the D4 surfaces, the correlation between theory and experiment is much better. Examples of excel-
lent correlation are provided by the anodized aluminum panels. The painted surfaces, however, still have a
more pronounced roilover below i00 microns.
J
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Figure VII- 1.
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VIII. CONCLUSIONS
From the information and analysis presented in this and other reports, it becomes obvious that space
debris, and to a lesser extent micrometeoroids, are increasing concerns for space systems reliability. Models
that describe these environments have been developed and appear to do an adequate job for general predic-
tions. Ground simulation facilities have also been developed that allow research in the area of material
response to hypervelocity impact phenomena. Our experimental observations of the general response to
these impacts of various material types, such as brittle or ductile materials, compare well to other experimen-
tal data both from flight experiments and ground simulations. While the damage to materials from hyperve-
Iocity impact phenomena as observed and documented on this experiment is not catastrophic, the effects of
these phenomena on mission performance, especially for optical systems, needs to be studied further to
allow better quantification of their associated risks.
Unique to LDEF is the observation of synergistic phenomena associated with micrometeoroid and debris
impacts, especially due to atomic oxygen exposure. Such phenomena are among the more interesting
aspects of LDEF, and they are beginning to become understood; however, more work is needed to fully
understand, model, and simulate these events.
From this work, it is concluded that current models for space debris and micrometeoroids have limited
accuracy over wide ranges of impactor diameters. Whether or not this limited accuracy is good enough for
predicting design lifetimes of 15 to 30 years is still a point of contention. Clearly, the data from this study
correlates with predictions better for the D4 surfaces as opposed to the D8 surfaces, which indicates that
there are difficulties associated with prediction of ram impactor densities from either separate or summed
models. There is a marked tendency to over predict the impactor density with diameters smaller than 0.01
cm ( 100 microns). While this is not a serious problem from a spacecraft designer's perspective, it may indi-
cate a basic problem with the current models.
From the data in this study, it would appear that the number density of small impactors levels off instead
of increasing as predicted by the models. Higher populations of small-diameter impactors were observed on
the Interplanetary Dust Experiment, but this may be due to non-steady-state fluxes seen during the first year
of the mission since the active data indicates a higher impact count than that determined passively after LDEF
recovery. 9 Except for the S 13GLO painted surfaces, which were quite rough, the surface texture of the
panels surveyed was smooth enough to allow accurate counts of the number density of impacts, and, there-
fore, we believe the leveling-off of impactor density is real and not an artifact. Clearly, the response of
painted and coated aluminum substrates differs from that of uncoated aluminum, and this is not taken into
account by current models. This contributes to the observed rollover at small diameters.
A potentially more serious discrepancy with accepted models occurs at larger diameter impacts where the
slope of the curves for the experimental data and those for the models visibly diverges and thus indicates a
tendency towards underprediction. In some cases, the number of craters is statistically quite small, and,
therefore, this conclusion needs to be approached with caution. However, we believe that this points to a
need to update these models in the light of the singularly enormous amount of data obtained from LDEF.
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SUMMARY
The Long Duration Exposure Facility provided a gravity gradient stabilised platform which allowed
limited directional information to be derived from particle impact experiments. The morphology of
impact craters on semi-infinite materials contains information which may be used to determine the
direction of impact much more accurately. We demonstrate the applicability of this technique and present
preliminary results of measurements from LDEF and modelling of interplanetary dust and space debris.
1 INTRODUCTION
The Long Duration Exposure Facility (LDEF) was retrieved in January 1990 after 69 months
exposure to the Low Earth Orbit (LEO) space environment. In addition to the many experiments
specifically designed to detect impacting dust particles of natural and terrestrial origin, any external
surface of the spacecraft was exposed to potential damage from which particle properties may be
determined.
LDEF was a gravity gradient stabilised, 12-sided cylinder with its long axis pointed approximately
towards the Earth. One face (denoted East, Ram, or 9) was constantly pointed towards the spacecraft's
orbital velocity vector (figure 1 iltastrates the geometry). Definition of the exact orientation, deduced
after recovery, incorporates tilt (rotation about the North-South axis - perpendicular to the Space-Earth
axis) and an offset angle (rotation about the Space-Earth axis such that the true orbital velocity vector was
offset to the North pointing direction). The distribution of impact data around the different faces of
LDEF gives some information on the directionality of impacting particles. However resolution is limited
since each face is accessible to impacts from a hemisphere and the normals to each peripheral face are
only 30 ° apart. By deducing actual impact directions for individual impact sites from the shape of the
crater, it is possible to determine the orbital direction causing such an impact. A number of well
characterised solid surfaces are available for such a study, including the aluminium clamps supporting
each experiment tray. Some of these clamps were available for examination at high magnification,
yielding crater morphologies for further study (section 2). This paper describes how these data may be
derived and compared with models of interplanetary and space debris particle orbit distributions.
2 IMPACT CRATER MORPHOLOGY
Several LDEF clamps have been examined using the Unit's Philips 525M scanning electron
microscope to identify possible impact craters. Images of each of these sites were then taken from
normal to the clamp surface and a'. + 7.5 ° to the normal. The two off-axis images were examined using a
stereo viewer, enabling positive identification of true hypervelocity impacts sites. The stereo
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reconstructions of these impacts allowed the depth and the maximum and minimum diameter of each
crater to be measured, using the plane of the clamp as a reference point. For "elliptical" craters, an
estimate of the direction of impact could also be made using criteria obtained from experimental impact
studies at oblique angles. Such impacts form elliptical craters with high raised lips on the side from
which the impact occurred (the entrance side) and flattened lips on the exit side. The crater walls are
steeper and sometimes undercut on the entrance side. The shape of the crater is not truly elliptical, but
egg-shaped, being deeper and wider at the entrance side (Kinecke, 1960; Bryan, 1960) (see figures 2 and
3). "Ellipticity" used here is determined from the semi-major and semi-minor axes, a and b
e = ( 1 - b2/a2)l/2 (1)
Craters on LDEF surfaces have been placed in three categories:
"Circular" - Irregularities in the surface and uncertainties in the exact crater edge result in
ellipticities smaller than 0.3 being indistinguishable from circular.
"Elliptical" - Craters with morphology characteristic of oblique impacts. The direction of
impact can be estimated with an accuracy of approximately 20 degrees.
"Undefined" - Craters with elliptical shapes but unusual morphology. It is not possible to
determine which was the entrance or exit side or even if the crater was the result or an
oblique impact.
Several examples of craters from LDEF clamps are illustrated in figure 2.
The relationship between eccentricity of an impact crater to the angle of impact has not yet been
determined. Impact experiments into metals (eg Kinecke, 1960) indicate that craters are circular for
impact angles up to a critical angle, above which they exhibit the properties described above (Bryan,
1960). As the particle velocity is increased, the critical angle increases (Culp, 1959). For material with
no cohesive strength, the critical angle is large (>60 ° from the normal) and dependent on velocity and
physical properties of the target and projectile (Gault and Wedekind, 1978). Impacts in solid non-
metallic targets (Mandeville and Vedder, 1971) show central craters and spallation regions but the"
characteristic crater morphology for oblique impacts was easily distinguishable from craters produced by
irregular particles. These experimental results apply to a range of materials and velocity and impact angle
regimes but the relationship between crater ellipticity and such properties is not well quantified. It is
theoretically possible to constrain this function using the relationship between the observed ellipticities of
craters and the ratios of fluxes observed on different faces of LDEF (section 5). Much of the
experimental data have been obtained in relatively low velocity regimes which favour non-circular _tater
production, whereas typical velocities in space are considerable larger. One rnlglat therefore expect most
impact craters to be circular (as is the case for the Moon). However, a significant number of craters on
LDEF are non-circular and therefore contain information on the direction of impact.
MODELLING OF MICROMETEOROff) AND SPACE DEBRIS
IMPACT DIRECTIONS ON LDEF
3.1 Impacts on LDEF
_e impact rnodeiis baS_on input geocentric particulate velocity and flux or spatial density I
distributions, and a definition of the LDEF orbit and orientation. The resultant impact velocity on each
face of LDEF is calculated for each geocentric particle velocity and direction. The results are then
presented as F(v,rl,_¢) where v = impact speed in km s -I and rl,¥ are impact direction as defined in figure
1. v is specified in 1 km S"1 bins and 11and _¢in 10 ° bins.
Parameters used in:the mod-el are
LDEF mean aifitude -- 460 km
LDEF orbital velocity = 7.64 km s-1
77 :
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Offset = 8°
Tilt = 1.1 o
Earth radius = 6378 km
Effective atmospheric height = 150 km.
3.2 Interplanetary dust model
Interplanetary dust particles are assumed to have an isotropic geocentric flux distribution. The
velocity distribution is assumed to be the same as found for photographic meteors (Erickson, 1968)
corrected for the difference in escape velocity at LDEF's altitude (compared with typical meteor altitudes).
Earth shielding removes particles from directions originating in a cone of semi-angle 73 ° from the Earth
direction. If absolute numbers of impacts as a function of particle mass are required then the mass
distribution for flux of interplanetary dust at a heliocentric distance of 1 A.U. (GriJn et al, 1985)
multiplied by a gravitational enhancement factor, G = 1 + 0.76 (re/r), is used.
3.3 Space debris model
The geocentric space debris velocities in a number of altitude and latitude cells are determined from
the known orbital distribution of tracked debris to give a three dimensional model. The distributions of
altitude, eccentricity and inclination are included, but the longitudes of nodes and lines of apsides are
assumed to be random. Further details of the debris model are given by Green & McDonnell, ["A
numerical model for characterisation of the orbital debris environment." Proc. of Workshop on
"Hypervelocity Impacts in Space", Canterbury, Kent, UK, July 1991, in press].
4 INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS
4.1 Crater ellipticity
Elliptical craters measured on clamps can be presented in polar plots with angle = rl and radial
distance = e. The ellipticity, e, is a function of _ (and other factors). Only a small number of clamps
have so far been inspected to a resolution of 20_m with complete sampling. Craters as small as 4l.tm
have been detected but sampling at this size is incomplete due to SEM resolution and clamp surface
roughness. Table 1 provides a summary of LDEF surfaces for which analysis may be performed. Table
2 contains the data for the clamps measured so far, which are presented in figure 6 and discussed in
section 4.4.
4.2 Interplanetary Dust
The Interplanetary dust model produces, for each face, Fi(v,rl,_), the flux in v, 11,_ bins,
calculated assuming an isotropic interplanetary flux of 1 particle m -2 sr -1. Results from the model are
represented by polar plots with angle = rl and radial distance = Ri where
Ri= Ki Z Z Fi (v'TI'_) sin
v v (2)
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and Ki is a scaling constant (which can be used to incorporate the absolute flux of particles as a function
of particle mass). The model plots therefore give an indication of the sum of the ellipticity of craters in a
given direction. When the relationship between _/and e is determined, a more direct comparison may be
made.
Figure 4 shows the results for the East, West, North, South, Space and Earth faces for the
interplanetary dust model. The same Ki value has been used for each face to illustrate the relative
"fluxes" of elliptical craters on each face (see caption for relative plot scale).
On the East face the effect of the Earth shielding cone is immediately apparent. The angle
corresponding to Earth shielding for a stationary spacecraft at this altitude is approximately 73 ° above the
Earth direction. However, for a moving spacecraft the effective Earth shielding cone is rotated forward
in the direction of motion (i.e. true East here). As a result, the 105 ° and 2550 bins are much more
significantly affected by Earth shielding than would be expected for a static spacecraft. The 8 ° offset
causes the North side (and therefore the leading edge) to have a higher Ri value in general than the South
side. =
On the West face the Ri values are roughly a factor of 10 lower due to the spacecraft's velocity _
(requiring objects to "catch up" with the spacecraft). The effect of the spacecraft's motion on the Earth .:
shielding region is again apparent, producing a decreased effective shielding angle so that the 105 ° and
255 ° bins are not affected. As before the 8 o offset causes an increase in the values of Ri on the North
side. i
The North and South faces show the affect of the spacecraft's velocity as an enhancement of Ri in
the East direction.
The Space face is the only one which is unaffected by Earth shielding. The maximum Ri value
occurs offset by 8 o from the East (Ram) direction.
.i
=
Most of the impacts on the Earth face are blocked out by Earth shielding resulting in Ri values some i
15-20 times lower than Space. The ratio of East-to-West Ri values is much less than for the Space face
due to the spacecraft's tilt. The 1.1 ° tilt leans the Space face towards East and so increases the values on
the East side and decreases those on the West. Conversely, the Earth face is tilted towards the West so !
producing a relative enhancement of the values on the West.
4.3 Space debris
? = : I
The space debris model produces, for each face, Fd(v,rl,g), the flux in v, 11,g bins, expressed as a
i
fraction of the total debris population (with the constraints of the assumptions described in section 3.3).
Results from the model are represented by polar plots with angle = _1and radial distance = Rd where
Kd _ 2 Fd(v'rl'_)sin _ (3)
Rd _
v
and Kd is a scaling constant (which can be used to incorporate the absolute flux of debris particles as a
function of particle maSs or size). Figure 5 illustrates the results for the entire debris population which
can impact the East, West, North, South, Space arid Earth faces in the same form as the interplanetary
component. The same value of Kd has been adopted for each face (see caption for plot scales) but does
not indicate the absolute numbers of debris particles.
The East face distribution indicates a high flux of elliptical craters (large Re0 from the North and
South directions. This would be expected from the large proportion of debris in circular orbits (e=0)
which would only intersect LDEF in a plane perpendicular to the LDEF orbit radius vector and
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therefore along the North-South line. The values are not exactly on the North-South line as a result of the
1.1 ° tilt of the space face to the ram direction (causing a shift towards the space face direction) combined
with the 10 ° quantisation of the data. The value of R in the South direction is greater than that of the
North. This seems to contradict the known 8 ° offset towards the North face implying that the North face
flux will be higher than that for the South. However, the Rd value is the impacting flux weighted by the
sine of the impact angle to give a function representative of crater ellipticity (shallow impact angles
producing higher ellipticity). Because of the "butterfly" distribution associated with space debris impact
angles the 8 ° offset reduces the mean incidence angle y for the North lobe compared with the South
and the sine _ weighting therefore produces a higher Rd value in the South direction.
.... The West face experiences 500 times less elliptical impact craters than the East. The nominal West
face should not receive impacts from debris in circular orbits, although debris in eccentric orbits can
impact the West face if their mean altitudes are higher than that of LDEF. Due to the encounter geometry
we would therefore expect impact directions to be symmetrical about the North-South line (impact before
or after perigee) and the Earth-Space Line (impact fxom direction of higher or lower latitudes than LDEF).
The 8 ° offset allows a tiny fraction of circular orbit particles to impact the West face from North and
South directions at near grazing incidence with the 1.1 ° tilt shifting these directions slightly towards the
Earth direction. The model angular distribution is highly sensitive to the small number of elliptical orbits
with access to the West face.
The South and North faces have approximately the same number of elliptical craters as East, all
originating from the East direction. The impact distribution on the South (North) face has a maximum Rd
close to the East/West line with the 1.1 ° tilt causing a small shift towards the Space face.
The space face distribution shows the butterfly distribution associated with space debris towards
the East face direction, albeit a factor of 100 less than the East face distribution. The I. 1° tilt is seen in the
east bias of the distribution with a small number of impacts in the west direction from particles in highly
eccentric orbits.
The Earth face distribution, at 1000 times less than the East face, is somewhat distorted by the
quantisation effects of the model. The 1.1 ° tilt can be seen from the impacts in the West direction as this
now becomes accessible to debris impacts with the addition of the 8 ° offset.
4.4 Impact Analysis
Figure 6 illustrates the data obtained so far for elliptical craters on clamps. The East face has very
few impacts from the Earth direction due to Earth shielding. The results imply a mixture of the two
sources with a distribution of impact directions from North through Space to South with rather more
from the North/Space quadrant (natural) but with an excess lying on the North/South line (space debris).
On the North face the impacts have occurred predominantly from the East/Space quadrant with the
impacts tending towards the East. This agrees with a combination of the natural and debris models which
predict impacts from debris only from the East direction and for the natural particles predominantly from
the forward facing direction. The single impact in the Space/West quadrant is probably a natural
particle, as the model predicts a very low probability of debris impacts from that direction.
All of the impacts that have been measured on the South face come from the East/Space quadrant,
again with a bias towards the ram direction. The two impacts which came directly from the East could be
either space debris or natural particles, whereas the two other impacts 30 degrees from the ram direction
should be of natural origin.
Impacts on the Space face would be expected predominantly from within 90 ° of the ram direction.
However, of the two measured impacts one is from the West direction.
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Thesepreliminaryresultsillustratethepotentialpowerof thetechniqueandtheneedfor scanningof
largerareasto improvethestatistics,andfor chemicalanalysisof asmanysitesaspossibleto determine
their sourceindependently.
5 CALIBRATION OFTHE ELLIPTICITY FUNCTION
Currently,thecratermorphologyisonly beingusedto determineimpactangle(11).However,
thepreciseanglefromthenormal(g) atwhich thisoccursisunknownandtheway in whichthevarious
aspectsof thecratermorphology(eccentricity,entranceandexit lip heightsandcraterwall slopes)vary
with respecto theimpactangle,velocity,materialdensityandstrengtharenotwell defined.A seriesof
non-normalimpactexperimentsusingtheUnit'sVandeGraaffparticleacceleratorandlight gasgunhave
recentlybeeninitiatedto investigatetheserelationships.
==27t : = • :
With a calibrated fit between the impact angieand crater morphology the impact ellipticities that
have been measured may be converted to real particle directions; Since the mean impact velocity will
vary with direction for any face this must be accompanied by use of dynamica! models. The total fluxe:
on each face of LDEF provide a means of testing the validity of such a relationship, since the anguIar
distribution predicted from the elliptical crater dimensions must be consistent with the relative numbers
impacting each fiid_.- Ifi theory it Should be p0_s_le to derive-fillS relationshlp from the flux da/aiiself,
but a combination of low angular resolution and the apparent nature of the relationship at small impact
angles (shape almost independent of g for values less than -55 ° has been derived for consistency of
LDEF fluxes) mean that it is not well constrained.
6 CONCLUSIONS
The space debris an_inferplanetary particle models predict radically different impact angular
distributions for each face of LDEF. The measured properties of elliptical craters provide a potentially
powerful tool for determination of the relative contributions, at different particle sizes, of these two
sources, which is complementary to chemical analysis. Further laboratory experiments on non-normal
impacts are required to produce quantitative empirical relationships between crater morphology and
impact direction, velocity, etc., which will allow the true three-dimensional distribution of debris
velocities to be dete_ned.
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Table 1. Surfaces on LDEF available for crater ellipticity determination.
Surface
Frames,
Clamps,
Flanges
IDE
experiment
MAP Foils
i
Material
Aluminium
Aluminium
Aluminium,
Brass
Faces
All
Not E
Surface
area
~24m 2
-25m 2
-0.6m 2
Crater size
a>2Zm
a>0.1 gm
Comments
Limit due to surface
roughness. Restricted
angular coverage
(Humes 1984)
Non-perforation required
Table 2. Ellipticity data for clamps measured to date.
Face
East
(a<201.tm)
Clamps measured
area, m 2 circular elliptical undefined
(e<0.3) (see text)
West
North
South
Space
Earth
5.7x10-3
4.4x10 -4
5.7x10-3
5.7x10-3
5.7x10-3
1.14x10-2
12 17
23 6
0 0
10 5
14 4
14 2
9
6
0
3
0
0
Total clamp
area available
0.07 m 2
0.07 m 2
0.07 m 2
0.07 m 2
0.49 m 2
0.42 m 2
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a)
Offset
Velocity vector
Tilt _
I
E Sp W
,, ,, Ea
Earth shielding M-i \ \ i
i|
|
b)
2
Normal impact vector
E, W, N, S, (Sp, Ea) Face
Fig_ig -E-- a)O-ffen-/a-ti_n of LD-I_-Fin space showingtilt and 0ffset angles.
b) Definition of impact angles on an individual face of LDEF.
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a)
b)
Figure 2. Photomicrographs of typical impact craters on LDEF clamps.
a) circular: a = 34.8+0.9 I.tm, b = 34.8+0.9 ktm, e < 0.3,
b) elliptical: a = 30.5+0.8 t_m, b = 22.6_+0.7 i.tm, e = 0.67_+0.05,
c) undefined: a = 105+3 _tm, b = 68+2 _m, nominal e = 0.77+0.03,
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2c
Figure 3.
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Figure 2. Concluded.
a)
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direction :
Schematic Of Crater shapes, a) profile, b) plan.
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E
W
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N
Figure 4. Polar representation of the direction and flux of
micrometeoroid impacts on six faces of LDEF for
comparison with elliptieal crater orientations. Radial
component scales are given relative to East.
Space- 1
South- 1 East - 1 North - 1 West- 0.2
Earth- 0.2
See text for details.
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Figure 5. Polar representation of the direction and flux of
space debris impacts on six faces of LDEF for comparison
with elliptical crater orientations. Radial component scales
are given relative to East.
Space - 0.02
South- 1 East - 1 North - I West- 0.003
Earth- 0.003
See text for details.
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Figure 6. Polar representation of the direction and
eccentricity of measured impacts on four faces of
LDEF.
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SUMMARY
The Ion Beam Textured and Coated Surfaces Experiment (IBEX),
designated Si003, was flown on LDEF at a location 98 degrees in a
north facing direction relative to the ram direction. Thirty-six
diverse materials were exposed to the micrometeoroid (and some
debris) environment for 5.8 years, optical property measurements
indicated no changes for almost all of the materials except
S-13G, Kapton, and Kapton-coated surfaces, and these changes can
be explained by other environmental effects. From the predicted
micrometeoroid flux of NASA SP-8013, no significant changes in
optical properties of the surfaces due to micrometeoroids were
expected. There were hypervelocity impacts on the various
diverse materials flown on IBEX, and the characteristics of these
craters were documented using scanning electron microscopy (SEM).
The SI003 alumigold-coated aluminum cover tray was sectioned
into 2 cm x 2 cm pieces for crater documentation. The flux curve
generated from this crater data fits well between the 1969
micrometeoroid model and the Kessler debris model for particles
less than 10 .9 gm which were corrected for the SI003 position
(98 ° to ram). As the particle mass increases, the Si003 impact
data is greater than that predicted by even the debris model.
This, however, is consistent with data taken on intercostal F07
by the Micrometeoroid/Debris Special Investigating Group (M/D
SIG) .
The mirrored surface micrometeoroid detector flown on IBEX
showed no change in solar reflectance and corroborated the SI003
flux curve, as well as results of this surface flown on SERT II
and OSO III for as long as 21 years.
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INTRODUCTION
The Ion Beam Textured and Coated Surfaces Experiment (IBEX)
was designated SI003 on LDEF at a location 98 degrees relative to
the ram direction in a north facing direction (ref. i). Thirty-
six diverse materials were expose d tothe micrometeoroid and
debris (M/D) environment for 5.8 years, optical property
measurements indicated no chafiges for almost all of the materials
except S-13G (zinc oxide in a silicone binder), Kapton-H, and
Kapton-H-coated surfaces, and these changes can be explained by
other environmental effects. From the predicted micrometeoroid
flux of NASA SP-8013, no changes in optical properties of the
surfaces due to micrometeoroids were expected. However, there
were hypervelocity impacts on the various diverse materials flown
on IBEX. The characteristics of these craters were documented
using SEM and are presented in the first section of this paper.
The Si003 tray cover was (alumigold coated, [chromic conver-
sion process] A1 type 6061 T6), 48 cm x 48 cm. An analysis using
the micrometeoroid flux curve of Cour-Palais (ref. 2) and debris
model of Kessler (ref. 3), indicated that there was sufficient
area to generate a statistically meaningful M/D flux curve for
particles of 10 .6 cm or less. Because of the stabilized orien-
tation of LDEF, a directional M/D flux curve could be obtained at
98 ° to the ram direction. With this in mind, the tray was
sectioned into 690 pieces, 2 cm x 2 cm, for crater-documentation.
The flux curve thus generated could then be compared _ob6th M/D
fluxes of references 2 and 3, as well as other M/D data taken by
other LDEF investigators. This is presented in the sec0ndpart
of the paper.
Interest in placing large solar concentrator/solar dynamic
systems in space for power generation has brought up a concern
for maintaining the integrity of the optical properties of highly
specular reflecting surfaces in the near-Earth space environment.
It has been shown that highly reflective polished metals and thin
film coatings degrade when exposed to simu!ated mi_r6meteoroids
in the laboratory (ref. 4). At NASA Lewis Research Center, a
shock tube was used to simuii£e £he phenomenon of micrometeoroid
impact by accelerating micron-sized particles to hypervelocities.
Any changes in the optical properties of surfaces exposed to this
impact were then evaluated. A calibrated sensor (2,000A of
Al/stainiess steel) was developed to not only detect the small
size micrometeoroid environment, but also to evaluate the
degradation of the optical properties of thin aluminum films in
space. This sensor (coated by G. Hass of Army Research and
Development Center in 1963 of vapor-deposited AI) was flown on
LDEF experiment S1003 and also on the OSO III and SERT II
satellites that were launched in 1967 and 1970, respectively.
The results of these experiments are also presented in this
paper, and the relevance of the M/D fluxes on the optical
properties of highly reflective surfaces is discussed.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Characteristics of Craters in Various IBEX Surfaces
The largest crater found on the SI003 aluminum tray cover
was 1478 micrometers (_m) as measured from outer lip edge to
outer lip edge; the inner diameter was 984 _m. Figures la and ib
show the crater lip and the crater itself. EDAX of material in
the crater indicates that it was caused by a debris particle.
Figures 2 through 4 show the characteristics of craters
formed on ion beam textured metals (Cu, Ti, and S.S. type 304).
The surfaces were textured to obtain high solar absorptance (as)
or high thermal emittance (£th)" Presented in each figure are
the surface texture of the metal and two views of an impact
crater. A hypervelocity particle impacting the surface removes
the texture in the crater area, but has no effect on the texture
beyond the impact crater itself. This is evident in the results
of the measurement of the optical properties of the textured
surfaces, for there were no measured changes (within the 2%
accuracy of the instruments used for the measurements) in the
values of a s or £th of the textured surfaces after 5.8 years of
exposure on LDEF.
Figures 5 and 6 show impact craters in black chrome and
Grafoil. Again the impact crater affects only the cratered area
and does not extend beyond the crater itself. So little of the
area of the surface was impacted that the values of a s and _th
again remained unchanged.
Figures 7a-7e contain SEM photomicrographs of M/D impact
sites observed on the coated Kapton samples (ref. I, 5). The
largest observed impact was on the 4% PTFE-96% SiO 2 sample
(figure 7a). This appeared to be an impact by either a
collection of particles or one large loosely distributed or
extended particle. Another impact site on the same sample
(figures 7b and 7c) is of a much smaller diameter. It appears
that the type of damage is very dependent on particle size and
probably particle velocity. Large impact areas appear to produce
delamination, while smaller areas result in a region around the
impact which is similar to the splash which is generated by a
raindrop in a puddle (figure 7c). There is cracking around the
splash region. Similar types of impacts were observed on the
silicon dioxide and aluminum oxide coated Kapton samples (figures
7d and 7e). It appears that the impact site morphology is not
dependent on the coating composition for these coatings and
substrate materials since an area of delamination at an impact
site on an aluminum oxide coated Kapton (ref. 5) sample flown on
STS-8 looks similar to that on the 4% PTFE-96% SiO 2 coated
Kapton. It appears that the area of crack damage or delamination
is limited in extent for the impact crater sizes observed
(ref. 5). In all cases the damage was contained within a
diameter less than three times the impact crater diameter. This
is very encouraging for the use of protective coatings in LEO
since the damage that will result from an impact is small and
thus not a significant cause for atomic oxygen attack of the
underlying material.
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SI003 Cumulative Flux Calculations
To evaluate the micrometeoroid and debris fluxes in lower
earth orbit, the cover tray to experiment SI003 flown on the Long
Duration Exposure Facility (LDEF) was cut into 690 samples, 2 cm
x 2 cm, which were scanned randomly for craters. The total
surface area of the cover tray is 0.17396 square meters. One
hundred and eighty-five samples (0.044258 square meters) were
scanned at 128 times magnification in order to find craters
greater than or equal to 20 microns i n d_ameter. Three hundred
and twenty-three such craters were found. Two hundred and fifty-
six samples (0.062543 square meters) were scanned at 80 times
magnification in order to find craters greater than or equal to
38 microns in diameter. One hundred and thirty such craters were
found. Then the remaining samples were scanned at 44 times
magnification in order to find craters greater than or equal to
58 microns in diameter. One hundred and forty-eight craters
greater than or equal to 58 microns in diameter have been found.
In order to plot the crater data as a cumulative flux curve
as a function of particle .....mass, the foii0wing assumptions were
made_: ....the ratio of crater diameter to particle diameter is 5 to
i, which is the criteria used by the M/D SIG (ref. 6), and the
particle density in low Earth orbit varies with respect to
particle mass based on Kessler's meteoroid (ref. 6) and debris_
(ref. 3) models. These models assume that the particle density
varies from a high of 2.5 gm/cc at 10 I° gm to 1.4 gm at 10 .6 gm.
Figure 8 shows a plot of the Si003 data for LDEF row 6 along with
the standard deviation error range that is based on the Si003
cover tray area ..... :_ _
The results of the SI003 cover tray cumulative flux
measurements can be compared to recent debris and meteoroid
models corrected for LDEF row 6 as well as data from other parts
of the LDEF.
The cumulative flux of debris in lower earth orbit is
believed to follow the following equation (ref. 3):
F(d, h, i, t, S) :k'¢ (h, S) "_ (i) "[F_ (d) "g_ (t) +F 2 (d) "g2 (t) ] (1)
where _
F = flux in impacts per square meter of surface per _year
k = 1 for a randomly tumbling surface; must be calculated for a
directional surface
d = orbital debris diameter in cm
t time expressed in years
h = altitude in km (h < 2000 km)
S = 13-month smoothed 10.7 cm-wavelength solar flux expressed in
104 Jy (I Jy = 10 .26 Watts per square meter per hertz);
retarded by 1 year from t
i = inclination in degrees
and
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4_(h,S)- @1(h'S)
@i (h, S) +I
h __2_S-I.S
@l(h'S) =i0 2oo 140
F I (d) =I. 05xl0-S'd -2"s
F 2 (d) =7 .0×I01°'(d+700) -6
9"i(t) = (l+2.p) (t-198s)
g2 (t) = (l+p) (t-19_s)
p = the assumed annual growth rate of mass in orbit
The values for _(i), the flux enhancement factor, are given in
Table 1 of reference 1 and depend on the inclination angle (i) of
a surface.
The following assumptions were made for the LDEF:
h = 450 km (Rough average)
S = 115 (Rough average)
p = 10%
k = 1.24 (for LDEF row 6 on which experiment SI003 was flown. Row
6 was consistently 98 ° from ram direction.)
i = 28.5 °
t = 1987 (Midpoint of LDEF mission)
With these assumptions, the debris model for row 6 is
plotted in figure 8.
There are two meteoroid environment models which can be used
to estimate the cumulative flux of meteoroids in low earth orbit.
The first of these will be referred to as the 1969 model
(ref. 2). The second will be referred to as the 1970 model
(ref. 7). The 1969 model is designed to predict the meteoroid
flux near the earth and moon, while the 1970 model is designed
to cover the entire solar system. The 1969 model presents the
following equation to determine cumulative flux.
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log10N_=-14.37 -i. 2131og10m
for
10-6<m<i00
(2)
and
log10N_=-14. 399-I. 5841og10m-0. 063 (log10m) 2
for
i0-12<m<i0 -6
(3)
where
N t = number of particles of mass m or greater per square meter
per second
m = particle mass in grams
The cumulative 1969 micrometeoroid flux (N_) was adjusted
for the Earth's gravitational effect and the shlelding of
meteoroids by the Earth (ref. 2). The 1970 model presents a more
complex way of finding cumulative flux curves in low Earth orbit
as well as a different equation for calculating the effect of a
planet's gravitation on the flux of meteoroids. The results of
the calculations of both the 1969 model and the 1970 model for
low Earth orbit are presented in figure 9. The 1969 and 1970
models are each presented before taking the effects of gravity
and planetary shielding into account (the uncorrected curves),
and the models are presented after taking the effects of gravity
and planetary shielding into account (the corrected curves). The
corrected 1969 model was chosen because it is easier to perform
the required calculations to find the flux curve, and because it
produces a curve practically indistinguishable from the corrected
1970 model.
Figure 8, therefore, shows a comparison of the SI003 data to
the corrected debris and meteoroid models, for LDEF row 6. At
low particle mass (10 .9 gm), the SI003 impact data fits between
the debris and micrometeoroid models. As the particle mass
increases, the Si003 impact data is greater than that predicted
by even the debris model i .... = ...._ ...... =
However, comparisons between the SI003 cover tray and other
parts of the LDEF indicate that there may have been a localized
area where the particle flux was greater than usual : Figure i0
shows a comparison of the SI003 cover tray to Intercostals B06
and F07. SI003 does show a flux similar to that for intercostal
F07 which was located on row 7, but closer to experiment SI003
than intercostal B06. Of course, the SI003 crater impact data is
preliminary, and has not as yet been separated for debris or
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micrometeoroid particles. This will be determined by the use of
secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS), after which flux curves
for debris and micrometeoroids for row 6 will be generated.
Implication of Micrometeoroid and Space Debris Models
_nd Erosion of Surface Optical Properties
The micrometeoroid detector flown on IBEX was a 2000A layer
of A1 vapor deposited on stainless steel. This surface has a
long history in space and was ground calibrated in the 1960's
when the majority of the micrometeoroid sensors (capacitor
discharge or microplane sensors) had little or no such
calibration (ref. 8).
A shock tube was used to accelerate (2-14)_ SiC particles to
high enough speeds such that hypervelocity impact occurred in
metals. 4 A series of polished metal discs composed of AI,
stainless steel, and 1900A A1 on stainless steel substrates were
chosen as potential materials for a space flight experiment. The
discs, 4.45 cm 2, were progressively exposed to increasing amounts
of simulated micrometeoroid exposure. Spectral reflectance
measurements on all the discs were made before and after exposure
to the simulated micrometeoroids. A typical reduction in
spectral reflectance between 1.5 and 15.5 microns is shown in
figure ii_ for 1900A A1 on stainless steel after exposure to
0.22 J/cm _ of 6 _ SiC particles travelling at 2.65 km/sec where
the energy density is given as:
Energy Densi ty =
area
(4)
To obtain average reflectance values (for the sake of
comparison), spectral reflectance data were weighted for the
energy distribution corresponding to a 420 K blackbody. In
figure 12, all of the average reflectance ratios for stainless
steel, aluminum, and aluminum on stainless steel are plotted
against the total energy of the impacting particles.
The data in figure 12 indicate that the reduction in the
infrared reflectance ratio of aluminum is somewhat greater at any
exposure than that of stainless steel. The reflectance of both,
however, falls to less than 60% of the original value after only
7.5 J (1.65 J/cm 2) of laboratory exposure.
A space-environment-simulation facility was used to
determine the equilibrium temperature of the surfaces presented
in figure 12. In the working section of the inner "space"
chamber, which was six feet in diameter and approximately ten
f_Qt high, four characteristics of the space environment were
reproduced simultaneously and as accurately as possible. The
four were: the low pressure of gases in space, estimated to be
about 10 14 mm Hg., low background temperature (4°K), very nearly
perfect absorption capability of space background for gases
(blackened walls at LHe temperature), and sun radiation at proper
intensity, uniformity, and collimation angle, as well as spectral
distribution from .35 to 2.5 mm.
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The "history" of the equilibrium temperature for discs
composed of three different materials mounted on a simulated
space vehicle and "flown" in the simulated space environment at
1.25 solar constant can be found in figure 13. These equilibrium
temperatures are shown as they vary with exposure to the
simulated micrometeoroid environment. The exposure is expressed
in joules per square centimeter of energy of the impacting
hypervelocity particles on the 2.38 cm diameter discs. The
resulting variation in the equilibrium temperatures for all the
discs is the result of reproducible changes in surface optical
properties (a s and 6th ) caused by calibrated exposure to high-
speed, micron-sized particle impact. Perhaps the most important
feature of these curves is that in spite of the large exposure to
impacting particles, the resulting change in optical properties
measured in the laboratory, and the efforts made to isolate the
disc thermally from its support, the total variation in
equilibrium temperature of _he discs _s small but measurable.
For the aluminum disc, the measured change in equilibrium
temperature is approximately 21 K or about 5% in absolute
temperature level. For stainless steel, the temperature is
almost constant, varying only about 0,1% in absolute te%perature
level. The largest variation occurred with the aluminum-coated
stainless steel disc, which rose 50 K due to the exposure, or
about 12% in absolute temperature level.
It was found in reference 8 that there was a similarity in
the variation of reflectance with simulated micrometeoroid
exposure as measured either by direct measurement of _ or 6th
using optical spectrophotometers or by use of the equilibrium
temperature method of a space simulation chamber (ref. 8). This
suggested the possibility of making reflectance measurements in
space without a reflectometer and using these reflectance
measurements to determine the micrometeoroid flux.
This could be done by calibrating the change in temperature
of a disc in a space-environment-simulation chamber with the
measured (elsewhere) optical change of the surface caused by
calibrated exposure of the disc to simulated micrometeoroid flux.
Consequently, telemetering the temperature of the disc from a
space experiment would give not only the change in reflectivity
of the disc, but also, from correlation with the ground_
experiment, the micrometeoroid flux causing this reflectivity
change. The surface chosen for space-flight experiments, because
of its initial fast rise in equilibrium temperature and large
changes initially in a s and Eth when exposed to simulated
micrometeoroids, (see _ig. 13) was the 1900A Ai/stainless steel
disc. Discs with 2000A of AI/SS were placed thermally isolated
==_
[]
from the spacecraft on OSO III and SERT II. Reference 9
describes the Reflec£1onErosion Experiment (REX) on the _ER'r II-_
spacecraft in detail. The results of 21 years of exposure of the
REX on SERT II, which was in a i000 km polar orbit, will be
highlighted here. i
Figure 14 is a time plot of REX disc #2 temperature from
launch of SERT II (February 1970) to July 1990. The shaded areas
of figure 14 represent times when the spacecraft was intermit-
tently shadowed by the earth. The disc temperatures in
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figure 14, which were normalized to constant REX body temperature
of 316 K and zero angle of sun incidence, show almost no long-
term change or trend after 21 years in space.
Figure 15 is a plot of REX disc asn values calculated using
actual values of REX disc and body temperatures, solar flux as a
function of angle of incidence, day of the year, a heat transfer
K of 14.8 x 10 -12 J/sec-_ between disc and body, and a disc
thermal emittance of 0.017 (Eth) (ref. 8). The above-described
parameters were combined in equation (B3) of reference 8 for each
individual point taken, and a value of a n was calculated. The
disc surface material (2000A AI/SS) and _emperature level were
chosen to make the REX ash sensitive and not £th sensitive.
The initial launch value of ash was 0.iii, as measured in
ground testing. The initial value of a s_ measured in space was
the same. The value of a_n increased innthe first two months in
space to 0.128, and then _evelled off at 0.134. As the sun angle
of incidence increased in late 1970 and during 1971, the calcula-
ted ash value was reduced to about 0.120. The value of asn
remained at 0.120 from 1979 to 1981. The scatter of ash values
was probably caused by the spinning spacecraft and a ±5 °
uncertainty of the sun angle of incidence. At the next opportun-
ity to obtain data, July, 1989, asn had increased to a value of
about 0.130.
The changes in aSh were quite small (0.Ii to 0.13) over a
21-year period in space, compared to the change of 0.ii to 0.40
in 12 months predicted by the 1963 High Micrometeoroid Flux
Model I° was correct. The major result was that there has been no
major change in disc temperature or asn over a 21-year period in
space. This result indicates that the Micrometeoroid Flux Model
of 1963 was considerably higher than the actual flux. The
results are in better agreement with the 1969 Micrometeoroid Flux
Model I° and the 1987 Orbital Debris Model of Laurance and
Brownlee. 11
From the accuracy of the sensor, these results indicate that
a reflector surface (a highly polished metal or thin metal film
deposit) should lose less than 1% of its specular reflectance in
near-Earth orbit over 21 years. This is an important factor in
the design of space solar dynamic/concentrator systems. An
extrapolation based on area damage derived from the 1969
Micrometeoroid Model and ground reduction in specular reflectance
due to micrometeoroid simulation studies indicate that such a
reduction of specular reflectance should not happen within the
useful lifetime of currently conceived space systems.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS
Thirty-six diverse materials were flown on Si003 at 98 °
(northward) relative to the ram direction. There were no changes
in optical properties of the surfaces due to the micrometeoroid
or debris environment. Characteristics of the hypervelocity
craters formed in ion beam textured metals show that the
hypervelocity particles impacting the surface removed the texture
in the crater, but had no effect on the texture beyond the impact
crater itself. This indicates that a surface textured to obtain
select optical properties will retain those properties because
the surface area impacted by micrometeoroids_or debris particles
is so small (area damaged = 10 .4 x original area after 21 years
in space), ; _ _.._... _ _; ..... i_
A comparison of the _Si003 cover tray hypervelocity flux data
to the 1969 micrometeoroid and debris models corrected for LDEF
row 6, show that for low particle mass (10 .9 gm) the Si003 impact
data fits between the debris and the micrometeoroid models,
However, as the particle mass increases, the SI003 impact data is
greater than that predicted by even the debris model.
Comparisons between the SI003 cover tray and an intercostal on
row 6 indicate that there may have been a localized area Where
the particle flux was greater than usual.
The mirrored surface (micrometeoroid detector) showed no
change in solar reflectance and corroborated the results of _this
surface flown on OSO III and SERT Ii for as long as 21 years.
This data does indicate that a reflector surface should lose less
than 1% of its specular reflectance after 21 years in near-Earth
orbit.
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Micrometeoroid Impact
LDEF E06-S1003 Piece #278
Inner Diameter: 984 micrometers
Crater Edge to Edge: 1476 micrometers
(a)
(b)
. (a-_nd:b) Photomicrograph of largest crater
Depicts the lip and crater itself.
b:= -i --=
found on SI003.
!<i •
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Textured Cu Surface
.
Impact Crater Impact Crater
Photomicrograph showing textured copper and two different
views of an impact crater.
Textured Ti Surface
,
Impact Crater Impact Crater
Photomicrograph showing textured titanium and two views of
an impact crater.
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tTe xt uredstainlesS°sieel - Surface
Impact Crater Impact Crater
Photomicrograph showing textured stainless steel type 304
and two views of an impact crater.
5. Photomicrograph of impact cra_er in black chrome.
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6. Impact craters in grafoil.
. Scanning electron photomicrographs:
(a) Conglomerate micrometeoroid or debris impact on 4%
PTFE-96% SiO 2 coated Kapton.
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'7(b)
Micrometeoroid or debris impact on 4% PTFE-96% SiO 2
coated Kapton.
7(c)
Micrometeoroid or debris impact on 4% PTFE-96% SiO 2
coated Kapton.
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7(d) Micrometeoroid or debris impact on silicon dioxide
coated Kapton.
7(e) Micrometeoroid or debris impact on aluminum oxide
coated Kapton.
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,_8
Ms._ (grin,)
Comparison of 1969 and 1970 micrometeoroid models before and
after correction for gravity and planetary shielding.
Psrtlole Mull (grsml)
10. Comparison of SI003 data with intracoastal f07 (row 7) and
intracoastal (row 6).
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Degradation of average reflectance of various metal surfaces
after exposure to impaction by 6-_m SiC particles traveling
at 8500 ft/s in the laboratory. (Extra abscissas added to
indicate exposure necessary for equal damage in space.)
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ABSTRACT
We performed a series of hypervelocity impact experiments using carbon-bearing impactors
(diamond, graphite, fullerenes, phthalic acid crystals, and Murchison meteorite) into A1 plate at
velocities between 4.2 and 6.1 km sec -1. These tests were made in order to (a) determine the
survivability of carbon forms and organic molecules in low hypervelocity impact, (b) characterize
carbonaceous impactor residues, and (c) determine whether or not fullerenes could form from
carbonaceous impactors, under our experimental conditions, or survive as impactors.
An analytical protocol of field emission SEM imagery, SEM-EDX, laser Raman spectroscopy,
single and 2-stage laser mass spectrometry, and laser induced fluorescence (LIF) found that : (1)
diamonds did not survive impact at 4.8 km sec q, but were transformed into various forms of
disordered graphite, (2) intact, well-ordered graphite impactors did survive impact at 5.9 km sec q,
but were only found in the crater bottom centers; the degree of impact-induced disorder in the
graphite increases outward (walls, rims, ejecta), (3) phthalic acid crystals were destroyed on
impact (at 4.2 km see-i), although a large proportion of phthalic acid molecules did survive impact,
(4) fullerenes did not form as products of carbonaceous impactors (5.9-6.1 km sec-1); fullerene
impactor molecules mostly survived impact at 5.9 km see q and, (5) two Murchison meteorite
samples (launched at 4.8 and 5.9 km sec -1) show preservation of some higher mass polycyclic
aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) compared with the non-impacted sample. Each impactor type
shows unique impactor residue morphologies produced at a given impact velocity.
An expanded methodology is presented to announce relatively new analytical techniques
together with innovative modifications to other methods that can be used to characterize small
impact residues in LDEF craters, in addition to other acquired extraterrestrial samples.
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INTRODUCTION
Observations of LDEF impact craters indicate that a small but unknown fraction of the craters
contain dark residues, possibly carbon-bearing (e. g., refs. i and 2). Few detailed investigations
of carbonaceous impactors have been made (e. g., ref. 3); however, the information contain_l
within carbonaceous impactors is vital to understanding their origin and significance, Information
on the behavior of carbonaceous materials on impact is virtually unknown, although Peterson et
al., 1991 (ref. 4) have performed shock experiments on amino acid survivability. Two of the three
crystalline forms of carbon, diamond and graphite, are known to occur in meteorites (ref. 5) and
diamond occurs in the interstellar medium (ISM) (ref. 6). Amorphous carbon and poorly
crystallized graphite (PCG) in carbonaceous chondrites forms the bulk of their carbon inventories
together with- rnany organic compounds inciuding polycyclic aroma_)iydrocarbons (P_s)
which are also found in the ISM (ref. 7). These and other organic compounds may occur in comets
(e. g., ref. 8). The possibility exists that LDEF sampled carbonaceous-bearing particles from all of
these environments. In addition, fullerene, the third form of carbon, was recently found in an
LDEF crater using single laser ionization mass spectrometry (ref. 9), although fullerenes have not
yet been identified in meteorites or in the ISM.-
In attempting to characterize and interpret LDEF carbonaceous residues, several fin'st -order
questions should be addressed: 1) Can carbon crystalline phases and organic compounds survive
low velocity (< 6 km sec -1) impact and if they do survive, what are their characteristics? 2) If they
do not survive impact, what are their impact products? 3) Were the fullerenes made by impact from
other carbonaceous materials or were they primary and survived impact? Light gas gun
hypervelocity experiments were conducted in order to possibly constrain, within our experimental
capabilities, these and other issues in addition to testing techniques and establishing characteristic
_mpactor cntena.
In an attempt to achieve some of our stated goals, we used two relatively new analytical
techniques that have exceptionally low detection limits for carbonaceous materials in very small
particles. The survivability of PAHs and other carbonaceous materials in impacted Murchison
meteorite was tested using laser desorption]laser ionization mass s_ctrorne_iechniques (2-stage
laser mass spectrometry). At best, the detection limits for this technique are probably in the ppm to
sub-ppm range. Although this sensitivity is adequate for the detection of PAils, enhanced
sensitivity may be necessary to determine whether or not other carbonaceous materials, e. g.,
fullerenes, are present in our test samples. By Using laser induced fluorescence (LIF), 10-IIg Or
about 10 -14 moles of C60 can be detected, which allows for the detection of C60 on the sub ppb
level for a gram of sample (ref. 10).
We report here some of the preliminary results of morphological, compositional, and structural
studies made on carbon and carbonaceous-bearing experimentally-formed impact residues.
SAMPLE SELECTION, EXPERIMENTAL AND ANALYTICAL TECHNIQUES
Sample Selection and Experimental Conditions
For the purposes 0fthis study, the three forms of crystallineCarbon (diamond, submicron
graphite, coarse-grained graphite, fullerenes), Murchison carbonaceous chondrite aiad Solid
phthalic acid particqes were Chosen for impact experiments.The carbon forms were used to test the
hypothesis that fullerenes may either form from graphite or diamond on impact, or that fullerenes
are stable on impact at -- 6 km sec -1 and therefore preexist_before encountering LDEF (Seeref.
9). Murchison was used to simulate carbonaceous meteorite impactors and solid phthaliC acid was
impacted to extend the impact survivability range initiated in an earlier study (ref. 3).
Submicron graphite, coarse-grained graphite, and fullerenes were accelerated into A1 targets at
6.1, 5.92, and 5.89 km sec -1, respectively; Murchison particles at 4.8 and 5.89 km sec -t ;
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diamond at 4.8 km sec -1, and phthalic acid at 4.23 km sec -I. The prelaunch impactor particle size
for Murchison, coarse graphite, and phthalic acid was = 0.2 mm (minimum diameter), diamond =
0.3-0.4 mm, fullerenes = 0.03-0.06 mm, and submicron graphite was < one micron but
electrostatically attracted particle clumps as large as 0.1 mm were noted. For experiments of this
type, the Ames light gas gun is limited to acceleration velocities of < 6.3 km sec -_. Peak pressures
and temperatures cannot be directly measured.
Experimental Methodology
Two-stage Light Gas Gun Experiments
Projectile grains were loaded into a small (3 mm cavity) A1 carrier cup (Fig. la), capped with an
A1 plate and fitted into a sabot for launching (Fig. lb). The two-stage light gas gun accelerates the
sabot down a rifled barrel (1.2 m long; bore dia = 9 ram) to velocities of = 2-6.5 km sec -1
depending on the amount of the powder charge (f'trst stage), which in turn determines the speed of
the deformable ram that compresses hydrogen gas (second stage). When the gas reaches a certain
critical pressure, a diaphram ruptures and the gas propels the sabot down the barrel. At the end of
the barrel, the sabot, carrier, and particles are separated in a "blast" chamber, particle velocities are
electronically recorded, the in-flight particles are photographed, and the particles continue on to
impact with the target plate (at 90°to the target) in an evacuated chamber (vacuum pressures
nominally <1 mm of Hg). The impacted plate also serves as a witness plate (Fig. 1c) which has a
2.5 cm dia hole through which the carrier travels. This technique allows only particles to impact,
the alignment of the launch can be measured, and the range in diameters of the launched particles at
the impact point can be measured from the holes in the mylar covering which is attached beneath
the hole (Fig. lc). This cluster shot approach is necessary for projectiles < 1.0 mm in diameter as
smaller grains cannot be individually launched.
Observational and Analytical
Observational
Samples were dry cut from the target plate. Craters and retained impactor debris were fin'st
observed by an optical light microscope, then by field emission scanning electron microscopy
(FESEM). Samples were then submitted to the analytical protocol given below.
Analytical
Micro RAMAN Spectroscopy. Raman spectra were obtained by using the 488.0 nm line of a
coherent radiation Innova 90 argon ion laser. The power of the laser radiation used here was
between 20 and 40 mW and focused to a spot size of 5 microns. The scattered radiation was
dispersed with a SPEX Industries 1477B Triplemate spectrometer equipped with a SPEX
Micromate microsampling system that includes a modified Zeiss microscope and detected by a
Reticon intensified diode array. The spectrometer slitwidth was kept at 300 microns. Integration
times on the diode array ranged from 5 to 10 seconds and 10 or 20 acquisitions were averaged
before data collection. Data acquisition and storage were accomplished by a PC computer system.
Single Stage Laser Ionization Mass Spectrometry (LIMS). Principles and applications of this
methodology are described in Ref. (11). The fourth harmonic of a Nd:YAG laser (266nm; 1.0-
1.5mJ/pulse; 50 to 10 nsec pulse width; 2.5 Hz repetition rate) is used to produce desorption and
ionization of species at the sample surface. The strong selectivity in favor of low ionization
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potential elemental signals (e. g., alkalis) or fullerenes, which have a strong absorption band in the
UV at 264 nm (ref. 12), suggests that Resonance Enhanced Multiphoton Ionization (REMPI) is
present under these conditions. The ions are mass separated in a reflector type time-of-flight (mass
resolution = 450 at m/z 41), and detected with a 17 stage electron multiplier (Thorn-EMI). The data
presented are the sum of typically 150 to 200 laser shots.
Laser Ionization Mass Spectrometry (L2MS). The two-step laser methodology has been
described elsewhere (ref. 13). In the first step, the pulsed output of a CO2 laser (10.6 um; 20
rnJ/pulse; 10 u-sec pulse width; 5-Hz repetition rate) is focused onto a small stainless steel
disk (-lmm diameter) containing the meteorite sample. The infrared (IR) radiation is readily
absorbed by the meteorite minerals and causes the ejection of intact neutral molecules from their
surfaces in a rapid, laser-induced thermal desorption process. The fact that desorption
dominates over decomposition in rapid laser heating processes is well documented (refs. 13,
14). The sample can be rotated manually in order to expose fresh surface to the desorption
laser. After an appropriate time delay (-130 usec), the fourth harmonic of a Nd:YAG laser (266
nm; 1.5-2.0 mJ/pulse; 10-nsec pulse width; 5-Hz repetition rate) is used to induce I+1
resonance-enhanced multiphoton ionization (REMPI) of the desorbed molecules in an
interaction region about 5mm from the surface. REMPI causes soft ionization so that the
parent ions of the desorbed aromatic compounds almost exclusively dominate the spectrum.
Total ionization efficiency is about a factor of 100 to 1000 greater than that of methods where
ions are directly produced on a surface. One of the advantages to the L2MS system is the ....
spatial and temporal separation of the desorption and ionization which results in more control
than in one-step desorption/ionization processes. ThE laSer-generated ions are mass separated
in a linear TOF system (mass resolution = 500) and detected with a microchannel plate array.
Data for the meteorite samples were averaged over 100 laser shots, although a complete mass
spectrum can be obtained from a single shot.
Samples were prepared using MALDI (matrix assisted laser desorption ionization).
Previous reports have shown that laser desorption of neutral molecules can be improved by
spraying a fine layer of sample on top of a matrix that absorbs at the wavelength of the laser
(ref. 15). For our L2MS system, the organic substrate sinapinic acid was used as the matrix.
The matrix is sprayed directly onto the stainless steel disc (100 ng/rnm 2) insuring that the
substrate is evenly dispersed over the entire surface of the disc. The impacted meteorite sample
(sonicated in toluene) is then sprayed on top of the sinapinic acid film. The sample disc is
mounted on a 7-mm diameter teflon probe tip and is introduced to the TOF mass spectrometer
through a separate antechamber pumped down to zero millitorr before introducing it to the high
vacuum (10 .7 torr) of the system. Sample introduction takes about 2 minutes and the spectrum
can be recorded immediately thereafter_ _= .......
Laser Induced Fluorescence (LIF). The development of LIF has provided a highly sensitive
method for the detection of a variety of fluorescent molecules (ref. 16), especially those which
exhibit weak fluorescence. The LIF system has been described elsewhere (ref. 17) and uses a
325 nm beam of a He-Cd laser focused into a 0.1 mm fused silica optic fiber which transports
the excitation light into a 200 micron ID deactivated fused silica capillary column. The flow-
through-cell, which was made by carefully removing about 0.5 cm of the polyimide coating on
the fused silica column, has a volume of about 100 nl. The emission radiation is collected using
two 0.6 mm fused silica optic fibers positioned at right angles to the excitation beam, passed
through a 370 nm high pass cutoff filter, delivered to a monochromator set at 400 firn With a 10
nm exit slit, and detected with a photomultiplier. Toluene was used for column elution and was
delivered to the capillary column by an HPLC pump. Samples containing various
concentrations of Murchison meteorite in toluene were introduced into the capillary column
with an injection valve fitted with a 100 microliter sample loop.
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; RESULTS
Crater and Impactor Residue Characteristics
Microscopic, FESEM, and Raman Characteristics
General. Figures 2 through 10 show microcsopic and FESEM images of the experimentally
produced craters, in addition to one LIMS spectrum. Submicron graphite, graphite, and diamond
craters show an increase in the presence of dark impactor crater liners from low amounts (Fig. 2a)
to relatively high amounts of dark, thick liners (diamond: Fig. 5). Fullerene craters (Fig. 7) are
similar to graphite craters (Fig. 4) in the amounts of visible, dark impactor residue, although the
residue color is dark, purple-red which is the same as the unlaunched fullerenes. Phthalic acid
craters are mostly clear with little visible dark residue; Murchison craters look very similar to
graphite craters in terms of crater morphology and amount of impactor residue. Only the diamond
craters show significant ejecta or particulate fall-out around the outside of the craters.
Crater diameters show considerable range for all experiments. For example, whereas diamond
craters are mostly 1-1.3 mm in dia, some are as small as 0.01mm. Two factors are mostly
responsible for the large variations in crater size: (1) break-down of a particle along zones of
structural weaknesses during acceleration and/or (2) in-flight, mid-range collisions. In addition,
observations of prelaunch submicron graphite projectiles indicate that they consisted of variable
size lumps (microns to tens of microns) of electrostatically attracted submicron grains.
Graphite, diamond, fullerene, and Murchison craters tend to be round in shape with depth to
diameter ratios (P/Dc) of between 0.55 and 0.8. Phthalic acid craters (Fig. 8) are irregular in shape
and are shallower, on the average, than other craters (P/Dc = 0.45). The large oval submicron
graphite crater in Fig. 2 has a P/Dc of only 0.4; all other submicron graphite craters are < 0.1 mm
in dia and have a P/Dc of 0.45 - 0.55.
Submicron graphite Craters. Our original intent was to launch amorphous carbon as one of the
impactors. However, Raman analysis of the commercially obtained prelaunched "amorphous"
carbon shows that it is not amorphous and matches the characteristics of well-ordered graphite.
Therefore, instead of having craters formed by graphite and amorphous carbon, we have craters
formed by large graphite impactors (= 0.2 mm) and impactors consisting of submicron grains of
graphite aggregated by electrostatic attraction into various-sized lumps. Raman characteristics of
both are given below under graphite craters.
Two distinct morphologies were observed: (1) a very thin liner with peculiar linear ridges in the
large crater (Fig. 2a) and (2) liners that are lumpy and common to the small craters (Fig. 3). Figure
2b shows a series of subparallel ridges that traverse the entire crater and rim; the ridges do not
appear to extend beyond the crater. FESEM images (Figs. 2c, d) show that these ridges consist of
impact altered carbon and small amounts of A1. Carbon spheres (0.002-0.018 mm dia) are
common on the upturned rims and A1 melt splatter covered by carbon was found on the upper
portions of the steep walls. The entire crater is thinly covered by a liner of smooth, vitreous-like
carbon (Fig. 2c). The small crater liners are lumpy and are evenly distributed along the crater
bottoms and walls, but are thin and discontinuous along the rims (Fig. 3). Melted AI droplets were
not evident on the surface of the liners.
Graphite Craters. These craters also contain large areas of shiny, melt-like carbon, although
crater liners are less lumpy compared to submicron graphite craters.(Fig. 3). The Raman spectrum
of crystalline graphite consists of a single band (below 2000 cm -1) at 1580 cm -1. Raman spectra of
poorly crystallized graphite (PCG) and glassy or vitreous carbon have additional bands in this
spectral region at 1360 and 1620 cm -1. The intensity of the band at 1360 cm -1, relative to the band
at 1580 cm q (height and width), is taken to indicate the degree of disorder in PCG and vitreous
carbon.
The Raman spectrum of prelaunched graphite is shown in Fig. 1 la together with three typical
spectra obtained from graphite impacted craters in AI. The spectrum shown in Fig. 11 b is that of
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mostlycrystallinegraphitewith somedisorderedcarbon.Thismeasurementwasobtainedonly
from the centers of the craters. The spectrum shown in Fig. 1lc was also obtained primarily from
material inside the craters, although it is commonly observed when the incident beam is focused
on the wall of the crater or between the crater wall and the area towards the crater center. This
spectrum is similar to that obtained for typical vitreous carbon and carbon from the Allende
meteorite (ref. 18). The Raman spectrum shown in Fig. 1 lc is also found for PCG when it is
heated in argon beyond 1200°C for up to 0.5 hrs. The spectrum in Fig. 1ld is most often obtained
from areas on the raised rim of the craters and areas outside the craters just beyond the rims. The
spectrum is indicative of even greater dfsor_r ifi PCG material, it is comparable tO the spectrum
obtained from carbon in the Murchison meteorite (ref. 18). Upon heat treating such carbon at
1200-1500°C, the Raman spectrum becomes similar to that shown in Fig. i lc (ref. 18).
The variations observed in the Raman spectra are continuous among those shown in Fig. 11
and suggest mixtures of various types of carbon. Moreover, the spectra show_ n al'e those most
commonly obtained from given regi0ns Of large (> 0.04 mm dia) craters. The above observations
are based on ---50 measurements obtained at various positions inside and outside the craters. More
extensive correlations may show differences in distributions of carbon types and may also be
crater-size dependent.
Diamond Craters. Regardless of their size, diamond craters contain much thicker, continuous
liners compared to the other experimental carbon impactor craters (Fig. 5). Initial observations
indicate several characteristic features of carbon residue. Figure 5c shows melt-like stringers and a
large melt droplet on the crater wall. SEM-EDS analysis indicates a weak A1 signal; thus, vce
conclude that the melt liner and the droplet are carbon, This melt liner is covered by a thin layer of
dusty carbon. Raman analyses show that the layer is a mixture of amorphous carbon and highly
disordered PCG. The crater bottom consists of submicron grains and tiny "melt" spheres (Fig. 6).
The spheres may be the amorphous and vitreous carbon in the Raman analyseS,
Raman spectrum of natural diamond consists of a broad band at 1330 cm -I. Raman spectra of
diamond impact craters in AI are the same as those obtained for PCG and vitreous carbons (Fig.
1 lc) and are similar to spectra given by carbon in the Allende meteorite. In some of the spectra,
there is an indication of a shoulder at 1330 cm -1 which Could be due to diamond; the vitreous band
at 1360 cm -t is_ntense and may obscure this portion of the diamond band.
There is apparently some difference in the various carbon distributions in the large craters (>
0.1 mm) and small craters (< 0.1 mm). Raman spectra of highly disordered (amorphous) carbon
were obtained from the raised rim ofsmaI1 cratersbut hot from the center offlae crater, whereas no
spectrum was obtained from the raised rim of the large craters, although measurements could be
obtained from the crater interiors (bottoms): _ _
Fuiierenec-raters. _'he bottoms and walls of these craters are characterized by a splatter-like
texture that consists of spheres and branch-like structures of dark red fullerenes (Fig. 7). LIMS,
(ref. 9) and Raman anaVyyses Confirm the presence Ofrnolecular C60 and C70 (fulierenes). Small
amounts of red-brown dusty ejecta are present around many of the craters. . _ ''_
Raman spectra from preiaunched fuiierenes (fulierenes have Raman bands at = 1450 and 1560
cm -1) and impact residues from inside and around fullerene craters are the same, indicating that
fullerenes remained intact on impact (Fig. 12).
Phthalic Acid Craters. Figure 8 shows that the irregular-shaped craters contain featureless
impactor in crater bottoms with concentric ridges of impactor material on the walls. LIMS analyses
indicate that the bulk of the impactor residuum is mostly intact phthalic acid molecule with lessor
amounts of lower mass fragmented moYeculeS anti,few unidentified higher _ss molecules (Fig.
9).
Mui'ctu'son Meteorite Craters. These craters have considerable amounts Of retained impactor,
some apparently intact impactor, and impact alteration features that are unique among those
described in this work (Fig. 10). Crater bottoms commonly have melt beads that grade into
peculiar sponge-like structures at the lower portions of the wall (Figs. 10b and c). The upper walls
and rims have large amounts of irregular-shaped melted to partially melted impactor.
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AnalyticalResults
Murchison Meteorite Impactor Residues. For the purpose of comparison and proper identification
of PAHs previously reported using conventional wet chemistry coupled with gas
chromatography/mass spectrometry, a separate non-impacted sample of Murchison meteorite was
analyzed (Figure 13). The dominant masses of 128, 178, 192, 206 and 220 correspond to
naphthalene, phenanthrene/anthracene, methyl phenanthrene, fluoranthrene/pyrene, C16 -
alkylphenanthrene/C16- alkylanthracene and C17-alkylphenanthrene/C17-alkylanthracene
respectively, which is consistent with the PAH analyses of Murchison reported by other groups
(refs. 19, 20). The upper spectrum in Fig. 13 represents a single shot spectrum and the lower
spectrum represents an average of 100 shots.
The two impacted samples were than analyzed and compared to the non-impacted Murchison
samples (Figures 14 a and b). Figure 14a represents a 100 shot averaged spectrum for the sample
impacted at 4.8 km sec q. The dominant masses of 142, 178, and 220 correspond to
methylnaphthalene, phenanthrene/anthracene and C17-alkylphenanthrene/C17-alkylanthracene,
respectively. Masses 128, I92, 202, and 206 present in the non-impacted Murchison sample are
not seen in the impacted sample. Two different sample discs of the 4.8 km sec -1 sample were
analyzed and show good reproducibility of the spectrum (Fig. 14b).
Figure 15a represents a 100 shot averaged spectrum for the sample impacted at 5.9 km sec -1.
Masses 184, 202, 206, 220, and 234 correspond to C14- alkylnaphthalene, fluoranthrene/pyrene,
C:6-alkylphenanthrene/C16-alkylanthracene, C17-alkylphenanthrene/C:7-alkylanathracene and
C18-alkylphenanthrene/Cls-alkylanthracene. In this sample the lower masses 128, 142, and 178
are no longer present but the higher masses 184, 202, 206, 220 are at least, in part, preserved.
This is consistent with what one might expect to see since the lower molecular weight PAHs would
likely be the first to decompose/evaporate with the temperatures incurred at impact. There also
appears to be an increase in alkylation compared to the non-impacted Murchison (Fig. 13) which
would indicate that some of these PAHs were derived from more extensively heated precursors
(probably due to impact) since the high extent of alkylation of PAHs has been attributed ot the
thermal cracking of the "organic polymer" (ref. 21). Two different sample discs (Fig. 15b) of the
5.9 km sec q were also analyzed and show good reproducibility of the specmam.
All three samples were scanned for higher mass compounds both in the porphyrin and fullerene
ranges, but no masses were observed.
Figure 16 shows the bulk fluorescence for the non-impacted sample (16a), the 4.8 km sec -1
impacted sample (16b), and the 5.9 km sec -1 impacted sample (16c). For these samples, we have
not yet attempted to analyze for the individual species which will require a mating of the LIF to
liquid chromatography. The fluorescence for both the non-impacted and the impacted meteorite
bulk samples are intense and similar which suggests that at least PAHs identified by L2MS can
survive impacts. The LIF has been able to detect C60 standards in the 10 -8 to 2x10 -5 g range (ref.
20), although none were found in these analyses.
DISCUSSION
Examination of the experimental residues of graphite and diamond show diverse morphological
features and impact-induced modifications, which were not unexpected in view of their differences
in density, porosity, structural characteristics, bonding characteristics, bond energies, etc. On the
other hand, phthalic acid, fullerenes, and Murchison PAHs show somewhat unanticipated
molecular survivability on impact. The following discussion addresses these issues and first-order
questions raised in the Introduction.
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ImpactorCharacteristicsandSurvivabilityof CarbonaceousMaterials
DiamondandGraphite
Theapparentotaldestructionof diamondatanimpactvelocity< 5.0km sec-1is somewhat
surprising.Wecanassumefrom ourotherexperimentsandtheoreticalconsiderations(refs.22,
23) thatresiduematerialdid notnecessarilyexperiencepeakpressuresandtemperaturesduring
impact,otherwisemoleculessuchasPAHswouldhavebeendestroyed.By analogy,thecarbon
(PCG)in thediamond-formedcratersprobablyformedfrom diamondat lessthanpeakpressures
andtemperatureswhichoccuronly attheinitial projectile/targetinterface.Any recoveredmaterial
experiencedlessstressthantheinitial interface.Wedonotknow whattheseP-TconditionsWere
duringimpact,but from (ref. 22)weknow thatfor impactof soda-lirneglassesinto CUat = 5 km
sec-1,peakpressureswere> 65GPaandtemperatures= 3000° K. O{he_clues come.... from the
carbon phase diagram (Fig. 17) of Bundy (ref. 24). The presence of PCG (graphite) and melt
carbon (liquid) and the absence of diamond suggest a position on the diagram near the triple point
or in the range of 4000 ° K and < 14 GPa. This position on the diagram is near the region of "fast
reaction" of diamond to graphite (ref. 25). Alternatively, our assumption that liquid carbo_ formed
and is represented by the vitreous carbon droplets and balls in Fig. 6 may be incorrect and these
graphitic objects may have formed as small, spherulitic graphite spheres from_the dec0mpos_tion of
diamond at much lower temperatures. In either case, the evidence suggests that the press_ures on
the trailing side of the diamond impactor were insufficient to allow diamond to remain stable in a
high temperature regime during impact_ = -"--:- :i _ : = :....... ::
The possibility that intact diamond is buried under the residue surface cannot be precluded. The
analytical techniques that we have used are surface analyzers (tens of nanometers to micrometers
deep); intact diamond may exist below the surface levels that we anaiyzed_ Raman analysis of the
residue does not show a well-defined peak for diamond at 1330 cm -1 (although it may be obscured
by other carbon signals or weak signals from buried diamond below the surface). The band shape
may indicate that diamond is just below the surface and out-of-range for a sharp signal or,
conversely, that any diamond present at the surface is either highly disordered diamond or mixed
phases of disordered diamond and graphite. In any case, the hope of seeing intact diamond from
meteoritic or interstellar sources in LDEF craters is remote.
Raman spectra indicate that intact, well-ordered graphite did survive impact, together with
partially disordered graphite in the crater bottom centers. The degree of disorder increases away
from the crater centers. This suggests that material found in the centers probably represents
material that experienced the least amount of shock-induced damage. Impactor material outside of
the craters, which shows the highest degree of disorder, was probably ejected early in the crater
formation stages and was exposed to higher pressures and temperatures, in addition to having
cooled more rapidly. In fact, all residues cooled exceedingly fast as the entire crater forming event
probably took no longer than nano- to microsecs (refs. 22, 23), although cooling continued after
the pressures dropped to the ground state. The cooling rate is unknown, but sufficiently high to
prevent annealing/ordering to occur. Thus, the graphite that was disordered by very high
temperatures was not annealed. Rims and the upper walls captured some of the late-stage ejecta
and melt splash before the crater cavity formation was completed; this residue material is
intermediate in the degree of disorder between that of the centers and the outside ejecta.
Phthalic acid and Murchison Meteorite
...... The two impacted Murchison samples both show preservation and deStrUCtion of some
PAHs compared with the non-impacted Murchison Sample. The differences in PAH
compositions between the two impacted samples may be attributed to the well-kn0wn
inhomogeneous distribution of organics within the whole meteorite (ref. 26). The samples
taken for these impacts may also represent different parts of the meteorite. However, the
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consistent absence of the low mass PAHs in all cases of both impactor residues and the very
good reproducibility of the analyses coupled with an average of 100 analyses for each impactor
residue where the low mass PAHs are missing, strongly suggest that the missing lower mass
PAHs, which have lower boiling points (Tb K), vaporized on impact. The Tb K values for the
missing PAHs are < 500, whereas Tb K for the surviving PAHs are > 600 (ref. 27) which
could imply an upper, effective evaporation temperature limit sustained during impact for the
surviving PAHs. Thus, it appears that at least some of the higher mass PAHs common in
meteorites like Murchison, can survive hypervelocity impact under the experimental conditions
presented here.
From the above, we have shown that some organic molecules can survive low hyperveIocity
impact into A1 targets (phthalic acid at 4.2 km sec -1 and Murchison meteorite higher molecular
weight PAHs at least up to 5.9 km sec-1). Kinetic parameters from shock tube experiments with
simple, low molecular weight organic compounds show that they can withstand shock
temperatures up to 1500 ° K for a duration of < 1 sec.; heavier, more complex aromatics may also
survive at these temperatures and reaction times (ref. 23). As we have indicated above, peak
pressures and temperatures are unknown for our experiments; however, they would certainly be
sufficient to destroy all Murchison organic compounds if all of the kinetic energy of the impactor
were available for impactor melting. Actually, much of an impactor's kinetic energy is probably
partitioned into target heating, target excavation, and target/impactor ejection (ref. 28). In addition,
an uneven distribution of shock energy through the impactor would possibly allow some portion of
the impactor to experience temperatures under which some organic compounds could survive.
Thus, from these considerations and from the results of our experiments, we expect to be able to
find some surviving organic species in LDEF carbonaceous impactor residues, if indeed, any were
present in the preimpact IDPs.
Fullerene Formation/Destruction Conditions
Since no fullerenes were found in the ppm range in carbonaceous impactor craters, we can
assume that conditions were inappropriate for their formation. Our failure to make fullerenes by
impact could be due to any number of reasons, e. g., nucleation/growth kinetics, improper
temperatures and pressures, accompaning compositional interference, etc. Shock compression
("flying plate") experiments made under known P-T conditions suggest that fullerenes are stable up
to 17 GPa (ref. 29). However, these experiments recorded the stability of fullerenes under more
evenly distributed shock loading compared to those that arise from crater forming events where
pressures and temperatures fall rapidly as crater formation proceeds. Even though these
experiments are not directly analogous to crater forming events, they do establish that fullerenes are
remarkably incompressible and remain unchanged to moderately high shock pressures. Future
experiments may be designed to further address the issues of fullerene stability or formation on
hypervelocity impact. The questions as to whether fullerenes pre-existed before impact on LDEF or
were formed by impact remain unanswered.
Laser ionization mass spectroscopy techniques have been able to detect PAHs in meteorites on
the sub ppm level (ref. 20)and ppb range (ref. 30). Other analyses of PAHs in the Murchison
meteorite by similar L2MS techniques suggest that cosmic abundances of hydrogen in
circumstellar or interstellar environments may have precluded the synthesis of fullerenes, but not
the production of PAHs (ref. 30). Recently, a carbonaceous residue from an LDEF crater was
analyzed by LIMS and Raman methods and the presence of fullerenes was confirmed (ref. 9).
Very low concentration levels of fullerenes in other LDEF craters or in meteorites could be
identified by using the LIF system which could help address the issues of fullerene formation in
space environments.
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CONCLUSIONS - =......
Intactremnafiis-of diamondimpacto_w-eren0tfound.Diamondw_ convened during impact
(4.8 km sec -1) to various disordered forms of graphite (PCG). Diamond crater morphology is
unique among carbon impactors in having thick residue liners. Graphite impactor residue, formed_
at impact velocities up to 5.9 km sec a, shows some intact, well-ordered graph_te)n the residue of
crater bottom centers; the degree of disorder increases outward to the ejecta.
Fullerenes were not formed on impact from carbon-bearing precursors (diamond, graphite,
phthalic acid, Murchison particles). Moreover, fullerene impactors mostly remained as fullerenes
after imp_t at 5.9kmsec-! ....... _ _ ..... - _ i- _
Phthalic acid crystals were destroyedon-impact, aith0ughmuch_f the mo!ecu!es re_ned
intact at the impact velocity o f4_2 krn sec% = :: _:_.=__
Murchison meteorite residues in the crater bottoms have an unusual, sponge-like morphology
which may be the result of the precursor's abundance of water-bearing, layer-lattice silicates. This
type of morphology may prove to be useful in distinguishing between hydrous and anhydrous
particles that impacted at velocities < 6 km sec -1.
Some PAHs (mostly the higher mass species) in the impacted Murchison meteorite samples
survived impact. From theoretical considerations and our experimental results, we expect to find
some surviving carbonaceous impactor organic compounds in LDEF craters that formed up to = 10
km sec -1 impact velocity.
LIF detection is not limited to bulk analyses such as those that we carried outl but can be used
as an on-column detector for HPLC, microbore HPLC and open tubular liquid chromatography.
The great mass sensitivity of LIF coupled with these systems should permit the analyses of trace
quantities of organic compounds and help to differentiate among other carbonaceous materials such
as fullerenes and thus determine whether fullerenes occur naturally in cometary and asteroidal
(IDPs) samples_
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Figure 1. (a) Particle carder for cluster launches. (b) Carrier with lid set in a plastic sabot. (c)
Witness plate showing alignment test pattern of craters produced by boron nitride projectiles. Hole
in the center (2.5 cm in dia; covered with mylar film) is the escape hole for the carrier which made
the hole in the mylar covering (NE quadrant). Smaller holes in the film are from passage of
projectiles. (d) Example of diamond projectiles.
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Figure2. Large submicron graphite impactor craters. (a) Very large crater made from a statically
clumped graphite impactor ball. Note the much smaller craters. Scale bar = 0.5 mm. (b) FESEM
image of crater in ik Large arrow points to subparallel ejecta ridges. Small carbon melt spheres can
be seen on the rim (small arrows). Scale for all FESEM images are given in the lower right hand
comer. (c) Enlargement of ejecta ridge (center) on the carbon melt liner. (d) Enlarged view of the
ejecta ridge material. Bright areas may be melted A1.
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Figure 3. Small submicron graphite impactor craters. (a) Typical crater. (b) Image of impactor
residue on the crater bottom (top), the wall (center), and rim (bottom).
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Figure 4. Coarse graphite impactor craters. (a) Typical crater. (b) Image of impactor residue on the
bottom, wall, and rim.
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Figure 5. Diamond impactor craters. (a) Typical crater, note the black interiors. Scale = 0.5 mm.
Oblique lighting, photomicrograph. (b) FESEM image; note darkened rims from carbon ejecta. (c)
Image of impactor residue on bottom, wall, and rim. Note carbon melt droplet (arrow). (d) Close-
up of droplet; arrow indicates a depression which may be due to shrinkage on cooling.
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Figure 6. Enlarged image characteristics of diamond impactor residue. Arrows point to carbon melt
balls (< 0.001 mm dia.) which, from Raman spectra, may be vitreous carbon; the other material is
probably highly disordered graphite (PCG).
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Figure7. Fullereneimpactorcraters.(a)Typicalcrater.(b) Imageof impactorresidueon the
bottom,wall, andrim. (c)Melt splatterfeatureson thebottomandlowerwall (turn image180° to
getabetterperspective).(d)High resolutionof materialin c (arrowpointsto a0.006mm meltball
with attachedroundedmaterial(submicron).
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Figure 8. Phthalic acid impactor craters. (a) Typical craters showing irregular crater outlines. (b)
Image of the residue on the bottom (left), lower wall (center), and upper wall (right). (c) Image
showing top of rim and a partially melted impactor grain (arrow) that is outside of the crater and
underneath the rim, possibly arising from ejection from a nearby crater. (d) Top of a rim; arrow
points to a cluster of dipyramidal crystals of unknown composition.
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Figure 9. LIMS spectrum showing negative ion phthalic acid (mass 165), a phthalic acid molecular
fragment (minus a carboxyl) at mass 121, and other unidentified masses.
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Figure 10. Murchison meteorite impactor craters. (a) Typical craters. (b) Image showing the
residue on the bottom, wall, and rim (arrow refers to a melt blob in the bottom). (c, d) Close-up
views of peculiar sponge-like melt features in the crater bottoms and walls.
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Figure 11. TypicaYRa_an spec_aof prelaunched graphite and impactor residues. (a) Precursor
graphite. (b) Spectrum _om crater centers. (c) Spectrum from craterqvalls to near the centers. (d)
Spectrum _om raised nm and outside _ecm.
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Figure 12. Typ_c_ Raman spectra of (a)precursor _ullerenes and (b) fullerene imp_t crater
residue.
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Figure 13. Laser dcsorption/mulfiphoton ionization TOE mass spectrum of non-impacted
Murchison meteorite. Possible mass identification are: 128, naphthalene; 178,
phenanthrene/anthracene; 192, methylphenanthrene; 202, fluoranthrene/pyrene; 206, C16-
alkylphenanthrene/C16-alkylanthracene and 220,C17-alkylphenanthrene/C17-alkylanthracene.
(a) Represents a single shot spectrum. (b) An average of 100 shots.
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Figure 14. (a) 100 shot averaged spectrum for the sample impacted at 4.8 km sec-L Possible
mass identification are: 142, methylnaphthalene; 178, phenanthrene/anthracene and 220, C]7-
alkylphenanthrene/C17-alkylanthracene. (b) Two different sample disks that show good
reproducibility.
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Figure 15. (a)100 shot averaged spectrum for tile sample impacted at 5.9 km sec -1. Possible
mass identifications are: 184, C14-alkylnaphthalene; 202, fluoranthene/pyrene; 206, C16-
alkylphenanthrene/C16-alkylanthracene; 220, C17- (b) Two different sample disks that show
good reproducibility.
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Figure--16. Bulk_u0rescence using LIF for: (a) the non-impacted Murchison sample, (b) the
4.8 km sec -1 impacted sample, and (c) the 5.9 km sec -1 impacted sample.
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Figure 17. A portion of the carbon phase diagram (ref. 22). Field A is the region of shock
conversion of graphite to diamond; field B is the region of "fast reaction", graphite to diamond;
field C is the region of "fast reaction" diamond to graphite; field D is region of vapor deposited
diamond films (ref. 25). The presence of both graphite and melt-droplet carbon (liquid carbon) and
the absence of diamond in the diamond crater residue suggest that an area near the triple point in the
diagram (liquid-diamond-graphite) was reached during impact for these products, but was below
the diamond stability field, i. e., below a pressure of -- 14 GPa at 4000°K.
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ABSTRACT
As a result of man's venturing into space, the local debris contributed by his presence exceeds, at
some orbital altitudes, that of the natural component. Man's contribution ranges from fuel residue to large
derelect satellites weighing many kilograms. Current debris models are able to predict the growth of the
problem and suggest that spacecraft must employ armor or bumper shields for some orbital altitudes now
and that the problem will become worse as a function of time. The practical upper limit to the velocity
distribution is on the order of 40 km/sec and is associated with the natural environment. The maximum
velocity of the man-made component is in the 14-16 km/sec range. The long duration exposure facility
(LDEF) has verified that the "high probability of impact" particles are in the microgram to milligram range.
These particles can have very significant effects on coatings, insulators, and thin metallic layers. The
surface of thick materials becomes pitted and the local debris component is enhanced by ejecta from the
impact events. In this paper, a facility is described which produces a reasonable simulation of the space
debris spectrum in a controlled environment. The facility capability is discussed in terms of drive
geometry, energetics, velocity distribution, diagnostics, and projectile/debris loading. The facility is
currently being used to study impact phenomena on Space Station Freedom's solar array structure, other
solar array materials, potential structural materials for use in the station, electrical breakdown in the space
environment, and as a means of clarifying or duplicating the impact phenomena on the LDEF surfaces.
The results of these experiments are described in terms of the mass/velocity distribution incident on selected
samples, crater dynamics, and sample geometry.
INTRODUCTION
In addition to the natural space micrometeoroid environment, the constant injection by man of a
non-natural component has led to additional concern. This "space pollution" has accelerated due to the
steadily increasing frequency of launches by the industrialized countries even though there is a growing
awareness that the debris problem must be addressed. As other countries become active in space and if
space concepts such as those envisioned by the SDI are deployed, it is inevitable that future spacecraft will
have to devote a substantial mass fraction to the armoring of critical components. Further, hypervelocity
impact produced debris and plasma can trigger electrical breakdown and further reduce the effectiveness of
insulators for space use. For the most favored low-to-medium earth orbits it is projected from some
models [1] that significant design changes will be necessary by the year 2000. At geosynchronous orbits
the problem would be a design driver not too many years thereafter.
The LDEF experiment clearly shows that over its limited time in space there were no structurally
catastrophic hits. [2] There were, however, enormous numbers of impacts which could have effected solar
arrays, transmission lines, optical and thermal coatings, and protective coatings used to shield against
atomic oxygen and the effects of ultraviolet radiation. The analysis to date has shown that the damage
produced is synergistic with other space environmental factors such as atomic oxygen and ultraviolet
radiation. [3] By far, the preponderance of impacts are particles with masses in the microgram to milligram
range over the entire velocity spectrum. Further, the analysis indicates both natural and abundant "man-
made" sources of debris.
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There are a number of options [4] for studying space impact phenomena. First, and perhaps most
expensive is to place suitable materials in space for the requisite period of time. This is a "specialized long-
term LDEF" approach and should be a part of any future LDEF experiment. The second quick-response
approach is to use light gas gun technology to accelerate macro-projectiles in the gram range for impact
studies. Due to the hydrodynamics of staged, compressed light gas guns, the velocity limit is about I0
km/sec and is unsuited to accelerating particles with the LDEF experimental profile. Further, unless
j.'udiciously designed, massive unwanted debris from the seals and sabots and the "large gas slug" also will
impact the sample. As a result, it is difficult to do experiments on active systems or "mock ups" designed
to simulate active spacecraft components. The third technique is to employ "electromagnetic accelerators"
[5] to drive suitable projectiles in a vacuum chamber to more closely duplicate the space environment as
well as inflict minimum additional damage to a sample.
EXPERIMENTAL DESCRIPTION
Figure 1 shows a block and schematic diagram of the electrical drives for an accelerator capable of
driving small projectiles to hypervelocity.
The capacitor bank consists of a four segment bank with total capacitance of 53.6 microfarads
storing some 67 kilojoules at a maximum charging potential of 50 kV. The deslred ex_rimental capacitor
voltage is achieved by a high voltage power supply charging the capacitor bank through an appropriate
charging resistor designed to limit the charging rate. In the event of a misfire, a suitable array of protective
circuits and "dummy load resistors" are provided to discharge the bank. Once the desired voltage has been
reached, the closing switch is triggered resulting in a current pulse of some 1 million to 1.5 million amperes
flowing through the exploding foil driver. The current rise time is governed by external circuit inductance
and is on the order of 200 ns. _
The foil assembly rapidly explodes producing an extremely hot metallic plasma which is accelerated
due to J x B forces and intemal pressure from the explosion byproducts. The contacts to the assembly are
constructed of stainless steel and, due to the enormous dynamic forces, are constrained by an insulating
structure composed of high strength composite. The entire assembly is fastened to a high current feed-
through plate.
Particulate suitable for impact studies can be generated by a number of techniques. The foil
assembly itself is a source of ultra small particles and for this system these particles are aluminum.
Secondly, the enormous currents generated by the discharge have a tendencyto _.blaie particles from the
stainless steel contacts and thirdly, an ablator plate, suitably loaded with fragments, can be designed to
provide the vast majority of the fragments in a controlled way.
- Figurb 2shows the design Of an armatUre package typical of that used in this facility.
As the _uminurn foil explodes, the hot plasma totally decomposes the plastic ablator plate into
constituent gasses such as hydrogen and carbon at a temperature of several thousand degrees K. This
plasma/gas slug/debris package is accelerated further down the drift tube both by J x B forces and due to
the hydrostatic pressure generated by the hot gases. As a result, the microprojectiles are "dragged along" at
a substantial fraction of the plasma velocity. The plasma/debris cloud velocity has been measured by high
speed photography to be greater than 40 km/sec. Obviously, loading of the armature assembly with a
selected particle size and mass determine the velocity distribution of the particles and, clearly, not all
particles will have the same velocity.
Figure 3showsthe vacuum chambers and flight tube geometry for the facility. The first chamber
holds the gun, high current feed-through and an experimental impact station. The chamber has four
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Figure 2. Projectile/debris assembly showing separate components.
viewing ports and several diagnostic feed-through flanges for use as needed. In addition, conical skimmers
can be placed in this area to allow gas diversion and particle beam selection for propagation down the drift
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Specimen Chamber
tube. The chamber has its own pumping and diagnostic station. The maximum chamber diameter is 36 cm
and along the flight axis allows about 1 meter of linear experimental space within the beam line.
The second chamber, the major impact/specimen chamber, is 1.45 meter in diameter and 2 meters
long. It has numerous diagnostic ports, instrument feed-through stations, and specimen assembly racks. It
too as separately pumped and has its own diagnostic station. Both chambers are made from stainless steel
and can be pumped to 10 -6 torr. :
The chambers are separated by a 6.75 meter (variable) flight tube which effectively allows all
electrical activity due to gun f'Ldng to subside before impact occurs in the main chamber. Further, the hot
expanding gases have been allowed to cool, to be trapped, and almost all of the "unwanted" armature
residue captured before striking the specimen located in the main chamber. To facilitate the diversion of
unwanted gas and gun debris, additional Skimmers are placediri die flight tubel The chambers are isolated
by a suitable valve allowing the gun to be reworked without disturbing the experimentin the main chamber.
In this mode, operational systems or semi-operational subsystems can be exposed repeatedly without
returning to atmospheric pressure. The main chamber feedthroughs and Institute power capability allow for
as much as 100 kW DC power to be supplied to the main chamber as needed.
=5
It is extremely difficult to diagnose the velocity of a particulate stream moving at hypervelocity. The
drift !ube contains a six-port for diagnostic purposes. One set of ports are used to provide three "optical
ct!rtams which.can be produced by high intensity lights or by lasers. The "other set of ports" are fitted
wlm sensltave pnotomultiplier tubes to look for scattered light from the passing particulate beam. The flight
tube is segmented in a number of places allowing the six-port to be placed to minimize electromagnetic
interference and residual illumination from the expanding drive products. The ability of this technique to
resolve particulate matter is a function of the particle size, its velocity, the width of the optical curtains,
particle scattering cross-section, optical intensity, and the sensitivity of the detector system. We have
successfully resolved velocities on the order of 20 km/sec for particles of unknown size. In general, the
diagnostic station is placed as far away from the drive section as possible to allow time of flight to produce
an adequate particle separation for particles with nearly the same velocity, since it is impossible to resolve
particles entering the light curtain simultaneously.
There are two other diagnostic techniques used to characterize the particle beam. For those samples
sufficiently robust, high bandwidth piezo sensors can be mounted on the back of the specimen to record
time of arrival, and hence velocity, over a wide range of particle velocities. As with the optical curtains,
this technique does not allow unambiguous localization of a specific impact event with a specific velocity, i
It does extend the velocity region to greater than 40 km/sec. The best technique to employ is a high speed
image converter camera utilized in the streak mode. The experimental set-up and an example of an "impact
event" is shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Streak camera diagnostic system schematic which allows both spatial location and
velocity to be determined for each impact event.
Referring to Figure 4, a Haadlund high speed framing camera is used to monitor impact events due
to the intense optical flash which occurs on impact. Using an optical lever the image slit is placed about 0.1
millimeters above the specimen plane in both directions. Both the x and y coordinate of any individual
impact event can be directly measured from the streak record and the crater located precisely after applying
an appropriate scale factor. Since the image is "streaked" across the film plane at a known rate, the position
of the impact event on the film uniquely determines the velocity of the particle impacting the specimen.
Modulated light emitting diodes are placed at the edges of the specimen to allow easy determination of the
x-y coordinates and to facilitate in measuring the time of arrival. The camera is started after a suitable delay
in order to improve resolution. This method is particularly suited to the measurement of particles which are
moving at high velocities and produce highly luminous plasma clouds on impact. Within the limits of
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sensitivity of the film, plasma lifetime can be measured within the field of view and correlated with particle
size, species, and velocity.
The streak camera record also contains information related to the ejecta cone angle. If the slit
viewing plane is set many particle diameters above the impact sample surface (a few hundred microns), the
assumption that the impact is a point source of light is valid. Measurement of the width of the luminous
spot on the film provides a measure of the cone ejecta diameter at the location of the slit. One single streak
image now contains information on:
• x, y coordinates of each impact,
• number of impacting particles,
• velocity of each particle,
• duration of optical flash,
• approximate cone angle of the ejecta.
The only remaining piece of information necessary to uniquely characterize the impact event is to
have a unique measure of the particle size. If the particle is moving at a sufficiently high velocity, on
striking an extremely thin target, the particle will penetrate, suffering almost no damage and leave a
"footprint" characteristic of its dimensions. [6] In general, the characteristic particle _mension should be
many times the thickness of the film and the velocity greater than 5 krn/s. In-this facility ballistic films
made of plastics 0.9 microns in thickness are supported on a wire gridand place d on a holder about 6 cm
above the specimen. The film and specimen share a common fiducfaI mark allowing an impact crater to be
uniquely identified with a "footprint" on the ballistic film. The technique is shown in Figure 5.
Submicron Plastic Film
Specimen/Target Plate
Figure 5. Ballistic film/specimen experimental arrangement.
rn order to test the hypothesis that the ballistic film technique could _ used io measure gun-induced
breakup and particle size, the length (L) to width (W) ratio for nominal 100 micron aluminum oxide was
measured. The average and deviation for 500 particles was 1.6 + 0.5. Only 29 impact events were used
to determine the L/W ratio for penetrations of the ballistic film. The L/W ratio was]-_98 +0.7. A
correction factor for random orientation at penetration was also used. The lower limit in velocity for this
experiment was on the order of 3 km/s which would leave a bigger footprint in the film. Theabsoiute
values in both L and W were comparable for the particles and the penetration "footprint." Additional data is
being generated to improve the statistics and give more confidence in the technique. Our preliminary
assessment is that there is little particle breakup during acceleration and that the ballistic film technique is
valid to determine the approximate size for an impacting particle. _ _
.... . r
_:Tigure 6 is a series of photographs t0ii|ustrate the total diagnostic technique. In the upper left iaand
comer is an electron micrograph of the nominal 100 micron aluminum oxide particles. The L/W ratio for
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Particle Velocity: 12.1 Km/sec
Figure 6. Collage of photographs illustrating the total diagnostic technique used in the
hypervelocity facility.
some individual particles can be as big as 4. In the upper right hand comer, the "decorated footprint" made
by one of the particles is shown. The photograph in the lower right hand comer is the impact crater formed
in copper by the particle whose "footprint" is shown in the upper right hand comer of the figure. In the
lower right hand comer is the streak record of all impact events in this experiment ( 3.0 km/s < V < 12.1
km/s ). The impact event chosen for illustration was the fastest particle observed in the test and was
moving at impact at a velocity of 12.1 km/s. There are some 55 particle impacts visible in this experiment.
In general, it is hard to unambiguously resolve that many particles uniquely, especially near the center of
the particle distribution.
Since the primary acceleration process is "plasma drag," there is always a gradient in the velocity of
the particle stream. The maximum velocity obtainable and the velocity distribution are complex functions
of the particle shape, particle density, absolute particle dimensions, and the gun parameters. Just as in
space, there is always a wide range of particle velocities in a given experiment. From the point of view of
simulation, this is desirable since it probably is a more accurate representation of the actual conditions in
space. Figure 7 illustrates one of the many derived particle velocity distributions typical of the meteoroid
flux in space.
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Figure 7: Velocity distribution p6stulated for meteoroids and the velocity distribution from the
hypervelocity facility using nominal 100 micron silicon carbide P__'c!_s, _
Also Sli0wn _Ts_an_ex_rimenta_lyderived velocity distribution for nominal 100 micron silicon
carbide particles. This distribution is based upon several experiments and while it does not duplicate the
"Erickson distribution," it does overlap in the region of the distribution peak. Further, the paniculate used
in the facility is much larger than that typically seen on the LDEF experiments. We have collected
experimental data on the velocity distribution for 400 micron and 100 micron aluminum oxide, and 100
micron olivines. The upper limit on the velocity distribution for 100 micron aluminum oxide is 11.5 km/s
as compared to 14.5 km/s for the same size silicon carbide. This is to be expected since the density of
aluminum oxide is roughly 1.2 times that of silicon carbide. At the moment, there is insufficient data to
predict accurately the velocity distribution as a function of material and size.
In order to reduce the ambiguity in size, spheroidized olivine and aluminum oxide in a range of
sizes from about 40 microns to greater than 100 microns have been fabricated. Figure 8 is an electron
micrograph of the spheroidized particles. Unless requested otherwise, all future experiments in the facility
will utilize these spheroidized particles for ease in determining gun performance from the ballistic film.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION OF APPLICATIONS OF THE HYPERVELOCITY FACILITY
:: C : ....... " -- -
The facility is being •used to study a variety of phenomena associated with hypervelocity impact. In
the space plasma, dielectric coated surfaces can acquire a surface charge due to the electric currents in the
spacecraft. [7] Without hypervelocity particle impact, the breakdown Strength would be determined by the
thickness of the coating and, in general, is several hundred volts. With hypervelocity particles destroying
the dielectric layer, breakdown levels as low as -75 volts have been observed. The frequency of these
events would depend on the meteoroid flux and the rate at which charge is trapped on the surface. Figure 9
illustrates impact events on dielectric/dielectric coated surfaces which produce craters many microns deep.
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Aluminum Oxide Spheres (Approx. 100 microns) Olivine (Approx. 100 microns)
Figure 8. Spheroidized aluminum oxide and olivine particles for use in the hypervelocity
accelerator.
The impact velocities were in the range of 8 - 12 km/sec and the particles consisted of nominal 100 micron
silicon carbide. Figure 9a is an impact event on a thick painted aluminum surface. Note that the damage
extends far beyond the central impact crater, a factor which must be taken into account when assessing the
total effect of bombardment on surface properties. In addition, the area subject to atomic oxygen attack is
several limes the impact crater. In Figure 9b, a similar effect is seen in the impact area for kapton coated
aluminum. Again, the damage due to film separation is several times the diameter of the impact crater.
Figure 9c is an impact event which totally penetrated the woven thermal mat. The diameter of the hole is
several times the panicle dimension. The particle was totally destroyed on impact. Figure 9d is a typical
impact on optical glass. The central impact zone is surrounded by a small damage zone several times the
central region. The central region is highly fractured and shows some signs of melting. Evidence for
extreme melting on optical materials was presented at this LDEF conference and it was judged that the
particles were moving greater than 10 km/s on impact. For the event in Figure 9d, the panicle velocity was
about 8 km/s. These events are typical of the same phenomena witnessed on the LDEF surfaces and offer
an excellent opportunity to duplicate and calibrate the data gathered from the various experiments on LDEF.
One of the more intriguing opportunities for analysis of the LDEF samples is to examine the crater
sites for residue from the impacting particles. In space, there is ample opportunity for cross contamination
due to debris from other impacts, outgassing from other materials on board, and due to terrestrial handling
in a variety of modes. By studying these same phenomena in the hypervelocity facilities, tracer materials
unique to the projectile can be used to study the residue as a function of impact velocity and location with
respect to the impact site. Hypervelocity impact generates extremely high temperature which can totally
vaporize the impacting particle in an explosive event with the resultant expulsion of almost all of the
impacting particle mass. Using energy dispersive x-ray analysis, we have identified the contaminants
which are produced as a result of the acceleration process. These are primarily aluminum, calcium, carbon,
chlorine, iron, silicon, sulfur, and potassium. There are no measurable sources of magnesium in the
materials used in the construction of the hypervelocity accelerator and the projectile assembly. As a result,
the magnesium in the olivine projectile material can be used to trace the location of projectile debris in any
impact event. Figure 10 is an electron micrograph of a crater formed by a nominal 100 micron olivine
particle for an impact velocity of 8.9 km/s.
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Figure 9. Impact phenomena generated in the hypervclocity facility typical of that seen on
similar materials from LDEF. Photographs reproduced courtesy of J. Zwciner of the
Marshall Space Flight Center.
The photo labeled 1 is an overall view of the impact site, which is some three hundred microns wide and
five hundred microns in length. The x-ray scan below the crater image is typical of the area immediately
adjacent to the crater. Note that the scan shows nothing but the copper of the specimen plate. The photo
marked 2 is a high magnification image of the bottom of the crater. Immediately beneath it is the x-ray data
which again shows no magnesium or gun contaminants within the sensitivity of our instrument. It appears
that the site is at high temperature long enough to boil off any contaminants which might have come
through the hole in the ballistic film routinely used in all of our experiments. Many sites within the crater
were examined with the same result. Figure 11 is a closer analysis of the edges of the crater? All along the
rim of the crater there are traces of the gun contaminants and the all important element, magnesium, which
is indicative of olivine residue.
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Figure 10. X- ray analys-is oi_t-he residue external and internal to the impact crater for a velocity of
8.9 km/s. The impacting particle is olivine (magnesium iron silicate).
This same result has been obtained on other craters and is the subject of further research. To find
ejecta from the crater containing material from the impacting particle on the rim of the crater is not
inconsistent with the models for hypervelocity impact. A series of experiments are planned which will
utilize the spheroidized olivine to produce many impacts over the range of 3 - 12 km/s. Selected craters will
be examined for residual material, identifiable as being from the olivine, over the entire velocity range and
as a function of location within the crater. The results of these experiments should clearly define the
transition region where the result of impact is more akin to an explosion than to a penetration event where
the materials remain largely intact and exhibit large plastic deformation rather than explosive vaporization.
Due to the large numbers of particles which can be accelerated simultaneously, the facility is useful
to study accelerated aging phenomena associated with hypervelocity impact. In the 100 - 400 micron
particle sizes, a single experiment is equivalent to many years in space. Figure 12 shows the impact
distribution on solar cells produced from nominal 400 micron AI203 particles. A close-up of the individual
craters is typical of that shown earlier on glassy materials. The maximum velocity for these particles is on
the order of 8.5 km/s with the peak of the distribution on the order of 7 km/s. There have not been
sufficient particles analyzed to accurately determine the velocity distribution.
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Figure 11. Electron micrograph of residue particles on the edge/rim of the crater in figure 10. X-
ray dispersive analysis identifies gun contaminants and magnesium which is
characteristic of the olivines used in the experiment.
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Figure 12. Impact distribution on solar cells typical of that planned for Space Station Freedom.
Photograph reproduced with permission from R. Cristie of the Rocketdyne Division of
Rockwell International.
SUMMARY
The hypervelocity impact facility located within the Space Power Institute at Auburn University is
being used to study many phenomena associated with impacts on spacecraft and materials used in their
construction. The facility has the following special attributes which make it unique and an outstanding tool
to study impact and impact induced phenomena.
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\• Utilizes plasma drag phenomena to produce a particle stream with minimal breakup and a wide
range of velocities in a single experiment.
• A wide range of materials can successfully be accelerated with the device. __ _
• Capability to study accelerated aging effects by impact_target sample m-6re than once without
breaking vacuum. _-
• Advanced-unique diagnostic suite capable oftra_I_g and comp]e/_lycharacterizing up io 50
particles in a single experiment. _ . _
• Accelerator produced debris is minimal and identifiable resulting in a clean systern. --
• The-facifity is flexible - -- - ......enough to allowthree experiments daffy.
• The exp-erimen(chamber is large enough to accommodate large fully functioning spacecr_t
components or subsystems while under a variety of space stimuli such as ultravioIet radiaiJon,
micrometeoroids, space plasma, and atomic oxygen. -
• There are up to 40 channels of electrical diagnostics available, some with bandwidth of 500
MHz.
- - " AC_OWLEI3G__ - - :: - -
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SUMMARY
This report presents published LDEF micrometeoroid/debris impact data in a nomogram format useful
for estimating the total number of hits that could be expected on a space structure as a function of time in
orbit, angular location relative to ram and exposed surface area. Correction factors accounting for different
altitudes are given, normalized to the average LDEF altitude. Examples on how to use the nomogram are
also included. In addition, impact data and damage areas observed on composite laminates (experiment
AO 180) are discussed.
ANALYSIS OF LDEF MICROMETEOROID/DEBRIS IMPACT DATA
From the individual LDEF experiment trays, tables of micrometeoroid/debris impact feature sizes were
compiled in Ref. 1. This data was then summarized for each longitudinal panel to yield an angular (0)
distribution of total impacts around LDEF after 5.75 years in low Earth orbit. Figure 1 presents two
distributions based on the "total" reported hits, and those hits which were >0.5 mm in size. It should be
noted that the data shown are strictly valid only at 0 = 0", +30*, +60*, 90", +120", +150", 180", and the
curves cannot be integrated to give a total number of impacts.
Based on the number distribution presented in Fig. l, it is possible to construct a general purpose
nomogram which permits a user to estimate the total number of impacts on a satellite or component (at the
LDEF nominal altitude and inclination) for any value of time in orbit, angular location around the satellite
or space structure (constrained by On = nx30* where n = 0, 1, 2, ... 12, corresponding to a 12-sided
polygon model of the satellite or component), and exposed area. For example, Figure 2 presents the
nomogram for LDEF based on a longitudinal panel area of -10 m2, assuming a nominal impact fluence of
300 impacts/m 2. The example panel shown in Fig. 2 corresponds to 0 = 30*. Thus the intersection of
0 = 30" and the LDEF time in orbit axis (-5.75 years) yields an impact fluence of-300 impacts/m 2.
Following up along this constant fluence curve until one intersects the desired panel area (10 m2), one can
then translate horizontally across the graph to the "Number of Impacts" ordinate. For this example, one
obtains N_= 3100 which agrees with the number plotted in Fig. 1.
Using the LDEF data from Fig. 1, knowing panel areas and total time in orbit, one can construct a
general purpose nomogram for varying areas of exposure and impact fluence levels as shown in Fig. 3.
Once again it must be stressed that these curves can only be used to estimate the total number of impacts at
discrete angles defined by On = nx30 °, n = 0, 1..... 12, and ,'we strictly valid for an LDEF average altitude
of-463 km and inclination of 28.5". Later it will be shown how to correct these numbers for different
altitudes and orbital inclinations.
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EXAMPLES OF NOMOGRAM APPLICATIONS
The following examples are presented to illustrate how one can estimate the number of impacts on
satellite elements using the nomogram of Fig. 3.
(a) LDEF Impacts at RAM Location _ Check Case
Use the nomogram to estimate the number of impacts at 0 = 0 ° for LDEF after 5.75 years in orbit,
using a panel area of 10 m 2. Compare result with data in Fig. 1.
Figure 4 presents the solution for 0 = 0 ° which yields No =- 3,100 impacts. From Fig. 1, one also
obtains No = 3,100 impacts.
(b) Circular Cylindrical Space Structure
Demonstrate the application of the 12-sided polygon model to estimate the angular distribution of
impacts for a circular cylinder, 0.5 m in diameter, 10 m long, after 30 years in orbit.
(i) Panel Area (A)
(iO
c = 2R sin ¢k
For the 12-sided polygon q_= 15"
.'. c =0.13 mandA-- 1.3 m 2
Nn Distribution from Fig. 3 (30 years)
0
0 °
o Nn Dn*
On (est.) (cms)
0 2070 2.5
30 2070 2.5
60 168O 2.8
90 1100 3.4
120 450 5.4
150 325 6.3
180 290 6.7
0 o Nn Dn*
n (est.) (cms)
-30 2260 2.4
-60 1680 2.8
-90 615 4.6
-120 550 4.9
-150 225 7.6
*Average impact feature separation distance on panel, assuming uniform distribution.
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(c) Interpolation Example
If one wishes to use fewer than 12 sides to model a space structure, interpolation of the nomogram
data must be employed. To demonstrate, consider the previous cylinder example. Let us replace the
12-sided polygon representation of the circular cross-section with the 6-sided model shown below.
// 011)'2
If one examines any panel i6, for example, it is comprised of one facing j12 and half of each of the
adjoining panels, denoted by (j-1)12, (j+1)12. Thus the number of impacts on this i 6 panel is given by,
1 (Nj_I + N+112)Ni6 = 2 12 2Nj12 +
For example, the panel (i=4) corresponding to 0 = 180 ° on the reduced element model would sustain a
number of impacts given by
1
N46 = _ (325 + 2 x 290 + 225)
= 565
A comparison of the impact number distribution is given below. Note that both "totals" must be equal.
0n
o
30"
60"
Njl2
2070
2070
1680
Ni 6
4235
3265
90 ° 1100 --
120 ° 450 1162.5
150 ° 325 --
180 ° 290 565
-150 ° 225 --
-120" 550 970
-90 ° 615 --
-60* 1680 3117.5
-30 ° 2260
TotNs: 13315 = 13315
1 N30. )- (1N_30" + N0" + _
I N90. )-(2N30"+N60"+
i6 = 1,2 ..... 6
jl2 = 1, 2 ..... 12
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MODIFICATIONS OF NOMOGRAM DATA
(a) Micrometeoroid/Debris Impacts > 0.5 mm Diameter
For design purposes, it may be useful to know the number of impacts >0.5 mm in diameter and their [
angular distribution around a satellite. The figure shown below is based on the LDEF distribution plotted .
in Fig. 1 and provides a % allocation of the total number of hits attributable to this larger size category. ----
(b) Variation
,,On % Nn
0 9
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120 17
150 6
180 9
-150 9
-120 5
-90 9
-60 8
-30 9
in Number
% distribution on each panel of micrometeoroid/debris
impacts >0.5 mm based on LDEF data
7 !
of Hits with Altitude _ Natural Micrometeoroid Environment iFrom Ref. 2, the flux of micrometeoroids in Earth orbit is given by
= SF • GE • Fip
[]
lip is the interplanetary flux,
SF is a shielding factor due to Earth's atmosphere,
where
GE is a factor which accounts for focussing by the Earth's gravity.
Again, Ref. 2 gives these factors as
Re and GE = I + ReSF- 1 +cost 1 where sinrl Re + H2 - r
Re represents the radius of Earth plus 100 km of atmosphere (= 6478 km), H the height above Earth's
atmosphere, and r the orbit radius. Due to the considerable uncertainty in the physical properties of
micrometeoroids, there is a 0.1 to 10 factor of uncertainty in the flux relationship.
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However, one can determine the altitude dependence from
¢_1
11+ 1,1 jj 1Fip 2 +
Assuming an average altitude for LDEF of -463 kin, then one can apply a correction factor to the
nomogram data to account for flux changes with altitude. This factor is plotted in Fig. 5. Note that this
correction must be applied to only the natural micrometeoroid component of the total number of hits
recorded for LDEF.
(c) Variation in Number of Space Debris Hits with Altitude
From Ref. 2, the orbital debris model proposed is based on the assumption that the accumulation of
objects in low Earth orbit is constant. One can derive a normalized debris flux (_?OD) as a function of
altitude (for h < 2000 km) having the form
¢--OD- Vi_(h, S)
¢(h, S) + 1
where
and
S represents a solar activity factor,
_i is an inclination-dependent function = 0.91 for 28.5" (see Ref. 2 for table of Vi values),
q_(h, S) = 10(h/200-S/140-1.5).
For particles with d < 1 cm, one can estimate an altitude correction factor that can be applied to the
nomograrn data, as shown in Fig. 5. Inclination correction factors can be found in Ref. 2.
It should be noted that at this point in time, the impact data for LDEF cannot be separated into "natural"
or "debris" populations. Thus the individual correction factors shown in Fig. 5 cannot be applied.
However, it is evident that for altitudes <400 kin, one could use the debris correction factor, whereas at
>400 km the micrometeoroid correction factor can be applied to all of the LDEF data derived from the
nomogram to obtain conservative estimates.
MICROMETEOROID/DEBRIS IMPACTS ON EXPERIMENT AOI80
Experiment AO180 consisted of various graphite, aramid and boron fiber-reinforced epoxy
materials mounted at station D-12, about 82 ° from the LDEF velocity vector. The exposed surface area
was -0.6 m 2 and was subjected to a total of 84 hits (Fig. 6). The predicted number of impacts for this
area after 5.75 years is -80, based on the nomogram in Fig. 3 (assuming 0 = 90°). This agreement is
particularly noteworthy since it demonstrates that 'after sufficient exposure time in orbit, one can predict the
number of impacts likely to occur in relatively small areas.
From a detailed inspection of the composite samples (both tubes and flat plates), only 10 of the 84 hits
were found on these materials, the balance located on end fixtures and the aluminum base plates.
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MICROMETEOROID IMPACT ON ALUMINUM SUPPORT STRUCTURE
The largest impact (-1 mm diameter) found on experiment AO180 occurred on an aluminum base
plate, with an ejecta splash observed on an adjacent flange structure (Fig. 7). SEM/EDX spectra of the
crater rim material composition (Fig. 8) exhibited a strong Fe peak along with the A1 substrate. Based on
chemical composition evidence it is assumed that the crater resulted from debris impact. Figure 9 contains
SEM photographs of the surface ejecta splash patterns on the flange structure. An aluminum ejecta
particle, visible in Fig. 9, is enlarged in Fig. 10. Figure 10 presents two different forms of aluminum
ejecta particles and their associated splash patterns. The lower photograph shows the remnants of a molten
particle while the upper photograph shows the full spherical form of an aluminum particle.
IMPACT DAMAGE ON COMPOSITE LAMINATES
Micrometeoroid/debris impacts on polymer matrix composites do not produce the typical hemispherical
craters found on metallic structures. Rather, because of the brittle nature of the resin matrix, one generally
finds penetration holes with adjacent surface damage, some internal ply delamination and local fiber
fractures. For brittle fibers such as graphite, the impact and exit holes exhibit brittle fiber fractures as
shown in Fig. 11, as well as rear surface spallation [5208/T300; (_45°)s]. Note that the spallation
damage-to-hole size ratio is about 5:1. On the other hand, tough non-brittle fibers such as aramid fail in a
"brush or broom" mode surrounding the impact damage region. Figure 12 presents four impacts on a
single Kevlar_/epoxy tube [SP-328, (-+45)4s]. It can be seen that three penetrations occurred with one
grazing (or low energy) impact that produced only local surface damage. Note the fiber failure mode in
photo 4. From the enlargements, it was possible to scan the images to calculate the surface damage area
and impact hole size. These images were digitized using a Houston Instruments "Hipad" digitizer to
obtain an accurate reproduction of the impact site (-200 data points on average). The x-y coordinates of
the digitized photograph were then analysed using spreadsheet/graphics programs (Supercalc 5.0 TM and
Grapher_). A trapezoidal model was used to numerically integrate the digitized image to obtain damage
area and crater size (assuming a circular hole). Figures 13, 14 and 15 present a summary of the images
obtained for nine impact sites. At this point in time, only 10 impact sites (out of 84) have been found on
the composite samples, a summary of which is given in Table 1 with estimates of surface damage area,
hole size and penetration depth. Such data will be useful for estimating total damage on composite
structures that arises from micrometeoroids/debris. Note that the penetration depth was based on the
image enhanced backlighting technique, which is useful for translucent materials.
Using only the Kevlar®/epoxy impact data, one can construct a plot of surface damage area vs. major
axis length, as shown in Fig. 16. It would appear that an elliptical model can be used to describe the
damage area. : =
Figure 17 shows an SEM photomicrograph of the base of a crater (-0.076 mm 2 in area) in a
Kevlar®/epoxy laminate (2TI 6) after the uppermost plies have been peeled off. An enlargement of a
particle believed to have caused this crater is also shown (-10 _t in diameter). An SEM-EDX spectra is
given in Fig. 18 where it can be seen that the debris particle is composed of Cr-Mn-Fe. Note that AI, Cu
and Au come from the support fixtures holding the sample in the SEM.
,
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Table 1. Summary of Impact Features on Composite Specimens
(Experiment AO180)
Material Type
Graphite/Epoxy (T300/5208)
Graphite/Epoxy (SP 288/T300)
Aramid* Fiber/Epoxy (SP 328)
||
Sample
Type
Plate
Tube
Tube
Number
of Plies
4
4
4
Sample
No.
1T10
2T2
Surface
Damage
Area
(mm 2)
0.222
1.064
1.162
Hole
Area
(mm 2)
0.222
0.083
0.036
Nominal
Hole
Diameter
(mm)
0.325
0.215
Particle
Penetration
Depth
(Number
of plies)
>4
>4
1-2
Tube 4 2T4 0.498 0.015 0.i39 -1
" Tube 4 2TI1 0.423 0.018 0.152 ~1
" Tube 4 2T16 1.253 0.076 0.312 2-3
t! 0.223
1.445
4
0.204
2T17(1)Tube
2T17(2)
2T17(3)
0.033
1-2
2-3
0.370 -- -- -1
2T17(4) 0.881 0.020 0.159 2-3
*Kevlar
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Figure 1. Circumferential distribution of micrometeoroid/debris impacts on LDEF
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SUMMARY
Numerous "extended impacts" found in both leading and trailing edge capture cells have been
successfully analyzed for the chemical composition of projectile residues by secondary ion mass
spectrometry (SIMS). Most data have been obtained from the trailing edge cells where 45 of 58 impacts
have been classified as "probably natural" and the remainder as "possibly man-made debris." This is in
striking contrast to leading edge cells where 9 of 11 impacts so far measured are definitely classified as
orbital debris. Although all the leading edge cells had lost their plastic entrance foils during flight, the
rate of foil failure was similar to that of the trailing edge cells, 10% of which were recovered intact.
Ultra-violet embrittlement is suspected as the major cause of failure on both leading and trailing edges.
The major impediment to the accurate determination of projectile chemistry is the fractionation of
volatiIe and refractory elements in the hypervelocity impact and redeposition processes. This effect had
been noticed in a simulation experiment but is more pronounced in the LDEF capture ceils, probably due
to the higher average velocities of the space impacts. Surface contamination of the pure Ge surfaces
with a substance rich in Si but also containing Mg and A1 provides an additional problem for the
accurate determination of impactor chemistry. The effect is variable, being much larger on surfaces that
were exposed to space than in those cells that remained intact. Future work will concentrate on the
analyses of more leading edge impacts and the development of new SIMS techniques for the
measurement of elemental abundances in extended impacts.
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INTRODUCTION
LDEF experiment A0187-2 consisted of 228 Ge-mylar cells for the capture of interplanetary dust
material. The principle of the experiment and a more detailed description of the capture cells is given by
Amari et al. (ref. 1). One full tray of capture ceils was exposed On the leading edge and an area
equivalent to a full tray in two locations on the trailing edge. : ....
All cells on the leading edge and 90% of the cells on the trailing edge had lost their plastic covers
(bare cells) during exposure in space. However, Ge plates _om both leading and trailing edge bare cells
contain extended impact features thatmust have been produced by high velocity projectiles while the
mylar foils were still intact. Moreover, these extended impact features contain projectile material that
could be measured by secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS), an extremely sensitive surface analysis
technique.
Last year we reported results of the optical scanning of 100 bare cells from the trailing edge as well
as the first results of SIMS analysis of 24 extended imp-_icts on Ge from these cells (ref. 1), In the
present paper we extend the SIMS analysis to 16 additionalqiripacts from bare trailing edge cells and 18
impacts from the 12 trailing edge cells that had retained their plastic Covers. We also optically scanned
the Ge plates of 106 capture cells from the leading edge for single craters and extended impacts and
analyzed 11 of the latter by SIMS.
OPTICAL SCANNING FOR SINGLE CRATERS AND EXTENDED IMPACTS
All cells were optically scanned under oblique illumination at a magnification of 240× as
previously described by Amari et al. (ref. 1). The results are given in Table 1. There is a clear
distinction between "extended impact features" and "single craters." The former consist of complex •
patterns of debris and ejecta, and must have been produced while the plastic cover foils were in place.
In contrast, "single craters" show no evidence of associated debris deposits and represent direct hits on
the Ge plates after the foils had failed in flight. The distinction between "extended impacts A and B" is
subjective with the former generally being larger than the latter and being visible with the unaided eye.
Although we have chosen to analyze the type A impacts first, we consider it likely that also many of the
type B impacts contain sufficient material for chemical and isotopic analysis.
Table 1. Analysis of Cells on AO187-2 : ,
. . . $ ....
Trailing Edge Bare
Trailing Edge Covered
Leading Edge
Cells
scanned
100
12
106
Single
Craters
203
5121
Extended
Impacts A
53
20
403
Extended
Impacts B
155
26
298
i
Measured
by SIMS
Ge Foil
40
18 5
11
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fThere are several differences between
the impacts on the two sides of the
spacecraft. Figure 1 shows histograms of the
sizes of extended impacts on the leading and
trailing edge cells. As can be seen, the
trailing edge impacts have, on average, much
larger diameters than those on the leading
edge. This is undoubtedly a reflection of the
lower projectile velocities and shallower
impact directions (ref. 2) for the trailing edge.
An additional reason could be differences in
the chemical compositions and physical
properties of the projectiles, since a large
fraction of leading edge impacts appear to be
caused by man-made debris (see below),
while those on the trailing edge are
predominately produced by cosmic dust
particles.
Fig. 1. Distribution of the sizes of extended
impacts on Ge plates for both leading and
trailing edge capture cells.
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LIFETIMES OF ENTRANCE FOILS- FRONTAND BACK
All of the plastic cover foils on the leading edge failed during flight while - 10% on those of the
trailing edge survived. At first glance it thus appears that there may have been a qualitative difference in
the foil destruction processes between front and back. However, as we will show below, this is a
somewhat misleading impression. While it is true that the foil loss occurred at a higher rate on the
leading edge, foils on this edge lasted for long periods of time in space._ The d!ffere0ce in foil survival
between front and back is thus more quantitative than qualitative.
Although some corners and edges of many cells contained small pieces of intact or rolled up foil
material, when different foils ruptured they appear to have done so suddenly, exposing a major part of
the area of any given cell to free space. Since direct hits producing single craters are possible only after
the foil has been removed, the density of single craters in a given cell is proportional to the time it was
exposed without a foil provided, of course, that the flux of impacting particles is constant in time.
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Consider first the results from the leading
edge cells. Although none of the plastic foils
survived for the entire exposure, it is clear that
many remained in place for a considerable
period of time. In Fig. 2, we show a histogram
of the number of single craters per cell. The
width of the distribution far exceeds that
expected for a single exposure time for all cells
and indicates, in itself, a distribution of survival
times. The locations of individual impacts were
plotted for the two cells with the largest density
of single craters. No clustering was seen,
consistent with the assumption that single craters
represent a random population of impinging
particles.
The maximum number of single craters
per cell is 101. If we assume that the foil on
this cell failed immediately after launch, the
distribution of craters in Fig. 2 would indicate
that more than 50% of the foils survived at least
to the haff-_aymark and that some foils lasted
thr0u_h almost 90% of_the total exposure time
before rupturing.
in contrast to single craters, the density
of extended impacts is a measure of the time
the foils remained in place. However, only a
small fraction of the particles that produce
single craters produce extended impacts that
are visible under the same scanning
conditions. Thus the statistics on extended
impacts are less favorable than those for
single craters. Figure 3 is a scatter diagram
showing the relation between extended
impacts (A plus B) and single craters. This
figure also shows the same data after binning
into groups of 20 single craters and
averaging the number of extended impacts in
each bin. The data show the expected
inverse relationship between number of
extended impacts and number of single
craters (Fig. 3). Furthermore, the best-fit line
through these binned averages intercepts the
abscissa at 11 i craters per cell, not very
different from the maximum number of 101
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Fig. 2. Distribution of the number of single craters
per cell for leading edge capture cells. Such craters
are produced only after the entrance foils have
ruptered and their numbers are a measure of the time
different Ge surfaces were exposed to space. The
width of this distribution indicates a considerable
spread in foil lifetimes.
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we assumed to be the number of craters on a cell whose foil was removed right after the launch of
LDEF. Thus the two indicators of foil lifetimes yield consistent results and a sizable fraction of the
foils on the leading edge survived a considerable fraction of the total time of LDEF in orbit.
Consider next the data on the trailing edge ceils. The 12 cells which remained covered during the
entire period have a total of 46 extended impacts of types A and B for an average of 3.8 impacts/cell.
The bare cells have an average of 2. I extended impacts/ceil, suggesting that the foils lasted, on average,
about half of the total time. This is similar to the result inferred for the leading edge cells from
consideration of the single impact crater data. The first order conclusion is thus that the foil failure rates
are similar for both the leading and trailing edge cells.
While we do not know in detail what caused the foils to fail, certain general aspects of the
problem seem clear. Firstly, since the rates at
which the foils failed were approximately the
same for both the leading and trailing edges, the
same causative factors must be present. Thus
neither atomic oxygen erosion nor enhanced
impact fluxes, which are characteristic of the
front side only, appears to be the principal cause
of failure. However, both effects could have
contributed to an enhanced failure rate of the
leading edge cells.
Some contribution of atomic oxygen
erosion indeed seems likely since we have
evidence that most impacts alone do not destroy
foils. This conclusion is based on the presence
of peculiar elliptical features that accompany
approximately half of the extended impacts on
the leading edge. Fig. 4 shows two such
features that are associated with extended
impacts. The fact that these elliptical features
occur only on the leading edge Ge plates and
only in connection with extended impacts
indicates that they must have been caused by the
interaction of the residual atmosphere, mostly
atomic oxygen, with the penetration hole left by
the high velocity impact. At present we do not
have any detailed understanding of this process.
Foil failure probably results from repeated
stressing of the foils due to cyclical temperature
changes, coupled with degradation of the
mechanical properties of the foils in the space
environment. In spite of the fact that the plastic
was metal-coated, we consider UV
Fig. 4. Elliptical features associated with extended
impacts. These multi-ringed concentric features are
seen in about half of the extended impacts found in
the leading edge cells. Their presence indicates that
the entrance foils did not rupture immediately upon
impact.
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embrittlement to be a likely source of this degradation.
We plan to continue to address the question of foil lifetimes by determining the density of
small craters (down to <1 gm diameter) that can be seen by scanning at 1000x in an SEM. A
possible difficulty with this approach, however, is the observation of temporal changes of the flux of
very small particles impinging on the leading edge capture cells (ref. 3).
SIMS
The procedures for the SIMS chemical
analysis of projectile deposits in extended
impacts have been described previously
(ref. 1). To summarize briefly: lateral
multielement profiles across extended impacts
are obtained by integrating secondary ion
intensity depth profiles measured in areas 40
I.tm apart. From the ion signals we obtain
elemental ratios by applying sensitivity factors
determined from measurements on standards.
Previous measurements have shown that
different elements can be distributed
differently in a given impact, apparentlY
acquired secondary ion digital imaging system
to determine the spatial distribution of various
elements over the entirg impact area, for the
time being we have adopted a compromise -
elemental ratio determinations from lateral
profile data are estimated by taking ion
intensities measured at the maximl_m of the
24Mg+ signal.
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS OF EXTENDED IMPACTS [
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During SIMS measurements of
extended impacts on the Ge plates it became
clear that the sensitivity of the analysis
techri;que is not one of the limiting factors
(interestingly, SEM-EDS stud!es of the same
imp_icts gave no signals of projectile
material, even at low voltages). The major
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Fig. 5. Surface contamination on Ge target plates in
regions well removed from impact debris.
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limitation on the SIMS data is rather the high level of contamination encountered on the surface of
the Ge plates. While contamination with Si is worst, high background levels are found also for other
elements. Fig. 5 shows ion signals measured outside of the impact areas normalized to the 72Ge+
signal. Background levels of Mg and A1 are correlated with those of Si. The plots furthermore
clearly show that the contamination levels are related to the exposure of the cells during flight: on
average, the backgrounds are lowest on the plates from capture cells that retained their plastic foils
and highest on the plates exposed on the leading edge. While we originally thought that outgassing
of the RTV that was used to bond the Ge
plates to the AI substrate was the main
source for the Si contamination, the fact that other elements correlate with the Si demonstrates that
there must be other sources of
contamination. The fact that the leading
edge plates have the highest background
levels may be an important clue
suggesting, for example, that redeposition
of atomic oxygen induced erosion
products may be significant.
Analysis of Impacts on the Leading Edge
To date we have performed SIMS
analyses on 11 extended impacts from the
leading edge. In 8 of these impacts
enhancements were seen only for A1.
Fig. 6 shows one of the impacts and the
corresponding lateral ion intensity
profiles. One additional impact showed
enhancements mostly in Ti with minor
AI. Its SEM micrograph and lateral ion
intensity profiles are presented in Fig. 7.
The remaining two impacts have hardly
any elemental enhancements that can be
attributed to projectile material in the
region that exhibits damage features in
the SEM. It has already been mentioned
that the leading edge Ge plates suffer
from extremely high levels of
contamination (Fig. 5), and this may be
the reason that no projectile material
above background could be detected in
these two impacts.
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Fig. 6. Signature of an orbital debris impact found in a
leading edge cell. The ion microprobe scan across impact
E08-2-7B-5 shows A1 as the only element that is present
at enhanced levels.
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The extended impacts from the
leading edge capture cells thus differ
significantly from those from the trailing
edge capture cells in the chemical
composition of their deposits. No impacts
with only A1 or Ti deposits such as those
depicted in Figs. 6 and 7 have been seen on
the trailing edge Ge plates• We can thus,
with reasonable certainty, assign the 9
leading edge impacts that contain only A1 or
Ti to man-made debris. The first are most
likely Al-oxide particles produced by solid-
fuel rocket engines, the latter (mostly Ti)
either is a chip of paint or a fragment of
spacecraft hardware. Although the number
of investigated leading edge impacts is still
extremely limited, their chemical analysis
showg-t_/a-fth@_ddminated by man-made
debris.
Analysis of Impacts on the Trailing
Edge
In the present work, we analyzed
another 16 extended impacts from the
bare trailing edge capture cells
(increasing the total number of impacts
from these cells analyzed by SIMS to 40)
and 18 extended impacts from the 12
trailing edge cells that had retained their
foils. Histograms of computed elemental
ratios for all impacts with clear maxima
of the plotted elements in the lateral
intensity profiles (32 of the bare cell
10 3
0
Fig. 7. Another probable orbital debris impact in a
leading edge cell. The ion microprobe traverse across
extended impact E08-2-17A-3 shows enhancements of
both Ti and A1.
impacts and 16 of the covered cell
impacts) are shown in Fig. 8. They are compared with elemental ratios measured by SIMS in
interplanetary dust particles collected in the stratosphere (ref. 4,5). Chondritic ratios are indicated
for reference.
For the Ca/Mg, Ti/Mg and Fe/Mg ratios there appears to be no systematic difference between the
impacts from the bare and covered capture cells. The AI/Mg ratios, however, are on average smaller in
impacts from the covered cells than in those from the uncovered cells. A possible explanation for this
discrepancy is the higher level of contamination on the exposed Ge plates (Fig. 5).
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Fig. 8. Histograms of elemental ratios measured in LDEF extended impacts
compared to previous measurements of a set of interplanetary dust particles (IDPs)
collected in the stratosphere. Average chondritic values are indicated by the arrows.
The systematic shift of the elemental ratios measured for extended impact residues compared to
IDPs and chondritic ratios has previously been noted and discussed by us (ref. 1). We pointed out that
laboratory simulation experiments indicated that projectile residue material on the Ge plates is
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fractionated in its elemental composition relative to the original projectile with refractory elements being
enhanced in the deposits relative to less refractory elements (ref. 6). These simulation experiments on
foil/Ge ceils identical to those flown on LDEF also showed that the elemental fractionations are larger
for material on the Ge plates than for
material deposited on the backside of the
entrance foil (Fig. 9).
The impacts in the covered trailing
edge cell provided us with the
opportunity to test this elemental
fractionation effect for projectiles
captured on LDEF. So far we have
attempted the analysis of foil deposits
from 5 impacts in the covered cells.
Unfortunately, the SIMS measurements
of the foils are very difficult, mostly due
to extreme embrittlement of the samples
and their failure to stay stretched and
smooth when mounted for ion probe
analysis. We obtained a good SIMS
analysis on only one foil deposit of the
five tried. Data for this impact are
discussed next.
The extended impact on Ge and
the backside of the foil featuring the
penetration hole and signs of secondary
ejecta are shown in Fig. 10 together with
lateral profiles across the Ge impact and
the deposits on the foil. The elemental
ratios obtained from these profiles are
5.0
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Fig. 9. Element fractionation trends measured in laboratory
impact experiments. The data are from the thesis of G. iLange Heidleberg, 1986 and were obtained with the W.U.ion microprobe. The ordinate shows measurements of the
relative abundance of different elements in the impact
debris compared to the abundance of those same elements i
in the glass projectiles used in the impact experiments. The E
abscissa orders the elements by a volatility index.
plotted in Fig. 11 and compared to the
fractionation of a projectile of chondritic composition expected from laboratory experiments. As
expected, the material from impact EO3-2-11A-3 deposited on the Ge plate is more fractionated than
the material found on the backside of the mylar foil. The relative fractionation for the LDEF impact
is larger than the average obtained from the simulation experiments. This is probably a reflection of
a difference in the impact velocities but could also reflect differences in chemical composition and
physical properties (density, shape) of the projectile.
Although additional measurements on foil deposits are needed, the presence of elemental
fractionations between Ge and foil deposits in one LDEF impaci makes it iikely iha(tlie dominant cause
for the large differences between elemental ratios measured in extended impacts from the trailing edge
and those measured in IDPs is elemental fractionation during the high velocity impact process.
Intrinsic, large differences in chemical compositions between these two populations is less likely,
although still possible.
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Fig. 10. Ion microprobe profiles on both the Ge target plate and the underside of the entrance foil for
impact E03-2-11A-3. Most of the capture cells lost their entrance foils during flight and those that
survived are extremely brittle and difficult to mount. The data shown are for the only cell for which
it has been proven possible to study impacts in the way that we had originally intended. As expected
from simulation experiments the projectile signals are much higher for the debris on the foil than for
the debris on the Ge target plate.
The presence of elemental fractionations in the impact deposits is the single largest impediment to
accurate determination of projectile chemistry. In principle, all of the projectile material, except the
small fraction that escapes back through the impact hole in the entrance foil, is deposited in the capture
cell, i.e. in our design either on the Ge plate or the backside of the foil. However, more volatile elements
are apparently deposited over a wider area of the Ge plate and foil and, when the surface concentration
becomes too low, can no longer be detected. It is therefore important to measure the surface deposits
over as wide an area as possible. Measuring the radial dependence of the abundances of different
elements may allow the development of normalization procedures that could correct for fractionation
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Fig. 11. Fractionation trends from the data on the intact cell shown in Fig. I 0. The arrows indicate the
fractionation trends previously obtained from laboratory simulation experiments 0fthe type shown in
Fig. 9. As expected from the prior work, the projectile material on the G¢ plate is fractionated relative
to that on the foil.
effects, in future space experiments, it would be desirable to have partitioned capture cells which would
limit the area on which material from a given impact was deposited. It is not obvious, however, how to
construct such a device while keeping all surfaces accessible to SIMS analysis.
IDENTIFICATION OF THE ORIGIN OF PROJECTILE MATERIAL
In spite of the problems causedby elemental fractionation the abundance data can be used to
decide which LDEF impacts were caused by micrometeoroids and which ones by man-made debris. The
situation is fairly simple for the extended impacts from the leading edge. Eight of these impacts show
only A1 enhancements and one shows Ti with minor AI and all can therefore be attributed to man-made
debris with high confidence. Two impacts do not contain any clear enhancements and are thus
unidentified. _.... ....
The identification of the origin of trailing edge impacts is more difficult. One of them does not
show any noticeable element enhancements and its origin is unidentified. Two impacts have
enhancements in Fe only without any accompanying enhancements in Cr and Ni. They therefore cannot
be caused by stainless steel debris particles. It is not unlikely that the projectiles are FeS particles.
Such particles have been found in the stratospheric dust collection (ref, 7)and unmelted FeS fragments
have been identified in LDEF craters (ref. 8). Since S is much more sensitive when measured as a
negative secondary ion we do not have any S analysis yet on these two impacts but for the time being
tentatively classify them as being of cosmic origin.
There are angrier four trailing edge impacts for which Fe is the dominant element (always
discounting Si for which, as already discussed, no reliable measurements are possible because of its
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fextremely high contamination level). In
one case the Fe is associated with AI,
which makes man-made debris the most
likely source for this particular impact.
Although in the other three impacts Fe is
very high, Mg enhancements are also
clearly present. The Fe/Mg ratios are 24.8,
25.7, and 45.2, respectively. With some
elemental fractionation during impact, the
true Fe/Mg ratios of the projectiles are
probably even higher. Although all three
particles could have consisted mostly of
FeS with some chondritic material
attached, we cannot exclude a debris
origin (Cr is low, however). The same is
true for another two trailing edge impacts
in which AI and Ca are dominated by
contamination on the Ge plate and in
which Fe/Mg is high.
The remaining 49 trailing edge
impacts have their elemental ratios A1/Mg,
Ca/Mg, Ti/Mg and Fe/Mg plotted in Fig.
12. Also plotted are the same ratios for
interplanetary dust particles collected in
the stratosphere and for chondrites. The
arrows indicate the directions of elemental
mass fractionation during hypervelocity
Fig. 12. Elemental ratios measured in the
ion microprobe for trailing edge extended
impacts. The arrows indicate elemental
fractionation trends determined from
laboratory simulation experiments. As
discussed in the text, impacts whose
compositions lie in the shaded regions are
classified as "probably natural" and those
outside as "possibly orbital debris." In
striking contrast to the results for the
leading edge cells, it appears that the
majority of trailing edge impacts are
produced by cosmic dust particles.
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impacts determined in laboratory simulation experiments. The A1/Mg, Ca/Mg and Ti/Mg ratios of most
trailing edge impacts actually deviate from the chondritic composition in the expected directions but, as
already mentioned, the deviations are much larger than the fractionation seen in the laboratory
experiments. We consider such large fractionations to be the likely result of the higher velocities of the
LDEF impacts. As a working criterion for distinguishing between cosmic dust and man-made debris,
we classify impacts that plot inside a region bounded by lines a factor of 10 above and below the
fractionation trend extrapolated from laboratory experiments as being of likely interplanetary dust
origin. Impacts that plot outside this region are classified as being of possibly man-made debris origin.
In Figs. 12a and 12b all impacts except two plot inside of the region while in Fig. 12c, 7 plot outside.
A tentative classification of all impacts analyzed by SIMS is thus as follows (Table 2): nine of 11
leading edge impacts are of man-made origin, the origin of two impacts without projectile material
cannot be identified. In contrast, 45 of 58 impacts on the trailing edge are of probably natural origin,
two of them probably from FeS particles, 43 from particles with compositions similar to those of
chondrites, whereas 12 impacts are possibly caused by man-made debris. It should be pointed out,
however, that the identification of man-made debris is much more certain for the leading edge impacts
than those from the trailing edge. The former have compositions (only A1, Ti) that are expected for
debris while the debris classification for the trailing edge is mostly by default; only one impact (mostly
Fe and AI) can reasonably be associated with an expected terrestrial composition and there are no
impacts with A1 only on the trailing edge. Thus, most of those classified as possibly man-made debris
may, in fact, be cosmic particles.
Table 2. Identification of Projectile Material
No enhancements
Enhancement in single element
Enhancement in several
elements
Total
Leading edge
Micro- Debris
meteoroids
8 (AI)
1 (Ti)
Unid.
2
0 9 2
Trailing edge
Micro- Debris
meteoroids
2 (Fe)
43 12 (poss.)
45 12 (poss.)
Unid.
1
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
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The basic capture cell design worked successfully. As long as the entrance foils stayed in place
projectile particles produced "extended impacts" that could be successfully analyzed by ion probe
mass spectrometry.
All of the entrance foils on the leading edge and 90% of those on the trailing edge failed during
flight. However, the statistics of single craters and extended impacts show that many foils on both
edges lasted for a considerable period. Thus, analysis of "extended impacts" on both the leading
and trailing edges was possible.
Analysis of leading edge impacts shows that at least 9 of 11 impacts studied are produced by man-
made debris (the remaining two did not yield any elemental enhancements due to projectile
material).
In contrast, the analysis of the impacts on the trailing edge area shows that 45 out of 58 are of
probably natural origin. The identification of the remainder is uncertain but they are possibly due
to orbital debris. However, no unambiguous example of a space debris impact was found on the
trailing edge.
Most extended impacts have compositions that differ markedly from those measured for IDPs
collected in the stratosphere. The differences are consistent with volatile/refractory element
fractionation affecting particles with cosmic compositions. This effect had previously been seen
by us in simulation experiments of hypervelocity impacts, but is more pronounced in the LDEF
data, probably due to the high velocities of the impactors. Elemental fractionation in the impact
process itself represents the largest single impediment to accurate measurements of projectile
chemistry.
Contamination of initially clean Ge surfaces during exposure in space was also found to be a
significant effect limiting the ability to make accurate measurements of projectile chemistry. The
source of the Si seems to be outgassing from RTV, but other sources, contributing elements such
as Mg and A1, are still unknown.
Because leading and trailing edge entrance foils failed at comparable rates, the major causative
failure factors must be similar. While atomic oxygen erosion contributed to a somewhat higher
failure rate on leading edge cells, it cannot be the major cause of failure. We suspect that UV
embrittlement coupled with thermal cycling is responsible for most of the foil degradation.
Future work will concentrate on the analysis of more leading edge impacts and the development of
new techniques for measuring elemental abundances in extended impacts.
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CRATERING IN GLASSES IMPACTED BY DEBRIS OR MICROMETEORITES
David E. Wiedlocher and Donald L Kinser
Department of Materials Science and Engineering
Vanderbilt University
Nashville, TN 37235
ABSTRACT
Mechanical strength measurements on five glasses and one glass-ceramic exposed on
LDEF revealed no damage exceeding experimental limits of error. The measurement technique
subjected less than 5% of the sample surface area to stresses above 90% of the failure strength.
Seven micrometeorite or space debris impacts occurred at locations which were not in that
portion of the sample subjected to greater than 90% of the applied stress. In consequence of this
the impact events on the sample were not detected in the mechanical strength measurements.
The physical form and structure of the impact sites has been carefully examined to determine the
influence of those events upon stress concentration associated with the impact and the resulting
mechanical strength. The size of the impact site insofar as it determines flaw size for fracture
purposes was examined. Surface topography of the impacts reveals that six of the seven sites
display impact melting. The classical melt crater structure is surrounded by a zone of fractured
glass. Residual stresses arising from shock compression and from cooling of the fused zone
cannot be included in fracture mechanics analyses based on simple flaw size measurements.
Strategies for refining estimates of mechanical strength degradation by impact events are
presented.
INTRODUCTION
Damage of glass in space systems by space debris and micrometeorites is of interest due
to the susceptibility of glass to catastrophic fracture under impact load. The Gemini window
impact I and simulated meteoroid 2 impact failures in orbiter windows indicate possible
catastrophic effects of impact events in space. Lunar soil samples s collected during the Apollo
11 mission reveal micrometeorite impacts in glass spheres formed from the ejecta of larger
meteorite impacts. Impacts in such glasses exhibit central melt regions surrounded by fracture
zones and spall areas. These features are characteristic of many of the impacts observed on
LDEF glasses. The influence of debris or mlcrometeorite impacts on mechanical properties of
glass determine, in part, their sensitivity to the space environment.
Physical properties of six LDEF glass types listed in Table I were found to be unchanged
by the 5.8 year exposure to low Earth-orbiP. The strength of exposed glasses is statistically
indistinguishable from control samples as shown in Table 1. Mechanical damage to these
samples included 7 impacts in the glass and glass-ceramic. The impacts had no effect on the
strength reported by Wiedlocher et aP due to the mechanical testing technique.
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Clearly damage from the impact event will reduce the stress to induce fracture but the testing
conducted did not characterize the resulting strength loss. Fracture mechanics provides a
qualitative estimate of the damage induced by micrometeorite and space debris impacts.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
The shape and size of micrometeorite and space debris damaged areas were characterized
using scanning electron microscopy and stereo techniques. Fragments from the mechanical
testing _ which contained micrometeorite or space debris impacts were gold coated and examined
in an Hitachi X-650 scanning electron microscope (SEM) with ultimate resolution of
approximately 5.0 nm. Stereomicrographs of each crater were taken at several magnifications
and examined in stereo.
:Mechanical testing of glasses impacted by micrometeorites was performed using a
diametral flexure test (ASTM 394-74T) as described in reference 4. The test subjects a centrally
loaded disk, supported at three points, to dynamic loading in a controlled environment. This
method of testing eliminates effects of flaws on the periphery of the sample.
RESULTS
Four impacts occurred in glass samples and three occurred in giass-ceramicsarhples
located on the trailing-edge of the satellite. Scanning electron microscopy revealed 6 of the,7 =_
impacts contained a central crater lined with melted glass as illustrated bybne of the three
impacts in Zerodur shown in Figure 1. The central pit is surrounded by a zone of fragmented
material with numerous radial cracks extending into the sample. The annular region adjacent to
the melt zone is missing numerous fragments which spalled and were generally lost. Remnants
of debris, presumed to originate from the fragmented area, were captured in the melt zone in
this sample and several others. The region away from the impact site also displays damage from
grit blasting with silicon carbide which was part of the sample preparation previously described 4.
Damage surroUnding the impacts extends to a radius about 5 times the central pit radius
as seen in the micrograph of an impact site in Pyrex shown in Figure 2. Pre-flight samp!g_
preparation damage, not due to micrometeorite or space debris impact, is also apparent in this
micrograph. Bubbles escaping the melt region of a BK-7 a sample shown in Figure 3 indicate
temperatures and pressures at impact reached those needed for vaporization of the
micrometeorite and/or glass. Evidence of vaporization was observed in BK-7 and soda-lime-
"The BK-7 gi_sand_zer0dur glass ceramic manufactured by Schott Glass Company are
identified only for reference purposes and no product endorsement is intended.
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silica b glasses which contain volatile components. Impact features in fused silica include glass
fibers which extend from the melt crater as a consequence of molten glass jetting as shown in
Figure 4. Fibers as long as 100 #m were observed projecting from the fused zone. One of the
three impacts observed in Zerodur" shows no evidence of melting as shown in Figure 5. Careful
study of this sample at higher magnifications reveals fragmentation down to dimensions of the
order of 0.5 #m. The damage associated with this impact is similar to that of impacts displaying
melting except in the central fusion zone. Radially unsymmetric splash in the ejecta field of the
Pyrex c sample visible in Figure 6 indicates the micrometeorite may have impacted at an oblique
angle. The crater appears to be nearly circular; however, the splash produced by the impact is
strongly directional.
Mechanical stresses imposed on the tensile surface of the sample during mechanical
testing are symmetric with respect to the loading points of the fixture as shown in Figure 7.
Impacts not occurring in the geometrical center of the sample are subjected to stresses less than
the maximum applied stress. No micrometeorite or space debris impacts occurred in the
geometrical center of the samples and no fracture was observed to initiate from surface flaws
associated with micrometeorite or space debris impacts. Strengths of the samples given in Table
1 include the percentage of maximum stress at the impact site determined from its location in the
stress field.
DISCUSSION
One of the important questions of this work was the mass and velocity of the particles
which produced the impact damage. The lower limit of velocity of particles impacting samples
located on the trailing edge must be the 8 km/s orbital velocity of the satellite. The relative
velocity required to produce the fusion zones observed in 6 of 7 cases must have been of the
order of 10 km/sec based upon hyper-velocity impact tests _ which suggest a lower limit exists at
which melting occurs in glass. Particle impacts resulting in melting generally require speeds on
the order of 10 km/s although melted material has been reported at velocities as low as 6 km/s 6.
The mean impact velocities of micrometeorites and space debris impacting LDEF on row 2 has
been calculated by Zook to be approximately 13 km/s r. We thus argue that melting in impacted
glasses on the trailing edge indicates the impacts occurred with particle velocities on the order of
10 km/sec or greater. The remaining impact occurred from a particle with a velocity less than 10
km/s.
During impact ejecta with the highest velocity are generated closest to the central pit.
According to the model after Melosh 5 a particle impacting at a velocity of 13 km/s produces
ejecta with velocities up to 5 km/s. Presuming fibers were produced by the highest velocity
bThe soda-lime-silica glass manufactured by American Saint Gobain is identified only for
reference purposes and no product endorsement is intended.
CThe Pyrex glass manufactured by Coming Glass Works is identified only for reference
purposes and no product endorsement is intended.
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ejecta, the time to pull fibers 100 microns in length was about 2 X 10 -a seconds.
The bubbles observed in surfaces of BK-7 and soda-lime-silica glasses clearly indicate that
these samples suffered pressure/temperature Conditions in which boiling Occurred. These
phenomena may be a consequence of the energy delivery to these samples being higher than
other samples or may be a consequence of the relative volatility of these two glasses. These _:
two glasses are clearly the most volatile of those glasses examined in that they include relatively
low boiling components unlike the Pyrex or fused silica glasses which did not display evidence of
bubble evolution.
The highest stress at an impact site was 50% of the stress to produce failure, thus we argue
that the effect of micrometeorite or space debris impacts reduced the glass strength by less than
50% for the impacts experienced in these experiments. Apart from the crater visible on the
surface, damage to glass extends beneath the flaw a distance depending on propagation of the
radial cracks. Though a micrometeorite impact may not penetrate the glass, the resulting defect
lowers the maximum stress the glass is capable of sustaining before fracture. Stress concentration
developed by the presence of a surface impact degrades the strength with a square root
dependence on flaw size. Fracture mechanics a permit calculation of strength from flaw size and
fracture toughness parameters:
K_c-i. 12 o_'_
where 1.12 is the free surface correction factor, o is failure strength, and ct is the flaw size. K_c
for Zerodur is .9 MPam 1/2.9 Using a strength of 129 MPa from Table i, the mean flaw size at
the initiation site for the glass-ceramic is of the order of 10 #m. Assuming the damage field
from a micrometeorite or space debris impact is hemispherical, the influence of impact damage
penetrating to a depth of 100 #m (2a = D) decreases the strength to 35% of the measured
value. Based on these arguments failure of the Zerodur sample should have initiated at the
impact site with an applied 10ad-_it the geometric center of-ti_e sample of less than 100 MPa.
This suggests the extent of damage below the impact is actually no greater than 1/4 the radius of
the crater observed on the surface, thus a hemispherical damage zone surrounding the impact
site is improbable. This agrees with geological cratering observations which have determined the
penetration depth to diameter ratio of meteorite impacts in the Earth's strata to be about 1/3 to
1/4. Deviations of the depth/diameter ratio from 1/3 arise from changing physical properties of
the projectile and target.
Cratering mechanics 5 indicate that typical projectile diameters are 1/3 the central pit
diameter which gives a projectile size between 15 #m and 30 #m for most impacts observed here.
Some ambiguity in crater dimension measurement occurs with our measurements. Re literature
often discusses impacts in soils or metais and the diameter measured at the lip of the uplifted
zone is commonly used. In our ease the central melt crater whose dimensions are easily
characterized and the extrema of the radial cracks could easily be measured but no uplifted zone
has been identified, hence the use of the term "crater diameter" is potentially ambiguous when
applied to our work.
Crater shape is relatively independent 5 of impact angle for impacts at angles greater than
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10° from the surface plane of the target. Projectile shape largely determines crater shape, even
for normal impact. Impact features believed to arise from meteorites incident at angles between
20 ° and 45 ° have been observed in lunar craters s. The unsymmetric glass ejecta or debris field
associated with the impact in the Pyrex sample is evidence that impact occurred at an oblique
angle. As previously discussed, the formation of frozen strands of glass develops in the early
stages of impact. This would account for the extension of filaments in the direction of impact
before excavation of the crater was complete. Also, radial cracks extending from the impact
extrapolate to an origin off center of the excavation in the direction of the splash. These
observations indicate the projectile velocity had a large component in the direction of the debris
field.
CONCLUSIONS
.
°
4.
Six of the seven impact events on glass and glass ceramic samples exposed on
LDEF produced melting or vaporization in craters which are similar to those
produced by laboratory impacts at velocities above 10 km/s.
Glass fibers produced during impact by jetting of molten material have been
observed with lengths up to approximately 100 ,m. Presuming that these fibers
were produced from ejecta with maximum velocity, the fibers were produced in
about 2 X 10Ssecond.
The impact observed in Pyrex may have occurred at an oblique angle.
The damage field associated with the 7 impact features cannot be treated as
hemispherical. Flaw size determined from the depth of penetration scales similar
to geological depth to diameter ratios. This depth is on the order of 1/5 the crater
diameter. Based on this flaw size the mechanical strength after the impact event is
approximately 1/2 of the original.
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Table 1
Mechanical Strength and Impact Site Damage Size
Sample Strength
(MPa)
Standard
Deviation
(MPa)
Strength Standard Stress Central Melt
Control Deviation Contour Pit Diameter
(MPa) (MPa) (% Max) _m
Crater Spall
Diameter Surface
#m Diameter
BK-7 126 8
Fused Silica 97 4
Soda-lime-silica 104 4
Pyrex 105 7
Vycor 101 5
Zerodur (I) e 129 8
Zerodur (II) 129 8
Zerodur (lIl) 129 8
i24 = 8 10 40 100 200
97 4 38 50 120 250
100 9 35 80 175 475
111 4 10 85 200 400
103 4 NI d NI NI NI
128 5 30 NM f 100 275
128 5 50 75 200 400
128 5 25 50 150 300
dNI indicates no impact on this type sample. .T
eThe mechanical strength reported is the average of a group of 9 sarnples while impacts were measured on three individual
samples.
fNo meh zone observed.
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rFigure 1: Scanning electron rnicrograph of impact in Zerodur displaying melt crater formation.
z ...... =
z
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Figure 2: Scanning electron micrograph of impact crater in Pyrex displaying impact melting.
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i
Figure 3: Scanning electron micrograph of impact crater in BK-7 glass displaying melt zone and
trapped bubbles.
Figure 4: Scanning electron micrograph of impact crater in fused silica glass displaying jetting of
molten glass and resulting glass fibers extending from melt crater.
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LFigure 5: Scanning electron micrograph of impact site in Zerodur which displays no evidence of
impact fusion.
,--- _T ......
Figure 6: Scanning electron micrograph of impact crater in Pyrex displaying unsymmetric splash
of ejecta possibly arising from oblique impact.
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Figure 7: Stress contour diagram for mechanical testing employing three point support with
central load.
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SUMMARY
Detailed optical scanning of tray clamps is being conducted in the Facility for the
Optical Inspection..... of Large Surfaces at the Johnson Space Center to locate and document
impacts as small as 40 microns in diameter. Residues from selected impacts are then being
cha'racterized by Scanning Electron Microscopy/Energy Dispersive X-ray Analysis at CNES.
Results from this analysis will be the initial step to classifying projectile residues into specific
sources.
INTRODUCTION
To better understand the nature of particulates in low-Earth orbit (LEO), and their
effects on spacecraft hardware, we are analyzing residues found in impact features on Long
Duration Exposure Facility (LDEF) tray clamps. Detailed optical scanning of the tray
clamps provided to the Meteoroid and Debris Special Investigation Group (M&D SIG) is
being conducted in the Facility for the Optical Inspection of Large Surfaces (FOILS) at the
Johnson Space Center (JSC) to locate and document impacts as small as 40 microns in
diameter, starting with Bay A and working toward Bay H. To date, scanning of the Bay A
clamps has been completed.
These impacts are then inspected by Scanning Electron Microscopy/Energy
Dispersive X-ray analysis (SEM/EDX) to select those features which contain appreciable
impact residue material. Based upon the compositio n of projectile remnants, , an d using
criteria developed at JSC (ref 1), we have made a preliminary discrimination between
micrometeoroid and space debris residue-containing impact features. Based upon these
PRECEDING IF,_GE BLANK NOT FILMED
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analyses, we forwarded 13 impact features containing significant amounts of unmelted and
semi-melted micrometeoritic residues to Centre National d'Etudes Spatiales (CNES) in
France. At the CNES facilities the upgraded impacts were analyzed using a JEOL T330A
SEM equipped with a NORAN Instruments, Voyager X-ray Analyzer. Results from these
analyses will be the critical step in classifying projectile residues into specific source groups.
This information is critical to construction of flux models for natural vs. man-made
particulates in LEO.
LDEF TRAY CLAMPS
LDEF experiment trays were held in place by a series of chromic-anodized
aluminum (6061-T6) clamps; eight clamps were used to attach the experiment trays on each
of the 12 sides of LDEF, while experiment trays on the Earth and space ends were held in
place by 12 clamps. Each clamp was fastened to the spacecraft frame using three stainless
steel hex bolts. Clamps exposed an area of approximately 58cm 2 each (4.8cm-X 12.7cm X
.45cm, minus the bolt coverage). All 774 clamps were surveyed for impacts greater than _).5
mm during spacecraft deintegration at the Kennedy Space Center. Some 337 out of 774
LDEF tray clamps have been archived by the M&D SIG in the Curatoriai Facility at JSC
and are available for scientific examination through the Meteoroid & Debris Special
Investigation Group (M&D SIG).
A numbering scheme was devised by the M&D SIG for the clamps which would
provide hardware location information with respect to its position within a particular bay
(Fig. 1). From the labeling scheme, it can be seen thai a clamp occupying position 1 of Bay
A02 would l_e identified by the label A02C01, with A02 indicating the experiment location of
Bay "A" and Row "02", and C01 interpreted as "C" for Clamp and "01" being the clamp
number. Each clamp uses a Cartesian coordinate system to reference impact locations on
exposed surfaces. The X and Y coordinates were measured in millimeters in a grid system
_positive or negative) from-a standard origin assigned bythe M&D SIG at the lower-left
corner (fig. I).
RESULTS
Table 1 lists preliminary results for ourclamp analyses. For each-entry damp
number, impact feature numbers and SEM/EDX determined impact residue constituents
are listed.
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CLAMP
NUMBER
A01 COl
A01 CO1
.4,01 CO1
A01 CO3
A01 CO3
A01 CO4
A01 CO4
A01 CO8
A03 CO1
A03 CO3
Table 1 Results of Clamp Analyses
IMPACT IMPACT
NUMBER DIAMETER
001 200
002 100
"003 100
001 120
002 230
001 100
002 180
001 370
001 150
001 220
A04 CO3 001 260
A04 CO5 001 210
A04 CO5 002 120
A04 CO8 001 160
A04 CO8 002 400
A05 CO3 001 180
A05 CO6 001 250
A05 CO6 002 70
A05 CO6 003 140
A05 CO6 004 50
Ao5co6 005 90
A05 CO7 001 400
A05 CO7 002 100
A05 CO8 001 180
A06 CO6 i30i 320
A07 COl 001 210
A07 CO 1 002 120
A07 CO1 003 110
A07 CO1 004 210
A07 CO1 005 !30
A07 CO3
A07 CO3
A07 CO3
A07 CO3
A07 CO3
A07 CO3
A07 CO3
A07 CO6
A07 CO6
A07 CO6
001 380
002 260
003 N/A
004 40
005 180
006 400
007 40
001 100
002 220
OO3 200
RESIDUE
COMPONENTS
Mg, Si, Ca Fe
Trace
Unknown
Contamination
Mg, Si, Ca Fe
Paint Patch
Trace
Unknown
Mg, Si, Ca Fe
Unknown
Unlmown
Contamination
Fe, Ni, Cr
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Si, Ca S, K, Fe
Unknown
Trace
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Contamination
Unknown
Unknown
Si, Ca, Fe
Si, Ca, S, Fe
Unknown
Trace
A07 CO6 004 240
A07 CO6 005 100
A07 CO6 006 150
#07 CO6 007 300
Unknown
Contamination
No Impact
Unknown
Paint
Unknown
Contamination
Unknown
Unknown
Si, Ca, Na, Mg, Fe
Unknown
Fe, Ni, Cr
Unknown
Trace
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CLAMP IMPACT IMPACT
NUMBER NUMBER DIAMETER
A07 CO6 008
A07 CO8 001
A07 CO8 002
A07 CO8 003
A07 CO8 005
A07 CO8 006
A08 CO1 001
A08 COl 002
A08 CO 1 003
A08 CO1 004
A08 CO_ 005
A08 CO I 006
A08 CO 1 007
A08 CO 1 008
A08 CO3 001
A08 CO3 002
A08 CO3 "_3
A08 CO3 004
A08 CO3 005
A08 CO3 00/5
A08 CO3 007
A0S CO7 001
A08 CO7 002
A08 CO7 003
A08 _O7 __
A08co7 005
A08 CO7 006
A08 CO7 007
A08 CO7 008
A08 CO7 009
A08 CO7 010
A08 CO7 011
A08 CO7 012
A08 CO7 0]3
A08 CO8 001
A08 CO8 002
A08 C08 003
A08 CO8 004
A-08 CO8 005
A08 CO8 006
A08 CO8 007
A08 C08 008
A08 CO8 009
A08 CO8 010
A08 CO8 011
A08 CO8 012
150
200
220
300
260
140
900
130
250
140
200
80
100
110
40O
140
8ff
200
160
150
380
360
350
2_o
470
130
60
i60
60
130
170
140
230
100
700
500
500
150
= =200
120
190
90
1i0
100
400
350
RESIDUE
COMPONENTS
Unknown
Unknown
Trace
Unknown
si, Ca, K, Fe, S, Mg
Si, Mg, Ca, Fe
Unknown
Si,-Mg, Ca, Fe
Trace ?
Unknown
Si, Mg, K
Si, Mg, Fe, Ca
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Pk|nt
Unlmown " - ....
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Paint Patch
Unknown
Paint
Unlmown
Si, Mg, Ca, Fe
Unknown
Contamination
Paint Patch
Unlmown
Unlfllown
Paint Patch
Paint Patch
Paint Patch
Paint Patch
Unknown
Unknown
Trace ?
Unknown
Unknown
Si, Mg, Ca, Fe
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Paint
Unknown
Unknown
=_
CLAMP
NUMBER
IMPACT
NUMBER
IMPACT
DIAMETER
RESIDUE
COMPONENTS
A08 CO8
A08 C10
A08 C10
A08 C10
E09 C05
E09 C05
E09 C05
E09 C05
E09 C05
E09 C05
E09 C05
E09 C07
E09 C07
E09 C07
E09 C07
E09 C07
E09 C07
E09 C07
E09 C07
E09 C07
013
001
0O2
003
001
002
003
OO4
_00_
006
007
001
002
003
004
005
006
007
008
009
120
250
100
120
180
250
160
170
28O
330
240
75
150
200
140
160
300
130
220
150
Si, Mg, Ca
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Trace
Unknown
Unknown
Paint
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Fe
Unknown
Unknown
Fe, Ni, Cr, Mn
Unknown
Unknown
Si, Mg, K, Fe S
Si, Mg, Fe
Unknown
El0 C01
El0 CO1
El0 CO1
El0 C01
El0 CO1
F09 CO5
F09 CO5
F09 CO5
F09 C05
F09 CO5
001
002
003
004
005
001
002
003
004
005
1200
120
180
120
180
120
270
70
380
240
Si, Mg, Fe
Unknown
Trace
Trace ?
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Paint
Unknown
Unknown
F09
F09
F09
F09
F09
F09
F09
F09
F09
F10
CO5
C07
C07
C07
CO7
C07
037
C07
CO7
CO5
006
001
002
003
004
005
006
007
008
001
190
280
280
200
150
100
70
210
120
100
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Trace
Unknown
Unknown
Contamination
Unknown
Unknown
F10 CO5
F10 CO5
F10 C05
F10 (205
F10 C05
F10 CO5
F10 (205
002
003
004
005
006
007
008
140
270
9O
460
100
9O
100
Paint
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
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Because the initial intent of this survey was to identify only those impacts which
contained large amounts of micrometeoritic residue, a minimal amount of time was spent
analyzing for small or not obvious projectile remnants. The spectra are qualitative and can
establish a basic classification of either "natural" or "man-made", although many of the
impacts are classified as having no detected_rigin. We believe that further, more detailed,
analyses would undoubtedly uncover evidence of impactor residues in many of the latter
craters. A factor hindering 0ur analyses iS tiae.... fact that the_=clamps have aH been= anodized,
which deposited a surface layer of Si, Mg, and S, all of which are important elements. This
contamination has been properly considered as background, but in many instances its
presence makes characterization of the residues extremely difficult. A breakdown of
analyzed clamp-impact residues into categories of "natural", "man made", "unknown" and
"contaminated" is illustrated in Fig.2. These data are only preliminary, and await
confirmation by the more detailed EDX analyses being performed at CNES; these latter
results will be reported at a later date. =
Documentation 0f t_eseclamps will be presentedin catalog form ata later date. In
these catalogs each clamp impact feature will be documented with scanning electron
micrographs and EDX spectra, as shown in Figs. 3-6.
REFERENCE
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Figure 1. Disposition of tray clamps around experiment trays in Bays A-F.
bolt holes; asterisks indicate the registration origin point for each clamp.
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Figure 2. A breakdown of analyzed clamp-impact residues into categories of "natural," "man
made," "unknown" and "contaminated."
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Figure 3. Impact crater into clamp number eight of Bay A07. The large amounts of
mlcrometeoritic residue in the bottom and on the walls of the crater are rare for most features
found on LDEF surfaces. The X-ray spectra displays a micrometeoritic composition
associated with this projectile residue.
Figure 4. The morphology of the interior of this impact shows a lining of projectile residues
present. Although the crater has typical depth to diameter ratios the amount of projectile
preserved after shock is relatively high. A general X-ray spectra taken from a small grain
within the crater illustrates the components which exist.
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Figure 5. Closer to the leading edge of LDEF, clamp number one of tray A08 has an
unusually deep morphology as seen in this oblique view. The walls and bottom to the
impact teature are completely coated with micrometeoritic residues. The X-ray spectra
retains large amounts of the clamp target material. The anodized layer of the aluminum
clamp is very evident when shown as radial cracking around the parameter of the crater.
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Figure 6. In some cases the projectile collides with the exposed surface at large oblique
angles or the projectile contains large voids of porosity, in these cases the impact crater may
be asymmetrical. Impact feature number 001, on clamp six, from tray A05 contains grains
which appear to be relatively unaffected by collision. Energy dispersive X-ray analysis
reveals a typical micrometeoritic spectra.
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SUMMARY
The Chemistry of Micrometeoroids Experiment (LDEF instrument A0187-1) exposed
witness plates of high-purity gold (>99.99% Au) and commercial aluminum (>99% A1) with the
objective of analyzing the residues of cosmic-dust and orbital-debris particles associated with
hypervelocity impact craters. The gold substrates were located -80 off LDEF's trailing edge (Bay
A03), while the aluminum surfaces resided in Bay A11, -520 from LDEF's leading edge.
SEM-EDX techniques were employed to analyze the residues associated with 199 impacts
on the gold and 415 impacts on the aluminum surfaces. The residues that could be analyzed
represent natural or man-made materials. The natural particles dominate at all particle sizes >5
lam. It is possible to subdivide both particle populations into subclasses. Chondritic
composifi0ns =dominate the natural impactors (71%), followed by monomineralic, mafic-silicate
compositions (26%),=_d by Fe_Ni rich sulfides (~3%). Approximately 30% of all craters on the
gold collectors were caused by m_-made debris such as aluminum_ paint flakes, and other
disintegrated, structural and electronic components. Equations-of-state and associated
calculations of shock stresses for typical LDEF impacts into the gold and aluminum substrates
suggest that substantial vaporization may have occurred during many of the impacts, and is the
reason why -50% of all craters did not contain sufficient residue to permit analysis by the SEM-
EDX technique.
After converting the crater diameters into projectile sizes using encounter speeds typical for
the trailing-edge and forward-facing (Row 11) directions, and accounting for normalized
exposure conditions of the CME collectors, we derived the absolute and relative fluxes of
specific projectile classes. The natural impactors encounter all LDEF pointing directions with
comparable, modal frequencies suggesting compositional (and dynamic) homogeneity of the
interplanetary-dust environment in near-Earth orbit.
PR_,_i.J_ _.',_GF BLANK tzOT FiLP-_FD
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INTRODUCTION
The Chemistry of Micrometeoroids Experiment (CME) exposed two substantially different
instruments, one active, the other passive (ref. 1). The active experiment consisted of clamshell-
type devices that could be opened and closed such that the collectors were protected against
contamination during all ground handling and LDEF deployment. This experiment exposed
-0.82 m 2 of high-purity gold (>99.99%) on LDEF's trailing-edge (i.e., Bay A03). The actual
collectors consisted of seven individual panels (-20 x 57 cm each) -0.5 mm thick. The Au
collectors exhibited relatively low crater densities because (1) of the specific pointing direction
(i.e., trailing edge) which inherently yields the smallest particle flux (ref. 2), and (2) the
collectors were only exposed for a total of 3.4 years (refs. 1 and 3). In contrast, the passive
experiment (Bay All) continuously exposed M.1 m 2 of" aluminum (commercial series 1100,
annealed; >99% A1) for the entire 5.7 yeai's in which LDEF was in low-Earth orbit (LEO). Six
individual panels (-41 x 46 cm, each) -3.2 mm thick made up the exposed collector surface for
this forward-facing experiment. We previously reported on the detailed optical examinations of
these surfaces to determine projectile size-frequency distributions and spatial densities; this
earlier report also included some preliminary assessment of the compositional nature of a small
set of impactors (ref. 1).
The present report focuses on our subsequent efforts to produce statistically meaningful
assessments of the compositional variability of hypervelocity particles in LEO. We have now
surveyed all craters >30 lam in diameter on the Au-collectors, as well as a randomly selected
suite of smaller impacts, -10-30 gm in size, resulting in a total of 199 craters. Therefore, the
results are complete for all "large" craters on the trailing-edge instrument. To date, we have
completed chemical analysis of all 415 craters >75 _tm in diameter on two of the six aluminum
panels. This latter suite is believed to be representative of the "large" crater population on the
forward-facing aluminum collectors.
In general, we followed the analytical procedures and compositional particle classifications
developed during the analysis of interplanetary dust recovered from the stratosphere (refs. 4 and
5), or of space retrieved surfaces such as Solar Maximum Mission replacement parts (refs. 6 and
7), or the Palapa satellite (ref. 8). The present effort specifically adds to previous work by
analyzing a much larger number of events and by be|ng able to place them into a dynamic dUSt
en-vironmen_, since LDEF was gravity-gradiefitstab_zed, while all prev{0usly ianalyzed surfaces
originated from spin-stabilized spacecraft. Unlike spin-stabilized satellites, LDEF offers the
potential to yield substantial directional information (e.g., refs. 2, 9, 10, 11, and 12).
ANALYTICAL METHOD AND GENERAL OBSERVATIONS
An ISI'SR50 Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) was employed to collect energy
dispersive X-Ray (EDX) spectra using a Si(Li) detector on a LINK eXL ana-lyzer with the
detector arranged at 90 ° to the beam path. Although we characterize our analyses as qualitative
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and of a survey-type nature, we spent considerable efforts in optimizing the signal to noise ratio
of the X-Ray spectra. Initially it was found that an uncomfortably large fraction of craters yield
spectra that contained no detectable signal above that of the background. Therefore, we used a
number of craters to investigate a range of electron-beam geometries (diameter and take-off
angle), low- and high-beam voltage, and widely variable count times (minutes to hours). From
these efforts it was dete_ined that a relatively high-beam voltage (25-20 KeV) and long count
times (500-1000 seconds) with the specimen tilted at 30°yielded the best results. It is our belief
that high-beam voltages are best because the surface relief of the crater interiors tends to be
uneven permitting excitation of more near-surface specimen volume compared to less
penetrative, low-energy electrons. Count times in excess of 1000 seconds do not appreciably
improve signal to noise ratios and do not warrant the additional expenditure of resources.
Generally, contamination of our surfaces was not a problem because the composition of such
contamination tends to differ dramatically from that of the projectile residues. Nevertheless, we
have observed Si-Ca rich deposits, presumably outgassed RTV (ref. 13) in some crater interiors.
Interestingly, such deposits can have distinctly asymmetric distributions in some craters,
substantiating the macroscopic LDEF observations of highly directional flow of gaseous
contaminants and their condensates. We also observe some intrinsic, heterogeneously distributed
contaminants, the result of manufacturing procedures in our collector materials, most notably As
in the gold and Si in the aluminum. There is no question that contamination can be a nuisance,
but we do not think that it affects the recognition of discrete compositional groupings of
projectile types, the major objective of this work.
For many individual craters one may obtain different spectra, especially for those craters that
possess mixtures of molten material and unmelted fragments. The latter yield spectra consistent
with component minerals of dust grains (e.g., olivines or pyroxenes) that differ distinctly from
the melted bulk-residue. However, variability within the pure melts was observed with the
largest variations occurring in those craters that contained unmelted residues, suggesting the
presence of incompIetely mixed mineral melts (refs. 14 and 15). Generally, this melt variability
relates to subtly different elemental ratios among different spectra obtained from the same
specimen. Nevertheless, this specimen heterogeneity does not affect our classification into
natural and man-made particle sources, nor the assignment to a specific compositional subclass.
Our observations for the Au collectors have been summarized in a catalog that contains an
SEM image of each crater, its diameter, a typical EDX-spectrum, and our tentative assignment of
particle origin and subclass (ref. 16). A less polished compilation is being maintained for the
aluminum surfaces that contains -400 entries which are summarized here. However, it should be
noted that aluminum impactors cannot be detected on a substrate composed of aluminum, like
that used on the forward-facing A11 collectors.
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FIGURES 1A - 1D. Representative morphologies of hypervelocity impact craters and associated X-Ray spectra for natural and maa-
made projectile residues. Figures on this page portray observations from the trailing-edge gold collectors (LDEF Bay A03). For detailed
descriptions and comments see text.
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,'IGURES 1E - 1H. Representative morphologies of hypervelocity impact craters and associated X-Ray spectra for natural and man-
made projectile residues• Figures on this page portray observations made on the forward-facing aluminum plates (LDEF Bay A11). For
detailed descriptions and comments see text,
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SUGGESTEDPARTICLE CLASSIFICATION
Several typical craters and their associated spectra are displayed in Figure 1 to illustrate the
large compositional variability, as well as the substantial differences in crater morphology caused
by the wide range of initial impact conditions. This variety in compositional and dynamic
particle properties cannot be over emphasized; each crater seems different.
The crater in Figure la possesses a largely forsterite-olivine rich residue, while the residue
associated with the crater in Figure l b exhibits a typical chondritic particle composition. Note
the relatively rough surfaces of the residue melts. Note also that these examples have unusually
large vo_[fi-fries 0fpreserved residue. The ci:a-ter-visible in Figure l c is substantially smoother than
either of the previous features and is draped with a thin melt layer containing aluminum only.
This clearly indicates an aluminum panicle impacting on the trailing-edge surface, with the gold
peaks-reflecting the collector-material background. Finally, the crater depicted in Figure l d
possesses residue that is rich in Ti and Zn, which is typical for thermal protective paints used in
the-manufacture of spacecraft. Again note that this is an impact on the trailing-edge gold
surfaces, the A1 and Ca being components of the paint. Also note the relatively shallow crater
depression, combined with large volumes of residue, suggesting modest impact si_eeds. Figures
l e-h illustrate craters from the forward-facing, aluminum collectors. The spectrum associated
with Figure le again reflects amonomineralic, forsteritic-olivine projectile. The crater is
modestly elliptical suggesting a somewhat oblique impact. Figure 1f is typical of many craters
that contain residues ofesseniiaTl-y c_ondritic compositions, yet the spectrum displays substantial
quaritii]es of sulfur as well suggesting the presence of sulfides. Figure l g represents one of the
rare impacts that is dominated by Fe-Ni rich sulfides, but also could have included some Mg-rich __
such as forsterite orphase enstatite. Lastly, Figure 1h depicts a crater in the aluminum collectors
causedl_y a paint flake; note howshaiiow this structure is. These examples illustrate that a wide
variet3? oTimi_actor compositions exist in LEO, and that specific compositional subclasses can be
differentiated.
Based on the analyses of approximately 600 craters, we propose three major classes of
natural impactors and two major cIasses for man-made debris panicles. Those craters that
poised ihsufficient residue mass to permit characterization by SEM-EDX methods are
classified as "unknown'-' or indeterminate" projectiles.
Natural Particles
ChiShdritic
Residues falling within this subclass typically contain little, if any clastic materials. On the
other hand they frequently exhibit fairly homogeneous composition suggesting that they are
dei'i--b-er_27_i_ai-t]cles that are largely made up of relatively well-mixed and homogenized, fine-
grained matrices. Nevertheless, this mixture can be variable, as evidenced by somewhat variable
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elemental ratios of the major and minor elements among different craters. Future work,
employing multi-variate mixing models and size-frequency distribution of major phases obtained
from the analysis of stratospheric dust particles, will be needed to determine whether the
observed variability may warrant the establishment of specific particle subclasses within the
current chondritic group. Such a proposal would also require that many spectra be taken from a
single crater to obtain reliable average compositions. Some of the variability currently observed
may merely reflect variable modal proportions of component minerals, rather than systematic
differences of potential genetic significance. As we alluded to in the descriptions of Figure 1, we
would already be in a position to discriminate between S-rich and S-deficient chondritic
particles.
Monomineralic Silicates
Residues typical of this class are characterized by high concentrations of Si, Mg, and Fe to
the exclusion of other elements. They are frequently recognizable fragments of initially larger
mineral grains such as olivine or pyroxene (OI/Px). However, we also observed texturally
homogeneous melts of this composition indicating that the projectile was completely melted.
OIivine- or pyroxene-dominated melts also abound in those craters where unmelted residues
occur, thereby attesting to large particles predominantly made up of single crystals. Conversely,
the latter craters also can contain chondritic melts, albeit rarely, suggestive of crystalline
materials in a largely chondritic matrix. Consequently, we believe that chondritic and
monomineralic residues may be genetically related with the significant difference referring to the
texture and grain size only, rather than to fundamentally different astrophysical sources and
formative processes. Interestingly, many craters that do contain unmelted mineral fragments are
relatively shallow, suggesting modest encounter speeds.
Fe-Ni Sulfides
Without exception the craters possessing Fe-Ni rich residues are melt-lined and contain no
fragmental particles. Nevertheless, they also suggest largely monomineralic projectiles
composed of Fe-Ni sulfides (i. e., major mineral phases) such as troilite, a common component of
meteorites, and especially of carbonaceous chondrites.
Orbital Debris
Aluminum
The pure gold substrates afforded the opportunity to detect pure aluminum particles. They
are, without exception, characterized by a single aluminum peak in the EDX spectrum, even for
count times approaching an hour. There simply is no natural compound of sufficient abundance
which contains only aluminum, notwithstanding A1203 (i. e., corundum and its gemstone forms of
ruby and sapphire). Particles in LEO that only contain aluminum must be considered man-made;
they can occur either as metallic or oxidized particles. The former should largely be due to
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disintegrated structural aluminum spacecraft components, yet metallic aluminum is also used in
solid-rocket fuels which yield large numbers of spherical aluminum-oxide particles upon firing
(ref. 17). In principle, it is possible to detect oxygen via SEM-EDX methods and therefore, to
distinguish between metallic and oxidized species. However, we have not yet conducted such
specialized investigations. Resolution of the question whether the aluminum impactors are
largely metallic or oxidized seems significant, as collisionaI fragmentation products could
possibly be distinguished from solid-rocket fuel exhaust products.
Miscellaneous
compositions
Consistent with previous analyses of space-retrieved surfaces, we have identified a wide
variety of impactors derived from man-made spacecraft structures; these include Fe-Ni-Cr-rich
particles representing stainless steel, Zn-Ti-A1 rich residues suggestive of thermal protective
paints, or Ag- and Cu-rich compositions associated with components employed in the
manufacture of electronic components We have grouped all such particles into a single
"miscellaneous" category because they could have all resulted from collisionally or explosively
disintegrated spacecraft, and thus, from a single, generic source Note that this category includes
a wide diversity of Trailing Edge Leading Edge
materials and
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FIGURE 2. Relative frequencies of the different compositional crater classes, as defined by[
this study, of--600 impactors that encountered the trailing- and leading-edge CME surfaces. I
as SIMS (ref _I g)to_h0pefully characte_ze the impactor residues associated with such craters.
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Also, under the assumption that the principal projectile loss-mechanism is due to excessive, and
possibly complete vaporization of the projectile, the relative frequency of such "unknown"
impactors on the whole should be a measure of the high-velocity component of natural or man-
made impactors that apparently encountered LDEF above some threshold velocity (see
Discussion section, below). In any case, these events constitute approximately 50% of all CME
impacts.
OBSERVED FREQUENCY OF PARTICLE TYPES
Figure 2 summarizes all analyses to date and is a plot of the number/frequency of recognized
projectile types versus the crater size for the trailing-edge (gold) and leading-edge (aluminum)
surfaces. The intent is to illustrate the relative frequencies of the major particle types and of the
specific subclasses. Again, we emphasize when discussing these frequencies that aluminum
impactors cannot be detected on the aluminum collectors; this constitutes an important limitation
and qualifier for some of the interpretations offered. We conclude the following from Figure 2:
(a) The craters that do not possess identifiable residue, via the EDX methods employed,
compose -56% of all caters in the gold surfaces and -45% of those examined on the
aluminum collectors. Consequently, approximately half of all projectiles that encountered
CME remain unidentified, at present.
(b) The majority of events that contain identifiable residues were caused by natural,
cosmic-dust particles accounting for -68% on the gold and 77% on the aluminum
collectors.
(c) Most exceptionally large craters on both collectors which possessed analyzable residues
seem to have resulted from natural impactors, yet the statistics are insufficient to permit a
more definitive statement. Nevertheless, of all 47 craters >320 lam in diameter, 23 were
derived from natural sources and only 2 appear to have resulted from man-made impactors.
Some of the indeterminate events on the All aluminum surfaces could be the result of
aluminum impactors.
(d) Among interplanetary dust particles the chondritic subgroup is by far the most populous
composing -72% of all impactors on the aluminum and -68% of all impactors on the gold
surfaces.
(e) The largest craters observed on both surfaces reflect chondritic impactors, implying that
the relative frequency of the natural subclasses may be size-depended. This seems natural
if one were to interpret the largely monomineralic silicates and sulfides as coarse-grained
components dislodged from a largely chondritic, fine-grained matrix.
(f) The man-made sources are dominated by aluminum particles on the trailing-edge gold
surfaces (i.e., 23 of the 27 craters). Note, however, that the forward-facing aluminum
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collectors permit recognition only of miscellaneous debris particles and that the frequency
of aluminum projectiles is unknown on the A11 surfaces.
(g) Although not illustrated, paint flakes are the most dominant debris species in the
miscellaneous category on the forward-facing side (-50%).
Other investigators (refs. 18, 19, 20, and 21) have analyzed projectile residues associated
with LDEF craters from various surfaces and their results are consistent with those observed on
the CME collectors. In general, however, the impact features and associated projectiles
investigated by these other groups are smaller than the CME events summarized in Figure 2.
Thus, caution is necessary when comparing the CME findings with the results currently available
from other LDEF instruments. On LDEF, small and large impactors may not have the same
modal frequency, because specific sources may produce particles of variable size-frequency
distributions. In addition, Refs. 18, 20 and 21 employed the more sensitive SIMS methods for
analysis. Therefore, some of the events that are indeterminate by our SEM-EDX techniques,
would be part of the SIMS data sets; the point here is that different analytical sensitivities may
introduce some (unknown) bias. Furthermore, the number of events analyzed by Refs. 18, 19,
20, and 21 for a given viewing direction was small (typically N<20), compared to our CME data.
Nevertheless, the major findings of the CME data set are corroborated by other investigators.
There is substantial particle variety, natural and man-made impactors can be differentiated, and
man-made impactors were encountered on other trailing-edge surfaces of LDEF.
PRODUCTION RATE OF CRATERS BY SPECIFIC PROJECTILES
Figure 2 illustrates the observed raw frequency data. While they do correctly represent the
relative particle frequencies for each of the two viewing directions, they are unsuitable to directly
compare the trailing-edge surface with the forward-facing direction, because different total
surface areas Were analyzed and the host surfaces had different cumulative exposure histories.
Therefore, we normalized the raw frequencies to some unit surface area (m 2) and exposure time
(5.7 years; total LDEF mission) and plot these normalized data in Figure 3, in cumulative form,
for each of the recognized crater/residue types. The purpose of Figure 3 is to reconstruct the
absolute and relative crater-production rates due to specific projectile types for the A03 and A11
locations on LDEF. We can extract the following conclusions from Figure 3, yet we must note
that the large fraction of unknown projectiles constitutes a strong qualifier for many of these
conclusions:
(a) The above normalization of exposure conditions results in different absolute
frequencies of specific residues compared to those of Figure 2.
. ÷
(b) The crater production rate for natural impactors, at 100 gm crater diameter, is
approximately a factor of 12 smaller for the trailing edge when compared to the A11
location, a result that is consistent with the dynamic model for natural impactors (ref. 2).
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(c) Therelativefrequencyof
the subclassesof natural
impactors is invariant per
viewing direction, with all
of the A03 curves being
offset by a comparable
factor (approximately an
order of magnitude) from
the cor-responding A11
curves. These similar
relative frequenciesindicate
that the natural dust
environment is fairly
homogenizedwith regardto
specific particle speciesor,
conversely,that there is no
compositionally distinct
astrophysical source that
dominatesa specific LDEF
direction. This shouldnot
be too surprising since
LDEF's orbital motion and
precessiontends to average
large fractions of the sky
(ref. 2).
(d) Crater production rates
for orbital debris are only
available for the "miscel-
laneous" category. These
differ by a factor of 40-50
between the leading and
trailing edgesat a 100 _tm
crater diameter, which is
grossly consistentwith pre-
dictions(ref. 20).
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Figure 3. The crater-production rates of specific projectile types, both natural
and man-made.
(e) Unfortunately, crater production rates for aluminum debris, the most prominent species
on the trailing edge, cannot be extracted from the leading-edge CME surfaces. On the
other hand, if the same modal ratio for aluminum and miscellaneous craters observed for
the trailing-edge gold (-6:1) were applied to the forward-facing direction, the total number
of craters calculated for debris only would approach the number of all craters actually
observed.
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CUMULATIVE FLUXES ON A PARTICLE DIAMETER BASIS
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_aile the crater production rates illustrated in Figure 3 resemble an improved portrayal of
relative frequencies compared to Figure 2, the ultimate objective is to produce such frequencies
on a projectile-size, if not projectile-mass basis. The latter is the primary information needed (1)
to permit reconstruction of potential astrophysical sources (refs. 22 and 23), (2) to assess
production mechanisms, particle dynamic properties and associated collisional hazards of the
debris environment (refs. 24 and 25), and (3) to predict possible yields in future particle-
collection efforts (ref. 26).
To derive such information one must consult cratering mechanics and associated scaling
laws that predict the size or mass of the impactors responsible for any given crater. The wide
range in possible encounter speeds, angles of impact, and physical properties of the prospective
projectiles (none of which is amenable to direct measurement during post-mortem investigation
of individual craters, much less of substantial Crater populations) mandates a statistical approach
that uses reasonable average conditions, as well as some assumptions. Conversion of crater size
into projectile size is not, therefore, without risk, even more so if uncertainties in the velocity
scaling (substantially beyond current laboratory data) of crater dimensions are considered.
Nevertheless, we extracted projectile sizes from our present set of crater diameters using the
assumptions and average conditions described below.
First, we assume a common density (i.e., 2.7 g/cm 3) for all particles, which strictly applies to
aluminum, and possibly to a fair number of natural particles as welI. This density is also
chara&eristic of the typical projectiles utilized in the laboratory calibration experiments
discussed below. We also assume a normal angle of incidence (i.e., 90 °) for all craters, a
permissible assumption because the average velocities used in our conversions refer only to the
normal velocity component. These assumptions are then combined with dynamic models
pre_icfing average e-n_0unter speeds for each of the forward and trailing-edge viewing directions.
For tlie A03 and A11 pointing directions we utilized velocities'of-12 and 23 km/s, respectively
(refs. 1 and 2), for natural particles. On the other hand, Kessler (ref. 25) modeled the orbital
debris environment and derived mean encounter velocities of-1.75 and 7.85 km/s for the A03
and A11 sites, respectively, (Kessler, personal communication).
Table I. Model assumptions and conversion factors for crater diameters (Dc) into projectile diameters
(DD). Mean impact velocities for natural particles are from Ref. 2, while those associated with man-made
_ .. pa/ticles are from Kessler (personal communication). ...........
MEAN IMPACT VELOCITY CRATER CONVERSION
LOCATION TARGET NATURAL MAN-MADE CALIBRATION FACTOR (Dc-_-_pl
A03 Gold 12 km/s (ref. I) 5.7
A03 Gold 1.75 km/s (ref. 1) 1.5
A I 1 Aluminum 23 km/s (ref. 27) 10.4
A 11 Aluminum 7.85 (ref. 27) 6.0
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Figure 4. The absolute particle fluxes of specific projectile types, both natural
and man-made.
Table 1 summarizes these
assumptions, as well as the
resulting relationships between
crater diameter (Dc) and projectile
diameter (Dr,) determined via
laboratory cratering experiments
into aluminum (ref. 23) and gold
targets (ref. 1).
The resulting projectile-size
frequencies and associated fluxes
are illustrated in Figure 4. Note,
that we only calculated associated
projectile diameter for craters of
known origin. This results in
fewer curves in Figm'e 4
compared to Figure 3. Not
surprisingly, substantial shifts in
the relative frequency of the
various particle types resulted
because the crater-diameter
curves were horizontally shifted
by (unequal) factors corre-
sponding to Dc/Dp. These shifts
are most pronounced for the
orbital-debris impactors, owing to
their low encounter velocities and
the resulting small Dc/D p ratios,
relative to the natural particles.
Figure 4, therefore, carries the
important message that extreme
care is necessary when discussing
relative frequencies on the
number-of-analysis basis (Figure
2), on the crater-diameter basis
(Figure 3), or on the projectiles-size basis (Figure 4). Sub-stantially different frequencies and
interpretations may result de-pending on the actual data being considered. From the projectile-
size frequencies (generally re-ferring to impactors >24 lam in diameter; Figure 4) and com-
parisons with Figures 2 and 3 we conclude:
(a) The relative flux of natural impactors differs by a factor of-6 between the trailing and
leading edges, whereas the crater production rates suggested factors of 10-12.
(b) The number of chondritic particles impinging on the A03 surfaces approaches the flux
of O1/Px particles for the A11 collectors, while their crater production ratios differed by a
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noticeably larger factor. Other relative shifts among the natural impactors could be pointed
out, all caused by a constant, horizontal shift by a factor of-2 for the curves depicted in
Figure 3 (see Table 1; 10.4/5.7).
(c) Because the specific subclasses of natural craters were all converted with a constant
Dp/Dc ratio per viewing direction, their modal frequencies remained constant for a given
orientation.
(d) The particle size-frequency distribution is fairly similar among the natural subclasses.
(e) Orbital debris impactors at Dp--24 _tm in diameter tend to be more populous on the
trailing-edge surfaces than all recognized natural particles combined. This substantially
reverses the trends of Figure 3, which suggested -3 natural craters for every debris impact.
(f) A qualitatively similar trend applies to the A11 surfaces. Natural impactors >24 _tm in
diameter are only a factor of 3 more abundant than the miscellaneous debris category only
(remember, no aluminum projectiles could be detected on All), whereas the crater
production ratios differed by a factor of 7 to 8.
(g) The size-frequency distribution of aluminum and miscellaneous debris particles seem
different. Figure 4 suggests that the miscellaneous population may have a steeper size
index than the aluminum particles.
(h) The statement made earlier during the discussions of Figure 2 that craters >250 lam are
predominantly caused by natural impactors is a valid observation, but it does not
necessarily follow that all large impactors on LDEF are from natural sources. Note, in
Figure 4, that particles >100 pm occur among both natural and man-made populations and
that the data do not suggest a systematic decline of large orbital-debris particle sizes.
These examples and interpretations from Figure 4 suffice to emphasize that crater-size
frequencies and associated projectile-size frequencies must be rigorously distinguished between
when addressing the particle environment in LEO. Conclusions based on crater-size frequency
alone may not necessarily be identical to those based on projectil e size, and vice versa. It should
be noted as well that the observed crater and penetratioi_ features on LDEF cannot be interpreted
prop-eri_¢ by applying "global" average impact conditions (e.g., ref. 1 and many others) to any
given set of impact features. The differences in the velocity regimes between natural and man-
made particles are so substantial that they must be treated separately. At a minimum, LDEF
investigators need a single, internally consistent, dynamic model that combines natural (e.g., ref.
2 and others) and orbital-debris particles (e.g., ref. 25 and others), and that estimates the absolute
fluxes and mean velocities of these two populations such that appropriate weighting factors may
be applied to any specific set of impact features for a non-spinning platform in LEO.
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DISCUSSION
LossOf Projectile Due To Vaporization
A large number of craters, -.50% of all impact events, on both the forward-facing and
trailing-edge surfaces did not yield analyzable projectile residues via the SEM-EDX techniques
employed. We consider vaporization of the projectile during impact to be the major loss process,
ultimately resulting in insufficient mass within the crater to yield significant X-Ray counts. The
number of such events is of comparable frequency on both collectors, although mean encounter
s 9eeds of natural and man-made particles differ substantially for the A03 and A 11 directions (see
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Figure 5. Shock pressures (refs. 28 and 29) of aluminum (AI) and anorthosite
(An) projectiles impacting gold and aluminum targets at velocities up to 25 km/s
Also illustrated are the phase transitions of anorthosite upon release from a
specific shock stress (ref. 30). Note the dramatically different stress regimes
characterizing typical debris and cosmic-dust impacts. Also note that the typical
cosmic-dust impact resides substantially into the vaporization regime for botl_
aluminum and gold targets.
Table 1). Because of the higher
velocities associated with the
forward-facing AI 1 location,
one would intuitively expect
the higher shock-stresses and
more vaporization on the
forward-facing surfaces which,
however, is not observed.
Therefore, we utilized
equation-of-state data to
calculate shock stresses and to
explore the degree with which
the density differences of the
gold and aluminum targets may
compensate for these velocity
differences. The results are
illustrated in Figure 5.
Figure 5 is based on the
equation-of-state for aluminum
6061 (A1), gold (Au), and
anorthosite (An; a dense
feldspar-rich rock, ref. 28), and
the thermodynamic model of
Cintala (ref. 29) that solves for
the peak stress generated by
aluminum and anorthosite
impactors colliding with the
CME collectors at velocities up
to 25 km/s. In addition, the calculations of Ahrens and O'Keefe (ref. 30) that address the
thermodynamic states and phase transitions of anorthosite upon pressure release are included.
Principally, all calculations employ two-dimensional shock geometries and apply specifically to
the peak pressure at the target/projectile interface only, rather than to the bulk impactor. Because
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both CME collectors were thick enough to act as infinite-halfspace targets, substantial volume
fractions of the impactors should have experienced pressures comparable to, yet modestly
smaller than those extracted from Figure 5.
First, looking at natural particles, that have encounter velocities of 12 and 23 km/s for the
A03 and A11 locations, respectively, one obtains rather similar peak stresses for both collector
materials. Therefore, it is not surprising to find a comparable number of craters which resisted
SEM-EDX analysis for both CME orientations. This statement may be extended to particles of
widely variable physical properties, such as low-density, high-porosity particles that should be
common among interplanetary dust, unlike the dense (2.9 g/cm 3) anorthosite used in Figure 5.
As long as standard particles, even of widely variable physical properties, impact gold and
aluminum at 12 and 23 km/s, respectively, grossIy simiIar peak stresses will result. However, the
absolute magnitude of stress depends strongly on the impactor itself, predominantly on its
density. Absolute peak stress may be lower for low-density, porous dust particles than is
portrayed in Figure 5, yet consider that low-density particles also require lower stresses for the
onset of melting and vaporization (refs. 31, 32 and others).
Based on thermodynamic calculations (ref. 30), substantial fractions of dense-silicate
impactors are vaporized at conditions typical for LDEF encounters. Amari et al. (refs. 18 and
20) observed many vapor .....deposits in their LDEF particle capture cells. Based on Figure 5,
anorthosite particles impacting at velocities greater than -14 and 25 km/s may be completely
vaporized on CME's gold and aluminum targets, respectively. Therefore, the large fraction of
indeterminate crater residues seems understandable.
As for orbital-debris particles, the very low encounter velocities on the trailing edge result in
peak pressures of _,50 GPa, which would not be high enough to vaporize most orbital-debris
materials. Due to the substantially different velocities, peak stresses of-100 GPa will be
achieved on the forward-facing aluminum target. Such pressures would be sufficient to melt a
wide variety of materials, yet complete vaporization of the projectile should be rare.
Overly specificconclusions from Figure 5 are not warranted because each individual impact
may have unique initial conditions. Figure 5 is largely illustrative and merely shows that the
numberof craters with indeterminate natural projectiles should be similar for both the aluminum
and gold collectors, and that even the large fraction of indeterminate projectiles (-50%) seems
readily explained. Our preferred inference is that the indeterminate craters represent a velocity-
biased set. This must.........not necessarily be the case, because a strictly compositional bias may also
apply (i.e., impactors enriched in relatively volatile components). Indeed, differences in the
physical propertiesdthe impactors, specifically of porosity, may result in significant differences
in the onset of vaporization at otherwise identical initial conditions. Furthermore, it is possible
that-su]_sianfial- fractions of i-rn-pactor melts escaped the crater cavity at high impact velocities
(ref. 33). Any of the above suggestions may combine to produce craters with little or no apparent
residu6s.
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Furthermore, one may safely conclude from Figure 5 that most man-made impactors should
result in analyzable residues for impacts occurring on the trailing edge, leading to the suggestion
that all (!) debris particles were accounted for on the gold collectors. Conversely, this would
make all indeterminate craters on the trailing edge the result of natural cosmic-dust impacts.
Unfortunately, the situation for the forward-facing aluminum collectors is not as clear cut. The
indeterminate fraction of craters at the A11 location must include all aluminum impactors, no
matter what the encounter velocity, as well as a significant number of substantially vaporized
cosmic-dust impacts, judging by their frequency on the trailing edge. The fraction of natural
versus debris impacts responsible for the indeterminate residues on the aluminum surfaces
remains basically unknown.
Aluminum Particles On LDEF's Trailing Edge
This discussion takes off from the above suggestion that all orbital-debris projectiles are
basically accounted for on the trailing edge. Based on projectile'size considerations (Figure 4),
the flux of aluminum projectiles at 24 _tm projectile diameter is approximately a factor of five
higher on the trailing edge than that of "miscellaneous" debris. Assuming that this relative
frequency also applies to the forward-facing AI 1 location, one could multiply the observed A11
miscellaneous-debris population >24 gm (N=15/m2/y; Figure 4) by a factor of 5 to obtain the
prospective number of (non-analyzable) aluminum impactors for the A11 tray. This results in a
total of-75 aluminum particles >24 gm/m2/y on the A 11 surfaces. Note that Amari et al., (ref.
20) found the small (<10 gm) particles on LDEF's leading edge to be dominated by aluminum
impactors. Including the hypothetical (75) aluminum impactors, the total flux of particles >24
grn/mZ/year on the All CME surface is 124 (i.e., 15 miscellaneous debris, 38 natural and 75
aluminum debris). This value essentially corresponds to the total number of craters observed on
the A11 aluminum collectors and does not permit for any significant contribution by natural
impactors to the indeterminate crater population. We concluded earlier that most of the
indeterminate craters on the A03 gold surfaces should be due to natural impactors. These natural
impactors should also be prominent on the A 11 surface, if current models of particle dynamics in
LEO (e.g., refs. 2, 24 and 25).are applied. Relative to these models we are faced with the
dilemma that the fluxes of specific particle classes, as deduced from the A03 gold surfaces,
apparently do not produce enough craters on the A 11 surface.
This previous statement is entirely based on current models which predict the relative fluxes
of natural (ref. 2) and man-made (refs. 24 and 25) particles as a function of LDEF location,
specifically the trailing- and leading-edge extrema. Our relative particle fluxes for the A03 gold
surfaces do not seem to extrapolate within the context of these models to those observed on the
A11 experiment. Without question, our inability to extract projectile compositions from -50%
of all CME craters substantially contributes to some of the apparent inconsistencies between our
observations and the models. For this reason, none of the above statements should be construed
as being overly critical of ongoing theoretical efforts. In contrast, we appreciate and totally
subscribe to the iterative nature and approach in transforming the LDEF observations into a
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generalized, theoretical understanding and framework. This is a difficult task and the
observational database is presently incomplete.
The craters known to have resulted from orbital-debris particles that impacted the trailing-
edge gold collectors did not possess the morphologies that would be expected from
predominantly oblique (<45°), low-velocity (<2 kin/s) impacts; such conditions should dominate
for orbital-debris particle encountering the tr_/iling edge (ref. 25). Such conditions should lead to
relatively shallow, substantially elongated, elliptical craters for orbital-debris particles (refs. 34
and 35), which should differ systematically from those associated with natural impactors.
However, this was not observed on the A03 gold surfaces. Those craters in which man-made
residues were detected did not differ morphologically from those that were caused by natural
impactors. Certainly not in systematic fashion that would reflect the dominantly oblique, low-
velocity trajectories of man-made particles. Again, the observational (and experimental)
database is presently insufficient to mandate revision of dynamic models, yet indications are that
current observations and models appear at odds regarding the morphology of craters resulting
from orbital-debris particle on LDEF's trailing edge.
Kessler (ref-. 25)_alludes to the principal difficulties and constraints in producing any debris
hits on the trailing edge of a non-spinning spacecraft. The only reasonable sources must be in
highly elliptical orbits of low to medium inclinations, typical for transfer vehicles of payloads to
geosynchronous orbit. Such transfer vehicles are propelled by solid-fuel rocket motors, which is
a know source of aluminum particles in LEO (refs. 17 and 36). The vast majority of A1203
spheres produced during test firings of solid-rocket motors of these vehicles are <5 lam in size,
and even the largest particles do not exceed 10 lam in diameter (refs. 17 and 36). The aluminum
is loaded into the fuel mixture as granular material, typically tens of microns in diameter, with
60-80 _tm particles very common (Anderson, 2392, personal communications). Generally,
rocket-exhaust products seem reasonable candidates for the smallest aluminum craters, yet not
for those requiring projectiles >>10 _tm in diameter, which is necessary to produce -40% of all
aluminum events on the gold surfaces. The latter may be associated with unburned fuels left
after premature shut-down of IUS motors, or failure to ignite in the first place. If this unburned
fuel were exposed to space, differential erosion could readily produce free-flying metallic
aluminum particles.
While we cannot be sure that this suggestion is valid, our point here is that the aluminum
projectiles experienced by LDEF's trailing edge are not necessarily the result of collisionally or
explosively fragmented structural components; solid-rocket fuels are possibly a substantial
source of aluminum particles. Improved understanding of production mechanisms for orbital
debris is needed to evaluate the reiative roles of catastrophic comminution versus other processes
so that improved calculations of the number of parent satellites responsible for the current debris
environment in high-eccentricity orbits are possible (ref. 25). In addition, many paint flakes may
not necessarily be derived from catastrophically destroyed satellites, but could be the spall
products of numerous micro-impacts, even more so if radiation, thermal and atomic oxygen
effects combine to render structurally weakened and degraded paint layers. The nature and
potential role of mechanisms other than collisional and explosive fragmentation seem important
in reconstructing the possible number of part satellites involved (ref. 25).
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SUMMARY
We analyzed -600 individual craters in aluminum and gold plates exposed on LDEF's
forward-facing and trailing edges for traces of projectile residues. Approximately 50% of these
craters did not yield analyzable residue because shock stresses approached, or exceeded
vaporization thresholds, and because aluminum projectiles cannot be detected on the aluminum
collectors. Of those craters possessing analyzable residues, -70% resulted from natural
impactors, among which chondritic compositions dominate, followed by mafic silicates and Fe-
Ni rich sulfides. The modal proportions of the various natural dust-grain subclasses are
approximately the same for the trailing-edge and leading-edge directions, which in turn suggests
that the natural dust environment is compositionally homogeneous.
Metallic or oxidized aluminum particles impinged on the trailing edge of the non-spinning
LDEF with unexpected frequency (ref. 24), a finding that precipitated detailed examination of
high-eccentricity/low-inclination transfer vehicles to geosynchronous orbits (ref. 25). We
suggest additional investigations of these aluminum-containing craters to determine whether
oxidized or metallic impactors were involved, thus refining our understanding of the source
mechanisms of this aluminum.
We also demonstrated that extreme care is necessary when addressing the relative frequency
of natural versus man-made particles, or any of their compositional subgroups. It is important to
rigorously differentiate between crater-production rates and actual particle fluxes (i.e., between
crater size and projectile size). The latter relate to each other, in large measure, by impact
velocities, which differ substantially between natural and orbital-debris populations such that
seemingly contradicting conclusions can be drawn, depending whether one refers to crater or
projectile size.
Clearly, additional craters will have to be analyzed from the remaining aluminum collectors
to improve the compositional-frequency statistics for the forward-facing collectors. In addition,
more sensitive methods (i.e., SIMS) will have to be applied to the currently indeterminate
residues to obtain a more complete inventory of all particles. While we interpreted the unknown
craters to be a velocity biased set, other biasing mechanisms may contribute as well. Recent
calculations regarding the astrophysical source objects for interplanetary dust in near-Earth space
suggest that cometary sources may have systematically higher encounter velocities than
asteroidal sources (refs. 22 and 23). Attempts at extracting compositional information from a set
of craters, presumably characterized by high encounter velocities, may be particularly rewarding
as they could be residues of cometary particles.
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LONG DURATION EXPOSURE FACILITY (LDEF)
Herbert A. Zook
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Houston, TX 77058
Phone: 713/483-5058; Fax: 713/483-5276
ABSTRACT
Meteoroids that enter the Earth's atmosphere at low velocities will tend to impact the apex
side (that surface facing the spacecraft direction of motion) of a spacecraft at a very high rate
compared to the rate with which they will impact an antapex-facing surface. This ratio--apex to
antapex impact rates--will become less as meteoroid entry velocities increase. The measured
ration, apex to antapex, for 500 micron diameter impact craters in 6061-T6 aluminum on LDEF
seems to be about 20 from the work of the meteoroid SIG group and from the work of Humes that
was presented at the first LDEF symposium. Such a ratio is more consistent with the meteoroid
velocity distributions derived by Erickson and by Kessler, than it is with others that have been
tested. These meteoroid velocity distributions have mean entry velocities into the Earth's
atmosphere of 16.5 to 16.9 km/s.
Jackson and Zook (in a paper submitted to Icarus) have numerically simulated the orbital
evolution of small dust grains emitted from asteroids and comets. For those asteroidal grains small
enough (below about 1130microns diameter) to drift from the asteroid belt to the orbit of the Earth,
under P-R and solar wind drag, without suffering collisional destruction, the following results are
found: as their ascending or descending nodes cross the Earth's orbit (and when they might collide
with the Earth), their orbital eccentricities and inclinations are quite low (e <0.3, i <20°), and their
mean velocity with respect to the Earth is about 5 or 6 km/s. When gravitational acceleration of the
Earth is taken into account, the corresponding mean velocities relative to the top of the Earth's
atmosphere are 12 to 13 km/s. This means that, at best, these small asteroidal particles cannot
comprise more than 50% of the particles entering the Earth's atmosphere. And when gravitational
focusing is considered, they cannot comprise more than a few percent of those in heliocentric orbit
at 1 AU. The rest are presumably of cometary origin.
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SUMMARY
We have examined craters in A1 and Au LDEF surfaces to determine the nature of meteoroid
residue in the rare cases where projectile material is abundantly preserved in the crater floor. Typical
craters contain only small amounts of residue and we find that less than I0% of the craters in A1 have
retained abundant residue consistent with survival of a significant fraction (>20%) of the projectile mass.
The residue-rich craters can usually be distinguished optically because their interiors are darker than ones
with little or no apparent projectile debris. The character of the meteoroid debris in these craters ranges
from thin glass liners, to thick vesicular glass containing unmelted mineral fragments, to debris dominated
by unmelted mineral fragments. In the best cases of meteoroid survival, unmelted mineral fragments
preserve both information on projectile mineralogy as well as other properties such as nuclear tracks
caused by solar flare irradiation. The wide range of the observed abundance and alteration state of
projectile residue is most probably due to differences in impact velocity. The crater liners are being
studied to determine the composition of meteoroids reaching the Earth. The compositional types most
commonly seen in the craters are: A) chondritic (Mg,Si,S,Fe in approximately solar proportions), B) Mg
silicate and C) iron sulfide. These are also the most common compositional types for extraterrestrial
particle types collected in the stratosphere. The correlation between these compositions indicates that
PRECEOING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED
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vapor fractionation was not a major process influencing residue composition in these craters. Although
the biases involved with finding analyzable meteoroid debris in metal craters differ from those for
extraterrestrial particles collected in and below the atmosphere, there is a common bias favoring particles
with low entry velocity. For craters this is very strong and probably all of the metal craters with abundant
residue were caused by asteroidal dust impacting at minimum velocities.
INTRODUCTION
The systematic study by Bernhard et al., 1993 has demonstrated that approximately half of the
craters in pure A1 and Au contain detectable projectile residue. In our SEM study of >200 craters in pure
A1 we have found that in the majority of cases the residue consists of small patchy deposits representing at
most only a few percent of the projectile mass. In the majority of cases the projectile is either almost
entirely vaporized or ejected from the crater. In rare craters however, large amounts of residue survive in
the crater. These craters are easily identified in the SEM and in most cases they can be identified optically
because their interiors are darker than the typical craters that have smooth walls and are nearly devoid of
residual projectile. In this study we have concentrated on the craters with abundant residue because they
can be studied in detail to provide information on composition, mineralogy and other projectile properties.
Because a significant fraction of the projectile remains in the crater it is expected that the surviving residue
is a reasonably representative projectile sample. In the more common case where only trace amounts of
the projectile survive, the residue may not be representative. Laboratory studies of collected
interplanetary dust samples have shown themto behighly heterogeneous at the micron scale. The sparse
distribution of residue in typical craters also complicates the general analysis problem due to the combined
effects of crater geometry and dilution of the small signal from the residue with the substrate material.
RESIDUE TYPES
The extraterrestrial meteoroid residue found lining craters in LDEF aluminum is highly variable in
both quantity and type. We observed the following sequence of natural meteoroid residue types that in
broad terms represents decreasing modification of original projectile properties. The frequency of
occurrence of the types decreases downwards in the list but the relative amount of residue retained in a
crater tends to increase.
• No residue
• Thin glass
• -.Thicker glass sometimes:veslcuiar With metal beads
• --ves_-_cqlarglass witfisome Unmelted mineral fragments
•• Unmelted mineral fragments on crater bottom •
The most common craters are smooth bottomed and contain either no or only trace amounts of residue
detectable by SEM-EDX techniques. Figure 1 shows a SEM photo of a 150 lam crater in AI that contains
moderate to trace amounts of chondritic composition projectile material. In approximately 10%o/_e
craters, residue occurs that is both common on the crater floor or wall and thick enough (>0.51.tm) to give
reasonably strong EDX spectra. Usually this material is a mixture of glass and either Fe me_I or _uqfide
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beads. In some cases the glass is highly vesicular but there is a complete range in porosity. The degree of
vesicularity is presumably determined by heating and the abundance of volatile compounds in the
projectiles.
Figure 1 SEM photo of a 1501.tm crater that contains a moderate to trace amount of melted chondritic
meteoroid lining the crater floor.
By direct SEM analysis of a crater it is usually not possible to quantitatively determine the
amount or composition of the residue. Major complications with quantitative EDX analysis are the
unknown thickness of the residue and its relationship with the substrate metal. Correction for absorption
and other effects to quantify the x-ray spectra requires knowledge of the geometry and mixing of the
projectile and target. For several craters we have made 0.1 I.tm microtome sections through the
glass/metal interface and in these cases the sample geometry does allow accurate analysis but only for
the regions within the section. EDX analysis of the sections in the transmission electron microscope can
give excellent analyses using standard thin film correction techniques. This works well for some craters
but for those where the liner is inhomogenous and sparsely distributed, a truly representative analysis is
not practical even with microtome sections. A representative analysis would require an impractically
large number of sections.
Metallic spherules. In the glass-bearing craters that were sectioned, the projectile melt was a discrete
liner composed of a mixture of silicate projectile melt and substrate aluminum. (Figures 2 and 3). These
crater liners are dominated by a Mg,Fe silicate glass that contains high but variable amounts of A1 from
the substrate. For A1 to enter the silicate glass it must oxidize and it is apparent that redox reactions occur
during the impacts in-spite of the short time scales involved. Metallic Fe and FeNi beads are commonly
seen in the glass (Figure 2) and it is likely that some of these were formed by reduction. FeS beads are
observed in some craters. Analogous to thermite reactions it appears that some of the aluminum target
oxidized during the impact while some of the FeO in the projectile was reduced to form metal beads
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ranging in size from 10 nm to 1 _tm. There are two populations of metal beads, one that has meteoritic Ni
levels and one that appears to be Ni free. The Ni-bearing metal may be original metal melted and shock
dispersed while the pure Fe droplets may be formed by in-situ reduction. The FeNi metal beads are
amorphous presumably to very rapid quenching rates.
1
Figure 2 SEM photo of vesicular silicate glass liner that contains numerous FeNi and FeS beads.
Unmelted Meteoroid Fragments. In rare cases we observed large amounts of unmelted mineral grains
in the crater floors (Figures 4 and 5). Although our data set on these craters is not large it appears that an
abnormally high fraction of these craters were produced by projectiles dominated by forsterite (Mg2SiO4)
and enstatite (MgSiO3). These phases have melting points of 1890 C and 1557 C, respectively, and it is
likely that their high melting points played a role in their preservation. High melting point is n& an
exclusive requirement for survival of unmelted mineral fragments because relatw_ly l_g-eiron sulfide
grams are seen m some craters (Figure 4). It is extraordinary that unmelted mineral grains survive in some
of the hypervelocity impacts into solid A1 and Au targets. Although fragmeiaied to micron size during the
impact, they contain many of their original properties. Solar flare tracks have been seen in fragments in
some of the craters (Figure 6). These linear defects caused byFegroup cosmic rays provide inTormation
on the cosmic ray lifetimes of the projectiles and also provide insight into shock and thermal modification
during cratering. Tracks usually anneal and are erased when samples are heated to temperatures above
600 C. The survival of tracks suggests that noble gasses are probably also retained in the fragments.
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THE ORIGIN OF METEOROIDS PRODUCING RESIDUE-RICH CRATERS
The survival of unmelted mineral fragments and the general retention of significant amounts of
residual projectile material are most probably the results of low velocity impact. Calculations by Bernhard
et al., 1993 indicate that plausibly low impact velocities on LDEF can limit shock heating effects to the
pressure regime where some solid mineral grains can survive intact. The craters with abundant natural
meteoroid residue and particularly those with unmelted mineral grains are a highly selected subset of
meteoroids that approach the Earth at minimal velocity and with favorable orbital parameters to minimize
impact velocity. Because asteroidal particles approach the Earth with relatively low velocity (Flynn,
1990) it is likely that all of the craters with abundant residue are exclusively asteroidal in origin.
lOOnm lOOnm
Figure 3 Transmission image of 0.11.tm microtome section of chondritic meteoroid residue on pure
aluminum from experiment A0187-1. The lower magnification image on the left shows the vesicular
silicate glass with imbedded FeNi spherules. The contact between the glass and the underlying aluminum
is only 0. ll.tm thick and is seen as a diagonal line from the upper left to the bottom center of the image.
The higher magnification image on the right shows details of the 5nm to 100nm amorphous metal beads
inside the glass projectile residue.
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CONCLUSIONS
Rare craters in pure aluminum and gold on LDEF contain substantial amounts of
projectile material occurring as melted and unmelted debris. These samples provide
excellent material for determining the nature of the natural meteoroids impacting LDEF.
If residue retention is strongly dependent on impact velocity, then these residue-rich
craters were made by a highly selected subset of meteoroids whose orbital parameters
yielded low encounter velocities with LDEF probably in the 5-10 km s-1 range. Even
though the coiiect-_on i-sseiective, the-LDEF metai craters show t]aat it is possible to collect
natural meteoroids from Earth orbiting platforms. Only a small fraction of the LDEF
metal craters contain abundant residue but the results are highly sug e__ive_that other
materials specifically designed to reduce the shock pressure during impact could prpvide
effective capture over a broad velocity range. Silica aerogel and other such low density
capture media may provide extraordinary capabilities for future direct capture of
hypervelocity meteoroids-. ----:::- --
Figure 4 Glass and micron-sized unmelted FeS grains lining the base of a crater in pure Au.
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Figure 5 Micron-sized fragments of MgSi03 and Mg2SiO4 lining the walls of crater .in pure LDEF
aluminum (Exp A0187-1). Some glass, sulfides and other materials exist in these craters.
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Figure 6 Solar flare tracks in aO.3_tm long ari6rthiTe grain extracted from the bottom crater in Figure 5.
The tracks are imaged in both darkfield and bright field c_ondifions in the transmission electron
microscope. Many of the grains ffx__ crater are t_h in_catTng an unshielded
exposure to solar cosmic rays for >10,000 years. The preservation of tracks ii_lsIies only moderate
alteration during the cratering event with peak heating not significantly above the track erasure
temperature of 600 C. • .......
Acknowledgments: We rai 'i'uriy aci no t  ef_or_ _ 3,nna Teetsov of McCrone
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SUMMARY
A model was developed to determine the origin of orbital debris impacts measured on the trailing
surfaces of LDEF. The model calculates the expected debris impact crater distribution around LDEF
as a function of debris orbital parameters. The results show that only highly elliptical, low inclination
orbits could be responsible for these impacts. The most common objects left in this type of orbit are
orbital transfer stages used by the U.S. and ESA to place payloads into geosynchronous orbit. Objects
in this type of orbit are difficult to catalogue by the US Space Command; consequently there are
independent reasons to believe that the catalogue does not adequately represent this population. This
analysis concludes that the relative number of catalogued objects with highly elliptical, low
inclination orbits must be increased by a factor of 20 to be consistent with the LDEF data.
INTRODUCTION
Most of the man-made objects in low Earth orbit that are tracked and catalogued by the US
Space Command are in near circular orbits. The number of objects in elliptical orbits are so few that
models which describe the directional properties of orbital debris generally assume that all orbits are
circular. Such an assumption leads to the conclusion that orbital debris will not impact the trailing
surfaces of other spacecraft in circular orbits (ref. 1).
However, objects in elliptical orbits, especially those wi_ low inclinations, are more difficult to
detect and catalogue than objects in circular orbit. This is because elliptical orbits spend a smaller
fraction of their time at low altitudes where ground based sensors can detect them, and there are fewer
ground based sensors located to detect low inclination orbits. Consequently, the US Space Command
catalogue is not likely to be representative of the various orbit classes of large objects. This lack of
representation of elliptical orbits by the catalogue is likely to increase with decreasing orbital debris
size. The orbital lifetime of small debris in circular orbits at low altitudes is much shorter than
elliptical orbits. Calculations of collision probabilities integrated over these lifetimes lead to a
prediction that orbital debris in elliptical orbits could be important to impacts on spacecraft at low
altitudes (ref. 2).
The "Chemistry of Micrometeoroids Experiment" located on LDEF bay A03 has found a
significant fraction of the impacts on a trailing surface to be of orbital debris origin (ref. 3). The
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purpose of this paper is to determine in more detail the types and relative contributions of orbits
responsible for these impacts, and the implications to impacts on other LDEF surfaces. This will be
accomplished by using collision probability theory to calculate the expected impact crater distribution
around LDEF for various types of orbital debris orbits. This expected impact crater distribution is
then compared with that observed on LDEF.
FUNDAMENTAL LDEF DATA AND ASSUMPTIONS
Parts of two sets of LDEF data will be used here: The results of chemical analysis of the
Chemistry of Micrometeoroids Experiment (CME) given in references 3 and 4, and the flux as a
function of direch_n _o=ufid LDEF as measured by the Space Debris Impact E_riment and_reponed
in=/e_renc-e _.-_e-fofiowing is a brief summary of that data and the assumptions used _ this paper
conceming that data.
In analysis completed on the CME, 15% of the impacts on the experiment's rear located gold
surface (locati6/a ,_3) was determined to be man-ffiade, 29% was determined to be meteoroid, and
56%_ad nb res_due,-so thelr source i_-unknown. The plannb2frea/locations Were actuaiiy facingi72
degrees f/br/i-ff/e Spacecraft orbital vei0c[ty vec/or. For the purpose oi_ this paper, all of the impacts
into gold which had no residue will be assumed to be the results of meteoroid impacts. This would
seem to be a valid assumption because all debris impacts on the rear surface would be at a much lower
velocity than most meteoroid impacts. High velocity impacts into a dense material like gold are more
likely to cause vaporization, leaving no residue in the surface. About 80% of the man-made impacts
contained only aluminum. The remaining 20% of non-aluminum impacts represents a small sample
of 5, and although it may not be statistically significant, only one of those 5 was paint.
Analysis 0f-the CME aluminum surface (location A11 ) has concluded that 17% of the impacts
are non-aluminurt_ man-made, 39% was determined to be meteor0ids, and 44% had no residue or the
iesidue Was _l_um. The lower density of the ai_um surface would suggest-that Vaporization is
less likely to occur on these surfaces than the gold surface. Consequently, meteoroid impacts are
more likely to be identified than impacts on the gold surface. This would suggest that the residue was
aluminum in some fraction of the pits where no residue could be identified. As will be shown, any
0rb_Tmg so-__v-I/i_h-_cts the gold-sfii_a_e has:an even greater chance 0f impactlng the aluminum
•surf-ace. So_-someof the unidentified impacts into aluminum should be expected to be aluminum. If
one asst_es fl/e S_rne/aiio of aluminum to non-aluminum impacts on the aluminum surfaces as was
rne_urecf0nthe gol_su/'faces, one would expect more than the 44% of the unidentified pits to be
m_fi-_made aY__impacts.
H0_,ever,_e_orl0ital debris impacts on the al/uninum surface appear to have a different character
than on the impacts on the gold surface: 57% of the orbital debris impacts on the aluminum surface
are paint. This could suggest different types of orbits for orbiting paint flecks. In addition,the
limiting threshold size onthe gold surfaces is smaller than on the aluminum surfaces, and a larger
fractioi'i-_b__a_e_s a_re aluminum_This may alSO represent a different source Of small
al__'_ts,_=-ai-_um oxide dust fromsolid rocket motors. If only pits that are 30 microns and
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largeraxecounted,theorbital debrisflux is reduced to 11% of the total number of impacts on the gold
surface. In addition, if paint is subtracted out from both the gold and aluminum surfaces, and only
pits that are 30 microns and larger are used, then the ratio of aluminum to non-aluminum, non-paint on
the gold surfaces is about 4. If this same ratio is expected on the aluminum surfaces, then 29% of the
impacts on the aluminum surface could be expected to be aluminum. This would mean that about
66% of the pits where no residue could be found were aluminum impacts into aluminum, and that the
number of orbital debris impacts on this surface was 46% of the total number of impacts. An orbital
debris flux which is 46% of the total flux on the CME aluminum surface will be adopted in this paper.
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Figure 1. LDF.,Fdata used.
The total measured flux on LDEF of impacts craters larger than 0.5 mm as a function of the
surface direction (i.e., the angle between the surface normal vector and the orbital velocity vector) is
shown in figure 1 (ref. 5). The assumption is made that the smoothed curve also shown is
representative of the actual distribution, and that departures from the curve are statistical fluctuations
in the data. This assumption seems justified given the error bars, the smoothing effect of similar data
in reference 6, and the fact that there is no theoretical reason for a large change in flux on both
adjacent surfaces.
Also shown in figure 1 are the CME data points obtained by taking 11% of the total measured
flux on the LDEF row 03 (surface direction of 172 degrees), and 46% of the total measured flux on
row 11 (surface direction of 52 degrees). By taking these percentages, the assumption is made that the
chemistry and frequency of orbital debris in the smaller size range of 0.03 ram craters and larger into
gold is also characteristic of 0.5 mm craters and larger into aluminum. A sufficiently large data base
containing the chemistry of impact craters larger than 0.5 mm does not yet exist to test this
assumption. However, it is apparent that for craters smaller than 0.03 mm, both the chemistry and
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frequency of orbital debris do change. Although the statistics are still poor, the CME shows
increased aluminum impacts for these smaller sizes. In addition, both the Microabrasion Foil
Experiment (ref. 7) and the Interplanetary Dust Experiment (ref. 8) have shown an Earth orbiting
population which dominates the meteoroid flux for particle sizes of the order of 1 micron and smaller.
Ground observations by the Goldstone (ref. 9) and Haystack (ref. 10) radar measure an orbital debris
env_nment larger than 2 mm which exceeds the meteoroid environment; consequently, there is
sufficient data to know that the assumption is not valid over larger size ranges. How inappropriate the
assumption is for figure 1 will have to await further data.
The problem is then to determine the distribution of orbital debris orbits that will produce an
orbital debris flux that passes through the CME points on figure 1. Collision probability theory is
used to detemaine this distribution.
COLLISION PROBABILITY
Theory and Assumptions
The probability that an orbital debris object will collide with LDEF (or any other spacecraft) at a
particular point in orbit is a function of the orbital debris' perigee, apogee, and inclination, as well as
the relative velocity between the two objects and their collision cross-sectional area. Equations
expressing this probability are given in reference 11, as well as equations for the relative velocity
(both magnitude and direction). These equations are used to calculate the relative number of impacts,
or flux, on each LDEF surface for various orbital debris orbits.
However, the observed data are in terms of a limiting impact crater diameter. Crater diameter is
a function of impact speed and direction, as well as debris size; consequently, impact speed and
direction ar_ also calculated for each LDEF Surface. _e assumption is made that crater diameter is
prbp0i'tionaii_-d_ris diameter raised to the first power ahci_e normal componentof velocity raised
to the 2/3 power. ._e assumption is also made _at the flux of orbital debris varies as the orbital
debris diamete_}aised to the -2.5 power, This Iater:assumption is consistent With previous orbital
debris modeis (ref. 1) and recent measurements (refs. 9 _d]0)_ _ese two _stm{i6tfons are requ_ed
io doffve_t-tluxT6 a l_tih-g-p_icle diameter to fi_ as afimcti0n of limit_g impact crater riveter.
This c-6fix;e-rsl_6_ {sthen accompliShed byweightifig tlae_t_t_x:_o=aiimiting size by _e nomaal :
component of velocity raised to the 2.5 times 2/3 divided by 1.0 power, or 1.67 power (ref. 12),
Results
=
The orbi- tsets contained in the US Space Command catalogue for December, 1989 were used to
provide a set of orbits to predict the distribution of craters around LDEF. The resulting calculations
were normalized to pass through the aluminum surface CME data point. The results are shown in
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figure 2, assuming an LDEF altitude of 400 km. As can be seen, based on the US Space Command
catalogue, a very small fraction of the craters would be predicted to be on LDEF's rear surface. Past
approximations obtained this same result, and lead to the conclusion that orbital debris directionality
can be approximated by assuming circular orbits. The CME gold surface data point would suggest
that the past assumptions are not valid, and that elliptical orbits are important to orbital debris
directionality. Figure 2 suggests that the relative number of catalogued objects in certain types of
eLLiptical orbits must be increased by at least an order of magnitude. The amount of increase is a
function of the assumed LDEF altitude. An assumed altitude of 500 km for LDEF would have
underpredicted rear impacts on LDEF even more than shown in figure 2, while an assumed altitude of
300 km would have underpredicted less than shown in figure 2. This implies that the relative number
of orbital debris impacts on LDEF's rear surfaces should increase with decreasing altitude of LDEF.
This introduces some uncertainty in the correct "average" altitude; however, the consequences of this
uncertainty is small compared to the greater than an order of magnitude underprediction shown in
figure 2 for an LDEF altitude of 400 km.
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Figure 2. LDEF crater distribution expected form orbits in US Space Command catalogue.
In order to determine which types of elliptical orbits are contributing to impacts on the rear
surface, the contribution from individual orbits was also calculated. The results of this calculation are
shown in figure 3 for selected orbital debris orbits. The selected orbits fail into three groups: 1. Near
circular orbits. 2. Highly elliptical orbits. 3. Moderately elliptical orbits. The results show that for a
given number of objects in Earth orbit at LDEF's altitude, circular orbits can be expected to produce
about 100 times more craters on LDEF than highly elliptical orbits. Most of the craters from circular
orbits would be on LDEF's leading and side surfaces. Lower inclinations would produce fewer
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craters on the leading surfaces; no craters would be expected on the trailing surfaces from circular
orbits.
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Figure 3. Predicted distribution of craters around LDEF due to various types of orbits.
The highly elliptical orbits have perigees below LDEF's altitude and apogees near
geosynchronous orbit. This group of orbits is characteristic of orbital transfer stages from
low Earth orbit to geosynchronous orbit. When an object is placed into geosynchronous orbit, an
upper stage rocket is usually left in this type of orbit. The results show that these types of orbits
are expected to produce craters on LDEF's rear surface only if the inclination is low. Highly
elliptical orbits with inclinations larger than about 50 degrees are not capable of producing a
significant number of impact craters on LDEF's rear surface without also producing a larger
number of craters on the CMEa]_um surfacethan was measured. The orbits most capable of
producing a]arge number of pits on LDEF's rear surfaces are highly elliptical orbits with
inclinations close to the inclination of LDEF, or 28.5 degrees. Orbital debris impacts on the CME
gold surface from this type of-orbJt W_ also produce about 3 times as many orbital debris impacts
on the CMEa]tirninum surface. However, figure 1 gives a measured orbital debris flux on the
CME aluminum surfaces which is 40 times larger than the flux on the gold surface. Therefore,
other inclinations must be responsible for most of the orbital debris impacts on the aluminum
surface. :_: =
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Inclinations as low as 7 degrees can also produce a significant orbital debris flux on the rear
surfaces. From figure 3, orbital debris impacts on the CME gold surface from highly elliptical 7
degree inclination orbits will also produce about 10 times as many orbital debris impacts on the CME
aluminum surface. This ratio is also less than was determined by the CME, so other sources of orbital
debris are required.
Moderately elliptical orbits to circular orbits are required to account for the total number of
orbital debris impacts on the CME aluminum surface. A moderately elliptical orbit is one with its
apogee near 1500 km and perigee below LDEF altitude. This type of orbit might be expected as a
result of explosions at altitudes between 1000 and 2000 kin, where nearly all explosions have
occurred which produced long orbital lifetime orbits. As can be seen from figure 3, a moderately
elliptical orbit with an inclination as close as 30 degrees to the LDEF inclination is not capable of
producing a significant crater population on LDEF's rear surface without also producing a much
larger crater population on the side surfaces. Consequently, while this type of orbit, along with near
circular orbits, may be responsible for impacts on the leading and side surfaces of LDEF, moderately
elliptical orbits are not responsible for a significant number of impacts on LDEF's rear surface.
Therefore, the only types of orbits capable of providing the necessary number of impacts on
LDEF's rear surface are highly elliptical, low inclination orbits. This is the type of orbit which is
most difficult to catalogue and maintain by the US Space Command. The US is mostly responsible
for leaving orbital transfer stages in highly elliptical orbits with inclinations near 28.5 degrees, and the
European Space Agency (ESA) is responsible for leaving orbital transfer stages with highly elliptical
orbits with inclinations usually near 7 degrees. At least 2 of ESA's upper stages in this type of orbit
are believed to have exploded (reL 13); a total of 3 fragments were catalogued from these 2 events.
When the same upper stage exploded in a circular low Earth orbit with a high inclination, 488
fragments were catalogued. Consequently, it is not unreasonable to expect that the catalogue does not
adequately represent this low inclination population.
The December, 1989 US Space Command catalogue was again used to predict the distribution of
craters around LDEF; however, this time all orbits with both apogee greater than I0,000 km and
inclination less than 50 degrees were weighted by a factor of 90. All other orbits were unweighted.
Again the resulting calculations were normalized to pass through the aluminum surface CME data
point. The results are shown in figure 4. As can be seen, the results go through both CME data
points.
There have been 17 satellite breakups (mostly upper stage explosions) in highly elliptical orbits
with inclinations over 50 degrees; an average of less than 4 fragments per breakup were catalogued
(ref. 13). A valid assumption might be that this population is equally not represented by the
catalogue. Such as assumption would require a weighting factor larger than 20 because the higher
inclination orbits do not contribute to impacts on the trailing surface...only to impacts on the leading
and side surfaces. If all orbits with an apogee greater than 10,000 (regardless of their inclination) are
weighted by a factor of 30, the results are almost identical to that shown in figure 4 for the lower
inclination orbits. Because the directional properties of highly elliptical, high inclination orbits are so
close to the directional properties of circular orbits, there is no way to discriminate between weighting
factors of 20 or 30 for these two respective possibilities.
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Consequently, the ratio in the amount of small debris in these highly elliptical, low inclination
orbits to the amount of small debris in other types of orbits must be at least 20 times the same ratio for
larger, catalogued objects in order to be consistent with the CME LDEF data. If all elliptical orbits
are equally not represented by the catalogue, then the ratio for small debris must be 30 times the ratio
for catalogued objects.
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Figure 4. LDEF crater distribution expected from weighted highly eUipdcal, low inclination
orbits in US Space Command catalogue.
CONCLUSIONS
Orbital debris impacts on LDEF's rear surface can only be caused by debris in highly elliptical,
low inclination orbits. The US Space Command catalogue underpredicts the relative contribution of
orbital debris impacts on LDEF from this type of orbit by at least a factor of 20. The reasons for this
underprediction are the result of a combination of difficulty in cataloguing objects in these orbits, and
that small debris in highly elliptical orbits is a larger fraction of the flux at low altitudes than is larger,
catalogued debris.
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ABSTRACT
With the U.S. about to embark on a new space age, the effects of the space environment
on a spacecraft during its mission lifetime become more relevant. Included among these potential
effects are degradation and erosion due to micrometeoroid and debris impacts, atomic oxygen and
ultraviolet light exposure as well as material alteration from thermal cycling, and electron and
proton exposure. This paper focuses on the effects caused by micrometeoroid and debris impacts
on several LDEF aluminum plates from four different bay locations: C-12, C-10, C-01, and E-09.
Each plate was coated with either a white, black or gray thermal paint. Since the plates were
located at different orientations on the satellite, their responses to the hypervelocity impacts
varied. Crater morphologies range from a series of craters, spall zones, domes, spaces, and rings
to simple craters with little or no spall zones. In addition, each of these crater morphologies is
associated with varying damage areas, which appear to be related to their respective bay locations
and thus exposure angles. More than 5% of the exposed surface area examined was damaged by
impact cratering and its coincident effects (i.e., spallation, delamination and blow-off). Thus,
results from this analysis may be significant for mission and spacecraft planners and designers.
INTRODUCTION
There is an increasing concern over the consequences of micrometeoroid and debris
(M&D) impacts on space vehicles particularly due to an increasing debris population. However,
* This work was performed under subcontract to W.J. Schafer Associates, Inc., under prime
contract to SDIO, contract no. SC-89W-26-11, SDIO-89-C-0034. POD Internal Project No.:
019202.
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the current approach used by most satellite designers in assessing this environment produces great
uncertainties in the damage estimates for certain material classes such as coated thermal control
surfaces, multilayer coatings, and glasses. As the debris population grows, these uncertainties will
also increase leading to more erroneous damage estimates.
The recent LDEF flight provides a unique opportunity to characterize the natural and
man-made particle populations in Low-Earth Orbit (LEO) and more accurately quantify the
damage areas created on a satellite which was in orbit for nearly six years. LDEF exposed 130m 2
of surface area to the space environment at altitudes between -475 km (hunch) - 326 km
(recovery) on its 12-sided closed cylinder frame. During its tenure in space, LDEF was
gravity-gradient stabilized with one end constantly facing the Earth (EARTH-end) and the
opposite end constantly facing space (SPACE-end). Row 9 was constantly oriented 8° from the
normal to the velocity or ram direction (RAM). This constant orientation provided a superb
experimental and control platform for monitoring the effects of exposure to the LEO environment.
In this study we concentrated on the collection and evaluation of damage areas created by
impact craters into thermal painted aluminum surfaces located about LDEF. These data are
intended to: (1) aid in the characterization of the effects of the LEO M&D environment on
satellite systems and materials, (2) update the current theoretical models for LEO, (3) help assess
the survivability of spacecraft and satellites which must travel through or reside in LEO, and (4)
help define future spacecraft material components.
BACKGROUND
Two major components currently exist within the dynamic LEO environment, namely
natural micrometeoroids from the solar system and man-made debris dating back to the onset of
space exploration in 1957. While the micrometeoroids arrive at the Earth from almost all
directions, the debris is in both near-circular and elliptical orbits around the Earth. Although both
types of particles exist all the way out to geosynchronous (GEO) orbits, the major populations of
debris are within the altitude range of 350 - 2000 kin.
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Micrometeoroids arrive at the Earth with differential speeds of from below 12 km/s to 72
km/s. However, when the spacecraft orbital speed is included, the resulting impact speeds range
from below 5 km/s to 79 km/s, yielding an overall average collisional speed of 20 km/s ( Zook I ).
The flux (number of impacts per area per time) of particles is approximately isotropic in free space
as seen from the Earth, but the effect of Earth shielding causes an asymmetry as seen by an
orbiting spacecraft in LEO, resulting in a minimum number of impacts for Earth-facing satellite
surfaces. As a result, either the RAM surface or the SPACE-facing surfaces (depending upon
altitude) receive the highest number of impacts (Atkinson, et al)).
Debris population distribution is largely a function of launch frequencies and sites with
subsequent perturbations caused by accidental (and/or deliberate) explosions, collisions,
fragmentations, surface erosion, and manned or unmanned mission-related debris (e.g. ejected lens
covers, explosive bolts). Currently, the greatest concentration of debris occurs at inclinations
toward the pole, with peaks at 60 °, 80 °, and 100 ° (Kessler 3). Once created, differential
precessions will cause the initial "clouds" of space debris to form a toroid, or belt, around the
Earth with holes near the pole. Consequently, the flux of particle impacts on a spacecraft is a
function of the latter's inclination and also altitude, and the resulting impact speeds can range from
zero to about 16 km/s for near-circular orbits (or to about 19 km/s for highly elliptical debris
orbits such as Hohman transfer orbits out to GEO).
For both micrometeoroids and debris, the particles can range in size from sub-microns to
many centimeters. However, both components display a power law of number versus size, with
the smaller particles being far more numerous than the larger ones. While particles greater than 1
mm can penetrate typical satellite skins and cause catastrophic damage, the smaller particles
mostly cause a gradual degradation of a satellite's surfaces, including thermal control paints,
thermal blankets, coatings to provide protection against atomic oxygen (AO) or ultraviolet light
(UV), solar cells and optics. Many satellite surfaces employ coatings which range from
sub-micron (e.g., optics) to mils (e.g., thermal control, AO and UV protection, and solar cell
covers). At impact speeds of 5 - 20 km/s particles can penetrate materials (either punching holes
or causing craters with associated radial (star) cracks for brittle materials), and can cause damage
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regions which are considerably larger than the incoming particle. Consequently, the thermal paint
coatings can be locally disrupted even by particles as small as 1 to 100 lam, and the areal number
density (hits per square meter) can easily exceed 1000/m 2 for a multi-year mission.
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When a hypervelocity particle impacts a surface it either creates a crater or perforates the
surface (also referred to as the target). In addition to crater formation, surrounding areas can
experience spallation, cracking or delamination of an attached layer as depicted in Figures 1a and
1b. These damage effects can lead to reduced structural strength, thermal and optical property
degradation and erosion of underlying materials. The physical response of any target to an M&D
impact depends on the material, induced stress level, material temperature, number of projectiles
and the system configuration. These phenomena may be enhanced by subsequent exposure of
underlying layers to the UV, atomic oxygen, charged particles, and thermal cycling. This
subsequent exposure can modify a material and thus enhance cracking and delamination regions.
Also, material embrittlement, erosion and other property degradatio_n can occur to either the
surface or exposed underlying material. For example, AO can creep under locally delaminated
regions causing greater damage, or previously protected materials may become exposed to UV
through small cracks or fissures. In short, the synergistic environment can lead to accelerated
damage rates and a significant increase in the damage zone.
DATA COLLECTION
Impact craters were analyzed on three leading edge components (C-10 EOOB, Active
Grapple; C-12 EOOA, Experiment SO 109; and E-09 E00A, E00B, E00C, and E00D, Experiment
S0014) and one trailing edge component (C-01 EOOB, Inactive Grapple). These materials were
composed of anodized aluminum and coated with either black or white Chemglaze thermal
control paints. Each plate is discussed more completely below.
The crater measurements were taken at the NASA Johnson Space Center Facility for
Optical Investigation of Large Surfaces (FOILS) Laboratory. This facility is a Class 100 clean
room designed specifically for analyzing space hardware. The scanning apparatus consists of a
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Figures 1a and 1b: (1 a) Schematic cross-section of a "typical" impact into a thermal painted
aluminum plate on LDEF. (lb) Plan view ofa "tylgical" crater on LDEF, corresponding to the
cross-section in la.
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binocularmicroscopeattachedto ascanningtablealongwith computeroperateddatacollection
andmonitoringsystem.Oncemeasured,eachcraterwascataloguedandbecamepartof the
MeteoroidandDebrisSpecialInvestigationGroup(M&D SIG) database.
BeforecratermeasurementbeganontheLDEF hardware, a cursory analysis was made of
the surface of the component and a decision was made to only measure those craters larger than
75 microns as these could be consistently identified. All craters smaller than this that could be
discerned were counted and recorded. For measurement and logistic purposes, individual impact
zones were divided, or categorized, into five different morphologic features (Figures 1a and lb).
These include: crater, spall, dome, space, and ring. Individual measurements, in microns, were
made of crater, spall, dome and ringrad|i at_the four "clock" positions, 3, 6, 9 and 12.
Virtually all features which measuredgreatmer than 0.2 mm in size possessed a spall zone in
: ..... L _ _
which all of the paint was removed from the aluminum surface immediately adjacent to the crater.
These spall zones varied in size from approximately 2- 5 crater diametersl :The actual craters in
the aluminum substrate varied from central pits without raised rims, to morphologies more typical
of craters formed in aluminum under hypervelocity laborat0_ conditions. Most features also
possessed wha_ferred to as a "shock zone ''_ as well. These zones varied in size from
approximately 1 - 20 crater diameters. In rriost cases , only ihe outer-most layer of paint was
affected by this impact related phenomenon. Several impacts exhibited ridge-like structures
ringing the area in which this outer-most paint layer was removed. There was only one noticeable
perforation and associat_ed - backside spallation feature, which was on component E-09 E00D. All
other trays showed no evidence of such- pfien0mena_ -
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LDEF Components Measured
Bay C-12
The C-!2 plate examined was a Chemglaze A278 white-painted aluminum electronics=:........ coverplate
that occupied the left third of the C-12 experiment tray (Figure 2a). Bay C-12 was located
approximately 82 ° from RAM. Figure 2b shows the distribution of impacts on this painted
aluminum plate.
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Figure 2a and 2b: (2a) Schematic diagram of the relationship between the C-12 alurninum plate
and the S0109 experiment. (2b) Schematic diagram of LDEF aluminum plate from Bay
C-12.Small dots represent locations of impacts measured on this plate.
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Bays C-10 and C-O1
Bay C-10 was occupied by one of two grapple fixtures aboard the spacecratt. This
particular grapple fixture was the active grapple located toward the leading edge, approximately
22 ° from RAM, and was used to give the initiate Signal through the LDE-F initiation system to the
Experiment Power and Data Systems _PDS). The grapple _-xture was attached via a base
(abutment) plate to a 3.2 mm thick 6061-T6 anodized aluminum plate which resided in the bottom
of the tray. Next to thee grapple fixture was a small array of fight eliiittingdiodes (LEDs), which
were used to show the active status of the LDEF spacecrai_i:_ie_-weremounted in a black
painted aluminum plate which was mounted flush with the b0ttomof the grapple tray. Each
grapple fixture consisted of an aluminum grapple pin, three brushed aluminum spindles to which
the Shuttle Remote Manipulator System (RMS) could attach itself, and an alignment target for the
RMS operator to use when grappling the spacecraft. 4 A small (approx. 1" dia.) Teflon button was
located at the end of each grapple pin. During deintegration of the satellite, the grapple fixtures
were dismantled completely. Thus, during this study, only the abutment plate sections of these
grapple fixtures were examined. Figure 3 shows the distribution of impacts on the C-10 abutment
plate. The C-01 grapple fixture was totally passive and was used exclusively for the deployment
and retrieval of the LDEF spacecraft. This grapple fixture was located toward the trailing edge of
LDEF, at 112 ° from RAM. Figure 4 shows the distribution of impacts on the C-01 abutment
plate.
Bay E-09
Housed in Bay E-09 was an active experiment tray (Figure 5a) which contained
experiment S0014, ihe Advanced Photovoltaic Experiment? This tray was oriented approximately
8° from RAM. Specific objectives of this experiment were to provide information on the
performance and endurance of advanced and conventional solar cells, to improve reference
standards for photovoltaic measurements, and to measure the energy distribution in the
extraterrestrial solar spectru m .
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Figure 3: Schematic diagram of the active grapple abutment plate fiom Bay C-10. Tile small dots
represent the locations of the craters measured in this study.
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Figure 4: Schematic diagram of the inactive grapple plate from Bay C-01. Tile srnall dots indicate
the locations of the craters measured in this study.
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Figures 5a and 5b: (Sa) Schematic diagram oftl_e aluminum plates measured from Bay E-09. (Sb)
Schematic diagram of the distribution of impact craters on these plates. The small dots indicate
the locations of the craters measured [i1 this study.
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The 12 inch-deep experiment tray used two LiSO 2 batteries to run the Experiment Power
and Data System Collection. The hardware onboard consisted of numerous silicon and gallium
arsenide solar cells, solar cell covers, and solar cell modules and assemblies. The experiment also
contained a series of optical bandpass filters with multiple layers of materials such as aluminum,
magnesium fluoride, silicon dioxide, silver, thorium fluoride, zinc sulfide, lead fluoride, and
cryolite. Optical materials and substrates were composed of a variety of fused silica, Coming, and
Schott glasses. Each of the experiment samples was mounted under a slotted, Chemglaze Z306
black thermal control painted 606 l-T6 aluminum frame. The ~1.6 inch thick aluminum plates
were intended to limit the field of view of the solar cells and other hardware. Figure 5b shows the
distribution of impacts on these aluminum plates.
RESULTS
Results from the crater measurements taken in this study are summarized in Table I and
discussed below.
Bay C-12
There were more than 250 impact features measured on this tray with an average damage
area of 1.1 x 10 _ lam 2. The largest crater was 0.95 mm in size, and the total average damage area
for this leading edge plate was 3.14%.
As described above, a paint spall zone was commonly found in association with the central
pit or crater in most of the impacts examined from this tray. Around this spall zone was a smooth
area (e.g., "space", Figure 1) varying in size from five to 10 crater diameters. One or more rings
were typically found outside this smooth region. Several of the more notable rings appear as
"fold-over" flaps (or wrinkles) in the paint, while the remainder of the rings appear as powdery
ripples (e.g., powdered remnants) as seen in Figures 6, 7, 8 and 9.
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Table 1 LDEF DamageAreaDataon SelectedAluminumPanels
LDEF
Aluminum
Plate
Number
Impacts
Observed
Mean Mean
Total Average Crater Spail
Damage Damage Area Diameter Diameter
Area (_m 2) (_m) (_m)
Number
Impacts per
cm 2
C-12
C-10
C-01
E-09
253
94
30
521
3.14% 1.09x lOs 322.5 658.9
2.09 % 4.36 X 10 7 299 696.0
0.26 % 1.88 X 10 7 316.5 877.1
0.32 % 3.034 x 10 _ 185 208.5
0.07
0.05
0.01
0.11
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Figure 6: Impact crater from Bay C-12 showing crater, spall, dome, space, and rings. This crater
is considered "young" as described in the text. Crater diameter -200 I-tm, outer ring diameter ~ 11
mm; magnified 12x.
Figure 7: "Middle" age impact crater from Bay C-12 as discussed in text. "Blob" at eleven o'clock
center is ejecta from central crater. Crater diameter -350 _tm, outer ring diameter - 15 mm;
magnified 8x.
Figure 8: "Old" impact crater from Bay C-12 as discussed in text. Crater diameter -90 I.tm, outer
ring diameter _4.5 mm; magnified 18x.
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Figure 9:
surface.
Impact crater from Bay C-12 showing fine powderiness of ring structure and paint
Crater diameter is 35 gm, total ring diameter is -1.6 mm; magnified 40x.
Figure 10: Typical impact crater from Bay C-10 showing crater, spall and domed regions. Crater
diameter is -85 gm; magnified 50x.
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BaysC-10 and C-01
We documented a total of 94 craters on C-10, and 30 on C-01. This corresponds to
approximately one impact crater per 19 cm 2 for C-10, and one impact crater per 72 cm 2 for C-01.
The craters ranged in size from 0.45 mm to 1.53 mm with an average damage area of 5 x 107 lam 2
for C-10 and 2.1 x 10 7 ].tm 2 for C-01. These craters are typical of craters produced in aluminum
during laboratory hypervelocity impact tests. Impacts into the painted surfaces of the grapple
fixture caused front surface spallation, and the craters were sometimes surrounded by minor spall
zones, small domes, and tings (Figure 10).
Bay E-09
More than 520 craters were measured on the four components orE-09, yielding
approximately one impact per 94 cm _. The average damage area for these craters was 3.4 x 105
_m 2, with a mean crater diameter of 185 gm.
These craters typically did not exhibit multiple ring structures, nor were large "spaces"
observed. For the most part, the morphologies of these craters consisted of a central impact crater
with minor spall and/or doming. This data from Bay E-09 is difficult to assess since the black
thermal control paint had been almost entirely eroded, leaving behind only the primer coat. Space
weathering and erosion probably removed all vestiges of the rings, as well as many of the other
impact features.
Statistical Analyses
Crater diameter was compared to spall diameter, dome diameter, ring diameter, space
diameter, and total damage zone using statistical techniques to attempt to find simple math models
which would correlate damage effects per impact. The statistical analysis tools in the commercial
software packages Superbase 6, Grafl"ool 7, and Matlab g were employed in this effort.
The models developed in this analysis are acceptable first-order models of the damage
effects on these components within the bounds of the actual data. It is always hazardous to
extrapolate best-fit curves beyond the bounds of the data, and particularly so if the leading
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coefficient is negative. This is because the negative leading coefficient implies a decreasing (for
example) spall diameter for large crater diameters, which will eventually yield a zero spall
diameter for large crater diameters, and a negative spall diameter for some very large crater
diameter. The idea of a negative spall diameter is clearly nonsense, so these, like all simple
models, should be regarded as valid only within the bounds specified.
In conducting this analysis, we assumed that all data fit a Poissonian distribution which
collapses into a Gaussian distribution for large numbers and applied the tools that would be
appropriate for such a distribution. While not strictly correct, the errors introduced by this
particular approximation are probably not large. Further, the data sets analyzed were of such small
size that all results should be regarded as indicators of trends, and not as absolute answers. It is
generally accepted that Gaussian statistics only begin to be valid at sample populations of 30 or
more, and that populations on the order of 1000 or more are required to establish an answer with
any confidence. Few of our data sets had 30 or more samples, and none had anywhere near 1000.
Limited data sets are an inherent problem in field Collection of random-event phenomena, and, as
a result, one is forced to live with a less-than-perfect analysis.
The first effect examined was spall formation as a function of crater diameter. The best-fit
curve for the data in all cases was a second order polynomial, yielding an equation of the form
y = ax 2 + bx +c (1)
where y is the variable (i.e., spall, dome, space, ring or damage zone) diameter and x is the crater
diameter and a, b, and c are constants. The second effect analyzed was dome formation as a
function of crater diameter, followed by the relationship between ring and crater diameters, space
and crater diameters, and lastly the total damage zone versus crater diameter. Regression • •
coefficients for each curve were calculated, along with their squares, also sometimes referred to as
the "goodness-of-fit" parameter. Math models are generally considered acceptable if the square of
the correlation coefficient is 0.50 or greater. These condensed data are shown in Table 2.
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Table 2: Statistical Data from Selected LDEF Aluminum Panels
LOEF Bay
Location
Component Spall vs. Crater Dome vs. Crater Space Vs. Crater Ring vs. Crater
ID r* r _* r r2 r r _ r r 2
Total Damage
Area vs. Crater
r r_
C-12 E00A 0,92 0,85 0.53 0.29 0.6 0.36 0.65 0.42 0.69 0.49
C-10 E00B 0.88 0.77 0.58 0.33 0.65 0.43 0.91 0.83 0.67 0.45
C-01 E00B 0.91 0.82 0.93 0.87 NA NA NA NA 0.91 0.82
E-09 E00D 0.88 0.78 0.5 0.25 NA NA 0.77 0.59 0.76 0.58
*r = correlation coefficient from best fit curve
r_ = square of correlation coefficient; number > 0.5 indicates a good math fit
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The best fits were found for the spall and dome comparisons. This might be expected,
since both spallation and dome formation happen immediately upon impact, and are localized to
the impact point. The space and ring phenomena are probably sensitive to such factors as local
thickness of paint and the degree of embrittlement or erosion or changes in mechanical properties
(e.g., modulus or strength). Thus these other effects of interest yielded much less satisfactory
correlations.
The four plots shown in Figures 11 a through 11d include comparisons of average crater
diameters to average spall, dome, space, and ring diameters in the 3-9 and 6-12 clock positions.
These figures also illustrate the variation in regression curves for the LDEF aluminum plates
measured. These fits are reasonable but not great.
SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
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The three leading edge sections, C-12, C-10 and E-09, have undergone a considerable
amount of atomic oxygen erosion as they were facing in the RAM (velocity) direction. As such,
the paint surfaces have been etched and pitted. The rough texture is produced as a result of the
organic binder in the paint being sputtered away upon contact with the atomic oxygen while the
paint pigment particles are left behind. A distinct difference in degree of space weathering was
noticed between the grapple plates (C-10 and C-01) which, as mentioned above, faced opposite
directions. Both were painted with a gray colored thermal control paint prior to launch. While the
initial gray paint surface on the leading edge plate (C-10) was weathered to a rough grayish-white
color, the trailing edge plate (C-01) turned a darker grayish-brown due to UV darkening of the
organic paint binder. In addition, the impacts into the C-10 plate produced larger damage areas
relative to crater size as compared to those in C-01.
Three "types" of ringed impact features were identified and loosely characterized as
"young", "middle", or "old". This is an indication of their possible relative sequence of formation
(Figures 6, 7, and 8 respectively). Preliminary analyses suggest that the different characteristics
may signify a difference in relative ages between the three types of impact features. Type one, or
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Figure 1 la: Comparison plot of crater diameter versus spall diameter for all four components
measured in this study.
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the "young"grouparecharacterizedby verydistinctcraterlips, andexcavationcavityrimswhere
distinct,visible"flaps"or foldscomposethering zone(Figure6). In theseimpactfeatures,it
appearsasif theshockfrom theimpactseparatedalayeror two of paintfrom the substrateand
causedit to curl andfold backon itself,muchasif onewerescrapingold paint from awall. The
impactfeatureasawholeis verycleanandfresh. Thesecond,or "middle"stage,appearsslightly
degraded.Thering edgesarestill distinctandsometraceof thefoldedover layersmaystill be
seen.In general,however,the impactfeatureis lessobvious,andtheringsappearto berougher
(Figure7). In thethird, or "old" stage,the impactfeatureis noticeablyeroded.Little or no trace
of thefoldover flapsarevisibleandtheringshavedegradedintomassesof rubblethat appearasif
theyweredepositedon the surface.No indicationsof layerfold-backarepresent(Figure8).
Followingdiscussionswith Dr. BruceBanks9of NASA LewisResearchCenter,we
concludethat theseeffectsarepredominantlydueto AO weatheringalongwith somesynergistic
effectsfrom therestof thespaceenvironment(e.g.,UV embrittlement,thermalcycling).While
we hadinitially thoughtthat therough,worn-downedgesof thesetingsweredueto AO
weatheringof thepaintfollowingimpact,wenow believethat thesurfacehasbeenAO weathered
considerablyprior to impactandthuscreatedthe "powdery"effect.The spacesandrings
associatedwith someof thecratersaremostlikely createdbyRayleighwavepropagationthrough
thelooselyadheredpigmentparticleson thesurface,combinedwith interferenceshockwaves
reflectingfrom thefront andrearsurfacesof thepaintandaluminum.Thegreaterthe
powderiness,themoreAO weatheringthe surfaceexperiencedprior to impact.We still cannot,
however,predicttheagesof thesecratersandfeatures,onlytherelativetimeframein whichthey
occurred:i.e., the more pronounced rings occurred early in LDEF's exposure, while the most
powdery rings occurred much later in LDEF's exposure history, after the AO had degraded the
thermal paint surface. Therefore, "age" refers to the status of the target surface prior to impact.
Damage Area vs. Impact size
Estimation of damage areas and combined effects degradation can produce dramatically
different results than simply predicting crater size or surface degradation due to the M&D
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environment alone. Typical effects found in targets impacted by space debris include surface
spallation, fracture zones and delamination from the interface layer as presented and discussed
above. Once cracks or openings form they provide stress concentration centers for thermal
induced lateral stresses as well as entry points for AO, UV, electrons, protons and so on.
Depending on the intensity and timing of this loading it is likely that continued crack propagation
and/or delamination will continue into the subsurface material(s). The level of degradation and
increased damage will depend on the length of impact generated cracks or delaminations and the
amount of exposure to the external elements.
Data from LDEF indicates that damage areas associated with an individual impact are
much larger than the initial crater or penetration area. This is illustrated by the data in Table 3.
Here, degradation data from C-10 (a gray thermal painted aluminum plate), C-12 (a white thermal
control coated aluminum plate), and E-09 (a black thermal control coated aluminum plate) were
combined and averaged over all satellite locations. For example, for the white thermal control
paint, the ring diameter ratios ranged from 5 to a maximum of 40 with an average ring diameter
ratio of 17.4.
Table 3. Damage Area Ratios on LDEF
Damage Region
Description
Spall
Mean Diameter Ratio
(Total Damage Diameter
/Crater Diameter)
3
Mean Area Ratio
5
Dome 5 7
Space 8 78
Ring 13 279
Caution is advised, however, when estimating total damage areas for a spacecratt in a
given scenario. Although this LDEF example illustrates the potential severity of the problem, the
LDEF orbit was relatively benign with respect to impacts. Also, virtually no data exists on the
damage areas for the different materials being used by satellite designers. Due to this lack of data,
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estimatesof degradationfrom the M&D environment may be erroneously small as shown in this
discussion. Therefore, while a first estimate may be based on the assumption that a small particle
will merely penetrate the coating surface and the resulting damage area will also be small, the
combined effects may show the damaged area to be substantial. Also, the total number of impacts
will increase with mission length, and should be considered a non-linear function due to the steady
escalation of the man-made debris population. Hence, future satellites could suffer greater areas
of damage due to M&D induced degradation or perforation.
Recommended Approach for Assessing Damage Zones
The following outlines an approach to obtaining the needed data for estimating damage
zones for spacecraft materials. This information will essentially supply the missing data and
theoretical developments to the "Meteoroid Damage Assessment" report written by V.C. Frost
(1970). l°
1) Identify different material classes and any thin coatings for estimating damage
zones. Material classes would include metals, composites, ceramics (Le., glasses,
paints and structures), refractories, inorganic and organic plastics. Single layer
materials should be considered separately from multi-layered ones.
2) Obtain multiple samples of each type for inclusion in test program.
3) Select facility(ies) which produce particles with a range of mass and velocities for
micrometeoroid and debris in a controlled, accurate and reliable fashion.
4) Pre- and post-characterize all samples for relevant performance properties (i.e.,
optical, thermal, and mechanical).
5) Identify samples and facilities for testing combined environmental effects. For
example, damage areas for an alumina coated silver mirror sample will change
upon exposure to an M&D environment, which may make the underlying silver
layer susceptible to atomic oxygen erosion.
6) Develop empirical fits to data as a function of material class, environment(s), and
configuration (i.e., layers).
7) Develop damage models as a function of the same variables in (6) which can be
imported into existing hydrodynamic codes in order to predict response.
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8) Benchmarkhydrodynamicode(s)againstexperimentaldata.
Thesedatawill allow theoreticalandempiricalformulationsto bedevelopedto predict
damagezoneswhichwill betterquantifyexpecteddamageanddegradationsufferedduringa
missiondueto the synergisticspaceenvironment.
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LDEF DATA: COMPARISONS WITH EXISTING MODELS
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ABSTRACT
The relationship between the observed cratering impact damage on the Long Duration
Exposure Facility (LDEF) versus the existing models for both the natural environment of
micrometeoroids 1 and the man-made debris 2 was investigated. Experimental data was provided
by several LDEF Principal Investigators, Meteoroid and Debris Special Investigation Group
(M&D SIG) members, and by the Kennedy Space Center Analysis Team (KSC A-Team)
members. These data were collected from various aluminum materials around the LDEF
satellite. A PC (personal computer) computer program, SPENV, was written which
incorporates the existing models of the Low Earth Orbit (LEO) environment. This program
calculates the expected number of impacts per unit area as functions of altitude, orbital
inclination, time in orbit and direction of the spacecraft surface relative to the velocity vector,
for both micrometeoroids and man-made debris. Since both particle models are couched in
terms of impact fluxes versus impactor particle size, and much of the LDEF data is in the form
of crater production rates, scaling laws have been used to relate the two. Also many
hydrodynamic impact computer simulations were conducted, using CTH 3, of various impact
events, that identified certain modes of response, including simple metallic target cratering,
perforations and delamination effects of coatings.
Work performed under contract to Lockheed ESC/NASA Johnson Space Center;
Contract No.: 960-12-171, SC 02N0165768. POD Contract No.: 019201
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INTRODUCTION
Since the return of LDEF there has been a continuous gleaning of impact data, from both
the activities of the M&D SIG and from individual Prs. A large number of impact craters have
been studied for almost all possible surface orientations relative to the velocity vector (i.e., the
direction of orbital motion, RAM direction), and cover a wide size range from below 10 lam to
5.3 mm. The target materials range from AI 6061-T6 frame components (studied in this report)
to various painted surfaces and glasses. The individual craters have been carefully documented
with regard to exact position on the various plates, and frame components (longerons and
intercostals) of LDEF, and each specific impact event has been studied with regard to crater
size, lip dimensions and any associated cracking or delamination (Figures la and lb). The data
have been reduced to the form of impact fluences (hits per unit area, or the integral of the crater
production rates) versus crater diameter for various surface orientations. These data are then
compared with the predictions of the two existing "standard" models for micrometeoroids and
debris fluxes for Low Earth Orbit (LEO).
MODELLING THE PARTICLE ENVIRONMENT
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POD has written a PC-based computer code SPENV (SPace ENVironment) which
incorporates the Cour-Palais I model of near-Earth micrometeoroids and the Kessler _ model of
debris in LEO. The code predicts the "impact fluences" (note: we define this term to mean the
time-integrated areal density of impacts) _is functions of altitude, orbital inclination, specific
time period in orbit, and orientation of the LDEF surfaces relative to the velocity vector: e.g.,
RAM, SPACE, EARTH, SIDES and TRAIL (Figure 2). In the LDEF terminology of some
these surfaces are EAST, SPACE, EARTH, NORTH & SOUTH, and WEST, respectively.
Since both the micrometeoroid and debris models presently assume symmetry about the
velocity vector the two SIDE predictions are normally identical. However, a small
misallignment of the RAM surface of 8 degrees introduces a small asymmetry to the data.
Details of the SPENV code and its use of the models are given in Atkinson et al. 4
rings sp_}ce spall crater thermal
___c_,_:...+. ,_,_ / r, ._,--:._-----_,,,_
(la)
Rings
pace
ome
pall
Crater
(lb)
Figures la and lb: (a) Schematic cross-section of an impact into painted aluminum. (b)
Schematic plan view of a "typical" crater in painted material measured on LDEF. A slight
asymmetry is typical for most craters. Note: diagrams are not to scale.
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Figure 2: Illustration of LDEF's orientation while in gravity-gradient stabilized Earth orbit. Note
RAM, SIDES (top and bottom on figure),TRAIL, EARTH, and SPACE faces.
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The micrometeoroid model takes into account the shielding subtended by the Earth as seen by
LDEF, and thus is a function of altitude. For cratering predictions the mean density of
micrometeoroids has been set at 0.5 grn/cm 3 as suggested by Cour-Palais 1. (In reality, the true
density of micrometeoroids is uncertain. Captured particles have had densities of up to 3.5
gm/cm 3. However, the recommended flux model of Cour-Palais is itself based on the lower
density and would need revising if the density were changed). The micrometeoroid model
assumes that the particles arrive at the Earth uniformly from all directions (Le., appear
geocentric). This is not strictly true, but is a reasonable approximation for the 5.75 year
exposure time period of LDEF, since during this time the LDEF orbit underwent about 38
complete cycles of precession and thus "sampled" a large region of the 4re solid angle of space.
The debris model assumes a density of aluminum (2.8 gm/cm 3) for particles about 1 cm
diameter, which decreases for larger pieces (since large pieces are not chunky bodies but rather
pseudo-porous items such as bits of plates, antennas, and so on), and increases for smaller sizes
to about 4.0 gm/cm 3, which is representative of alumina propellent particles and flakes of paint
pigment.
The debris model presently assumes pseudo-circular orbits, which immediately prevents
collisions on the TRA/L surface of LDEF. The LDEF data, based on impact fluence and both
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) 5 and secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) 6 analysis,
is revealing that debris particles did impact on the TRAIL surfaces. The obvious explanation is
that some of the debris are in elliptical orbits. Kessler has been aware of the limitations of his
original model, but until recently had little data with which to update it. With the new LDEF
data Kessler now concludes that there are significant amounts of debris (i.e., about 20-30 times
that tracked by Space Command) in GPS transfer-type orbits at low inclination. 7 This debris
should mainly be aluminum oxide effluent from orbital transfer rocket firings.
POD has also independently used an ephemeris code to identify the possible orbit of the
particle causing the largest crater observed on LDEF. This crater (5.3 mm) occurred on an
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aluminumZ-frame on the SPACE end of LDEF, but on a surface facing into the RAM and
slightly depressed below the outer envelope of LDEF. In order for the impactor to reach the
impact point it must have "come over" the leading edge of the tray, which implies it arrived
from the RAM direction but with a SPACE-component angle of at least 15 degrees. The
ephemeris code gives a potential solution for a particle in an orbit typical ofa GPS transfer
stage or for a retrograde launch from Vandenburg. This is in basic agreement with the present
conclusions of Kessler. 7 Detailed studies of impacts using the CTH hydrodynamic code (see
CTH discussion below) indicate that the most probable source was a piece of aluminum debris.
This conclusion is based on determination of perforation limits for either debris or the lower
density micrometeoroids, s Only a high density particle fits the scenario, ruling out the
likelihood of a lower-density micrometeoroid, but allowing the more common high density
ones. The inferred particle size is about 1 mm, and for this size the present models predict a
higher impact fluence for debris than for micrometeoroids, again suggesting that the impactor
was debris. Recent chemical analysis of this impact feature (M. Zolensky, private
communication) reveals the presence of no non-Al material (a null result) which is still
consistent with almost any kind of impactor.
MODEL SCALING LAWS
Whereas the environment models are given in terms of particle diameters, all of the data
from LDEF is in the form of impact feature diameters. In order to relate the two for craters it is
necessary to invoke a scaling law to give crater sizes versus impactor sizes. The SPENV code
presently invokes the simplest of the known cratering laws, namely the "energy" law. This law
equates the incoming kinetic energy of the impactor with the energy necessary to "carve out" a
hemispherical crater. The result is:
D¢/Dp = constant (pp/io_)°333u °_ (1)
=
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where Do is the crater diameter, Dp is the particle diameter, 9p and 9t are the impactor and target
densities, u is the impactor speed normal to the target surface, and the constant is determined
by laboratory experiments. _ This equation is sensitive to the normal component of impact
velocity, and the existing particulate models predict that practically none of the impacts are
normal. Further, the impact velocities are themselves functions of arrival direction and thus of
the orientation of a specific surface relative to the RAM. Consequently, the value of Do/Dp is a
function of surface orientation which is also a function of orbital inclination, and, in principle, of
altitude. Figures 3 and 4 illustrate this dependence for debris and micrometeoroids, respectively.
Figure 5 shows the distribution of relative debris impacts in the form of a polar plot versus the
RAM direction ("butterfly plot") based on the Kessler model. These impacts are in the plane
parallel to the surface of the Earth. The corresponding impact speeds are given by the relation
v = 15.4 cos A kin/s, where A is the angle between the RAM direction (zero degrees) and the
apparent approach direction of the debris. The component of the impact velocity along the
normal to a surface is given by v = 15.4 cos A cos (B-A) kin/s, where B is the angle between
the surface normal and the RAM direction. For the RAM surface itself this reduces to the value
v = 15.4 cos 2 A km/s. If the angle (B-A) exceeds 1800 then impacts cannot occur on that
surface. The data in Figure 3 is obtained by integrating over all the possible angles of approach
for a specified surface, based on the relative weighting given by the Kessler model (this
weighting explains the butterfly shape).
Figure 6 shows the distribution of average impact speeds versus approach direction for the
micrometeoroids (RAM direction equals zero degrees). This polar plot represents a body of
revolution symmetric about the RAM axis. The effect of Earth-shielding is to remove a section
of the solid angle for this figure, which results in a modification of the impact fluxes for all
surfaces except that facing towards SPACE. The source of data for this plot is that due to
Erickson 9 which describes the relative number of micrometeoroids versus speed as seen from
the Earth (so-called "stationary satellite" data). This data is transformed into the reference
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Figure 5: Plot ofpo!ar distribution versus angle from RAM (velocity vector) for debris, in the
plane paral[eI to the Earth, for LDEF.
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shielding.
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frame of the orbiting satellite to produce Figure 6. As with debris the effects of
micrometeoroid impacts are obtained by integrating over all particles taking into account the
components of velocity along the normal to the specific surface.
There are several other proposed crater scaling laws (e.g., Cour-Palais _'_°and Christiansenl_). In
general, the differences in these laws are variations in the power indices for densities (and/or
masses) and velocity. Since the indices are less than unity, the effect is a relatively small shift in
the values ofDeq) v The data are presented in the form &cumulative fluences, or rather, impacts
per area for craters greater than or equal to a specified size, versus crater size. The effect of
changes in scaling law is primarily a horizontal shift in the plots. For example, changing the
power index for density from 0.333 to 0.5 moves the curves by only a factor of 1.34 even for
the extreme case of a tantalum impactor (density 16.6 gm/cm 3) into aluminum (density 2.8 gm/cm_),
and clearly has no effect for symmetric impacts such as aluminum into aluminum. Likewise, a change
in the assumed density ofa micrometeoroid (e.g., from 0.5 gm/cm 3 to 3.0 gm/cm 3) produces a factor
of 1.82 or 2.45 for power indices of 0.333 and 0.5, respectively.
CTH HYDROCODE CALCULATIONS
The CTH computer code 3 from Sandia Laboratory, Albuquerque, has been used to simulate
several classes of impacts. In order to benchmark the code, specific calculations were done to
replicate laboratory-generated ballistic penetration (L e., perforation) cases for aluminum.
These data were provided by Fred H6rz &NASA JSC. Material parameters were adjusted in
the CTH runs until good replications were obtained. The agreements involved standard,
acceptable Equation of State (EOS) and constitutive data for the impactors and targets, and in
particular, identified the aluminum targets as AI 1100 with temper H16 (H_rz could not specify
the exact temper of his samples, but the suggested solution is very credible being a reasonably
common alloy). Details of these comparisons are given in the Appendix.
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The CTH results were then plotted as functions of perforation limits for various aluminum
sphere diameters versus normal impact velocities, and for various aluminum wall thicknesses,
and the data were fitted analytically by least-squares techniques. The result was a fit very
similar to the perforation-limit conditions predicted by the McDonnell equation, n Within the
accuracy of determination of the "best-fit" equation for the CTH data, the results essentially
agreed with the predictions of McDonnell, except for about a 20% decrease in the prediction of
wall thickness. Based only on this fact, we presently recommend use &the McDonnell
equation for perforation predictions, at least for symmetric A1/A1 conditions (Note, we have not
yet validated the "strength" term in the McDonnell equation). This equation is:
T = 1.023 dp_°s6 (9Jpt) °47' (o_/c_3 °a_ u °_ (2)
where T is the wall thickness, dp is the particle diameter, densities (p) refer to particle or target,
respectively, o values are the yield strengths of A1 or the target, and u is the normal impact
speed. For a symmetric aluminum into aluminum (AI/AI) impact this becomes:
T = 1.023 dp_'°s6u °'_ (3)
The corresponding "best-fit" from CTH for AI/AI impacts was:
T = 0.81 (+/- 0.20) dp°'9375(+/'°'1°5) u °625(+;'°°9) (ref.8) (4)
_: :- -i _ _\_
CTH has been used to simulate impacts on coated materials in order to understand such
effects as the "ring" and "dome" structures seen on painted aluminum, together with localized
delamination effects. To date, the CTH runs have been able to simulate the formation of
"domes" and demonstrate the development of delaminations. However, while the runs have
predicted transient "ring" motions (i. e., Rayleigh wave ripples propagating away from the
impact site), we have not yet identified the parameters necessary to cause a "freezing" of these
waves to yield permanent rings. It appears that the behavior is very sensitive to the amplitude
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of the induced wave structure and the yield strength of the materials, since the CTH
calculations either gave rapidly dampened waves or else indicated material loss due to localized
jetting around the impact site. We do not presently understand this since basically all of the
painted surfaces exhibited "rings" and the impact conditions cannot have been identical. Figures
7 and 8 show some typical CTH results. These example problems include an aluminum coating
on a silica substrate (Figure 7) and a two-layer alumina/aluminum coating on silica (Figure 8).
In both cases the impactors have been alumina or aluminum. Parameter options investigated
include impact speed and interlayer adhesion strength. In each figure, the sequence progresses
from the top to bottom, with the top image at 0 time. Projectile velocity was 9.0 km/s for both
examples.
The effect of interlayer (bond) strength is interesting. For zero strength the layer locally
"peels back" by a small amount around the impact hole in the layer and the layer debonds
rapidly in a radial manner away from the hole, such that the entire layer essentially jumps offthe
substrate. The silica substrate develops a typical crater. As the bond strength is increased so
the debonding becomes limited to a region around the impact site, but at the expense of greater
localized peel back at the hole edge. Depending on details, the local peel back can resemble the
standard lips for a metal target impact, or can spall offand cause secondary ejecta. If the
coating is a brittle one (alumina) with high compressive yield strength but low fracture strength,
the tendency is to crack offthe lips. Conversely, for the soil metal (AI) coating the tendency is
to develop considerable plastic/molten flow, and droplets peel off.
In all high speed (>9 krrds)impactsmodelled to date, the impacting particle (whether brittle
alumina or soft aluminum) has always been forged into a self-forming jet structure which expels
itself back out of the hole. This occurs because the impact pressures are sufficiently high to
cause gross plastic flow at elevated (shock induced) temperatures, and the geometry causes
convergence effects, thus producing the jet. The result is that only small portions of the
impactor remain within the crater. We cannot presently identify the exact amount of material
remaining, since this involves "late-time behavior" and requires long computer run times. This
=
5-
behavior is consistent with many LDEF observations, where frequently the impactor is either
difficult or impossible to identify due to limited or zero remnants. In particular, the calculations
indicate that the impactor does not need to completely vaporize in order to explain negligible
remnants. For the two-layer coating problem both layers peel back and delaminate from each
other and the substrate. Figure 8 shows such a case, and indicates the complicated morphology
around the impact site.
Of relevant interest to this discussion is some data provided by Maxwell Laboratory, San
Diego. 13 Workers there used the flash X-ray machine, Blackjack 5, to throw debris particles at
single crystal silicon. The latter target was simultaneously surface heated by the associated
X-ray plasma. The result was the development of ring structures very similar to those seen on
LDEF. The pictures resemble a frozen version of the "stone in a pond" effect! The postulated
explanation is that the hot surface (almost molten) of the silicon was forced to undergo plastic
yielding due to the Rayleigh waves, and that hysteresis "locked in" the ripples.
LDEF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Data utilized in this portion of the study originated from three sources: (1) For craters
larger than 0.05 cm diameter, measurements were taken by the LDEF Meteoroid and Debris
Special Investigation Group's (M&D SIG) Kennedy Space Center Analysis Team on the entire
LDEF aluminum structure, 14and (2) for craters larger than 0.01 cm diameter, measurements
were taken by the authors from specific aluminum experiment tray covers and sun shields, and
(3) for craters larger than 0.001 cm diameter, measurements were taken by See et al. _on
LDEF intercostals. Separate environment models were utilized to make predictions for the
meteoroids and debris and computed using the SPENV model. For meteoroids, the Cour-Palais
et al. _ model was used with the Kessler-Erickson velocity distribution as described by Zook. 9
For debris, the Kessler model: was used. Our SPENV program models both the
micrometeoroid and debris environments that may be encountered by a spacecraft in an orbit
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between 200 and 2000 km. As both the Kessler and Cour-Palais models _'2predict particle
diameters, the scaling law presented previously was applied to these data, thus reducing them to
the form of cumulative impact fluences (hits per square meter) for craters greater than or equal
to specified diameters.
LDEF was a gravity-gradient stabilized satellite, intended to always have one surface facing
EARTH, and one side (row 9) always facing into the RAM. In actuality, LDEF was slightly
rotated about its long axis such that row 9 was about 8 degrees off of the true RAM (towards
the SOUTH). This fact explains the angular quotes for the intercostals and rows, given below.
Figures 9a-1 and 10a-e illustrate the data, together with comparisons of the existing
micrometeoroid and debris model predictions. Each of the plots in Figure 9 compares measured
crater diameters to the number of craters per square meter (fluence) for different locations on
LDEF: RAM (row 9, 352 degrees) through 22 degrees (row 10) (anticlockwise, as viewed
from the Earth). For directional reference and location purposes, the plots refer to various
intercostals (aluminum frame pieces which run "around" the LDEF central axis), and the
corresponding rows (i.e., faces), from LDEF. Each plot shows the data collected from the
intercostal and other components in that same row as compared to the meteoroid and debris
models. For example, data for craters larger than (say) 500 _tm originated from the intercostal
which was scanned for that row, and the fluence was derived by dividing by the area of the
specific intercostal. A similar process was done for all craters larger than 500 lam on other
surfaces as well. Figures 10a-e illustrate the comparison between the LDEF data to the M&D
model predictions as a function of row or intercostal location on the satellite (degrees from
RAM) vs. fluence. These plots represent the number of craters with diameters greater than or
equal to 50 tam, 100/am, 250/am, and 500/am, respectively. In general, the sum of the model
predictions agrees within a factor of two to three for surfaces toward the RAM. However,
toward the TRAIL the agreement is worse by a factor of four or more.
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Figures 9j: Comparison of crater diameters to number of craters per square meter. Data
collected from the LDEF intercostals and rows.
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Figures 9k: Comparison of crater diameters to number of craters per square meter. Data
collected from the LDEF intercostals and rows.
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Figures 9!i C0mp_aris0n of crater diameters to number of craters per square meter. Data
collected from the LDEF intercostals and rows.
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Overall, the measured data tends to oscillate around the predictions for the micrometeoroids.
More specifically, the Kessler debris model 2 overpredicts the mean flux of small craters (-0.005
cm diameter), while the Cour-Palais micrometeoroid model 1 slightly underpredicts the mean
flux for these small craters, for the RAM (row 9) surface. A similar divergence has been noted
for the EARTH- and SPACE-facing ends (not covered in this report). This divergence may be
indicative of either elliptical orbital particles from natural or man-made sources, of p-meteoroid
fluxes, or a combination of the two. The Interplanetary Dust Experiment is data has positively
identified a B-meteoroid component of the natural environment, which is not currently
accounted for in the Cour-Palais modeP we used. Grtin et al. _7did, however, take the
[3-meteoroids into account when they updated Cour-Palais' model in 1985. This version of the
model is currently being analyzed and incorporated into our in-house SPENV model.
Other observed trends, most clearly seen in Figures 10a-e, include an asymmetry wherein
the impact fluence tends to be greater than the predictions (for the crater sizes measured)
towards the NORTH surface (angles in the range 0 to 180 degrees), and lower than predictions
for the SOUTH surface (180 to 360 degrees, i.e. -180 to -0 degrees on Figures 8a-e). Scrutiny
of Figures 9a-1 also reveals a tendency for the data to exceed the predictions for the larger of the
measured craters. Care must be exercised in the interpretation of Figures I0a-e. The "true"
RAM direction is 0 degrees, and the micrometeoroid and debris models assume symmetry about
this direction (the occasional "kinks" in these curves are due only to the interpolation routine in
the graphing utility). If the environments were truly symmetric then the LDEF data would also
be symmetric, regardless of the orientation of the rows and intercostals. The experimental data
imply that the environment is not simply symmetric. We cannot explain this at present.
A caution should be raised with regard to measurements of the smallest craters: the target
material is not pure aluminum alloy, but has an anodized surface (i.e., an effective coating of
alumina). For the larger craters this coating has negligible effect, but for the smallest craters the
coating may constitute the "target". Since alumina has both a higher density and is tougher than
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Figures lOa: Comparison between LDEF data and the M&D model predictions
discussed in the text as a function of row location on the satellite.
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Row #
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
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I1
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Table 1 Statistical Information For LDEF Intercostal Data
Impacts Oi1 Aluminum Surfaces, Crater Dimneters >__I 0 _an
Degrees From
Ram Direction
t12
142 B02F02
h_tercostal
Number
B01F02
Sltrface Area
Exmuined (m _) I' n = Nmnber ofhnpacts Found
310,0594708
0.057873 41 708.45
0.0586895 30 511.16
hnlmctshn _
0dArea)
521.26
172 C03F02
202 F04F02 0.0603608 lS 298.21
232 EO5F02 0.0587443 97 1651.23
262 BO6F02 0.0600495 65 1082.43
292 F07F02 0,058855 539 9158.1
322 FOgF02 0.0602198 172 2856.19
352 FOgF02 0.0579995 384 6620.69
22 EIOF02 0.059526 248 4166.25
52 BllF02 0.0584148 158
0.059015682 60C12F02
2704.79
1016.67
EITOr
5.56
_6.4
5.48
4.24
9.85
8.06
23.22
13.11
19.6
15.75
12.57
7.75
Sealed Error Scaled
-1-( ,Jn/Are, a) Error %
93.49 17.9%
110.59 15.6%
93.37 18.3%
70.25 23,6%
167.69 10.2%
134.22 12.4%
394.56 4.3%
217.7 7.6%
337.93 5.1%
264.62 6.4%
215.2 7.9%
129.71 12.8%
Table 2: Statistical Information For LDEF Row Data
Impacts On Ahnninum Surfaces, Crater Dimneters _>500/am
LDEF [ Devees From
Row/_ I Ram Direction
6
7
8
9
I0
I1
12
Surface Area
Examined (m')
82
bnpacts/m _
0_Area)
i ,,,
0.6231 12
112 0.6231 7 11.23
142 0.6231 3 4.82
172 0.6231 3 4.82
202 0.6231 3 4,82
232 0.6231 9 14.44
262 0.6231 11 17.65
292 0.6231 15 24.07
322 0.6231 38 60.99
352 0.6231 25 40.12
22 0.6231 41 65.8
52 0.6231 22 35.31
19.26
,Error
_:4n
2.65
1.73
1.73
1.73
3
3.32
3.87
6.16
5
6.4
4.69
3.46
Scaled Error Sealed
±(4n/Area) Error %
4.25 37.8%
2.78 57.7%
2.78 57.7%
2.78 57.7%
4.81 33.3%
5.33 30.2%
6.21 25.8%
10.6 17,4%
8.02 19.9%
10,27 15.6%
7.53 21.3%
5.55 28.8%
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the underlying aluminum, the result can be to reduce the crater sizes. This effect will produce a
"skew" to the data, such that the plot of cumulative cratering artificially "flattens off" at the
smaller sizes. Presently, we do not know the exact thickness of the anodized layer. However,
we do know that if it is about 1 mil, then all craters below about 100 microns in diameter are
affected.
Since impact events are assumed to be random it is appropriate to apply Poisson statistics to
establish the appropriate standard deviations for the data. Thus, if the number of hits on a given
area is N, the standard deviation is +/- N °5. Table I summarizes the data for the intercostals,
giving the raw hit counts, the corresponding areas, and the resulting standard deviations, while
Table II summarizes similar data for the rows. Since the investigated areas were usually
considerably less than 1 square meter each, the error must be scaled up by the same ratio as the
count rate in order to be consistent for quotes on a per meter squared basis. In Figures 9a-I
there are overlapping data at some common crater sizes for the intercostals and the rows.
Sometimes these data differ by more than a standard deviation of the individual data points.
This more accurately indicates the true degree of uncertainty in the measured data. Such
variations are to be expected, since Poisson statistics only apply for a truly random flux of
impactors. As a simple example, if debris were really in circular orbits they would exist in
striated orbits, since launches have not been made randomly into every possible altitude. It is
the combination of (a) random collisional breakup, (b) air drag and, (c) initial elliptical launched
orbits, that tend to give a randomization of the debris particles. Likewise, there is no apriori
reason to believe that the micrometeoroids are truly randomly distributed. Data from the IDE _6
experiment on LDEF certainly indicate a degree of non-randomness in time showing apparent
clustering behavior, and the integrated data from the F07F02 intercostal indicate similar effects
with regard to location.
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CONCLUSIONS
The comparisons provided herein demonstrate a good measure of the relative applicability
of the environment models for first-order engineering design purposes, but illustrate the need
for higher fidelity in the small impactor - spacecraft degradation - regime. One should be
cautious in utilizing these comparisons to validate the micrometeoroid and debris models. The
assumptions underlying these analyses are necessarily simplistic. For example, time-dependent
variations associated with toroids or clouds of debris impactors (as inferred from the IDE
experimental data) are not taken into consideration, nor is the fact that many of the debris
impactors are in elliptical orbits around the Earth. The models and collected data do agree on
several points however. Space debris does exist in all sizes, and has the possibility of growing
into a potentially catastrophic problem, particularly since self-collisions between particles can
rapidly escalate the numbers of small impactors. Kessler has deduced that a "runaway"
escalation (which grows with the square of the population of particles) may already be
occurring at an altitude of about 1000 km, where there is a local peak in the debris population)
With regard to statistical errors, the data suggest that the true impact fluence, or flux, is
rarely defined any better than one standard deviation (s.d., Poisson logic) and is frequently only
good to about three standard deviations, as evidenced by the "overlap" data taken on the
intercostals versus the rows. Clearly, an updated model of the debris environment is required
which incorporates elliptical orbits. Kessler 7 is presently addressing this issue, while an
independent study is underway by Divine '8 at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory based on
first-principles of orbital dynamics.
Updates in the scaling laws used to predict cratering are also needed. While this present
study concentrated on the aluminum structure, there are many other target materials which
suffered from cratering and/or perforations. Scaling laws are required to relate these various
data. Presently, based on our own independent CTH computer modelling, we conclude that the
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perforation limit equation of McDonnell 8"12is credible, at least for symmetric impacts (e.g.,
AI/AI). The McDonnell equation is cited only because it is one that we have been recently
exercising. Other equations, such as those by Cour-Palais or Christiansen may be equally
credible, we simply have not yet performed the necessary comparisons. However, more data
and modelling are needed to establish generalized rules which account for both cratering and
perforations for any combination of impactor/target and for wide ranges of impact speeds and
angles of incidence.
Based on limited attempts to model impact events with the CTH code, we conclude that
this hydrocode has the capability to realistically simulate many experimentally observed
phenomena. A virtue of such a code is the ability to map out the sensitivities to assumed
parameter changes, such as yield strengths, fracture strengths and interlayer bond strengths.
Accordingly, we recommend further such computer studies in order to allow better
understanding of impact events and correlations with experimental data.
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APPENDIX
CTH CODE VALIDATION
The first task with the CTH code was to perform some type of validation between experimental
results and reproducible computer simulations. The data and results from a series of gas gun
experiments were provided by Dr. Fred Hrrz of NASA Johnson Space Center.
The data provided by NASA contained many combinations of materials that were used for the
impactor and the projectile. In order to get reasonably accurate results with the CTH code the
materials chosen had to have material properties that were readily available and well
characterized. Complex compound materials were ruled out, leading to a choice of an aluminum
target and an impactor made of soda-lime glass. Results from the runs are illustrated below in
Table A-1.
Table A-l: Data Comparison from CTH Run and Hrrz et al. (1992)
Shot
Number
785
786
787
788
789
791
Projectile
Diameter
(mm)
3.18
3.18
3.18
3.18
3.18
3.18
Aluminum
Thickness
(mm)
9.53
9.02
8.64
7.62
1.6
19.94
Velocity
(km/sec)
5.91
5.8
5.81
5.79
5.87
5.84
Hole
Diameter
(mm)
HORZ (1992)
2.24
3.62
7.31
10.19
8.77
13.73"
Hole
Diameter
(ram)
CTH
9.8
10
I2.5
12.5
10
11.000"
*These values are for crater diameters; they were not penetrations.
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Several models were available in the CTH code, however, the one chosen was the
Mie-Gr_neisen. The variables used in the CTH runs are shown in Table A-2.
Table A-2: Variables used in CTH Calculations
Material
Aluminum
Soda-Lime
Density
(g/cm 3)
2.7
2.2
Sound Speed
(cm/sec)
5.31 x 10s
5.91 xl0 _
Griineisen
2.25
0.4
Heat
Capacity
(erg/cm3/eV)
1.049 x IO n
8.744 x 101°
Constant in
Linear
Hugoniot
1.34
1.5
The aluminum alloy that was used in the experiments was Al-1100 variety, but the temper was
not known. The temper of the metal can result in large changes in the tensile strength and the
yield strength. In order to match the experimental results, it was necessary to run several
calculations that used a range of yield and tensile strengths. The final values that were arrived at
are listed in Table A-3:
Table A-3: Yield and Tensile Strengths Used in CTH Calculations
Material
Aluminum
Soda-Lime Glass
Yield Strength (kbar)
1.3
10
Poisson Ratio
TT
0.35
0.16
Fracture Stress
(kbar)
1.6
1.2
The primary goal of this series of runs was to replicate the wall penetration limit that was seen
in the experimental results. The final values listed above successfully simulated this
experimental limit. Exact replication of the hole diameters for penetration was not expected,
since only small changes in velocity or material properties produce rapid changes in the
perforation. The aluminum alloy that best matched the NASA-JSC data was identified as
Al-1100-H16. The data chosen for the soda-lime glass were based on quotes from
manufacturers and reference data for various glasses. The CTH calculations indicated only a
moderate sensitivity to parameter changes for the glass impactor, but large sensitivity to the
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values for the aluminum target. No attempt has yet been made to model other experimental
data, suchas that for the AI foils used by McDonnell.
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NEW METEOROID MODEL PREDICTIONS FOR
DIRECTIONAL IMPACTS ON LDEF
N93-29376
Neil Divine and Rene C. Agtiero
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
California Institute of Technology
Pasadena, California 91109
ABSTRACT
An extensive body of data, from meteors, zodiacal light, spacecraft-borne impact detectors
(Helios, Pioneer, Galileo, Ulysses), and other sources, forms the basis of a new numerical model
for the distributions of interplanetary meteoroids. For each of the five populations in this model it
is possible to evaluate meteoroid concentration and flux for oriented surfaces or detectors having
arbitrary position and velocity in interplanetary space (Divine, 1992, in preparation). For a
spacecraft in geocentric orbit the effects of gravitational focussing and shielding by the Earth have
been newly derived with full attention to the directionality of the particles, both on approach (i.e.,
relative to a massless Earth) and at the target. This modeling approach has been exercised to
provide an estimate of meteoroid fluence for each of several oriented surfaces on LDEF.
This research was performed at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of
Technology, under contract with the National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
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ABSTRACT
Analysis of the data from the Long Duration Exposure Facility (LDEF) Interplanetary
Dust Experiment (IDE) sun sensors has allowed a confirmation of the attitude of LDEF
during its first year in orbit. Eight observations of the yaw angle at specific times were
made and are tabulated in this paper. These values range from 4.3 to 12.4 degrees with
maximum uncertainty of +2.0 degrees and an average of 7.9 degrees. No specific
measurements of pitch or roll were made but the data indicates that LDEF had an average
pitch down attitude of less than 0.7 degrees.
INTRODUCTION
The LDEF IDE was unique in providing a time history of impacts of micron-sized
particles on six orthogonal faces of LDEF during the first year in orbit. 1 The value of this
time resolved data depended on and was enhanced by the proper operation of some basic
LDEF systems. Thus the value of the data is greatly enhanced when the location and
orientation of LDEF is known for each time of impact. The location and velocity of LDEF
as a function of time can be calculated from the "two-line elements" published by NASA
Goddard Space Flight Center during the first-year of the LDEF mission. The attitude of
LDEF was passively stabilized in a gravity-gradient mode and a magnetically anchored
viscous damper was used to dissipate roll, pitch, and yaw motions.2, 3 Finally the IDE
used a standard LDEF Experiment Power and Data System (EPDS) to collect and store data
and also to provide a crystal derived clock pulse (1 count every 13.1 seconds) for all IDE
time measurements. All that remained for the [DE was to provide a system to calibrate the
clock, eliminating accumulative errors, and also to verify the attitude of LDEF. The typical
steady-state motion of LDEF was expected to be less than 2 degrees for pitch and roll
oscillations but there was greater uncertainty about the yaw attitude. 4
The [DE used solar cells on six orthogonaI faces to observe the LDEF sunrise and
provide data about the LDEF attitude. The data were recorded by the EPDS about 10 times
per day for the first 346 days of the LDEF mission. These data consist of the number of
IDE counts since the last LDEF sunrise and the status of the six solar cells (light or dark) at
PREeF/)ING P,_GE BLAi_K PJOT FILMED
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the time of the last IDE pulse. The EPDS determined the time that the data were recorded
and includes with each record the master EPDS clock counter (1 count every
1.638 seconds) that provided the range and resolution for time measurements. The IDE
solar cells provided data for an excellent clock calibration, meeting their primary purpose,
and this paper will present the time resolved LDEF attitude measurements that can be
gleaned from this data.
THE EPDS/IDE CLOCK
All of the timing measurements of the IDE are derived from the EPDS crystal controlled
clock which had a design frequency of 1.280 MHz. The EPDS circuitry used a 26 stage
divider chain to provide a large selection of clock rates. The IDE used the twenty-first
stage of this divider (a period of 1.638 seconds) as the master clock rate. The EPDS also
had a 24 bit counter that was used to store the accumulated counts since the experiment was
tumed on and the value stored in this counter was written to the data tape as part of every
IDE record. The master clock rate and the count in the 24 bit counter are referred to as the
EPDS clock or count.
The IDE also used the twenty-fourth stage of the EPDS divider chain as a secondary
clock rate with a period of 13.1 seconds. This clock rate and its related counts are referred
to as the IDE clock or count and is used to provide 12 bit measurements of time relative to
the 24 bit EPDS count. This clock rate is used to sample and hold the sun sensor status,
and to measure the time since sunrise. The phase between the IDE and the EPDS clock
counts was fixed such that when the EPDS count changed from 3 to 4 counts the first IDE
clock pulse was generated. Thus the integer relationship between IDE and EPDS counts
can be expressed as:
EPDS + 4 = IDE * 8
SENSITIVITY OF THE SOLAR CELL CIRCUIT
Since the primary purpose of the sun sensors was to detect the sunrise event
independent of the LDEF orientation at the time of sunrise, the sensitivity of the light
sensing circuit was intentionally high. Each sun sensor circuit consists of four solar cells
in series. The photo-current was amplified by a single transistor and the output of the
transistor was clocked by the IDE clock pulses into a storage register for use by the other
digital circuits of the IDE.
THE CLOCK CALIBRATION
The IDE clock calibration datum is essentially the count in a 12 bit counter which
continually counts 1DE clock pulses and is reset whenever a sunrise has been observed.
The reset pulse for this counter is derived in the following manner. All sun sensors data
are combined in a logic OR gate so that each IDE clock pulse can be considered as a light or
dark pulse depending on whether LDEF is in sunlight or not. After 46 dark pulses
(10 minutes) a circuit is armed so that the next light pulse will cause the desired reset (note
that this reset is synchronized to the IDE clock pulses). The most precise piece of
information that can be calculated from this counter is the EPDS count that marks, not the
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sunrise event, but the end of an IDE interval during which the sunrise occurred. This
EPDS count can be calculated by converting the EPDS (24 bit counter) count, that marks
the time of the record, to an IDE count (Integer) subtracting the sunrise count value, then
converting back to an EPDS count. Four more counts were subtracted to obtain the EPDS
count associated with the center of the IDE interval in which the sunrise occurred.
The clock calibration used for this paper was obtained in the following manner:
(1)
(2)
The geometry of the LDEF sunrise is defined as LDEF being on a
line that is tangent to the earth and sun; the line bent at the earth
surface by some small constant angle of deviation. The sense of this
angle is in the direction of atmospheric refraction but it also accounts
for the height of the sun's upper limb above the horizon to provide
sufficient light for the IDE sun sensors.
The time of sunrise was calculated with a precision of 0.1 seconds
using the LDEF orbital elements (NASA Goddard "two-line
elements") reported during the first year in orbit and matched to the
EPDS sunrise count as indicated above. 5,6
(3)
(4)
(5)
Since the IDE was turned on about 3 hours before the LDEF was
released and the first data was recorded while the LDEF was still
attached to the shuttle, the first IDE record is not used in this
analysis.
The EPDS time zero and a constant EPDS period was determined
using a linear least squares method.
The deviation angle defined in (1) was varied to minimize the
standard deviation of the total error of the least squares process.
The clock calibration constants that were determined and used in this report are as
follows:
Average EPDS Time Zero: 98.594187 +_2.8E-6 Day of Year 1984
Average EPDSPeriod: 1.63770501 +2.3E-8 Seconds
Deviation Angle: 0.00376 radians
Standard Deviation of Total Error: 3.63 x/( count * second )
LDEF POSITION AND ORIENTATION RELATIVE TO THE SUN
With the above clock calibration the position and velocity vectors of LDEF were
calculated for the time when the sun sensor status was clocked into storage for each of the
IDE data records. Also for these times the XYZ coordinates of the sun (in the same
coordinate system) were calculated. This positional data of LDEF and the sun were then
combined to form the following three parameters for each IDE record:
(1) The angle between the LDEF position vector and the sun. This
angle has its vertex at the center of the earth and is in a plane that
contains the centers of LDEF, the earth and the sun.
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(2) The Beta angle, which is the angle between the plane of LDEF's
orbit and the direction to the sun. The plane of LDEF's orbit is that
plane which contains LDEF's position and velocity vectors. For
LDEF the Beta angle is positive when the sun is on the north side of
the orbital plane and negative on the south side.
(3) A light level parameter which indicates whether LDEF is expected to
be in sunlight or the earth's shadow based on the sunrise condition
defined in the clock calibration procedure.
These three parameters form the essential data that indicate the position and orientation
of LDEF relative to the sun and sunlit earth. By comparing this data with the
corresponding observed sun sensor status data some conclusions about the LDEF yaw and
pitch angles can be made.
Figure 1 is a plot of the number of sun sensors illuminated as a function of the angle
between LDEF and the sun. The way this angle was defined, it can vary from 0 to
180 degrees and does not indicate whether LDEF is approaching a sunset or leaving a
sunrise. The complete IDE data set consists of 3,413 data points randomly distributed over
the range of 0 to 180 degrees; however, the figure plots only the data (642 points) between
85 and 115 degrees with the morning and evening data indicated by different symbols.
When the LDEF is greater than 115 degrees from the sun, all sensors are dark as LDEF is
in the earth's shadow. When the angle is less than 85 degrees, all sensors are illuminated
either by the sun or by sunlight reflected by the earth.
The first conclusion that was made about this data was that the sunlit earth was very
significant in determining the light or dark status of the sun sensors. The method of
determining the attitude of LDEF used in this investigation depends only on light coming
directly from the sun, and it was expected that when the sunlight was parallel to a sun
sensor surface that sensor would be dark. The determination of yaw depended on LDEF
being totally out of the earth's shadow and the sun sensors on both row 12 and row 6
being dark. A similar determination of pitch using the sensors on the space and earth end
was not possible because the earth end sensor is illuminated by light reflected from the
earth.
Some observations about the pitch attitude can be made by looking at the angle at which
the sun sensor on the space end of LDEF changed from light to dark near sunset as
compared to the dark-to-light angle near sunrise. It was expected that both these angles
would be less than 90 degrees and on average would be an indication of the resolution by
which the yaw measurement was made; also the difference between the angles would
indicate twice the average pitch angle. How well the IDE sun sensor status can be used to
define these angles can be a measure of the variability of the pitch. If the pitch is constant,
the angles will be well defined within the expected errors for determining an angle between
the LDEF and the sun.
To determine how well the sun sensor data and a linear clock calibration can be used to
indicate an angle between LDEF and the sun, the data of figure 1 was used to determine the
sunrise/sunset angle. The data between 111 and 113 degrees was replotted in figure 2 with
the observed sun sensor status indicating whether LDEF is in sunlight or shadow and the
symbols indicating the expected lighting based on the sunrise condition defined in the clock
calibration. For this analysis the exact angle of sunrise or sunset is not as important as the
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spreadof theobservedlighting, identifiedassunriseor sunsetdatascatter,andthe
symmetryof thetwointervals.If thestandard eviationof totalerror from theclock
calibrationis usedtocalculateerrorbarsfor thisdatatherangeof errorsfor anglesnear
112degreeswouldbefrom --0.16to +0.30 degrees with the maximum error at minimum
beta angle (for the clock calibration the maximum residuals occurred at maximum beta
angle). The interval identified as "sunrise data scatter" is only slightly greater than the
maximum error bar for a single data point and includes five sunrise data points: two points
have the expected lighting and three have lighting that is the opposite of expected. The
greater interval identified as "sunset data scatter" includes 13 sunset data points: 8 have the
expected lighting and 5 have opposite lighting. Of the total eight points that have lighting
that is opposite to the expected lighting, five are less than 112 degrees and indicate LDEF
in darkness when it should have been in sunlight, and three points above 112 degrees
indicate sunlight when LDEF was expected to be in the earth's shadow. The symmetry of
these intervals about the sunrise/sunset angle is a good indication that the linear clock
calibration's starting time is probably correct since any error in the starting time would shift
the sunrise and sunset points in opposite directions destroying the symmetry. The length
of the total data scatter interval (0.9 degrees) can be used as a measure of the precision with
which the angle between LDEF and the sun can be determined using this clock calibration.
LDEF PITCH ATI"ITUDE
The sun sensor data of IDE cannot measure the pitch of LDEF directly but can put
some limits on what the pitch may have been during the first year in orbit. Figure 3
presents the sun sensor data for the space end of LDEF. The first obvious feature of this
data is that the morning and evening data is offset from 0.5 to 1.4 degrees. This would
indicate that for the first year in orbit LDEF had a slight pitch down that, on average, was
at least 0.25 degrees but not more than 0.7 degrees. The scatter in this data is slightly
greater than that in figure 2 and can be attributed to variations in attitude as well as
variations due to the precision of the clock calibration. Both pitch and roll variations can
cause scatter in this data. Either a constant or a varying roll would cause scatter in this data
but probably would not effect the morning to evening offset. If the pitch was oscillating
the amplitude of the oscillation would be reflected in the amplitude of the scatter. Even if
all of the scatter is attributed to variations in pitch, then the pitch oscillations were less than
2.0 degrees.
LDEF YAW ANGLE
The LDEF yaw angle can be defined as the angle between two planes. One plane
referred to as the LDEF body axes plane contains the LDEF long axis and the normal to
rows three and nine. The second plane is the LDEF orbital plane. It is assumed that the
LDEF position vector is coincident with the LDEF long axis which is defined as the yaw
axis. The traditional definition of yaw is a clockwise rotation of a body about its vertical
axis when viewed from above; thus when the velocity vector and orbital plane is in the
quadrant between the normal to row nine and twelve, LDEF has experienced a positive
yaw. Early observations of LDEF and the results of the pinhole camera experiment
indicated a yaw of about +8.0 degrees. 7
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The IDE measurement of the yaw angle is time dependent though not too sensitive to
clock errors. It depends on observing an alignment of the yaw angle with the beta angle.
Figure 4 indicates the alignment of a positive yaw angle with a negative beta angle at a time
near sunrise. In this figure the IDE sun sensors would indicate that the sun was in the
LDEF body axes plane and the yaw angle would be equal to the beta angle (except for
sign). A similar alignment near sunset would be a positive yaw angle with a positive beta
angle. Because the orbit of LDEF regresses, the beta angle oscillates with a period of
about 45 days and has a maximum rate of changes of 0.4 degrees per IDE record. For a
constant yaw angle of 8.0 degrees there would have been about 12 morning alignments and
13 evening alignments during LDEF's first year in orbit.
In figure 1 there are eight points between 103 and 112 degrees where only two sun
sensors are illuminated. In each case the sun sensor on the earth end was illuminated along
with either the leading edge or the trailing edge. These points indicate yaw angle aligned
with beta angle to at least +2 degrees if we consider the sensitivity of the sensor near
grazing incidence to be like that of the space end (figure 3). These points account for two
of the expected morning alignments and six evening alignments. The yaw angle
measurements from these points is presented in table 1.
There are two possible explanations for why only one third of the expected alignments
were observed by the IDE sun sensors. The most likely cause is that alignments that
would be observed when LDEF is less than 103 degrees from the sun are not observed
because the light reflected by the earth illuminates both the north and south sensors. There
is some evidence to support this explanation in the data of figure 1 between 99 and
101 degrees. Most of the points in this interval have only three sun sensors illuminated.
Where four sun sensors are illuminated (11 points), the yaw and beta angles are near an
expected alignment. The second explanation is that the yaw angle was oscillating. The
data in table 1 show that the yaw was definitely not constant during the first 100 days of
LDEF. If the yaw angle was oscillating, the time of some alignments would be prolonged
and others shortened because of the relative phase of the beta and yaw angles; thus, some
alignments would more likely be observed than others.
CONCLUSIONS
The sun sensors of the IDE were used to make eight measurements of the LDEF yaw
angle at discrete times during the first year of its mission. These measurements indicate
that the LDEF yaw angle was not constant but was oscillating about some average value.
There is evidence that the oscillations were dampening but there is insufficient data to
indicate the period of the oscillations or the dampening coefficient.
The determination of the LDEF pitch attitude was qualitative and indicates that LDEF
had an average pitch down attitude of not more then 0.7 degrees with time variations less
than _+1 degree during the first year.
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Table 1. LDEF Yaw Angle at Days in Orbit
Day Yaw Angle
4.15 6.9
75.77 12.4
91.77 4.3
163.69 9.8
167.44 5.2
205.43 9.5
238.04 9.2
288.69 5.9
Average 7.9
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ABSTRACT
The Interplanetary Dust Experiment ODE) had over 450 electrically active ultra-high purity metal-
oxide-silicon impact detectors located on the six primary sides of the Long Duration Exposure Facility
(LDEF). Hypervelocity microparticles (,-0.2 to ~100 _tm diameter) that struck the active sensors with
enough energy to breakdown the 0.4 or 1.0 I.tm thick SiO2 insulator layer separating the silicon base (the
negative electrode), and the 1000/_ thick surface layer of aluminum (the positive electrode) caused
electrical discharges that were recorded for the first year of orbit. The high purity A1-SiO2-Si substrates
allowed detection of trace (ppm) amounts of hypervelocity impactor residues.
After sputtering through a layer of surface contamination, secondary ion mass spectrometry
(SIMS) was used to create two-dimensional elemental ion intensity maps of microparticle impact sites on
the IDE sensors. The element intensities in the central craters of the impacts were corrected for relative ion
yields and instrumental conditions and then normalized to silicon. The results were used to classify the
particles' origins as "manmade", "natural" or "indeterminate". The last classification resulted from the
presence of too little impactor residue, analytical interference from high background contamination, the
lack of information on silicon and aluminum residues, or a combination of these circumstances.
Several analytical "blank" discharges were induced on flight sensors by pressing down on the
sensor surface with a pure silicon shard. Analyses of these blank discharges showed that the discharge
energy blasts away the layer of surface contamination. Only Si and A1 were detected inside the discharge
zones, including the central craters, of these features.
Thus far a total of 79 randomly selected microparticle impact sites from the six primary sides of the
LDEF have been analyzed: 36 from tray C-9 (Leading [ram], or East, side), 18 from tray C-3 (Trailing
[wake], or West, side), 12 from tray B-12 (North side), 4 from tray D-6 (South side), 3 from tray H-11
(Space end), and 6 from tray G-10 (Earth end). Residue from manmade debris has been identified in
craters on all trays. (Aluminum oxide particle residues were not detectable on the A1/Si substrates.)
These results were consistent with the IDE impact record which showed highly variable long term
microparticle impact flux rates on the West, Space and Earth sides of the LDEF which could not be
ascribed to astronomical variability of micrometeorite density. The IDE record also showed episodic
bursts of microparticle impacts on the East, North and South sides of the satellite, denoting passage
through orbital debris clouds or rings.
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INTRODUCFION
The Interplanetary Dust Experiment ODE) had approximately 450 high purity MOS type detectors
mounted on the six primary sides of the stabilized spacecraft. The sensors were constructed from 2 inch
diameter, 250 l.tm thick, boron-doped ultra high-purity silicon wafers covered with either a 0.4 or a 1.0
_m thick layer of thermally grown SiO2 insulator, and coated with ~1000/_ of high-purity aluminum. The
location and identification of microparticle hypervelocity impacts on the formerly active detectors was
facilitated by the presence of 50 l.tm wide "discharge zones" in the A1 top layer surrounding each impact
(see Figs. 1-3). It is also suspected that the negatively biased Si electrode surface exposed in the impact
cratering event enhanced the collection efficiency of positive ions formed from impactor materials in the
impact plasma.
The objective of the chemical analysis study is to empirically determine the
manmade-to-natural microparticle population ratio of impactors that struck the LDEF
satellite while in orbit. The study takes advantage of the purity of the IDE substrates and their
location on all six primary sides of the satellite. Data from this study will be added to the growing pool of
orbital hypervelocity impact site analyses produced from studies of the Solar Max, Palapa B and LDEF
satellites.
EXPER/MENTAL
The detailed analysis protocol developed specifically for the IDE samples is described elsewhere
(ref. 1). Optical microscopy and field-emission scanning electron microscopy (SEM) were used to locate
and record the morphology of microparticle impact sites. Energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDS) and
secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) were used to look for and map the distributions of residual
impactor debris in and around the impact craters. The presence and relative abundances of elements found
in the craters were used to classify impactors as "manmade", "natural" or "indeterminate". Examples are
presented in the following section.
EDS analyses of microparticle impact sites on the IDE sensor were limited in scope due to the
concentrations of residue (~1%) required to produce detectable signals using EDS compared to the (ppm)
concentrations needed to yield semi-quantitative results using the far more sensitive SIMS techniques.
EDS and Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) were used to further analyze high concentration deposits of
material (residues and contaminants) that were identified in and around impact sites with SIMS.
As previously described (ref. 1), all SIMS data was collected with a Cameca IMS 3F using 160+
or 160- ion beams. The instrument was used in the ion microscope mode and data was recorded as two-
dimensional elemental positive ion maps with lateral resolution of 1-2 [tm. Pixel intensities were used to
calculate relative element abundances. Briefly, the SIMS analytical protocol involves the following steps:
1.) Each impact site was first sputtered with the oxygen beam while monitoring the concentrations of C,
Na and Mg in order to assure removal of the bulk of the surface contamination layer ubiquitous to
LDEF.
2.) Next, an energy filtered bargraph type mass spectrum was recorded.
3.) Then, a dual channel-plate/ccd-digital-camera detector system was used to record high resolution
(M/AM= 3,000-4,000) elemental positive ion maps for C, O, Na, Mg, Si, A1, K, Ca, Ti, Cr, Fe, Ni,
Cu, Zn, Ag and Au, and molecular ion maps for 56Si2 and 58Si2. (Images were not recorded if there
were less than ~4 ion counts/min at the observed mass.)
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4.) If there was enough of the IDE sensor's 1000A A1 top layer remaining around the impact site to
prevent sample charging, negative elemental ion maps were recorded for H, C, O, F, Si, A1, S, C1 and
Au.
Analysis of impacts on Ge witness plates flown on tray B-12 as part of the IDE experiment has
been suspended. A summary of the work done to date on two of the Ge wafers, including crater counts
and dimensions, description of contamination problems, and SIMS and/or EDS analyses for 13 impact
sites, was presented in the LDEF First Post-Retrieval Symposium Proceedings (ref. 1). Contamination
feature counts, crater counts, and representative photographs were recorded for all other witness plates
mounted on LDEF tray B-12 along with the Ge plates. These included three 1" square Si plates from
Washington University (Expt AO187) and ten zirconia, quartz and sapphire plates from NCSU with a total
surface area of ~4 in2. Results from these other witness plates showed clearly that the Ge witness plates
were exposed to a major pre-flight contamination event.
The IDE Microparticle Impact Sample Set
The sample set for the study was composed of impacts selected from the 215 IDE sensors that have
1.0 ktm thick insulator layers. These sensors were selected over the ones with thinner insulators because
their electronically sturdier structure resulted in the majority of them remaining active for the entire 5.77
year LDEF orbital lifetime. Thus, no time bias was introduced into the sample set. The only selection
criterion used was size. Impact craters with spall dimensions less than 30 I.tm were the focus of the study,
but a few larger craters were also analyzed.
In order to gather data from a statistically significant fraction of this microparticle impact sample
set, the total number of these impacts on each sensor group located on the six primary sides of LDEF was
determined. Then, using 10% statistics, the total number of analyses required to achieve a significant
fraction was calculated. This technique assumes that the statistics of a randomly selected group of 10% of
the samples in a large, random sample set will, to first order, represent the statistics of the entire sample
set.
The microparticle impact sample sets on the West, Space and Earth end IDE sensors are comprised
of 290, 600 and 330 impact sites, respectively. Analyses of 122 impacts would provide 10% statistics for
these three sample sets.
The above logic was iterated a second time for the extremely large sample sets represented by the
impacts on IDE sensors that were located on the East, North and South sides of LDEF. Optical scanning
of 3 out of 32 sensors from each of these groups provided estimates of the sample set sizes of 10,000,
4,600 and 4,400 impact sites, respectively. Clearly, the resources were not available to analyze 2,000
samples. However, since the sample sets were so large, it seemed logical to select 10% of the sensors
from each location and analyze 10% of the samples on each sensor. This yielded the more practical goal of
200 analyses. Thus, analyses of a total of ~320 impact sites on IDE sensors would provide a first order
statistical look at the manmade/natural microparficle population ratio.
To date 79 impact sites on IDE sensors have been analyzed with SEM/EDS and SIMS. Manmade
or natural classifications have been assigned to 40 of the residues, or ~ 50%. An extensive background
and blank discharge study required to establish the level of contamination and other analytical interferences
has been conducted, but more work is required in this area. Although there are significant analytical
interferences associated with elemental analyses of impact sites on the ultra high-purity IDE detector
surfaces, most of these can be mitigated through recognition. The details and results from the
contamination study will be the subject of a future paper.
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Impactor Classification
The impactor classifications listed in Table 2 were assigned after reviewing all available data and
are subject to the described limitations. Decisions were based on:
1) the element distributions depicted in the two dimensional ion maps described above,
2) the relative (to Si) ion abundance values calculated for each species in the central craters of the impact
features, and
3) the local contamination environment in and around the impact feature.
Because the IDE detectors were constructed from silicon and aluminum, these two important
elements could not be identified in impactor residues. Thus, aluminum oxide particle residues were
undetectable, and the Si in natural impactor residues was also undetectable.
Identification of natural meteoroid residues followed the guidelines of the Meteoroid and Debris
SIG. Residues were labeled natural if they had elemental compositions that were similar to common
components of chondritic meteorites or interplanetary dust particles (IDP's). Most IDP's of micron size
have solar elemental abundance ratios for Mg, Si, Fe, S, Ca, Ni and Na in decreasing order of abundance.
The atomic abundances of Mg, Si and Fe are roughly equal in most IDP's and are an order of magnitude
more abundant than Ca, Ni and Na. In practice, residues were labeled as natural meteoroids if they had
high Mg and Fe abundances and either lacked or contained low abundances of elements not common in
primitive meteoritic materials. Relative ion sensitivity factors ,"RSF" (see below) were taken into account
when estimating compositions from ion intensity maps.
Manmade particle residues were identified by the presence of relatively high concentrations (>100
ppm in most cases) of metals such as Ti, Zn, Cr, Cu or Ag. Manmade classifications were also assigned
to 4 residues (out of the 79) containing only Na, K and Mg under the assumption that these were the
remains of impacts with paint particles that used silicate or magnesium oxide pigments. This assumption
is subject to change as more insight into possible Na, K and Mg contamination is gained. All 4 of the
impacts were located on leading edge sensors.
Indeterminate classifications were assigned to 39 residues that did not fall into either of the above
categories. These included sites that contained only traces of Na and/or K. A subset of the indeterminate
classification, labeled "clean", was composed of impact sites with no detectable residues. These may be
the result of aluminum oxide particle impacts, a likelihood for impacts on the leading (East) and the North
and South sides, or the result of impacts from very high velocity submicron interplanetary dust particles
that completely vaporize, a statistical likelihood for impacts on the trailing (West) and Space end trays. As
the study progresses, some of the indeterminate classifications may change.
Consideration of all the analytical data was complex and subject to interpretation. As a result,
some impactor classifications may change as further insight into the analytical contamination and
background issues is gained. For example, H, F and CI were present in all central craters. This has been
traced to ppm level contamination from HF and HCI during sensor fabrication. Na, K, and Mg to a lesser
extent were present in the majority of impacts and may be from residual background contamination. The
presence of these elements is reported since there is no verification of background contamination at this
time, and there were many impact sites with little or no detectable Na, K or Mg. The Cameca instrument
has been retrofitted with an electron flood gun that will permit depth profile studies of the IDE sensor
surfaces through the insulating SiO2 layer. These depth profdes should reveal the presence of bulk and
interfacial contaminants in the SiO2 and Si.
Depth profiles through the conductive aluminum layer have already shown that this material is
contaminated with ~10-100 ppm of Ca. This severely limits the ability to identify Ca in impact sites.
Calcium was detected all around the areas surrounding nearly aH impact discharges, but was absent from
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most central craters, or present at concentrations much lower than the background. The few instances
where Ca was found in the impact craters at higher than background levels are reported.
Differential sputtering of the contamination layer from the highly textured impact sites was
unavoidable and was considered when interpreting the SIMS data. The phenomenon results from beam
shadowing effects caused by the craters, ridges, and even the smaller "hills and valleys " of the vapor
deposited A1 surface layer. In practice, ion images of control areas in the vicinity of the impacts, both
belbre and after oxygen beam sputter cleaning, provided an estimate of the level of "background"
concentrations for these areas. Images of impact areas (after sputter cleaning) were interpreted with these
values in mind, and only after all sites on a given sensor were examined.
In order to gain insight into the distribution of the material in the surface contamination layer after
an impact induced dischargeoccurred,a series of "blank discharges" were induced on a flight sensor using
an ultrapure Si shard. SIMS analyses of these "blanks" showed that the C, Na, Mg, K, Ca bearing
contamination layer was blown away from the central craters and surrounding zone of vaporized AI by the
discharge energy. Only Si and A1 were detected within the discharge craters and vaporization zones of
these analytical blank discharges.
SIMS Data Reduction Method
Besides the obvious visual information, each pixel of the element ion maps contains digitized
intensity information that can be reduced to a semi-quantitative number relative to the Si signal. The
following steps were employed in this process:
1.) Ion maps were displayed on a computer screen individually and a rectangular box was
electronically scribed around the same area of interest on each map.
2.) The cumulative pixel intensity data within the box was summed.
3.) Relative ion sensitivity factors (RSF) for species implanted in Si were used to correct the
intensity values (see Table 1, refs. 2 and3).
4.) The corrected ion intensity values were normalized to the Si ion signal recorded for the same area.
5.) Data from individual craters were normalized for the number of pixels summed, the beam
intensity during data collection, and the detector conditions during data collection.
Table 1 Relative Sensitivity Factors (RSF's) for species implanted in silicon (ref. 2 and 3). In general the
values are applicable for elemental concentrations up to -1%.
Ion RSF Ion RSF
C + 0.007 Cu + 1.61
Na + 139 Zn + 0.054
Mg + 18.0 Ag + 0.694
A1+ 36.0
Si + 1.00 H- 0.602
K + 125 C- 0.161
Ca + 38.5 F- 102
Ti + 13.9 A1- 0.250
Cr + 7.69 S- 5.10
Fe + 1.85 CI- 26.3
Ni + 1,35 Au- 0,658
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The reduced data have several limitations. First, RSF values for species implanted in Si were not
appropriate for species deposited in or on aluminum or for deposits that were massive enough to form their
own matrix. They are valid only for elements implanted in Si up to concentrations of-l%. The
assumption that the negative Si electrode exposed in the central crater region of impacts on the IDE sensors
acted as an ion trap was the reason for selecting these RSF values. This assumption was based on the
knowledge that positive ion pairs act as the charge carriers in the IDE discharge event and would
theoretically be implanted in the Si. It should be noted that, in general, the RSF values for species in other
matrices follow the same relative trend.
The second major limitation of the semi-quantitative data was the result of an artifact of the Cameca
3f operational protocol. This instrument could only collect data for one mass at a time. Up to ~50A of
material was sputtered away during each ion imaging step. Thus, the data for each element was from a
different layer within the residue. For example, several hundred angstroms of material was removed
between the imaging of Mg and Fe. This is a significant limitation on the ability to deduce impactor
chemical composition from the scant residues.
Examples of semi-quantitatively reduced SIMS data are included in this report. More detailed
interpretations will be presented in a future report after analysis of several ground based hypervelocity
microparticle impact induced discharge features on retrieved IDE sensors is completed, and a more
thorough understanding of contamination issues is gained.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Overview
To date, 79 impacts on IDE sensors have been analyzed with SIMS. These include 36 impacts on
two IDE sensors from LDEF tray C-9 (leading, or east side), 18 impacts on four different sensors from
tray C-3 (trailing, or west side), 12 impacts on one sensor from tray B-12 (north side), 4 impacts on one
sensor from tray D-6 (south side), 6 impacts on one sensor from the earth end tray G-10, and 3 impacts on
one sensor from the space end tray H- 11. Of the 79 impacts, 57 were formed from particles estimated to
have been <3 l.tm in size, 18 were formed from particles estimated to have been 5-20 _m in size, and 3
were formed from particles estimated to have been 30-50 _tm in size.
Microimpactor residue classifications are listed in Table 2. Elements identified at concentrations
significantly higher than the background are listed for each impact site. The term "trace" refers to less than
10 ppm concentration, relative to Si, for all elements except Na and K, where the term refers to <100 ppm.
Examples of impact feature morphologies, SIMS elemental ion maps, and quantitatively reduced SIMS
data are presented in Figs. 1-3.
Minimum crater size of IDE impact features is --10 I.tm due to the electrical discharge damage
caused when the capacitor sensor was triggered (ref. 1). The sensors responded to hypervelocity particles
.4).5 I.tm or larger (assumed density of ~3 g/cm3). Observed spall zone sizes for small particle impacts
into the crystalline IDE sensor surfaces were typically ~3X the size of the central craters (Table 2, ref. 1).
The central crater size of microimpacts in crystalline materials typically approximate the impactor size (ref.
4). Thus, it was impossible to estimate impactor size in the range of 0.5 to ~3 l.tm from the crater
morphology on active IDE sensors.
The formation mechanism for craters ~10-25 _tm in size on active IDE sensors was dominated by
the impactor's kinetic energy (KE) transfer, but the discharge energy caused the entire crater and spall area
to melt and fuse. "Crater" dimensions listed are for this fused area, but are more representative of spaU
zone size. Impactor size for these features was estimated to have been ~1/3 of the fused crater/spalI size.
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Formation of larger impact craters (>30 _tm) was totally dominated by the impactor AKE and there
were frequently shock induced spall zones around the craters. These larger impact sites had the typical
morphology of hypervelocity impacts in crystalline material and impactor size was estimated to have been
slightly less than the central crater size. The spall sizes listed in Table 2 are for the maximum dimension of
the associated spall zones.
Impact identification Nos. in Table 2 refer to the IDE sensor number followed by a crater number
(i.e. 1176-C3). Locations of all impacts were recorded for future reference. Craters were not always
sequentially numbered since SIMS analyses were not performed on all craters that were labeled for further
study in the initial optical scan. This was primarily due to the inability of the SIMS beam to reach every
crater on a given surface without venting and reloading the sample in a different orientation, and in no way
affected the randomness of the micro-impact site selections.
Considering all of the limitations described above, the impactor classifications cannot be taken as
absolute, but there is moderate confidence in their accuracy within the described limitations of the study.
Limits can be ascribed to the manmade/natural ratios based on the results to date. Future adjustments,
resulting from better understandings of contamination issues and impactor residue
deposition mechanisms, and from additional analyses of orbital impact sites, may alter
the statistical distribution of manmade and natural impactor classifications deduced from
currently available data. Additionally, the combination of this data set with data from other LDEF
investigators should provide a more accurate assessment of the microparticle population ratio in LEO.
Tray C-3 (Trailing [wake], or West side)
There was an average of 10 impacts per sensor on tray C-3. Impactor residues in 18 impact sites
on four different sensors were classified as: 5 manmade, 3 natural and 10 indeterminate. Four of the
manmade residues had Ti and/or Zn in high concentrations and were assumed to be from paint particles.
Two of these particles were <,-3 _m in size, and the other two were -20 and -40 lxm in size. Residue
from a fifth manmade impactor (<-3 I.tm in size) was identified by the presence of significant amounts of
Cr along with Mg and Fe.
Figure la shows a SEM micrograph of impact No. 1382-C2 from tray C-3 with its 22 _xn wide
central crater and its 65 _tm wide spaU zone. SIMS ion maps for Na +, Mg +, Si +, K +, Ti + and Zn + are
shown in Fig. lb. The black box in these images outlines the image area that was selected for quantitative
data reduction. A bar graph of the calculated concentrations, relative to Si=l.0, is shown in Fig. lc and
provides an example of the type of data that can be evaluated further as the study progresses. It should be
possible to derive significant information about the chemical composition of the non-volatile components
of many impactors from these types of data after contamination interferences are better understood.
The three natural micrometeorite residues on tray C-3 sensors were all identified by the presence of
Mg and Fe. Two of the impacts were made by small (<~3 ]am) particles and had Na, Mg, K, Fe and Mg,
and Ca, Fe, Ni present in residues. The third impact (No. 1336-C4)had a 23 x28 l.tm central crater (as
described above) with no additional spall zone. A residue containing Na, Mg, K, Ca and Fe was found in
the crater. Probable impactor size was estimated to have been ~10 I.tm. Figure 2a is an optical micrograph
of this impact. SIMS ion maps are shown in Fig. 2b, and Fig. 2c shows a bar graph plot of the reduced
image data for the central crater region.
Ten of the 18 impact sites had insufficient debris remaining to be positively identified above the
background levels. This situation could be the result of natural microimpactors that had very high
encounter velocities (>>10 krn/s), or impacts from aluminum oxide particles which were not detectable in
the A1/Si substrate. Central craters in these impacts ranged in size from 10-25 l.tm. Figure 3a shows an
example of a medium size impact in the "clean" category, No. 1359-C6. Probable impactor size was
estimated at ~10 I.tm. Figures 3b shows some of the ion maps associated with this impact, and Fig. 3c
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shows a bar graph of the reduced SIMS data for the central crater. It is anticipated that further analysis of
this type of data in "clean" impact sites will lead to quantitation of background contamination levels and
allow more accurate assessment of chemical compositions of the non-volatile impactor components.
If all 10 of the "clean" impact sites are assumed to have been caused by small, high speed natural
particles, the manmade/natural ratio equals 5/13=0.38. This microparticle value is significantly higher than
the assumed ratio of 0.1 for all impactors striking the trailing edge of satellites in low earth orbit (LEO) and
could be the result of contamination interferences. However, the IDE data showed that the long term
average flux of particles >0.5 _tm in size varied drastically during the nearly 6 year long mission (ref. 5).
Of the total of 290 impacts on these sensors, 186, or 64% occurred during the first year. The overall
mission flux rate measured by the sensors matched that measured by other investigators (ref. 6). It is
possible that orbital debris impacts caused the enhanced rate during the first year. (This topic is discussed
in more detail in refi 5.) The chemical analysis data collected thus far, subject to the stated limitations,
seem to support this scenario.
Tray C-9 (Leading [ram], or East side)
There was an average of 311 impacts/sensor on tray C-9. Using the same criteria described above,
impactor residues in 36 impact sites on 2 different sensors were classified as: 11 manmade, 5 natural and
20 indeterminate. If 19 of the 20 "indeterminate" impactors (those that were "clean" or had only Na and K
present in the craters) are assumed to have been A1203 particles, then the manmade/natural ratio would
equal 30/5=6.0. This micorparficle ratio is somewhat lower than the assumed ratio of 10 for all impactors
on the leading edge of satellites in LEO, but considering the limitations of the current study, this
preliminary result is reasonable. It should be noted that the long term impact flux measured by these
leading edge sensors did not vary substantially and matched the flux rates measured by other LDEF
investigators (ref. 6).
Of the 11 manmade impactors, 9 were particles that were <~3 _tm in size and 2 were particles
estimated to have been 30-40 I.tm in size. Of the 9 small particle residues, one had only Ti and a trace of
Na and K, three residues contained Cu in addition to Na, K and Mg, one contained Cu along with Na, K,
Mg, Fe and traces of Ti and Cr, and four residues contained only Na, K and Mg.
The two largest manmade debris impacts examined have significant amounts of impactor residue.
Residue from an -30 I.tm particle contained Na, Mg, Ti, Cr, Fe, Cu, Zn and Ag and could be from a small
piece of electrical component with paint. Residue from a 40 I.tm particle contained high concentrations of
H, C, Ti, Cr and Fe and could have been a piece of painted plastic or a paint particle with an organic
binder. (This was the only high concentration H, C residue found in the 79 impact sites.)
All 5 of the natural impactors were identified by the presence of Mg and Fe. Only one residue had
Ca above background. One particle was estimated to have been <~3_tm in size, and the other 4 were
estimated to have been ~5-10 _tm in size.
Of the 20 "indeterminate" impactors, 16 were <,-3 l.tm in size, and 4 were -4-8 l.tm in size. This
could support the assumption that most of these impactors were small aluminum oxide spheres (from solid
rocket motor exhaust). Zinner, et al., have reported that 8 out of 11 small particle impact craters examined
on Ge capture cells from LDEF tray E-8 (near leading edge) contained only AI and O residues (ref. 7).
Tray D-6 (South side)
There was an average of 137 impacts/sensor on tray D-6. Impactor residues in 4 craters examined
on one sensor were classified as" 1 manmade (Na, K, Mg, Cu) and 3 indeterminate. All craters were
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formed by particles <-3 _tm in size. These results are too preliminary to draw any conclusion other than
the obvious, expected result that orbital debris did strike the North side of the satellite. Cu was the
indicator for the manmade impactor residue. A1203 particles, or small high speed natural particles could
have caused the other impacts.
Tray B- 12 (North side)
There was an average of 143 impacts/sensor on tray B-12. Impactor residues in 12 craters
examined on one sensor were classified as: 4 manmade, 6 natural and 2 indeterminate (clean). Natural
impactors were all identified by the presence of Mg and Fe. Only one of these had significant Ca. Three
of the 6 natural impactors were <~3 t.tm in size, and three were ~5 I.tm in size. The two indeterminate
impactors were both <-3 gm in size.
Three of the 4 manmade impactors were <-3 _tm in size and the fourth was -6 pan in size.
Residue from the largest impactor contained Fe, Cu and Zn along with Na, K, and Mg. One of the 3
smaller impacts contained Na, Mg, K and traces of Cu and Ag, one contained Na, Mg, K, Ti and Zn, and
one contained Na, Mg, Fe and Cu.
Tray G-10 (Earth end)
There was an average of 10 impacts/sensor on tray G-10. Two out of 6 small particle(<~3 gm)
impactor residues analyzed on one sensor were classified as manmade based on the presence of Fe and Ti
in one and Ti and Cr in the other. The other four impactors were classified as indeterminate since only
traces of Na and K were found in the craters.The only conclusion that can be drawn from these data is the
expected result that orbital debris did strike the Earth end of the satellite. It is interesting to note that the
entire impact set on the Earth end sensors was formed by particles <4 l.tm in size. (The sensors were
shielded from highly oblique (<4 °) grazing impacts.)
Tray H-11 (Space end)
There was an average of 21 impacts/sensor on tray H-11. Three impacts on one sensor were
analyzed and classified as: 2 manmade and 1 natural. The natural impactor, estimated to have been ,-8 _tm
in size, left a residue containing Na, Mg, K, Ca and Fe. Only Ti and Zn were detected in the residue from
one small manmade particle (<-3 t.tm). The second manmade particle, estimated to have been ~6 l.tm in
size, also left a residue containing Ti and Zn, but traces of Na and K were detected in the crater. Both
particles were probably pieces of paint. No conclusions can be drawn from this small sample set on the
Space end tray, but the early results indicate that there may have been more orbital debris strikes on the
Space end than expected.
Comments
The presence of Cu in 5 of the 11 manmade impactor residues on sensors from the East panel, and
4 of the 5 manmade impactor residues found on sensors from the North and South sides of LDEF, is
unexpected. This may be due to higher than normal, heterogeneously distributed background levels of
Cu, or some other unidentified mass interferent. However, a review of all residue compositions shows
that Cu was only detected in impact sites on the East, North and South sides of the satellite. The IDE
impact record shows that the LDEF passed through several orbital debris clouds during its first year in
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orbit thataffectedonlythesethreesidesof thespacecraft.Thus,it ispossiblethatCubearingdebrismay
beasignificantcomponentof thesedebrisclouds.If theCu is shownnot to beacontaminantin future
work, thiscouldpoint toa specificsourcetypefor thisdebris.Theothermanmadeimpactorswere
presumablypaintparticlesasdiscussedabove.
Remainingresourcesfor thisstudywill beutilizedfor thefollowing tasks:
1)continuedanalysisandinterpretationof datacollectedtodateinordertofurtherdefinethenonvolatile
chemicalcompositionof impactors,
2) continuedcontaminationstudiesincludingdepthprofilesdownto theSisubstratethatwill address
backgroundcontaminationlevelsfor Na,Mg, K andCu.
3) EDSandAugerspectroscopicstudiesof heavydepositsof impactorresiduesandsurfacecontamination
featuresin orderto determinethecompositionandpossiblecrossinterferenceof thesespecies
4) analysesof severalsimulated(Fehypervelocityparticles)impactsitesonanactiveflight sensor,and
5)analysisof asmanyflight impactsitesaspossibleuntil theoptimumnumberof 320is reached.
SUMMARY
To date,79 impactsonIDE sensorshavebeenanalyzedwith SIMS. Theseinclude36 impactson
two IDE sensorsfrom LDEF tray C-9(leading,or eastside),18impactson four differentsensorsfrom
tray C-3 (trailing, orwestside),12impactsononesensorfrom trayB-12 (northside),4 impactsonone
sensorfrom trayD-6 (southside),6 impactsononesensorfrom theearthendtray G-10,and3 impactson
onesensorfrom thespaceendtrayH-11. Of the79impacts,57wereformedfrom particlesestimatedto
havebeen<3 I.tmin size,18wereformedfrom particlesestimatedto havebeen5-20I.tmin size,and3
wereformedfromparticlesestimatedto havebeen30-50gm in size. Residuefrom manmadedebris,
mostlypaintparticlesandmetalbits,hasbeenidentifiedincratersonall trays. (Aluminumoxideparticle
residueswerenotdetectableon theA1/Sisubstrates.)
Preliminaryestimatesof themanmade/naturalmicroimpactorpopulationratiofor theEastandthe
Westsidesof LDEF werecalculatedassumingthatunknownimpactorresidueswereall manmadeorall
natural,respectively.Thecalculatedratioswere6.0for theEastand0.38for theWest. Thesevaluesare
subjectto changeasmoreinformationoncontaminationinterferences,andmoreanalysesimpactsitesis
collected. Additionally, thecombinationof thisdatasetwithdatafrom otherLDEF investigatorsshould
provideamoreaccurateassessmentof themicroparticlepopulationratioin LEO.
Quantitativeanalysesof impactorresiduechemicalcompositionis underway,but resultswill notbe
reporteduntil abetterunderstandingof contaminationissuesis gained.
Cuwasdetectedin 9 outof 16"manmade"impactsonsensorsfrom theEast,NorthandSouth
sidesof LDEF, butwasnotdetectedin anyof the9 "manmade"impactsonsensorsfrom theWest,Space
andEarthendsof thesatellite.If, afterfurtherinvestigation,theCu is shownnot to beacontaminant,this
couldpoint to aspecificsourcetypefor thisdebris.
Theresultsto datearegenerallyconsistentwith theIDE impactrecordwhichshowedhighly
variablelongtermmicroparticleimpactflux ratesontheWest,SpaceandEarthsidesof theLDEF which
couldnotbeascribedtoastronomicalvariabilityof micrometeoritedensity.TheIDE recordalsoshowed
episodicburstsof microparticleimpactsontheEast,NorthandSouthsidesof thesatellite,denoting
passagethroughorbitaldebriscloudsorrings.
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Table 2. Microparticle residue classifications for 79 impacts on IDE sensor surfaces based on SIMS
analy_See text for explanation of crater and spall zone sizes.) *Na not looked for in all sites.
Impact Size (_tm) Elements Detected
No, Crater Spall with SIMS
LDEF Tray C-3 (Trailing [wake|, or West side)
Impactor Classificaton
manmade natural indeterminate
1300-CI 36x54 138 (Na, Mg, K, Ca)--(Ti, Fe) X
1300-C2 13x 18 clean (trace Na)
1300-C3 12 Na, Mg, K, Fe
1300-C4 13 - clean
1300-C5 11 - Na, K, Mg, Cr, Fe X
1300-C6 10 - clean
1300-C7 12 - Na, K, Ti X
1300-C8 12 Na, Mg, K, Ti X
1336-C1 10 clean (trace Na)
1336-C4 23x28 Na, Mg, K, Ca, Fe
1359-C4 10 clean
1359-C5 9x12 - clean (trace Na, Mg)
1359-C6 18x25 42 clean
1359-C7 12 clean
1382-C2 22 65 Na, Mg, K, Ti, Zn
1382-C4 9 - (trace Mg, Ca, Fe, Ni)
1382-C5 10 - clean
1382-C9 15x20 - clean (trace Mg)
Tray C-gTo_Leading [ram|, or East side)
Na, Mg, K, Fe
clean (trace Na, K)
Na, K
Na, K, Cu
Na, Mg, Ti, Cr, Fe, Cu, Zn, Ag
Na, K
H, C, Ti, Cr, Fe
Na, Mg, K
Na,
Na,
Na.
Na
Na
Na
Na
Na
Na
Na
Na,
Na,
*clean
*Mg, K,
*Mg, K,
*Mg, Fe
X
X
X
X
X
Mg, K--(Fe)
Mg, K, Cu X
K
Mg, K X
Mg, K, Cu X
K
K
K
Mg, K, Fe, Cu (trace Ti, Cr) X
Mg, K, Fe
Mg, K X
Mg, K X
LDEF
1176-C1 23 -
1176-C2 9 -
1176-C3 9 -
1176-C4 11 -
1176-C5 32 212
' 1176-C6 23x37
1176-C7 50 138
1176-C8 9 -
1176-C9 12x16
1176-C10 9
1176-C 11 9
1176-C12 10 -
1176-C13 9 -
1176-C14 9
1176-C15 9
1176-C16 10
1176-C17 11
1176-C18 22x25
1 I76-C19 11
1176-C20 11 -
1293-C1 13x17 -
1293-C2 24x31
1293-C3 18 -
1293-C4 12 -
Fe
Ca, Fe
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
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Table 2. [continued] Microparticle residue classifications for 79 impacts on IDE sensor surfaces based on
SIMS analyses. (See text for explanation of crater and spall zone sizes.) *Na not looked for in all sites.
Impact Size (pm) Elements Detected lmpactor Classificaton
No. Crater Spall with SIMS manmade natural indeterminate
LDEF Tray C-9 (Leading [ram], or East side) [continued)
1293-C5 22x28 - *clean
1293-C7 12 - *clean
1293-C8 10 - *clean
1293-C 12 !2 - Ti (trace Na, K)
1293-C13 9 - clean
1293-C14 9 - clean
1293-C 15 11 - clean
1293-C 16 11 - clean
1293-C 17 9 - clean
1293-C18 11 - clean
1293-C 19 13 - clean
1293-C20 11 - clean
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
LDEF Tr;_y D-6 (South side)
1252-C3 10x13 - Na, Mg, K, Cu
1252-C4 10 - clean (trace K)
1252-C5 10 - clean (trace K)
1252-C9 10 - clean (trace K)
X
X
X
X
LDEF Tray B-12 (North side)
1298-C1 11x19
1298-C2 10
1298-C6 15x20
1298-C7 10
1298-C8 16x20
1298-C9 15
1298-C10a 10
1298-C10b 10
1298-C 11 11
1298-C12 9x13
1298-C13 10
1298-C14 10
34
38
3O
Na, Mg, K, Fe
clean
Na, Mg, K, Fe
Na, Mg, K, Ca, Fe
Na, Mg, K, Fe, Cu, Zn
Mg, Fe
Na, Mg, K (trace Cu, Ag)
Na, Mg, K, Ti, Zn
clean
Na, Mg, Fe
Na, Mg, Fe
Na, Mg, Fe, Cu
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
LDEF Tray G-10 (Earth end)
1172-C5 9
1172-C6 9
1172-C7 11
1172-C8 l0
1172-C10 9
1172-Cll 10
Na, Mg,Ti,Fe
clean (trace Na, K)
Na, K
clean (trace Na, K)
clean (trace Na, K)
Na, K, Ti, Cr
X
X
X
X
X
X
LDEF Tray H-I1 (Space end)
1255-C1 20
1255-C2 23x27
1255-C4 11
32 Ti, Zn (trace Na, Mg)
Na, Mg, K, Ca, Fe
Ti, Zn
X
X
X
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(A)
(c)
03)
Figure 1. Example of a manmade debris impact (1382-C2) on an IDE sensor mounted on LDEF tray C-3
(Trailing or West side). (A) SEM micrograph. 03) Secondary positive ion images of impact area.
Imaged area is 150 lam in diameter. Intensities are uncorrected for relative ion yields. Note exposed area
of Si and SiO2 defined by the Si + map. (C) Bar graph plot of corrected ion intensity data for boxed area.
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Figure 2. Example of a natural micrometeorite impact (1336-C4) on an IDE sensor mounted on LDEF tray
(]-3 (Trailing or West side). (A) Optical micrograph. (B) Secondary positive ion images of impact area.
Imaged area is 150 I.tm in diameter. Intensities are uncorrected for relative ion yields. (C) Bar graph plot
of corrected ion intensity data for boxed area. Note the low intensity for mass 64 (Cu+) in the ion image
and the relatively high concentration value displayed in the bar graph. This methodological artifact raises
the minimum detectable Cu level to the 100 ppm range. The high Ca+ background intensity surrounding
the impact has been traced to contamination in the top layer of aluminum on the substrate.
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(B)
Figure 3. Example of an indeterminate impact (1359-C6) on an IDE sensor mounted on LDEF tray C-3
(Trailing or West side). (A) SEM micrograph. (B) Secondary positive ion images of impact area. Imaged
area is 150 pm in diameter. Intensities are uncorrected for relative ion yields. Note central crater area
defined by the Si2 + map. Bright spot of Na, Mg, K, Ca, Ti, Zn is a contaminate well outside of the
impact crater.
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ABSTRACT
The electronic sensors of the Interplanetary Dust Experiment (IDE) recorded precise impact times
and approximate directions for submicron to -100-micron size particles on aH six primary sides of the
spacecraft for the first 346 days of the LDEF orbital mission. Previously-reported analyses of the timed
impact data have established their spatio-temporal features, including the demonsn'ation that a
preponderance of the particles in this regime are orbital debris and that a large fraction of the debris
particles are encountered in megameter-size clouds. Short-term fluxes within such clouds can rise several
orders of magnitude above the long-term average. These unexpectedly large short-term variations in
debris flux raise the question of how representative an indication of the multi-year average flux is given by
the nearly one year of timed data. One of the goals of the IDE was to conduct an optical survey of impact
sites on detectors that remained active during the entire LDEF mission, to obtain full-mission fluxes.
We present here the comparisons and contrasts among the new 1DE optical storey impact data, the
IDE first-year timed impact data, and impact data from other LDEF micrometeoroid and debris
experiments. The following observations are reported.
1) The 5.77 year long-term integrated microparticle impact fluxes recorded by IDE detectors matched the
integrated impact fluxes measured by other LDEF investigators for the same period.
2) IDE integrated microparticle impact fluxes varied by factors from 0.5 to 8.3 for LDEF days 1-346,
347-2106 and 1-2106 (5.77 years) on rows 3 (trailing edge, or West), 6 (South side), 12 (North side),
and the Earth and Space ends.
3) IDE integrated microparticle impact fluxes varied less than 3% for LDEF days 1-346, 347-2106 and
1-2106 (5.77 years) on row 9 (leading edge, or East).
These results give further evidence of the accuracy and internal consistency of the recorded IDE
impact data. This leads to the further conclusion that the utility of long-term flux ratios for impacts on
various sides of a stabilized satellite in low Earth orbit (LEO) is extremely limited. These observations,
and their consequences, highlight the need for continuous, real time monitoring of the dynamic
microparticle environment in LEO.
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INTRODUCTIONANDBACKGROUND
The electronic sensors of the Interplanetary Dust Experiment (IDE) recorded precise impact times
and approximate directions for submicron to ~100-micron size particles on all six primary sides of the
spacecraft for the first 346 days of the LDEF orbital mission. The resulting data set of over 15,000
impacts represents perhaps the most extensive record ever gathered of the number, locations, and times of
small particle impacts on a spacecraft in Earth orbit. The fact that the involuntarily "extended mission" of
LDEF assured that the IDE detectors would be exposed to the LEO environment for a much longer time
than the duration of their data recording system made it clear from the moment of recovery that it would be
desirable to perform impact counts on detectors that remained active during the entire mission in order to
compare the IDE 5.77-year integrated fluxes with the 346-day integrated fluxes from the IDE timed data.
In this paper we report on that comparison, and on the comparison with full mission integrated
microparticle fluxes from other LDEF experiments.
The IDE detectors are constructed from 2 inch diameter, 250 _tm thick, boron-doped ultra high-
purity silicon wafers covered with either a 0.4 or a 1.0 I.tm thick layer of thermally grown SiO2 insulator,
and coated with ~1000/_ of high-purity aluminum. The detectors are divided into two sensitivity levels
based on the insulator thickness. (The reader is directed to ref. 1, Singer et aI., for details of the hardware
design.)
Extensive hypervelocity impact testing of the detectors was performed at Langley Research Center
by Kassel (ref. 2) prior to LDEF launch. The two different sensitivity detectors were subjected to
hundreds of impacts from 0.5 to 5 ktm diameter carbonyl iron projectiles (density = 7.86 g/cm 3, mass
range = 5 x 10 -13 to 5 x 10 -10 g) at velocities of 4 to 10 krn/s and incident angles from 0 to 75 ° from
normal. The applied voltage across the detectors ranged from -60 to -20 volts. These tests indicated that a
0.5 _m particle impacting at 3 km/s (or faster) would trigger the low sensitivity detectors, and a 0.5 l.tm
particle impacting at 2 km/s (or faster) would trigger the high sensitivity detectors. While the tests did not
establish an absolute calibration for the detectors, they did demonstrate several important features:
1) the detector operation is reliable (stable and reproducible) when the bias voltage is greater than 30V;
2) after an impact the detector returns to its original condition with an insignificant loss of active area;
3) the sensitivity of the detectors is inversely proportional to the insulator layer thickness;
4) the sensitivity of the detectors is strongly dependent on the bias voltage below 40V;
5) submicron hypervelocity particles will trigger the detectors.
(A more extensive study of the detectors, which involved an expanded operational parameter set and
several thousand hypervelocity microparticle impacts, is the topic of a paper currently under preparation by
the IDE team.)
While the IDE detector sensitivities could be related to each other, and they were very stable under
stable bias conditions, their absolute sensitivities were not known. When LDEF was retrieved at the end
of its 5.77 year mission, nearly all of the low sensitivity IDE detectors were still functional and were
operating at a bias voltage of 62V, compared to an initial bias voltage of 71V. Based on observations
during impact testing, this difference is not considered significant at this high voltage level. In order to
empirically evaluate the extent of this effect, the IDE detector array from the South side of LDEF (tray D-6)
was powered up to 71V and monitored for 28 days. Any impact damaged sites that did not cause an active
detector to discharge while on orbit under a bias of 62V should have triggered the detector within a few
minutes under a bias voltage of 7 IV. Twenty-two of the 32 low sensitivity IDE detectors on this tray were
found to still be active on retrieval. Post flight optical scanning showed an average of ~140 impact
induced discharges on each detector. When the 22 detectors were powered up, only one discharge
occurred within the first two minutes. A total of 6 discharges occurred within 4 hours, and an additional 3
discharges occurred over the next 28 days. It was apparent that there was not a significant amount of
impact damage on the sensors that had not already caused the detectors to discharge while on orbit.
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(It should be noted that two similar pre-flight tests of the same detectors showed 1 discharge over 22 days
and 0 discharges over 34 days.)
The power-up test of the IDE tray D-6 detectors also provided further evidence that anomalous
sensor status readings periodically recorded during the active portion of the mission were unrelated to
detector performance. Sensor status readings were designed to give instantaneous checks of the recharge
state on the capacitor detectors. The anomalies appear to be the result of the circuit's interaction with the
local spacecraft plasma (ref. 3). A detailed report on the IDE system behavior is currently in preparation
by the experiment team.
Examination of the impact records on all arrays showed that impact counting rates were not related
to the "sensor status" record. There were, in fact, several instances where impacts were recorded
immediately prior to, just after, and even during a status check that indicated all sensors were uncharged.
If the detectors had actually been functioning under a reduced charge state, the impact sensitivity, and thus
the counting rates, would be biased negatively. It is also noted that these anomalous status readings were
indicated <5% of the time for the low sensitivity IDE detectors on the South panel, and this was the worst
case. Overall impact counting rates for tray D-6 (South) and tray B-12 (North), which experienced very
few sensor status anomalies during the first year were similar, with the South panel recording ~10% more
impacts than the North panel. This was another indication that the anomalous sensor status readings were
not related to detector functionality.
Considering this evidence, it appeared practical to count the impact induced discharge sites on the
IDE low sensitivity detectors that remained active during the entire orbital mission, and derive impact flux
values for all 6 orthogonal sides of LDEF. These values could then be compared to the flux values
observed by other LDEF investigators, resulting in an empirical calibration of the IDE detector sensitivity
with respect to a standard measure of impact damage, such as equivalent crater size in aluminum. (This is
a particularly useful standard, since there was a large amount of aluminum surface area exposed on
LDEF.) The long term flux values could also be contrasted to the fluxes recorded electronically by the
same detectors during their first year of operation. This permits a determination of microparticle impact
flux values for 3 long-term time periods: days 1-346, days 1-2106, and days 347-2106 (by subtraction).
DESCRIPTION OF IDE DATA SETS
It is important to distinguish among the various impact data sets (IDE and others) and to constantly
be aware of which sets are being compared or contrasted. The timed data from the two different sensitivity
IDE detectors represent two distinct data sets, labelled "A" and "B" below. The impact-induced discharge
record on the low sensitivity detectors that remained active during the entire orbital mission represents a
third, distinct data set labelled "C" below. A fourth data set can be derived by subtracting the
electronically-recorded impact data on the low sensitivity IDE detectors (data set "B") from the optical
record of impact discharges during the entire mission (data set "C"). This data set is labelled "D". To
summarize, we have assigned the following labels to the four distinguishable long-term IDE impact data
sets:
A = electronically timed impacts for particles that triggered the high sensitivity IDE detectors during
LDEF's first year in orbit (days 1-346),
B = electronically timed impacts for particles that triggered the low sensitivity IDE detectors during
LDEF's first year in orbit (days 1-346),
C = all impacts that triggered low sensitivity IDE detectors that remained active during the entire LDEF
orbital mission (days 1-2106),
D = all impacts that triggered low sensitivity IDE detectors that remained active during the entire
LDEF orbital mission on days 347-2106 (i.e., C-B=D).
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The first two data sets, "A" and "B", contain the 15,000 electronically timed impacts recorded by
IDE detectors mounted on the six orthogonal sides of LDEF. The impact times are known with a
resolution of 13s and an accuracy of 20s (ft. note 1). Even though the recording tape ran out after 346
days, the IDE detectors continued to function. Housekeeping data on the tape indicated that bias voltages
on the arrays of both sensitivities of IDE detectors had dropped <1% during the first 346 days. Most of
the low sensitivity detectors were active and performing nominally (as described above) on retrieval.
Some had suffered catastrophic impact damage. All of the high sensitivity detectors arrays had drained
their batteries sometime after the first year (because of higher operational leakage currents) and were
inactive upon retrieval.
The third IDE data set, "C", includes over 10,000 impacts and is contained in the optical record of
impact discharges on low sensitivity IDE detectors that remained active during the entire LDEF 5.77 year
mission. This record has been extracted by optical microscopic examination of these detectors (discussed
below) and represents the impact fluxes for the entire mission. Data set "D" contains approximately 6,000
impacts and represents the impact fluxes during the 4.8 years after the IDE recording tape ran out.
It is imperative that readers keep in mind the differences in these three data sets. Direct
comparisons of LDEF flux numbers are valid only when the spatial, temporal and
physical impact criteria on which the flux values are based are identical. For example, it is
valid to directly compare long term IDE flux values (data set "C") with other LDEF long term flux values
for the equivalent impact feature sizes on surfaces from equivalent LDEF locations. These values should
be essentially identical if there are no problems with the associated data sets.
However, it is _ valid to directly compare IDE first year flux values (data sets "A" and "B") with
IDE data sets "C" and "D" or other LDEF 5.77 year long term flux values for equivalent impact feature
sizes and locations. These values are not necessarily identical. Indeed, it is the differences (contrasts)
between the 5.77 year long-term fluxes measured by IDE and other LDEF experiments and the one year
"long-term"fluxes measured by IDE (and FRECOPA on the West side of I_EF) that constitute a
significant discovely and are the bases of the following discussions.
Comparisons and contrasts of flux values among IDE data sets B, C and D and other LDEF dust
experiments will be discussed in this paper. Results from non-temporally-resolved LDEF impact
experiments were extracted from the LDEF Meteoroid and Debris Special Investigation Group's Interim
Report (ref. 4), which was based on LDEF investigator supplied and reviewed data.
IDE data set A is not included in these discussions since almost no LDEF impact flux data has been
generated to date that can be directly compared or contrasted to this data set. Some temporal resolution is
available from impacts that occurred on surfaces contained within experiment exposure control canisters
(EECC) located on LDEFrows 2, 3, 4, 8 and 9. These canisters were open during the same time period
that the IDE experiment was recording impact events. The difficulty is in securing samples from these
experiments that have smooth enough surface textures to allow accurate assessment of the 1 ktm crater
population. This comparison is left to a future study after more information has been reported by other
LDEF investigators.
Previously reported analyses of the IDE timed microparticle impact data established their basic
spatio-temporal features, including the demonstration that a preponderance of the particles in this size
regime are orbital debris (a finding that is consistent with the results of the first catastrophic hypervelocity
laboratory impacts on a real satellite, OSCAR-22, recently reported in the press [ref. 5]), and that a large
fraction of the debris particles are encountered in megameter-size clouds (refs. 1, 6 and 7; ft. notes 2 and
3). Higher than expected impact fluxes detected by IDE on the West (trailing) edge of LDEF provided the
first evidence of a far greater population of debris in highly elliptic orbits (>0.07 eccentricity) than
previously known, a conclusion now supported by additional LDEF experiment results (e.g. ref. 8).
Short-term fluxes within such clouds increased several orders of magnitude above the long-term average.
A discussion of the sizes, densities and orbital parameters of several of these orbital debris clouds is
presented in footnote 3.
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We present here comparisons and contrasts among the IDE optical survey impact data, the IDE
first-year timed impact data, and integrated impact data from other LDEF micrometeoroid and debris
experiments. There are undoubtedly more observations and conclusions remaining to be discovered from
investigation of these impact data. However, in this paper we will limit our discussion to the details of the
data collection procedures and the gross conclusions that are immediately apparent from these data.
OPTICAL SCANNING OF IDE DETECTORS
Flux data from low sensitivity IDE detectors that were active during the entire LDEF mission and
were selected for optical counting of impact induced discharges were considered valid when the following
criteria were met:
1) the detector suffered no significant down time based on interpretation of sensor status check data
recorded during the first 346 days on orbit;
2) the detector's post-flight capacitance value was within 3% of the pre-flight value;
3) no impact craters without associated discharges were noted on the detector in the 125x optical scan.
Hypervelocity impacts that triggered an electrical discharge of the IDE capacitor-type detectors
could be readily distinguished from impacts with sub-threshhold kinetic energy, and from impacts that
occurred on an inactive detector, by the fact that the discharge energy vaporizes the thin aluminum top
layer on the detector in an -50 gm diameter zone around the impact site. The underlying SiO2 layer is
shockingly pink and is therefore easily identifiable under optical examination. An optical scan at 125x
was undertaken to count the on-orbit impact-induced discharges on those sensors that are known to have
remained active during the entire 5.77-yr LDEF mission (i.e., met the 3 criteria listed above).
A post-flight photographic catalogue of the entire set of flight detectors has been made with the
same optical setup used in 1983 for a pre-flight catalogue. (Both catalogues will eventually be deposited in
the LDEF Program data archive.) Comparison of the pre- and post-flight images while conducting optical
microscopic examination of detectors permitted segregation of fabrication flaws and pre-flight discharges
(caused during ground testing) from orbital impact-induced discharges. Contamination or defect caused
discharges, also called "spurious" discharges, that occurred on orbit were identified by the presence of the
associated contaminant or defect site in the pre-flight photo. These discharges often have unusual
morphologies as well. Thus far, there appears to be an average of <1 of these spurious discharges per
detector.
Optical scanning of at least a representative sample of the active IDE detectors from each LDEF
location is complete. Each of the detectors has ~20 cm 2 of active surface area. The results discussed
below are based on optical scans of 29 detectors from the West (trailing, row 3) side of LDEF, 18
detectors from the Earth (down) end, 8 detectors from the Space (up) end, and three detectors each from
East (leading, row 9), North (row 12), and South (row 6) sides of LDEF. The first three locations (West,
Earth and Space) experienced low impact activity, with an average of 10-20 impacts per detector. The
latter three locations (East, North and South) experienced high impact activity, with an average of 130-310
impacts per detector.
DISCUSSION
Calculated impact flux values for IDE surfaces are listed in Table 1 along with flux values reported
by two other LDEF experiment teams for indicated impact feature sizes, LDEF locations, and orbital time
periods. The additional data are from the Micro Abrasion Package (MAP), experiment AO023 reported by
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McDonnell and Stevenson (ref. 9 ), and from the FRECOPA experiments AO138-1 and AO138-2
reported by Mandeville and Borg (ref. 10,fin4). Interested readers are referred to ref. 4 for details on the
counting statistics and surface areas used to derive the flux values.
Table 1. Selected cumulative microparticle impact fluxes observed on LDEF surfaces. IDE data is for
impacts that would produce craters in aluminum >~3 pan in dia. FRECOPA data are for impacts into A1
foils or plates with indicated crater sizes counted in SEM scans. MAP data are optical transmission counts
of penetrations in thin foils with indicated equivalent crater sizes. Values in [ ] are subject to confirmation.
Error estimates, s, are calculated from Poisson statistics, s = (n-1/2)(f) where n is the number of impacts in
the data set and f is the flux.
Cumulative LDEF impact flux values for indicated equiv, crater diameters in aluminum
(x 10 -4 m-2s -1)
LDEF
location
North
(row 12)
time inte- inte-
res. foil grated grated
IDE FRECOPA IDE IDE
(>3 txm) (>2 I.tm) (>3 pm) (>3 pm)
days days days
1-346 10-280 347-2106
6.1 3.5
+0.18 5:0.20
2.0p.m 3.11.tm 3.7pm 4.81zm
plate foil foil foil foil
EatFmg.ea MAP MAP MAP MAP
(>3 pm) (>3 I.tm) (>4 pm) (>5 pm) (>7 }.tm)
[ ........................ days 1-2106, (5.77 years) ................ ]
3.9 [3.7] [1.5] 1.3
_4-0.17 [_+0.19] [4-0.087] :L-O.060
South 6.6 3.2 3.8 [6.0] [2.2] [1.9] 1.5
(row 6) :L-O.19 4-0.19 _+0.19 [_-+0.18] [4-0.15] [4-0.14] 4.0.063
East 8.5 8.7 8.7 2.3
leading 4-0.22 +0.31 _+0.28 4-0.22
(row 9)
West 0.99 0.86 0.12 0.26 0.22 [0.23] [0.062] 0.070
+0.073 +0.38 +0.013 4.0.016 _+0.11 [4.0.049] [4.0.025] _+0.014
(row 3)
Space 1.1 0.48 0.59 0.34
(up) +0.090 +0.039 _+0.045 4.0.024
Earth 0.16 0.30 0.28
(down) 4.0.030 +0.023 4.0.022
The MAP data listed in Table 1 are based on optical transmission scanning of recovered foils. In
this technique, the opaque A1 foils are back lighted and all points that transmit light are counted. The
method is subject to positive bias from secondary impacts and newly formed pinholes (since post flight
background counts were made) that are not the result of orbital impacts. At the time of this writing, the
MAP impact counts on foils <4.8 gm thick (equiv. to craters in A1 with diameters <N7 pan) are considered
preliminary and subject to verification by high magnification microscopic examination of significant areas
of the foils. The MAP sensitivities listed in Table 1 in terms of crater diameter in A1 were supplied by the
experiment team after extensive calibration tests (see ref. 9 ).
The MAP experiment is particularly useful in supplying the IDE with an on-orbit empirical
calibration since the impact fluxes are based on penetration damage to thin A1 foils. While the IDE detector
substrates are composed of SiO2, the shock-induced impact damage mechanism responsible for triggering
the detectors at their minillaum threshold is the same mechanism that is responsible for marginal oenelration
of the MAP A1 foils. It should be noted that orbital debris and natural micrometeoroids are-expected to
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have vastly different encounter velocities on LDEF surfaces. In general, orbital debris particles strike
satellite surfaces at much lower velocities than micrometeoroids. This means that for a given mass
impactor, more damage will result from natural particles than from manmade debris particles. This rest, Its
in enhanced detection of natural micrometeoroids versus equal mass manmade debris particles for
experiments that depend on impact damage for counting rates, such as IDE and MAP (see ref. 11 for a
detailed discussion of this subject). However, both experiments should accurately predict the level and
flux of impact-induced damage to spacecraft surfaces by all microparticles in the LEO environment.
FRECOPA data presented in Table I were derived from high magnification SEM scans of A1 foils
and ultrasmooth plates and are not subject to bias at the indicated crater sizes. These values are based on
careful counts but are somewhat limited by low counting statistics. As more area is scanned by this
research team, the FRECOPA integrated flux numbers may change slightly.
It should also be noted that shielding effects were not considered in this first-order comparison of
measured impact fluxes. Shielding can introduce negative bias in perceived impact fluxes due to geometric
constraints, but these effects are expected to be minimal for the particular LDEF surfaces under discussion.
(The MAP foils are recessed ~10 cm below the tray lips, the IDE detector surfaces were recessed 0.3 cm,
and the P-RECOPA targets were recessed 0 to -.5 cm.) In general, the more a surface is recessed below the
surrounding spacecraft structure, the greater is the degree of shielding from impacts, and the greater is the
potential for secondary impacts from material ejected out of impacts in the surrounding structures. Some
secondary debris sprays from impacts into IDE A1 frames (especially on the space end tray) were noted in
optical scanning. While the splatters of melted A1 ejected from theses frame impacts did not cause the IDE
detectors to discharge in any instance, this same material could puncture the thin foils used in the MAP
experiment. It is anticipated that the MAP and FRECOPA teams will report on the effects of shielding and
secondary impacts on their respective experiments in the future.
Consistency Among LDEF Experiments
Figure 1 depicts in bar graph format the impact flux data presented in Table 1. The IDE data are
segregated into three distinct time periods, one corresponding to the electronically timed impacts recorded
on magnetic tape for the first 346 days in orbit, a second corresponding to the visually scanned impact
results which refer to the entire 5.77 year orbital mission, and a third time period corresponding to the
difference between the first two time periods. These are compared to the Canterbury MAP experiment,
which had no time resolution and can only be presented as 5.77-yr averages, and to the French FRECOPA
experiment. The latter had two experiment modes, a 5 I.tm foil mounted in a drawer which was exposed
for 0.74 years, starting a few days after LDEF deployment, and a smooth aluminum plate which was
exposed for _e full 5.77 year mission. These experiments are ideally suited for such a comparison.
Overall, the data show that the low sensitivity IDE detectors responded to impacts that would
produce ~3 ktm diameter craters in aluminum. Scaling from this result indicates that the high sensitivity
detectors were sensitive to impacts that would produce ~1.2 l.tm diameter craters in A1. These results are
consistent with the pre-flight calibration tests by Kassel (ref. 2). The major conclusion from this is that the
IDE detectors did, in fact, work as expected, and an on-orbit empirical calibration can be derived from
impact damage assessment on adjacent LDEF surfaces.
The most important aspect of Figure 1 is that the IDE 5.77-yr average flux data are consistent with
flux data from both of the otherexperiments on all locations (with one exception). It is particularly
gratifying that the results of the only other dust experiment which gave data specifically for the first year
on LDEF's West panel (FRECOPA) are also consistent with IDE. These are important points since they
indicate that the overall flux rates measured by the IDE matched those measured by other
LDEF experiments. With this knowledge, the temporal history of the flux measured by IDE can be
assumed to be accurate with high confidence.
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The highly variable microparticle impact flux on the West, or trailing edge (row 3) of LDEF
observed by IDE is confirmed by the 0.74 year and 5.77 year FRECOPA data. IDE and FRECOPA
recorded first year microparticle impact fluxes (for craters in A1 that are 2-3 t-tm in diameter and larger) on
the West side of 0.99 and 0.86 x 10 -4 m-2s -1, respectively, and 5.77 year (full mission) fluxes of 0.26 and
0.22 x 10 -4 m-2s -1, respectively. (The MAP experiment also showed a full mission integrated flux of 0.23
x 10 -4 m-2s -1 for craters in A1 _>-41.tm. ) The calculated flux for the time period after the IDE recording tape
ran out (days 347-2106) is 0.12 x 10 -4 m-2s -1, or a factor of 8.3 times lower than the first year flux. The
consequences of this high variability are discussed further in the next section.
The one point of apparent inconsistency among the IDE, MAP and FRECOPA data occurs on the
South side (row 6). The MAP data for penetrations in a 2.0 I.tm thick A1 foil (equivalent to craters >-3 _tm
in dia.) yield a 5.77-year integrated flux of 6.0 x 10 -4 m-2s -1, which is 1.6 times higher than the IDE
5.77-year integrated flux of 3.8 x 10 -4 m-2s -1 on the South side. Penetration counts in a slightly thicker
(3.1 _m) MAP foil (equiv. to craters >-4 [.tm in dia) yield an integrated flux of 2.2 x 10-4 m-2s -1.
Additionally, 4.8 l-tm thick MAP foils mounted on both the South and North (row 12) sides of LDEF yield
verified integrated fluxes of 1.5 and 1.3 x 10 -4 m-2s -1, respectively. Also, the North side MAP and IDE
data showed fluxes of 3.7 and 3.9 x 10-4 m-2s -1, respectively. Thus, it appears that the penetration counts
in the thinnest MAP foil mounted on the South side are positively biased by secondary impacts or by non-
impact induced penetrations or ruptures.
This apparent positive bias to one point of the South side MAP data is also supported by the self-
consistency of the IDE data, which showed similar fluxes for all long-term time periods on the North and
South sides, as would be expected by their near equivalent positions on LDEF. Thus far there is no
indication that the IDE data were negatively biased due to loss of detector sensitivity (as described in the
previous section), and McDonnell and Stevenson have been careful to point out the possibility of positive
bias in the thinnest MAP foils (ref. 9). Therefore, at this time we must assume that it is the MAP data that
is biased. However, this issue can be readdressed after the MAP team has examined the suspect foil
microscopically.
Evidence for Temporal Structure at All Finite Averaging Times
Figure i puts into striking relief the fact of extreme temporal variation in the orbital debris
environment over long time periods. This is the first evidence that this variability exists at all averaging
intervals. We have already shown (see refs. 6 and 7; ft. notes 2 and 3) important variation from minute to
minute and from week to week. This is further illustrated in Figures 2a and 2b where the East and West
fluxes and East/West flux ratios for the high and low sensitivity IDE detectors are shown as a function of
time. The points plotted are the result of a 5-day running average smoothing function.
Figure 1 shows the same effect from year to year for the low sensitivity IDE detectors. East has
comparable values for 0.95 yr and 5.77 yr, while North, South, and Space show an excess factor of 1.6
to 1.9 for the first year, whereas Earth shows a deficit factor of 1.9 for the first year. The first year on
West shows 3.7 times the flux of the full mission. These values can be compared to the IDE flux values
calculated for days 347-2106 and listed in Table 1.
Although there is no microparticle impact flux reported to date that can be directly compared to the
IDE data from the East, or leading, edge of LDEF (row 9), the IDE data show that there was essentially no
long-term change in the measured fluxes on this location (see Table 1 and Fig. 1). The MAP team
reported an East/West ratio (leading/trailing) of 33 for somewhat larger impacts (equivalent to >_-7 _tm
diameter craters inA1) for the entire mission. The IDE low sensitivity detectors also measured an
East/West ratio of 33 for the same time period for impacts that would form craters in A1 >-3 _tm.
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Although these ratios are consistent, the East/West microparticle impact flux ratios measured by the same
IDE detectors during days 1-346, and days 347-2106 are 8.5 and 73, respectively.
The extreme range for the long-term integrated flux ratio measured by the IDE low sensitivity
detectors is due entirely to the variability in impact flux on the trailing edge of LDEF (Fig. 1), whereas the
short term variability in the ratio is due to activity on both sides, as shown in Fig. 2. The relative activity
levels on the IDE detectors can provide information on the mass dislxibution of microparticles, and the
variabilities of the short-term impact flux ratios among the various sides of LDEF can yield important
information on the characteristics of orbital debris clouds and natural dust sources. However, for
theoretical and practical applications, the extreme variability of long-term East/West
microparticle impact flux ratios must be taken into account. For some applications, it may be
more appropriate to use impact flux values, and respective ratios, for the 4.82 year period represented by
LDEF orbital days 347-2106. These values represent the modal ratio (that was prevalent during -85% of
the LDEF mission), whereas the 5.77 year integrated values represent the mean ratio for the entire
mission. We are continuing our investigation of these observed variabilities of impact flux ratios.
In an effort to understand the high variability of impact flux recorded by the IDE detectors on the
trailing edge (West), we have investigated the effect of spurious discharge activity. As described above,
this activity is most notable just after IDE activation. We have looked at this question in several ways.
Such discharges can occur, as described above, but in large measure only within the first few hours after
activation -- much less than a day. From optical scans of all West panel low sensitivity IDE detectors we
found an average of <1 contaminant- or defect-caused inflight spurious discharge per sensor on this panel.
If all of these discharges had occurred during the first year, the total number of recorded impacts would
have to be adjusted from 186 to 156, for an average first-year East/West flux ratio of 9.7. Even this does
not account for the large variation in ratios.
We also looked at whether the East/West ratio is "front-loaded" by high activity associated with the
deployment and activation of the IDE. Figure 2b shows that 5-day means of the ratio vary by two orders
of magnitude about the mean value of 8.5 for essentially the entire year. These data, and additional data in
preparation, are a striking reminder of the variability and episodic nature of microparficle impacts in low
Earth orbit.
The Earth Side Mystery
One of the more puzzling aspects of the IDE data comes from the LDEF side that was originally
considered the least interesting -- the Earth end. We remind the reader that, since this face was only 0.07
Earth radii from the surface, it was expected on kinematic grounds to be largely shielded from both natural
and artificial particles (ref. 1). In reality, the 5.77-year flux on the Earth end was comparable to that on
West, which itself was higher than expected. Here also, as on several other faces, there was a significant
difference between the first-year flux and the full-mission flux. The long-term microparficle impact flux
was roughly double the first-year flux. In addition, the optical survey gives no evidence of large particles
and no evidence of highly-oblique impacts.
Could the averages be skewed by a single event after day 346? We cannot answer this question
directly, but there are some intriguing coincidences. For example, in a 1986 SDI-sponsored test a Delta
rocket vehicle launched its third stage into such an orbit as to collide with its own second stage at 3 km/s
(ref. 12). The collision was at about 200 km altitude. The resulting debris cloud is known to have had a
large outward component, and the recent ground-based Oscar-22 disruption test suggests strongly that that
cloud had a very high number density of micron-sized particles (ft. note 5). An ASAT weapon test on
September 13, 1985 resulted in a 7 km/s collision between the weapon and an 850 kg P'/8-1 satellite at
about 500 km altitude, the same altitude as LDEF (ref. 12). We repeat: we can draw no conclusions from
the information now available to us. Had the IDE magnetic tape been longer, or had there been downlink
telemetry on LDEF-1, explicit answers could be given to the questions raised by the Earth side IDE panel.
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SUMMARY
The Interplanetary Dust Experiment continues to yield new discoveries about the microparticle
population in low Earth orbit. The latest findings indicate that the long term (multi-year) average
microparticle impact fluxes on all sides of LDEF, except East (ram) varied widely during the mission.
Measured long-term microparticle impact fluxes on the North, South, West, Space and Earth sides of
LDEF during the first year were 0.5 to 3.7 times the 5.77 year fluxes. We have presented the
comparisons and contrasts among the ]DE optical survey impact data, the IDE first-year timed impact data,
and impact data from other LDEF micrometeoroid and debris experiments.
The following observations were reported.
1)
2)
3)
The 5.77 year long-term integrated microparticle impact fluxes recorded by IDE detectors matched the
integrated impact fluxes measured by other LDEF investigators for the same period.
IDE integrated microparticle impact fluxes varied by factors from 0.5 to 8.3 for LDEF days 1-346,
347-2106 and 1-2106 (5.77 years) on rows 3 (trailing edge, or West), 6 (South side), 12 (North side),
and the Earth and Space ends.
IDE integrated microparticle impact fluxes varied less than 3% for LDEF days 1-346, 347-2106 and
1-2106 (5.77 years) on row 9 (leading edge, or East).
These results give further evidence of the accuracy and internal consistency of the recorded IDE
impact data. This leads to the further conclusion that the utility of long-term flux ratios for impacts on
various sides of a stabilized satellite in low Earth orbit (LEO) is extremely limited. These observations,
and their consequences, highlight the need for continuous, real time monitoring of the dynamic
microparticle environment in LEO.
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SUM_4ARY
The interstellar gas experiment (IGE) exposed thin metallic
foils aboard the LDEF spacecraft in low earth orbit in order to
collect neutral interstellar particles which penetrate the solar
system due to their motion relative to the sun. By mechanical
penetration these atoms were imbedded in the collecting foils along
with precipitating magnetospheric ions and, possibly, with ambient
atmospheric atoms. During the entire LDEF mission, seven of these
foils collected particles arriving from seven different directions as
seen from the spacecraft. After the foils were returned to earth, a
mass spectrometric analysis of the noble gas component of the trapped
particles was begun. The isotopes of 3He, _He, 2ONe and 22Ne have been
detected. We have given a first account of the experiment in ref. i.
In order to infer the isotopic ratios in the interstellar medium
from the concentrations found in the foils, several lines of investi-
gation had to be initiated. The flux of ambient atmospheric noble gas
atoms moving toward the foils due to the orbital motion of LDEF was
estimated by detailed calculations. Any of these particles which
evaded the baffles in the IGE collector could be entrapped in the
foils os a background flux. However, the calculations have shown that
this flux is negligible, which was the intent of the experiment hord-
ware design. This conclusion is supported by the measurements.
However, both the concentration of trapped helium and its impact
energy indicate that the flux of magnetospheric ions which was
captured was larger than had been expected. In fact, it appears that
the magnetospheric particles constitute the largest fraction of the
particles in the foils. Since little is known about this particle
flux, their presence in the IGE foils appears fortunate. The analysis
of these particles provides information about their isotopic composi-
tion and average flux.
Foil and machine backgrounds for the four measured isotopes had
to be assessed individually. While this was easy for 4He, spurious
foil background of 3He had to be monitored carefully by systematically
analyzing unflown foil pieces. Concentrations of trapped neon are not
far above background even for the larger pieces.
During the flight, the foil trays did not sequentially expose
several foils as designed, because of a stuck electrical relay. There-
fore, we could not use the seasonal variation of the angular
distribution of the incoming interstellar atoms to distinguish them
from the magnetospheric component of the trapped particles. However,
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the interstellar helium impacts the foils at much lower energies than
most of the magnetospheric helium. Thus we could use the method of
stepwise heating to extract from the foils the interstellar component
at lower temperatures than are used to release the bulk of the
magnetospheric component. However, the high voltage for the shielding
grids was not commanded to switch on; thus, separation of the two
sources was more difficult because the energies of magnetospheric ions
and interstellar atoms overlapped.
The analysis of entrapped gases in the IGE foils is still
proceeding. Thus far, we have concluded that we are able to give a
reliable figure for the _He/3He ratio of the more energetic magneto-
spheric component of the trapped flux.
INTRODUCTION
The isotopic composition of the present-day interstellar gas of
our galaxy is not well known. Spectroscopic methods are limited,
practically, to determinations of elemental frequencies. Space-borne
mass spectrometers of the AMPTE and Ulysses missions did observe
interstellar _He ionized near the Sun and carried aw_y with the solar
wind, but they are not sufficiently sensitive for 3HeT, and they are
not detecting neutral species. Our knowledge of the local interstellar
neutrals is derived mainly from systematic observation of the scat-
tering, by 4He atoms, of the Sun's He I 58.4-nm resonance line (refs.
2, 3, 4).
Isotopic abundances of helium and neon in the interstellar gas
are highly significant: both elements, being noble gases, are
completely contained in the gas phase. Isotopic ratios do not suffer
from fractionation, nor does any gas chemistry alter them. The iso-
topes of helium were produced in the Big Bang. Fusion in stars has
produced 3He ever since. Whenever stars explode, they enrich the
interstellar gas by 3He. The 3He/_He ratio of the presolar material is
known from meteoritic and solar wind data. Today, we expect a higher
3He/_He ratio in the interstellar medium than when the Sun formed 4.6
billion years ago.
The differences in the 20Ne/22Ne ratios found in different
sources (meteorites, solar flares, solar wind, cosmic rays) are as yet
unexplained. A known ratio in the interstellar medium would serve as a
baseline datum.
Finally, a direct measurement of the interstellar 3He influx
into the atmosphere would shed light on the old problem of the mass
balance of 3He in the atmosphere. One other important source of the
atmospheric 3He is the precipitation from the magnetosphere of solar
wind He that previously penetrated through the magnetopause.
In-situ collection of neutral atoms from the local interstellar
medium opens a new source of material from outside the solar system.
Sufficient concentrations of trapped noble gases are building up
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during few months in the metal foils to allow mass-spectrometric
20Ne and 22Ne in returned foil samples.measurement of 3He, 4He,
The technique of using foils to entrap particles for later
laboratory mass spectrometric analysis was first developed for the
Apollo missions to the moon by the Bern group. In this application,
noble gas isotopes were measured in the solar wind (refs. 5, 6).
Later, on the Skylab missions, this technique was used to analyze the
isotopes of precipitating magnetospheric particles (ref. 7). This same
procedure has been utilized on a sounding rocket to investigate
auroral particles (refs. 8, 9). Although it is a relatively new
experimental technique, considerable experience has been accumulated
in this method of collecting samples of extraterrestrial particles.
For the interstellar gas experiment, the collecting foils con-
sisted of 15 um thick beryllium-copper (2% Be by weight). On the
surface of these foils a thin Be oxide layer was formed in a procedure
especially adapted for large foils. The foils were positioned at the
bottom of seven rectangular IGE collectors (shown in Figure I) which
were mounted on four trays at different LDEF locations. The open end
of each box-like collector established the field of view from which
particles could reach the foils. The center line of the collector,
standing orthogonally on the center of the foil, defined the orien-
tation of the field of view relative to LDEF and, ultimately, to the
celestial sphere.
Each collector contained six foils mounted on separate plates.
It was planned to expose the foils to the particle flux in sequence
for periods of roughly two months. The varying conceDtrations in the
sequence of foils should reflect the seasonal variation of the flux of
the interstellar neutrals in the vicinity of the sun. However, because
of a stuck relay in the initiation circuit, the foil trays were not
repositioned as intended. Thus the entire particle flux was directed
to a single foil in each collector for the entire 69 months of the
LDEF mission. During each orbit of LDEF, the center line of any
collector was scanning along a parallel of latitude of the celestial
sphere. Particles coming into its sweeping field of view were trapped
by the exposed foil.
One axis of LDEF pointed radially outward from the earth and one
axis pointed forward along the velocity vector. The collectors were
oriented so as to optimize the collection of interstellar particles
and to reduce the collection of particles from other sources. They
were positioned roughly perpendicular to the direction of orbital
motion. This was because the LDEF velocity would have been sufficient
to ram ambient atmospheric atoms into the foils as a background flux,
if they could reach the foils. The orientation of the collectors
prevented that. In addition, a series of knife-edge baffles near the
opening of the collectors, and serrations along the inner walls of the
collectors prevented atmospheric particles from striking the walls and
from reaching the foils in a single bounce. The view directions of the
five collectors oriented orthogonal to the velocity vector were
designated by the angle which their center line makes with the LDEF
radial vector, i.e., 24_N, 24°S, 70°N, 70°S, and II0°N. The II0°N
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collector looked 20 ° below the horizon with the intention of measuring
only background particles. In the event that, after deployment, LDEF
had stabilized with the space and earth--pointing ends reversed, it
could have performed a minimal experiment by itself. The center lines
of the two remaining collectors, designated "0 ° forward" and "0 °
backward", lay in the orbital plane and were tilted 24 ° forward or
backward of the radial vector. The collector tipped forward into the
flux of embient atmospheric particles was to check the effectiveness
of the system of baffles described above. The one tipped backward was
shielded further from this possible atmospheric particle flux. Fig. 1
in reference 1 shows the fields of view for the seven foil cassettes.
A model calculation, starting from a set of fairly well known
parameters for the interstellar 4He far from the Sun, predicts dif-
ferent concentrations in each IGE foil. These parameters are (ref. I) :
velocity 24 km/s, temperature 12'000 K, density 0.0124/cm 3, right
ascension 252 ° , declination -17.5 ° , ionization rate at I a.u.
I/1.5-I07s. As the neutral interstellar particles enter the helio-
sphere and approach the sun, their velocity distribution is signi-
ficantly altered by the gravitational focussing of the sun. Thus,
during the spring and summer months when the earth is in the upwind
portion of interstellar flux, the angular distribution of interstellar
particles approaching the earth, and hence approaching LDEF and the
IGE foils, is radically different from the angular distribution
observed in the wintertime (see details in ref. i, figure 3).
The seasonal rate of particle entrapment is complicated further
as the trapping efficiency changes by more than an order of magnitude
as the earth moves upstream, then across the stream, and finally
downstream in the interstellar particle flow. As the earth moves
upstream, the orbital velocity of the earth adds to the on-coming
interstellar particle velocity, increasing the impact velocities of
the particles as they strike the foil, thus increasing the trapping
probability (ref. i0). The opposite, reduction in trapping probabil-
ity, occurs on the downstream side of the orbit as the earth moves
away from the overtaking interstellar particles. A full calculation
was performed (ref. I) to determine how many helium atoms were
entrapped in each foil as each collector swept a precessing path
across this seasonally changing angular distribution on the celestial
sphere, with the seasonally varying trapping probability, for the
length of the entire LDEF mission. The result is shown in Figure 2.
The model, of course, predicts equal concentrations of particles in
both 0 ° collectors, and no particles being captured in the +ii0 °
collector (not shown). For a collector which points in a direction
where, throughout the entire earth orbit, particles arrive
predominantly from an off-axis part of this particular field of view,
a collector wall partially shadows one side of the foil and there is a
pronounced north-south gradient in the predicted interstellar particle
concentration across the foil. It is remarkable that even though the
IGE foils contain the particles accumulated in almost six years, it is
expected that a characteristic pattern of concentrations is still
recognizable.
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PARTICLE SOURCES
As we analyze the recovered IGE foils in a mass spectrometer, we
would expect to find noble gas atoms from several different sources.
I. The interstellar atoms which originate in the local interstellar
medium and travel as neutrals into the inner solar system should be
distributed among the various foils as we have outlined above. It
is a goal of IGE to infer, from the measurements of the particle
concentration in the foils, the helium and neon isotopic ratios in
the local interstellar medium.
2. Magnetospheric ions which come from the trapped particle region
around the earth and precipitate at low latitudes down to the LDEF
altitude should also appear in the IGE foils. We assume that these
particles reach the lower altitudes through a double charge-
exchange process. They are originally geomagnetically trapped in
the ring current as ions. Then they loose their charge by charge
exchange and escape to lower altitudes. As neutrals they can cross
the earth's magnetic field lines. The flux of these particles would
be insignificant if a fraction of them did not undergo a second
charge exchange, regaining their charge, and again become trapped
by the geomagnetic field at the LDEF orbital altitude. To
accumulate a significant flux at this low altitude, they must
remain trapped for a relatively long time. Ions with a low
pitch-angle are quickly lost; therefore, large pitch-angles are
expected to dominate. The gyroradius (in the order of 1 km) is
small compared to a reasonable scale height for these magneto-
spheric particles. We expect a rather isotropic distribution in the
east/west - up/down plane and a marked decrease in the north/south
direction. Relatively little is known about the flux and composi-
tion of magnetospheric precipitation at these low latitudes, so
another goal of IGE is to attempt to separate and analyze this
particle component trapped in the foils.
3. Neutral ambient atmospheric atoms do not appear to give a
significant contribution to the entrapped foil particles. As
indicated earlier, the sidewalls of the IGE collectors and the
baffling system eliminate the vast majority of these potential
background particles. The measurements support this conclusion.
4. He and Ne either already present in the untreated metal foils or
introduced as contamination during foil preparation constitute foil
background and must be accounted for in our data analysis. This is
accomplished by analyzing portions of prepared foil material which
was not flown on IGE.
5. Similarly, the He and Ne background of the gas extraction system
and of the mass spectrometer has to be subtracted.
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SEPARATION OF PARTICLE SOURCES
The flux of interstellar particles integrated over the extended
LDEF mission should show the characteristic pattern indicated in
Figure 2. This is one characteristic which we can use to separate
these particles from the other significant foil particle component -
the magnetospheric ions. However, there is a secend characteristic
which should also be useful in separating these two major particle
sources. That is the impact energy of the arriving particles. As
previously mentioned, the energy of the interstellar particles varies
according to the position of the earth in its orbit. In the spring
time this energy reaches almost 120 eV for 411e. By summer it drops to
about 70 eV and in the fall it drops to around I0 eV. In contrast,
most of the magnetospheric particles have higher energies, up to 50
keY. This difference in energy has the consequence that the magneto-
spheric particles are much more firmly imbedded in the collecting
foils. By using the technique of stepwise heating, we can extract most
of the interstellar atoms at lower temperatures than are used to
liberate the more tightly bound magnetospheric particles. Calibrations
on pretreated foils (ref. II) showed how two particle populations with
significantly different impact energies are released from foils in a
series of different heating steps. The squares and fine curves in
Figures 3 and 4, starting at a temperature of 210°C, show the
integrated fraction of gas released in the calibrations.
_SS-SPECTROMETRIC ANALYSIS
Concentrations of the helium and neon isotopes were measured in
20 rectangular pieces cut from the seven foils which had been exposed
in space. Each foil piece is identified by a label (first column in
the tables). Its history including formation process, location during
exposure, and analysis can be traced throughout the documentation by
means of this label. Its position on the backing plate during exposure
was mapped. The coordinates of its four corners were determined taking
as a reference the coordinate system defined during the survey for
impacts by the M&D SIG inspectors (ref. 12). After cutting, the pieces
were weighed (absolute error < 0.1 mg) and their length and width
measured to ± 0.2 mm. The area was calculated by using the calibration
factor between foil mass and area of 12.0 mg/cm z (±3%). The result was
checked for gross errors by comparison with the area calculated from
length and width. Because the calibration error was small and constant
for all pieces, it was not included in the errors given in the tables.
After weighing, the foil pieces were rinsed with clean ethanole,
then rolled and filled into a cup made of ]5 um thick A1 foil. The cup
made it possible to handle the CuBe foil pieces and to insert them
into the noble gas extraction system of the mass spectrometer. The
small amount (33 mg) of A1 foil did not contain measurable quantities
of neon or helium. However, when pieces of unexposed foil are
analyzed, the neon background is perceptively higher than when the
extraction procedure is run without foils. The difference, called
"foil blank" here, is not proportional to the area. Therefore, care
was taken to make the unexposed foil pieces of comparable size with
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the exposed ones. A total of 17 unexposed pieces with a total area of
310 cm = was analyzed, compared to the 20 exposed pieces analyzed which
had a total area of 550 cm 2. (The total exposed area is approximately
7 x 22 x 2! cm 2 or 3200 cm2.)
Analysis was performed routinely in a mass spectrometer dedi-
cated to helium and neon measurements. The spectrometer is connected
directly to the extraction system. After considerable conditioning of
the extraction line and doing frequent machine blank checks, samples
were dropped into a molybdenum crucible and heated in steps by HF
induction. The crucible reached a specified temperature (between 150
and 1800°C) after I0 to 20 minutes and was kept at this temperature
for 12 minutes. After each step, released gases were cleaned from
reactive components by titanium getters and active charcoal cooled
with liquid nitrogen, then pumped into the mass spectrometer. Five
spectra were sequentially measured by peak-jumping. The error of their
average intensities was calculated from the variation of the indi-
vidual mass peaks. Interferences and background were subtracted.
Background and its reproducibility were carefully assessed, separately
for each temperature step.
The "foil blank", estimated from measurements of unexposed foil
pieces, was negligible for 4He. For neon, however, it was of the same
order of magnitude as the released amount of trapped gas, especially
for the high-temperature steps. For a few unexposed foil pieces, the
3He released in the 450°C and 600°C steps was of the same order of
magnitude as for the exposed pieces. For the foils in the cassettes
with almost vertical view directions (24°N to 24°S), the 3He foil
blank never amounted to more than 15 percent of the trapped 3He, while
for the cassettes with almost horizontal view directions (II0°N, 70°N,
and 70°S) the foil blank renders the 3He/4He ratio more unreliable,
possibly up to ±50%. The uncertainty of the blank estimates is
reflected in the errors given.
RESULTS
The results are presented in Tables 1 and 2. In order to get a
first estimate of the concentrations, five small pieces (4 to i0 cm2),
one each for the view directions II0°N (view below the horizon), 70°N,
24°N, 24°S, and 70°S, were heated to 1400°C for total extraction.
These measurements are marked i- in Table I. Obviously, even these
small pieces allowed good helium measurements, while larger areas are
needed for more precise neon measurements. Concentrations were higher
by a factor of about three than expected from the model of Fig. 2. The
average ratio of the concentrations for %He and 3He was 7400. With the
correction for different trapping probabilities for _He and 3He (Fig.
2), this ratio would reflect a 4He/3He ratio in the flux of approxima-
tely 4500. Of course, no interstellar particles at all should have hit
L249-2-I which was exposed on the cassette pointing 20 ° below the
horizon.
With these results, it seemed possible that a fraction of the
4He could be atmospheric atoms that had hit the foil directly or after
collisions with the inner walls of the collectors. Their energies
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would be of the order of 30% of I/2mv2 (m = atomic mass of 4He, v =
satellite orbital velocity), i.e., 0.4 eV. The trapping probability
was never measured for atoms with such a low energy. On the other
hand, only an extremely low fraction (approx. 1 ppm) of the flux n.v
(n = atmospheric _He density at spacecraft altitude) hits the foils
directly, and the baffles and serrations on the inner walls practi-
cally prevent any atom to hit the foil after only one collision.
We assumed that, if atmospheric _He atoms are trapped in the
foils, heating to 150°C should at least release part of them, while
calibration experiments done by Michel in the Bern laboratory (ref.
II) showed that only approximately 15 percent of 75 eV 4He (the
incidence energy of interstellar particles) were released at 210°C
(see Fig. 3). Four pieces from the two collectors with 0 ° view angle
were heated to 150°C, then to 450°C, finally to 1400°C, in order to
check _or the presence of trapped atmospheric atoms (see pieces marked
with 2- in Tables 1 and 2). The fraction of 4He released at 150°C was
3% of the amount released at 450°C for L290-2-I on the 0 ° collector
tilted backward. For L296-I-I to -3 (on the 0 ° collectors tilted
forward) which could be expected to see more incoming atmospherics,
the fractions were between 1.2 and 2.2% only. At 150°C 3He and the
neon isotopes could not be detected on any of the pieces. Atmospheric
particles, therefore, certainly contribute unimportant quantities to
the 450°C releases as given in Table 2. This conclusion is strength-
ened by the arguments that the ratios 4He/3He found on the two 0 °
collectors are not different from each other (both are about 6000)
while one would expect a higher ratio for the forward-looking ones
(L296-I-..) as the atmospheric 4He/3He ratio is very high, approxima-
tely i00'000, at 300 km.
The atmospheric particles thus excluded from being responsible
for the deviation of the measurements from the model calculations, we
had to take into account a possible contribution of magnetospheric
precipitation. As the magnetic field is approximately horizontal and
south-north at low latitudes, we expect the 0 ° view collectors to see
the highest fluxes of particles gyrating about these field lines, the
24°N and 24°S collectors slightly smaller fluxes, and the ii0°_, 70°N,
and 70°S much smaller fluxes because of the loss cone. The 4He
concentrations in Table 1 do show this tendency which is,
unfortunately, similar to the signature of interstellar particles in
Fig. 2. Finer models of the expected distribution have not been worked
out yet. The magnetospheric particles are assumed to cover a wide
energy spectrum, with a considerable part of the flux down to energies
characteristic for interstellar particles. Note that the experiment
was designed to protect the foils from the infall of ions with
energies below 1 keY. One of the three grids in Fig. i, at +1200 V
relative to the spacecraft, should have rejected low-energy magneto-
spheric ions, while neutral interstellar particles (energies for 4He
below 140 eV, for 2°Ne below 700 eV) would not have been affected.
Because, as mentioned above, a system relay malfunctioned, the grids
never were connected to a high potential; thus, the spectra of the two
particle populations were superposed. Still, we hoped that a difference
between low-temperature and high-temperature releases could be seen in
the isotopic ratios. We did not, however, do the fine-step release
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from 210 ° to 450 ° of Michel's calibrations, because of the small
amounts expected to be released in each step. Instead, we chose steps
450, 600 and 800°C in the hope to sufficiently separate low energies
from high energies. An additional step at 1700°C made sure that the
1400°C step had extracted the trapped gases completely. The results of
the stepwise extractions are given in Figures 3 and 4. For both 4He
and 20Ne, the release patterns were very similar to each other for 7
pieces (the darker shaded region contains all their release curves)
and only two pieces showed greater, irregular deviations (brighter
region).
Losses by thermal diffusion are much more dependent on
temperature than on time. Therefore, comparison with the calibration
experiments indicates that a large part of the trapped particles
impacted the foil with high (magnetospheric) energies, but that a
considerable part of the 450°C release are interstellar particles
which arrive with low energies. It could, however, be argued that the
influence of the diffusion time can not be neglected, and that the
comparison gives an impression of too high energies for the trapped
particles in the exposed foils. Fine-resolution heating steps and more
direct calibrations, including 3He, will be necessary to resolve the
question.
The stepwise heating method should not only give clues as to the
energies with which particles have hit the foil. Its potential to
separate low-energy from high-energy components also allows to
determine, independently, isotopic and elemental ratios for low-energy
and for high-energy populations. We have to take into account, how-
ever, that even if helium has hit the foils with the same energy as
neon, it is released at lower temperatures, owing to its higher
mobility. The effect can give the illusion of a difference in
elemental ratios for low- and for high-energy components; thus, careful
calibration is necessary. The effect gets worse if energies are pro-
portional to mass, such as for interstellars which impact with equal
velocities. Even for isotopic ratios, it may not be neglected.
From Table 2, the isotopic and elemental ratios can be calcu-
lated for the trapped gas components which are released at 450°C.
Their weighted averages are:
4He/3He = 6300±300
20Ne/22Ne = 14.4±1.4
_He/2°Ne = 10'600±1'000
The errors (one sigma) of the averages are estimated from the
variation of the 15 measurements. They are only little higher than
expected from the errors given for the individual measurements of the
isotopic ratios. They are three times as large, however, for 4He/20Ne,
reflecting a poorer reproducibility for the elemental ratio than for
the isotopic ratios.
Isotopic and elemental ratios for trapped gases released in four
temperature steps and for the total release (all steps summed) are in
the following ranges for over half the number of the measured pieces:
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ZTemperature Pieces 4He/3He 20Ne/22Ne 4He/20Ne
450°C 15 5500-7300 11-22 7800-17000
600oc II 5000-7500 13-56 7100-12000
800°C ii 6200-7500 14-18 2300-3600
1400oC Ii 6300-10500 15-.18 340-670
total 20 6000-7100 ]3.9-]7.5 2300-4200
4He/3He ratios do not differ from step to step. Actually, if we
assume that most of the 450°C step is of interstellar and the bulk of
the other steps of magnetospheric origin, the average ratio for the
trapped magnetospheric helium, 6600, is not far from the ratio 6300
for the trapped interstellar particles.
20Ne/22Ne is 14.4 for the 450°C step, 15.5 for the total
release. Even though the range of measured ratios is large, these
numbers are definitely above 9.8, the terrestrial ratio, and are also
above 13.7, the value in the solar wind. If the magnetosphere is
mainly supplied by atoms escaping from the atmosphere, a ratio higher
by up to a factor of 2 than the terrestrial value may be expected,
because the two neon isotopes have different scale heights in the
exosphere, and the lighter isotope is enriched.
The 4pe/20Ne ratio, finally, clearly shifts from high to low
values with higher temperature. This trend merely reflects the fact
that helium of any energy is released at lower temperatures than neon
ef the same energy (compare Fig. 3 with Fig. 4). The average 4He/20Ne
ratio for the total release is 3000, and 10 out of the 20 pieces show
ratios between 2300 and 4200. This is much higher than expected for
interstellar particles, but may be explained for magnetospheric ions.
DISCUSSION
The results show that atmospheric contamination of the trapped
helium and neon is negligible.
The bulk of the particles is magnetospheric, while an
appreciable part of the 450°C release is probably of interstellar
origin. If release curves from Michel's calibrations (ref. ll) are
taken at face value, postulating complete independence of diffusion
times, it may be that 30 percent of the trapped the are interstellar
atoms (energies around ]00 eV), 40 percent are 3 keY and 30 percent
are 30 keV magnetospheric particles. This estimate is very crude, and
different combinations of percentages and energies are possible,
considering the limited applicability of the available calibrations.
It is clear from the difficulties with the analysis of the components
that methods like high-voltage protection grids and protection of the
foils from particle infall when the collector is not directed toward
the arrival direction of interstellar particles would be highly
useful for separating particle sources.
Taking as an example L199-2-2 (from the collector looking 24°N),
with 133.10 _ 4He atoms trapped per cm 2, the suggested 30 percent
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interstellar particles would almost exactly correspond to the con-
centration proposed by the calculations (Fig. 2) where we assumed an
interstellar 4He density far from the sun of 0.0124/cm 3.
The average %He/3He ratio of the 450°C release is 6300, not far
from the average for the total trapped helium of 6500. After correc-
tion for the lower trapping probability of 3He compared to 4He
(approximately 60 percent according to Fig. 2), an estimate of the
interstellar 4He/3He density ratio of 3800 would result. This value
falls in the range of possible values for the present interstellar
medium. It is too early to speculate, however, whether it is different
from the value at the time of formation of the solar system.
For the magnetospheric contribution to the 4He trapped in
L199-2-2, a concentration of 0.7.133.109/cm 2, after an approximate
correction for the trapping probability, results in a fluence of about
1.5.1011 atoms/cm 2. Other foils contain 30-50 percent more or less
particles, thus a crude average over the 69 months of exposure would
be 800 4He/s cm 2, arriving from 0.34 sterad (the solid angle of
directions seen by a foil piece through the open end of the collector
box). The resulting figure for the average magnetospheric flux along
the LDEF orbit, for approximately vertical infall, is a rather brave
guess. It suffers from the fact that the energy spectrum is not known
and, therefore, the trapping probabilities must be guessed. Moreover,
no detailed model of the flux was worked out. Also, the concentrations
on different pieces seem not to follow an obvious pattern as yet.
The magnetospheric 4He/3He flux ratio is 6600 and corresponds,
practically, to the ratio of concentrations for the total trapped
helium. This ratio is clearly much higher than the solar-wind ratio of
2350 (ref. 6), but very much lower from the atmospheric ratio at high
altitudes which is near 100'000. The ratio of 6600 would clearly
indicate a mixture of particles in the magnetospheric regions from
which they originate. Similar contributions from escaped atmospheric
atoms and from solar-wind ions which have penetrated the magnetosphere
can be assumed. A foil experiment flown in 1973 on Skylab (ref. 7)
collected precipitating particles. Because of varying contamination by
ambient atmospheric atoms, the 4He/3He ratios fluctuated widely, from
<3'000 to >50'000. It was not sure whether the low values found were
representative of the low-latitude magnetospheric precipitation. The
Skylab orbital inclination was 50 ° (for LDEF, 18.5°), thus Skylab
eventually approached auroral latitudes. In another foil experiment,
BHhler et al. (ref. 9) had found that auroras can contain almost pure
solar-wind helium (4He/3He = 3'000). Thus the low-latitude magneto-
spheric trapped component on the Skylab foils could have been con-
taminated by direct auroral precipitation.
For neon, assessing fluxes from the stepwise releases is more
difficult than for helium, as the calibration curves contradict each
other for 3 keY and for 30 keV (see Fig. 4). Moreover, interstellar
neon has a five times higher energy than 4He, i.e., about 500 eV, and
its release pattern is similar above 600_C to that of neon of higher
energies. It is difficult, even based on the low-temperature steps
alone, to suggest that more than ten percent of the trapped neon could
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be interstellar. Because the averaged 20Ne/_He ratio for the trapped
gases is 1/3000 in the foils analyzed so far, this would mean that
neon is much rarer in the interstellar medium than predicted by models
(e.g., ref. 13).
Even for the magnetospheric neon, the measured ratio is lower
than expected when compared to ratios estimated for the upper atmo-
sphere, or if a considerable admixture of solar-wind neon is assumed
as in the case of helium. Certainly, measurements of neon are less
conclusive than those of helium because they depend more critically on
assumptions on foil blanks and trapping probabilities. For inter-
stellar particles ionization losses near one astronomical unit may
have been underestimated; moreover, losses for neon are higher than
those for helium.
CONCLUSIONS
About a third of the helium trapped in our foils seems to be of
interstellar origin, two thirds being precipitated magnetospheric
particles. This agrees with our model calculations and is consistent
with our preliminary calibrations of the release curves for stepwise
heating. The 4He/3He density ratio of the interstellar medium is
tentatively estimated as 3800, with wide error limits. The 4He/3He
ratio for the flux of magnetospheric ions must be around 6600. The
averaged flux of magnetospheric _He ions is, for large pitch angles,
of the order of 2000/s cm 2 sterad.
We expect that the reliability of the interstellar _He/3He ratio
can be improved by more detailed calibrations.
To estimate the interstellar and magnetospheric contributions to
the trapped neon is more difficult. We found about 3000 times less
trapped neon than trapped helium in the exposed foils. This low Ne
concentration is difficult to understand. We hope to improve the
measurements of neon by performing heating steps at lower tempera-
tures, with lower background, and with calibrations in parallel.
The method of collecting interstellar and magnetospheric helium
and neon has proved to be successful, even though the reliability of
the results suffered from the superposition of trapped particles from
the two sources. Superposition of interstellar atoms and magneto-
spheric ions can be prevented successfully on future missions. Based
on our experience with IGE, we propose: I) to shield off magneto-
spheric ions of low energies with high-voltage grids, 2) to open a
cover on top of each collector only at times when the arrival
direction of the interstellar particles is in the field of view, and,
most effectively, 3) to fly an inertially stabilized platform with
collectors continuously pointed at the direction of the most intense
interstellar flux.
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Table 1: Concentrations [in 106 atoms/cm 2] of trapped gases in exposed
foils: total amount of gases released in all heating steps up to
1400°C. Corrections were applied for foil and machine blanks.
Foi I Area 3He 4He 2°Ne 22Ne
piece [cm 2]
Cassette 9_ ]IO°N
L249-2-1 I) 9.6 2.34 ±0.36 17300 ± 400 6.2 ± 2.7 0.35 ±0.35
L249-2-2 56.9 3.36 ±0.86 18600 ± 300 6.0 ± 0.6 0.35 ±0.13
Cassette 8_ 70°N
L275-I-I 1) 9.6 3.79 ±0.47 27400 ± 700 15.3 ± 2.8 1.42 ±0.27
L275-I-2 57.7 3.28 ±0.30 26000 ± 400 6.6 ± 0.5 0.36 ±0.06
Cassette 5_ 24°N
L199-2-I I) 3.8 18.08 ±0.64 135000 ±3400 76.8 ±10.7 6.53 ±0.67
L199-2-2 38.4 21.33 ±0.73 133300 ±1900 34.4 ± 1.2 2.26 ±0.24
L199-2-3 9.7 17.17 ±1.27 98600 ±1300 32.3 ± 2.7 1.99 ±0.38
L199-2-4 9.7 19.08 ±1.09 110600 ±1300 37.5 ± 1.7 2.18 ±0.39
L199-2-5 49.0 11.96 ±0.46 74800 ±1100 13.7 ± 0.8 0.78 ±0.14
Cassette 4, 0° bwd.
L290-2-12' 19.9 12.63 ±0.43 85300 ±1700 48.4 ± 2.4 3.47 ±0.39
L290-2-2 57.8 14.29 ±0.63 89100 ±1400 40.1 ± 1.2 2.71 ±0.16
L290-2-3 49.3 16.60 ±0.51 98500 ±1400 34.9 ± 0.8 2.28 ±0.18
0° fwdCassette 3,
L296-1-12) 19.0 30.23 ±0.76 197600 ±3100 69.0 ± 2.3 4.38 ±0.23
L296-1-22) 3.8 30.12 ±].61 190000 ±3100 72.5 ±10.6 4.94 ±1.47
L296-I-32) 3.7 30.01 ±1.90 186100 ±3000 87.9 ± 8.2 5.29 ±1.03
L296-1-4 38.2 32.16 ±0.92 199000 ±2700 63.4 ± 1.4 3.25 ±0.37
Cassette 6_ 24°S
L273-I-I l) 3.9 12.68 ±0,64 92400 ±1900 69.6 ± 8.1 6.37 ±1.34
L273-I-3 44.6 14.45 ±0.91 98800 ±1400 45.0 ± 0.9 3.12 ±0,28
Cassette 7, 70°S
L255-1-1 l) 9.4 3.92 ±0.40 30600 ± 800 20.7 ± 4.0 1.85 ±0.40
L255-I-2 56.8 5.86 ±0.86 35000 ±1000 21.2 ± 0.9 1.48 ±0.24
_I Total extraction at 1400°C.
Heating step sequence was 150 °, 450 °, 1400°C.
All others: heating step sequence was 450 °, 600 °, 800 °, 1400°C.
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Table 2: Amount [in 106 atoms/cm 2] of trapped gases released at 450°C.
Corrections were applied for foil blank and machine background.
Foil Area 3He 4He 2°Ne 22Ne
piece [cm 2]
Cassette 9, 110°N
L249-2-2 56.9 <0.4 8500 ± 300 0.6 ±0.3 <0.07
Cassette 8, 70°N
L275-1-2 57.7 1.8 ±0.2 9200 ± 200 1.5 mO.1 0.15 ±0.04
Cassette 5, 24°N
L199-2-2 38.4 6.7 ±0.4 40900 ±1100 3.4 ±0.4 0.27 ±0.09
L199-2-3 9.7 3.5 ±0.4 22000 ± 500 3.0 ±1.3 0.13 ±0.II
L199-2-4 9.7 6.0 ±0.5 33100 ± 700 4.2 ±1.3 0.19 ±0.08
L199-2-5 49.0 4.4 ±0.2 25600 ± 700 1.5 ±0.2 <0.12
0° backwardCassette 4_ ,
%
L290-2-I 2) 19.9 2.6 ±0.3 20100 ± 500 5.6 ±1.7 0.43 ±0.17
L290-2-2 57.8 3.2 ±0.2 18000 ± 500 1.6 ±0.3 0.16 ±0.03
L290-2-3 49.3 4.5 ±0.3 27200 ± 700 2.9 _0.3 0.24 ±0.08
Cassette 3, 0° forward
.o
L296-1-32)_22j 3.8 7.9 ±1.1 54900 ±1600 <7.0 <0.6L296-1 3.7 9.8 ±1.0 51900 ±1300 8.3 ±1.4 <0.4
L296-1-4 38.2 8.1 ±0.5 52100 ±1300 4.3 ±0.3 <0.3
Cassette 6_ 24°S
L273-I-3 44.6 4.0 +0.8 24800 ± 500 2.4 ±0.3 0.16 ±0.05
Cassette 7, 70°S
L255-1-2 56.8 2.3 ±0.8 9200 ± 900 7.3 ±0.8 0.62 ±0.16
2) Heating step sequence was 150 ° , 450 ° , 1400°C.
All others: heating step sequence was 450 °, 600 °, 800 °, 1400°C.
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FOLLOW UP ON TIlE CRYSTAL GRO_VI'H
EXI)ERIMENTS OF TIlE LDEF
N93-29331
K. F. Nielsen
Technical University of Dcmnark, Physics Lal)oratory III
DK-2800 Lyngby, l)cnnmrk.
M. D. Lind
Rockwell International Science Center
Thousand Oaks, California 91360.
The results of the 4 solution growth experiments on the LDEF havel)een published
elsewhere (1),(2). Both the crystals of C;.tCO 3, which were large arid well shaped, and the
much smaller TI'F-TCNQ crystals showecl unusual m(irl_hol()gical behaviour.
The follow up on these experiments (planned in 1979) was started already in 1981, when
ESA initiated a "Concept Definition Study" on a large, 150 kg, Solution Growth Facility
(SGF) to be included in the payload of EUP, ECA-I, the European Retrievable Carrier.
This carrier was a contirmalion of the European Sl)acelab and at that time planned for
launch in 1987.
The long delay of the LDEF retrieval arid of sul)scquent nlissions brought about
reflections both on the concept of crystal growth in space and on the choice of
crystallization materials, that had been made for the I_I)EF. As explained in (1) under
"Historical Background" events on earth, during the flight of LDEF, caused a dramatic
decline in the demarid for TTF-TCNQ crystals. Already before the LDEF retrieval,
research on TTF-TCNQ had been stopped, and a plarlned growth experiment with TTF-
TCNQ on the SGF/EURECA had been cancelled.
The target of the SGF investigation is now more fLIndamental ix1 nature. None of the
crystals tobe grown here are, like TTF-TCNQ, in particular demand by science or
industry, and the crystals only serve the purpose of model crystals. The real purpose of the
investigation is to study the growth behaviour. One of the experiments, the Soret
Coefficient Measurement experiment is not gr()wing crystals ;it :ill, but h'is it as its sole
purpose to obtain accurate information on thermal diffusion, a process of importance in
crystal growth from solution.
PREE_.EDING PAGE BLANK NOT RLMED
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The 4 LDEF growth reactors had all approximately the same size and were packed
together in a thermostated container. The implication of this was that all the experiments
had to be run at the same temperature. This temperature was determined by simple design
(no cooling water) and the minimum constimption of electrical energy to the heating
elements. 35 ° C was used.
The 4 SGF/EURECA experiments (fig. 1) may be of different sizes, and they are each
individually thermostated. The volumes of the reactors are increased up to 5 times the
LDEF volumes, but still the simple design is maintained (no cooling water). Experiment
temperatures may range from 35 ° C to 70 ° C, and the temperature-time profile as well as
the temperature-position profile is monitored for each experiment throughout the mission.
i
Fig. 1.
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Fig. 2 is a construction drawing of a growth reactor. Basically they follow the same design
principles as the LDEF reactors (2). A major improvement has been introduced in the
pressure equallizing system with the bellows, designed and constructed by A.G. Contraves
in Switzerland.
_l/.0
!
Fig. 2.
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The SGF reactors and the total integrated EURECA under testing are shown in figures 3 and 4.
Fig. 3. The SGF reactors mounted on the EURECA.
Fig. 4.
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Total integrated EURECA under testing.
The 4 SGF experirnents have 1)een described in detail elsewhere (3). llere only a
schematic summary of the scientific background for the experiments will be given.
1. Growth of Calcium-Carbonate Crystals.
PoI. M. David Lind
Rockwell Int. Science Center
Thousand Oaks, Cafifornia.
Co. P.I. Kjeld Flemming Nielsen
Technical University of Denmark
Lyngby, Denmark.
This experiment is a reproduction of the successful growth experiment on the LDEF. The
unexpected and unintended long duration of LDEF prcventcd us from observing free
CaCO3-crystals obtained via homogeneous nucleation in the bulk of the solution, followed
by growth of freely suspended crystals. Apart from this we are interested in a further study
of the habit formation t, nder microgravity conditions, which is unusual.
2. Formation and Transformation of'l'ri-Calcium-Phoslflmte.
P.I. H.E. Lundager Madsen
Royal Veterinary and Agricultural University
Frederiksberg, Denmark.
Nucleation and crystallization of Calcium-l'hosphate takes place with an even stronger
participation of water molecules than in the case of Calcium-Carbonate. Tri-Calcium-
Phosphate can be described as an intermediate gel structure, from which further
crystallization takes place. The study of the influence of gravitation on this gel structure
and its further crystallization into 3 or 4 new crystal structures is the backgrot, nd for this
experiment. Morphology, nucleation, and aggregation of the various structures in
microgravity will be studied.
In living organisms the calcified tissues, I(nown to be influenced by the lack of gravitation,
consist mainly of Phosphates and Carbonates. Thereby the above two experirnents may be
viewed in a broader perspective than only that of basic science in the growth of crystals.
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3. Growth of Zeolite Crystals.
P.I. Michael Stoecker
Center for Industrial Research
Blindern, Oslo, Norway.
Zeolites are crystalline Alumino-Silicatcs with well defined pore structures containing
open channels, pockets, and pores in tile same range of kiJ_etic diameters as small
molecules (3-12 _). They are used for catalysis qnd ion exchange. Also here water
molecules are active in the crystallization that tal<es place via an aqueous gel. With these
crystals accurate knowledge of pore diameters is important for their application, and the
material in question is Offretite, of which large, well shal)ed crystals are wanted. The
objective is to produce channels with pore size diameters 6.4 /k and 4.3 /_ (12 and 8
membered ring channels). Thus the study of morphology here is somewhat specialized.
o Soret Coefficieqt Measure,nents (l)ill'usio,O.'
P.L J. C. Legros
Chimie Physique 12.P. (CP. 165)
Universite Libre de Bruxelles, Belgium.
The Soret Coefficient is tim ratio of tile thermal to the isothermal diffusion coefficient and
is defined positive, if the denser component migrates towards the cold side. This
investigation aims at tile determination of the Soret coefficient in various binary organic
mixtures and aqueous electrolyte solutions. The interior of this experiment is therefore
totally different from the other 3 experiments. It COlltains g,tn arrangement with 20 tubes
with a volume ofl0mleach, and a temperature gradient of about 10°C is placed over
each tube.
The relation to crystal growth in this experiment is that the value of tile Soret coefficient
is an important pararneter ill the growth from solution. If tile growth process involves
exchange of heat, which it normally does, extra liquid flows will be generated under
gravitation.
During the past year, a nunH)cr of EWG's (Expert Working Groups) havebeen set up by
ESA, the European Sl)ace Agency. The group on solution growth has come up with a
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numberof ideasfl)r further investigationsundermicrogravity,whichmaybesummarized
asfollows:
Morphological Mass Transfer Nucleation
Studies Studies Studies
Aggregation
Studies
Available theorL
ies may only be
experimentally
verified in micro-
g environments.
Diffusion Induction time Cluster forma-
profiles may is increased tion & behav-
be steeper in micro-g, iour greatly
without Early stages influenced by
convection, may be found, gravitation.
The morphological, nucleation, and aggrealion studies have been dealt with. Studies of
mass transfer have until now only been in "nattlral" concentration gradients, i.e. gradients
that are isothermal and where the gradient is maintained by removing solute from one
side. The Sorer coefficient experiment is m_w stttds'ing thermal gradients as well.
By removing solvent from the other side of a concentration gradient, f.inst, by evaporation,
gradients may be steeper. Under mierogravity conditions, gradients may become ahnost
arbitrarily steep without convection. Thereby diffusive mass transfer may be enhanced.
One of the EWG members, Rafael Rodriguez-Clemente, has proposed a microgravity
experiment to this effect. It is based on earth experimenls on crystal growth from boiling
solutions (4).
References:
1)
2)
3)
4)
K.F.Nielsen & M.D.Lind: "Results t_f the TI'F-TCNQ and the CaCO 3 Crystalliza-
tion on the LDEF", NASA Conf. PtJbl. 3134, p:trt 3, t9. 1675, Kissimmee FL, 1991.
M.D.Lind & K.F.Nielsen: "Crystal Growth by l)iffusion in Earth-Orbit",
SPIE Vol. 1557, p. 259, San Diego CA, 1991.
EURECA-I Experitnellt Book, ESA Rcf: MU/132/LI, Noordwijk, 1989.
R.Rodriguez-Clemente et al: "Crystal Growth from Boiling Solutions",
Prog. Crystal Growth and Charact., Great Britain, Vol. 17, pp 1-40, 1988.
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